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INTRODUCTION
Acta Via Serica is an international, peer reviewed, multi-disciplinary journal published in English by
Academia Via Serica, under the auspices of Keimyung University, Daegu, S. Korea. The journal was
established in 2016 for the purpose of promoting new research on the Silk Road and Central Asia in all
academic disciplines within the arts and humanities and social sciences. It is published biannually and accepts submissions of papers throughout the year. Before being accepted for publication, all manuscripts
are carefully evaluated and refereed by an international editorial board composed of leading scholars in
their respective fields.
Acta Via Serica also covers a number of peripheral countries/regions in relation to their links/policies
vis-à-vis the historical Silk Road. In those historical terms, the Silk Road is defined as the epicenter of
one of the first waves of globalization connecting Eastern and Western markets, intermixing cultural
and religious traditions.
Consequently, the central aims of Acta Via Serica are to:
· Reflect and promote advances in area-based scholarship in the humanities and social sciences
· Enhance understanding of processes of local and regional change that make the Silk Road countries an
area of significant contemporary interest
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Editor’s Note

We are pleased to announce that starting with the current Volume 3, Issue 2, the name of
the publisher has been changed from Center for Silk Road and Central Asia to Academia Via
Serica under the auspices of Keimyung University. The well-established policy and traditions
of publishing innovative scholarship on topics pertaining to Silk Road studies remains, but
the look and design will undergo a fresh makeover to help bring the journal into the forefront
of academic conversations.
We would like to extend our most sincere gratitude to our board member Dr. Bakhrom
Abdukhalimov, Director of the Institute of Oriental Studies at the Academy of Science of
the Republic of Uzbekistan, for the inclusion of the Al-Biruni Collection, one of the most
important collections of Central Asian manuscripts reflecting the role of the Silk Road in the
development of science and culture in the Middle Hemisphere. Excerpts from the collection
will henceforth be presented in every issue of the journal.
We would also like to give our warmest welcome to the distinguished scholar Dr. Farda
Asadov from the Institute of Oriental Studies of the Republic of Azerbaijan as co-editor of
Acta Via Serica through the invitation of the editorial board. Under his leadership, we hope
to reinforce the journal’s position in global academia and garner the interest of international
scholarship.
The current issue comprises three distinct sections. The first part contains nine research
articles touching on the subjects of history, political science, linguistics, and religion. They
address research questions from diverse corners of Eurasia, from China and India to the
Caucasus/Caspian region to Central Asia proper.
The second part consists of “Translations of Original & Rare Documents,” containing
articles about the Turco-Tatar population in Korea in the 1930s from the newspaper Yanga
Yapon Muhbiri. It provides valuable resources for further research on the socio-economic and
religious-cultural activities of Tatars in Korea under the Japanese occupation, subjects not
well known in Korean academic circles.
The final part is devoted to six book reviews reflecting recent scholarly achievements in
the domain of Silk Road studies. This review section remains faithful to the multidisciplinary
perspective of the journal by including publications dealing with a broad range of
contemporary and historical topics.
The editors would like to express their sincere gratitude to all the contributors to this

vi

Editor’s Note

issue, the external peer reviewers, and the members of our editorial board for their invaluable
efforts. We would also like to thank our publisher President Synn Ilhi, Academia Via Serica,
and the administration of Keimyung University for their continued generous support in the
publication of this journal.
The Editorial Staff
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The Original Concept of the Silk Road and
Richthofen’s Humanistic Ideas
YOUNG-PIL KWON

The concept of the “Seidenstrassen” (Silk Road) was created by the German
geographer F. von Richthofen (1833-1905) in 1877. The “Seidenstrassen”
means communication between China and the Roman cultural area. To
prove the route of dissemination of silk, Richthofen not only focused on
geographical substantiality, based on the routes of the Chinese Zhang Qian
and the Roman Ptolemy, but also on etymological, historical, and religious
sources. In fact, his Silk Road concept has the trade of silk as well as the
humanistic ideas of cultural exchange. It is worth noting that in his book
China, Richthofen presented the Silk Road as a space-time concept that
considers the length of space as well as the length of time by highlighting
humanistic examples that came into modern times through the Sea Route.
Later, the English term “Silk Road” appeared in 1938, the Japanese term “シ
ルクロード” (sirukurodo) in 1939, and the Korean term “실크로드” (silkrodeu)
in 1952.
Keywords: Seidenstrassen, Richthofen’s Sea Route, Ptolemy, A. Herrmann,
English term Silk Road

YOUNG-PIL KWON (kwonypil@hanmail.net) is a former professor at the Korean National University of Arts.
*This article supplements the keynote presentation at the 4th Annual International Conference of IASS (International
Association for Silk Road Studies) (September 15, 2018). The main theme of the conference was “Studies of the
Concept of the Silk Road.” The “Sea Route” section has been added to this article.
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Introduction
When we define a general concept of the Silk Road and its expandability, we call it Silkroadology
(Silk Road studies).1 In this paper, based on a theory of Ferdinand von Richthofen (18331905), which is a fundamental source for Silkroadology, I intend to search for its original
meaning when the term “Seidenstrassen” (Silk Road) was coined in 1877, as well as to focus
on investigations of Richthofen’s spirit in the concept.2 This study will contribute to the
analysis of layers of meaning which were included in the concept.
Richthofen’s “Seidenstrassen” means communication between China and the Roman
cultural area.3 Escaping from the limit of the interpretation of the Silk Road as just a trade
route, the Silk Road also had the role of a cultural exchange route from its beginnings.
Richthofen was not merely a geographer but also a scholar with a humanistic vision.
Even in recent years, there have been only a few studies focusing entirely on this subject
of Richthofen’s. Among them, there are no papers which analyzed Richthofen’s theory in
depth with as broad a perspective as Daniel Waugh’s 2007 study.4 While interpreting and
criticizing Richthofen’s major book China, Waugh made the valuable contribution of defining
the humanistic value of the concept of the Silk Road and predicting its future direction.
In her 2012 book, Valerie Hansen emphasized the importance of literary sources which
were discovered through excavation. In a half page explanation about Richthofen, Hansen
introduced Richthofen as the author of the term “Silk Road” and his geographer’s aspect,
and noted that Richthofen was given the task of designing railroads to be built from China
to Germany. Fortunately, the Silk Road map from Richthofen’s original text was published in
Hansen’s book for the first time.5 However, Hansen did not link Richthofen to the role of the
Silk Road as a route of East-West cultural exchange.
In 2012, Richthofen’s Sojourn in Japan was published and drew attention in Japan.6 Richthofen
visited Japan twice, for about five months between 1860 and 1861 and also in 1870. This
travelogue was published in 1912 in Germany. It was translated into Japanese 100 years later.
1

2

3

4

5
6

In 2001, Jeong Su-il defined the concept of “Silkroadology” and conducted substantial research on it, contributing to its development by expanding its concept. He explained definitively “Silkroadology as diachronic and
dynamic humanities and sociology.” Jeong Su-il, Silkroadology (Seoul: Changbi Publishers, 2001), 21. Silkroadology was first proposed by Higuchi Takayasu of Japan in 1994. Research Center for Silk Roadology, ed., Advocacy
of Silk Roadology (Tokyo: Shogakukan Publisher, 1994).
F. von Richthofen, China: Ergebnisse eigener Reisen und Darauf Gegründeter Studien (Berlin: Verlag von Dietrich Reimer, 1877). Of the five volumes, the first volume uses “Seidenstrassen” for the first time and contains the core
ideas of his theory. The following data are useful for understanding Richthofen’s spirit in the concept. Young-pil
Kwon, Silk Road’s Ethos (Seoul: Hakyon Perblishers, 2017), 21-72.
From a regional point of view, Richthofen’s “Seidenstreassen” should be seen as extending from Oxus and
Jaxarte to Syria in the west, not ending at Bactria and turning south to India, as A. Herrmann claimed. Albert
Herrmann, Die alten Seidenstrassen zwischen China und Syrien, (Berlin: Weidmannsche Buchhandlung, 1910), 10.
Daniel C. Waugh, “Richthofen’s ‘Silk Roads’: Toward the Archaeology of a Concept,” The Silk Road 5, no. 1
(Summer 2007): 1-10. Waugh presented many sources about Richthofen in the bibliography of his article.
Valerie Hansen, The Silk Road: A New History (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), 2-3.
F. von Richthofen, Richthofen’s Sojourn in Japan, trans. Naoki Kamimura (Fukuoka: Publication of Kyushu University, 2012).
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In the preface to this travelogue, a Japanese scholar evaluated the book as “a writing of a
fusion of intellect and sensibility, science, thought, and literature.”7 This evaluation is helpful
in understanding Richthofen’s characteristics. Previously, in 1942, Richthofen’s voluminous
work, China, was partially translated into Japanese. Earlier, in 1900, Siratori Gurakichi in his
study, criticized Richthofen while citing him.8
Peter Frankopan, in 2015, said that this sprawling web of connections was given a name,
“Seidenstrassen,” by Richthofen which has stuck ever since. Also he said that despite the
importance of these pathways’ connections, it has been forgotten by mainstream history,
because of what we have called “orientalism.”9 It seems that he connects the Silk Road to
political and social aspects.
In recent years, in contrast to Richthofen’s evaluation in the world academic sphere, I
gave a presentation about Richthofen in a workshop of the Korean Association for Central
Asian Studies in 201310 and had an opportunity to newly understand his multiple aspects,
notably his humanistic ideas.

Richthofen’s Scholarship and Journeys of Exploration
A. von Humboldt (1769-1859) and C. Ritter (1779-1859) had a significant effect on Richthofen’s
study. In particular, Richthofen received, intact, from Humboldt a characteristic of traditional
German geography, which emphasized the totality of the world and field research as
positivism. We can consider this a philosophy of Johann Gottfried von Herder (1744-1803),
who handed his mantle to Humboldt, who in turn did crucial work on this characteristic.
Specifically, as Herder’s stance was to develop ethnology based on anthropology, foreign
culture was an important subject of interest.11 Also Humbolt’s masterwork Central Asia
(L’Asie Centrale, 1843) and Ritter’s Asia (Asien, 1832) prepared the way for Richthofen.12
In 1860, when the German government formed a diplomatic mission to the Far East, the
27-year-old Richthofen, who had studied geography at the University of Berlin, participated
7
8

9
10

11

12

F. von Richthofen, Richthofen’s Sojourn in Japan, i.
Shiratori Gurakichi, Research for the History of Western Region (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten Publishers, 1970), 17-18,
34, 529.
Peter Frankopan, The Silk Roads: A New History of the World (London: Bloomsbury, 2015), xvi.
Young-pil Kwon, “Richthofen’s Perspective of Asia” (Presentation at a workshop by the Korean Association
of Central Asian Studies, January 25, 2013).
John H. Zammito, Kant, Herder, and the Birth of Anthropology (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2002),
345.
Von Richthofen, China, Vol. I, 724-25. Richthofen highly praised Humboldt: “In Central Asia, which contains
the wonderful value of Humboldt, the great spirit of Humboldt who always tried to grasp the totality of the
phenomenon, not narrowing the scope through the limitations of what we saw and what we experienced, but
put the whole continent into a single eye.” He also praised Ritter, stating, “Ritter’s book Asia has a marvelous
structure ... and is a completion of comprehensive geography in China.” In addition, Waugh states, “according
to Professor Ulla Ehrensvärd’s 2007 presentation entitled “Sven Hedin and Eurasia: Adventure, Knowledge,
and Geopolitics,” ‘Ritter’s mapping technology was imitated by Richthofen and passed on to Hedin through
him.’” (Waugh, Richthofen’s Silk Roads, 2).
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in this mission as a geologist and secretary of the legation. This event became an initiation
for his later research on geological features and geology in East Asia as well as in China and
Central Asia.13 It became a crucial opportunity to create his masterwork.14
For 13 years from 1860 to 1872, he surveyed the geological features and environment of
most parts of China. Moreover, by analyzing ancient Chinese history books, he developed a
methodology to observe changes in the geographical environment. Differing from the usual
Western perspective on China, he thought that it was necessary to understand the history of
Chinese knowledge of their own land.15 For example, he used “Tribute of Yu” (Yü-kung, 禹
貢) which is a section of The Book of Documents (Shujing, 書經). “Tribute of Yu” is an ancient
Chinese geography book which recorded that Yu (禹), the progenitor of the Xia Dynasty
(ca. 2205-1776 BC), controlled the great floods and cleared the land. Richthofen began to
engage in this study in Shanghai in 1872. He did basic work in English, and after returning
to Germany, he found that J. H. Plath (1821-1912) had already done some preliminary study.
Although Richthofen could not use Chinese sources, through J. Legge’s (1815-1897) excellent
translation,16 he focused on the task of comparing the contents revealed in these classics with
the information he had found on his own.

“Central Asia” and the Silk Road
Ironically, Richthofen did not have an opportunity for an actual exploration of Central Asia.
At the beginning of his exploration of China, from 1860 to 1861, his attempt to enter Central
Asia (Xinjiang) was frustrated by Chinese riots. However, he became aware of the importance
of Central Asia from Humboldt’s book and then he made his own interpretation differently
from that of his predecessor. He defined Central Asia as follows:
First, it is an area where an ancient puddle without an outlet connects to the continent,
in other words, the long-standing existence of this puddle is the most fully developed
special phenomenon which was caused by the nature of having no outlet: from the
Tibetan Plateau in the south to the Altai Mountains in the north and from the Pamir
Watershed in the west to a watershed of an enormous Chinese river and Khingan
Mountains in the east. Second, rivers around that area run into the sea and flow into the
ocean-like parts of land such as the Caspian and Aral Seas. Third, mountain pass areas,
where there were no outlets in the past, were either partially turned into water areas or
vice versa. These areas still maintain a considerable degree of uniqueness in Central
Asia and have not yet completely lost their characteristics. So these areas do not belong
13

14
15
16

F. von Richthofen, China I: China and Central Asia, trans. Mochidzuki Katsumi (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten Publishers, 1942), 2.
Von Richthofen, China I.
Von Richthofen, China I, 275.
James Legge, The Chinese Classics, with a Translation, Critical and Exegetical Notes, Prolegomena and Copious Indexes
(Hong Kong: At the Authors, 1865), quoted by Von Richthofen, China I, 284.
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entirely to this area, nor do they belong to that area. Fourth, an island separated from
the continent by a port without water.17

Expressing Central Asia in this way is a considerable literary rhetoric.
In summary, the eastern and western sections of Central Asia, as seen by Richthofen,
cover a large area from the west of Pamir to the beginnings of the Khingan Mountains. Most
of all, it is interesting that he described Central Asia as a region like an island separated from
continents and acknowledged its cultural uniqueness.
It seems that during careful study of “Tribute of Yu,” Richthofen understood the
economic value and utility of silk in Chinese culture. In ancient China, local governments
produced and administered silk, and silk products were collected as tribute by the central
government.18 He also confirmed a route of Chinese silk through Central Asia to west Asia
by examining Zhang Qian’s route during the Han Dynasty. In Chinese history books such
as Shiji and The Book of Han,19 it is recorded that Zhang Qian passed Dàwǎn (大宛, Fergana:
Jaxartes = the upper region of the Syr Darya) and Dàyuèzhī (大月氏) to reach Dàxià (大夏,
Bactria: Oxus = the upper region of the Amu Darya) and then returned home to report to
the emperor. Richthofen understood the importance of Zhang Qian’s explorations and his
awareness of the existence of India (Juān dú (身毒) at that time) in Dàxià.20
Richthofen suggested three routes for the caravans that moved west. Among them, two
routes were based on Zhang Qian’s journey to the west21 and used routes which started from
Chang’an. The first route is the one that Chinese caravans used to cross the Terek Pass to
Dàwǎn, and there, silk was handed over to transporters, who might have been Parthian (安
息) merchants. Silk was supplied to Persia, Mesopotamia, and Syria. The second route was
taken by a tribe called the Aorsi, living north of the Caspian Sea and near the mouth of the
Volga River, who brought silk to Pontus (south of the Black Sea). The third route was used
by the people of Dàxià, which went from Bactra, which is above Kabul, to India. The goods
that went to India did not move west beyond Dàwǎn, but went directly to Oxus by way of
the Pamir Pass. After reaching Dàwǎn beyond the Terek Pass, Zhang Qian began his return
journey through the upper reaches of the river. It seems that he had already mastered the two
routes because he went first from Dàwǎn to Dàyuèzhī, and then from there to Dàxià, and
17
18
19

20
21

Von Richthofen, China I, 6-8.
Von Richthofen, China I, 443.
Von Richthofen, China I, 449, footnote 1. Richthofen recalled that while reading through Sima Qian’s Shiji, in
particular the story of Zhang Qian in chapter 123, he thought this report highlighted the “truth as it is” (ungeschminkt). Richthofen read the story of Zhang Qian through the following translated version: M. Brosset,
“Relation du pays de Tauwan, traduit du Chinois,” Nouveau Journal Asiatique II (1828): 418-450.
Shiji, Dàwǎn Biography 63.
According to Zhang Qian’s biography in The Book of Han, and the Dàwǎn biography in Shiji, Zhang Qian left
home in 139 BC and returned in 126 BC. His 13 year journey to the west followed this route: Cháng’ān (長
安) → Lǒngxī (隴西) → Wǔwēi (武威) → Yīnshān (陰山) → Khara-khoto → Hami → Chēshī (車師) → Kucha
→ Kashgar → Dawan (大宛, Fergana) → Guìshānchéng (貴山城) → Marakanda (Samarkand) → Yuèzhī (月氏)
→ Baktra → Yútián (于闐, Khotan) → Yūmí (扜彌) → Wǔwēi (武威) → Yīnshān (陰山) → Tàiyuán (太原) →
Cháng’ān. Nagasawa Kazutoshi, Zhang Qian and Silk Road (Tokyo: Shimizu Shoin Co. Ltd., 1984), 60.
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to Yútián (于闐, Khotan). The first caravan in 114 BC also crossed the Pamir Pass in order
to get directly to Parthia (Ansi), and it seems that because of this, Dàwǎn, which wanted
to trade with China for a while, was not mentioned at all in the records of expeditions in
Chinese history books. Richthofen thought that although in later years, the northern route
was more accessible due to its convenience, the connectivity with Ki-pin (罽賓, Kephene,
Kablistan) suggested that the southern route had not been neglected.22 It is the second route
that draws our attention here. This is because we can understand that Richthofen had already
emphasized the importance of the Steppe Route.23

Ptolemy’s Silk Road
Based on the historical fact that the road was officially opened to east-west traffic in the
Former Han Dynasty, Richthofen confirmed the movement of Chinese silk to the West along
this route. Moreover, he intended to find out how this historical fact was understood in the
West through maps. Marinus of Tyre and Ptolemy (Ptolemaeus, active AD 125-151) are the
ones who matched his perspective.
The geographer Ptolemy was able to use survey data organized by the Roman Empire.
In addition, he used a large number of land and sea travel guides which have since been
scattered and lost. Ptolemy was greatly influenced by the success of his predecessor Marinus.24
Richthofen pointed out the achievement of Ptolemy in this way:
The source of Marinus’ investigation of the provinces beyond Imaus (Pamir), a country
belonging to the Chinese who bring the silk, namely the region Marinus called Serica,
is information from the Macedonian merchant MAËS (Titianus), who sent middlemen
there. We should be grateful to Marinus’ successor, Ptolemy, for the very short content
from Marinus’ writings. Ptolemy, also a mathematician, supplemented this data in
various ways. Knowledge of ancient geography reached its climax in Ptolemy. His
geographical works were used for two centuries, but then fell into oblivion with the fall
22

23

24

Von Richthofen, China I, 463-64. Here, it seems that the year 114 BC meant when Zhang Qian was sent to
Wusun as an envoy. Therefore, Richthofen’s opinion, that Dàwǎn was not mentioned in the expedition records, needs to be reconsidered. This is because Zhang Qian sent assistant envoys to many countries including
Dàwǎn. Shiji, Vol. 123, Dàwǎn Biography 63, Dà xià article.
In a recent presentation, Gościwit Malinowski presented the fact that the Chinese silk brought by the Huns
through the northern Steppe Route was carried to Tanais, a city in the Bosporan kingdom (Gościwit Malinowski, “Alexandria, Roma, Palmyra, Tanais and other Western Gateways of the Silk Road in Antiquity,” in Proceedings
of the International Symposium Ancient Capitals on the Silk Road, Gyeongju: World Capital Culture Research Foundation and Gyeongju University Silk Road Research Center, September 18-19, 2015). It can be inferred that this
is related to the second route that Richthofen mentioned.
On the other hand, Masuda Hisao once said that finding the Steppe Route is the achievement of Japanese
academics. Masuda Hisao, Exchange between East and West, (Tokyo: Shibundo, 1962), 3-4.
Lelio Pagani, “Claudii Ptolemaei Cosmographia,” in Ptolemaei Cosmographia, ed. Lelio Pagani, trans. Takeuchi
Keiichi (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten Publishers, 1978), 3-5.
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of the Roman Empire. Then in the 15th century, his writings were revived.25

In his own way, Richthofen organized the city names of Ptolemy: Serica, Seres, Sera
Metropolis, and Issedon. He first became aware of “Issedon” in Herodotus,26 and said that
this place should be used to specify the western part of the Tarim Basin. Richthofen also said
that in later years when Strabo called the people living beyond Imamus (Pamir) Serer rather
than their tribe name, he used this name to refer to “the people who brought silk” in that
period. As the Chinese merchants had already played this role, Strabo used the wrong name
for the indigenous tribe (Issedon).27
J. B. B. d’Anville (1697-1782) did not think the places called “Seres” and “Serica,” which
Ptolemy refers to, were part of China, but included the northwestern part of Gansu (1768).
J. de Guignes (1721-1800) revised this opinion in 1784 and considered “Serica” to be China.
This conflicting claim eventually led to Humboldt and Ritter concluding that Ptolemy’s
Serica started from the east of Imaus (Pamir) and extended to the “unknown territory” (terra
incognita) which is east of the Tarim Basin.28
Auxakisch, Kasisch, and Emodus, the great mountains of the Serica area, which Ptolemy
marked on his map, were renamed Tien-shan (天山), Kwen-lun (崑崙), and the Himalayas
respectively by Richthofen.29 He considered Issedon Serica, which is located in the northern
part of the Kasisch Mountains, to be a key point of the silk trade and thought of it as
Khotan.30 Furthermore, he pointed out that the various cities of the trade route on Ptolemy’s
map – namely Kashgar, Turfan, Hami, Shāzhōu (Dunhuang), as well as Kantshou (甘州,
Zhāngyē 張掖), Liángzhōu (涼州, and Wuwei 武威) – had been erroneously stated to be
located on the southern shore of Tien-shan. He asserted that the circumstances in which the
southern route of the Tarim Basin was utilized in the Han Dynasty had not not considered.31
In addition, he thought the metropolis of Sera to be Chang’an.32 The important cities of the
Serica region (the cities on the Silk Road), which Ptolemy put forward and were summarized
by Richthofen, are as follows: Damna, Piala, Asmiraca, Throana (敦煌), Issedon Serica (于闐),
Aspakara, Dorsakhe, Paliana, Thagura, Abragana, Daxata, Orosana, Ottorokorraha, Solana,
and Sera Metropolis (長安).33
On Herrmann’s map, most of these ancient cities are marked with today’s place names,
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
32
33

Von Richthofen, China I, 478.
Von Richthofen, China I, 442.
Von Richthofen, China I, 458.
Von Richthofen, China I, 479-480 and footnote 1; Jean B. B. d’Anville, “Recherches Géographiques et Historiques sur la Sériquie des Anciens,” Mémoires de l’Académie Royale des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres XXXII (1768):
573-603; Joseph de Guignes, “Idée Générale du Commerce et des Liaisons que les Chinois ont Eues avec les
Nations Occidentales,” Mémoires de l’Académie Royale des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres XLVI (1793): 560.
Von Richthofen, China I, 484.
Von Richthofen, China I, 458, 487-488.
Von Richthofen, China I, 483.
Von Richthofen, China I, 489; Waugh, Richthofen’s ‘Silk Roads,’ 3-4.
Von Richthofen, China I, 481.
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and there are problems in one or two places.34 However, his map allows us to understand
the Silk Road and the geographical concept of Central Asia that second century Westerners
had. It seems that this conclusion of Richthofen and his interpretation of Ptolemy were
objectively evaluated by Herrmann to some extent. “Richthofen was able to grasp the
significance of Ptolemy’s statements more deeply than anyone else, and to use it as the basis
of his achievement with sharpness and clarity. He traced the origin of place names and
Chinese records of traffic.”35

The Emergence of Herrmann and Criticism of Richthofen
Once Richthofen first coined “Seidenstrassen,” Albert Herrmann was the first to write about
this concept in German in 1910. Herrmann, by proving in his book Die alten Seidenstrassen
zwischen China und Syrien that the Silk Road actually reached Syria, revised Richthofen’s Silk
Road theory on the basis of Chinese history books and Friedrich Hirth’s (1845-1927) theory,
by which in fact, the Roman Empire in the Chinese history books of the Han period was
Syria. According to Herrmann, Richthofen suggested that between 114 BC and 127 AD,
China traded silk with the countries of Oxus and Jaxartes and from there the route was
connected to India. However, Herrmann argued that the Silk Road went further west, in the
Oxus region, and reached Syria.36
In order to understand Herrmann’s argument, it is necessary to first examine the academic
conditions of the time. First of all, Chinese history books such as Shiji and The Book of Han
that Herrmann referred to had been published in a newer, more accurate translation with
commentary by Édouard Chavannes (1865-1918).37 In addition, the relationship between
China and Central Asia had been intensively studied since the 1870s, and new theories by
researchers such as Hirth had been presented. Finally, excavations and research on Central
Asia by Sweden, Germany, and England started at the beginning of the 20th century. The
34

35
36
37

A. Herrmann, “Die alten Seidenstrassen zwischen China und Syrien” (PhD diss., Göttingen University, 1910).
A book with the same title was published in the same year at Weidmannsche Buchhandlung (Berlin, 1910).This
book was again published in a photoprint edition in Tientsin (天津) in 1941. Ada Takeo (織田武雄) explained the
city names of Herrmann’s map as follows: Hormeterion (Kashgar, 疏勒), Auzacia (Aksu, 姑墨), Issedon Schyhia
(Kucha, 龜茲), Issedon Serica (Charklik, 鄯善), Daxata (Yumenguan, 玉門關), Dorsacha (Jiuquan, 酒泉), Thogara (Zhangye, 張掖), Sera metropolis (Wuwei, 武威), Soeta (Yarkand, 莎車), Chaurana (Khotan, 于闐), Damna
(Karashar, 焉耆), Piala (Turfan, 交河), Asmiraea (Hami, 且彌), and Throana (Dunhuang, 敦煌). Takeo, “Ptolemaei
Cosmographia Definition,” in Ptolemaei Cosmographia, ed. Lelio Pagani, trans. Takeuchi Keiichi (Tokyo: Iwanami
Shoten Publishers, 1978), 17. In regard to Herrmann’s city names, Waugh pointed out “... somewhat illogically
it seems, Sera Metropolis was not Chang’an, as Richthofen had it, but Wu-Wei, farther to the west.” Waugh,
Richthofen’s ‘Silk Roads,’ 6. Ada Takeo also considered Asmiraea to be Yī wú (伊吾) and said that others consider
Sera metropolis to be Lánzhōu (蘭州). Ada Takeo, “Ptolemaei Cosmographia Definition.”
Herrmann, Die alten Seidenstrassen, 23-24.
Herrmann, Die alten Seidenstrassen, 10.
In 1882, The Book of Former Han was translated by A. Wylie, and in 1907, The Book of Later Han was translated
by E. Chavannes. The commentaries in Chavannes’ book have more value. Herrmann, Die alten Seidenstrassen,
14.
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relics excavated at this time became the basis for the study literature.38
Under these conditions, relying on Hirth’s work, Herrmann questioned Richithofen. He
presented the following research results. First, he suggested that Dàqín (大秦) was Syria.39 He
also claimed that the majority of exported items from China to Dàqín (Syria) were silk and
these silks were produced in northwest China during the reign of Emperor Chao-ti (昭帝, 8673 BC).40 Furthermore, he stated that various Syrian trade goods were imported into China.41
However, he qualified this by saying “Although both countries were highly interdependent,
there were no direct national links.”42 What we need to understand here is the fact that the
passage through which the trade goods passed is verifiable all the way from China to Syria.
Herrmann said that the route connecting the east and the west began at Yangguan Pass (陽關),
the main gate of the Great Wall connecting Dunhuang and Lop-nor, and eventually reached
Tyrus, the industrial city of Syria.43
Herrmann and Richthofen not only differed from each other in terms of the extension
of the passage, but also in terms of which path in Central Asia played the role of the main
passage. Herrmann asserted that “in the first hundred years AD, the connections between
the East and West had reached a high state of development (the caravans went the farthest
west at the time of Pancho (班超)). The trade caravans did not use only the southern route, as
Richthofen had assumed, and long before, they had used the northern route. This is because
there were three important Chinese bases (Kucha, Turfan, and Hami) on the northern route.
Probably the middle way (中道: from the Yangguan, through Loulan to Kucha) was the most
favorable route. This is because it is the shortest route connecting east and west.”44
Herrmann also pointed out the improbability of Richthofen’s claim that the southern
route was mainly used. By pointing out that in 103 BC, the Han Dynasty general Lǐ Guǎnglì
used the southern route and lost many of his troops from famine, he asserted that the
conditions for caravan movement on the southern route were poor at the time.45 Herrmann
also criticized another of Richthofen’s claims, that the west part of the northern route finally
opened in the Later Han Dynasty.46
38

39

40
41

42
43
44
45
46

For example, two things were very helpful to Herrmann. First, A. Stein of England proved that, after explorations of Central Asia on two occasions (1900-01 and 1906-08), the old villages from the Han Dynasty and later
were stops on roads that had been completely forgotten (Herrmann, Die alten Seidenstrassen, 11). The second was
Stein’s map (1907/1909) of the ruins (Herrmann, Die alten Seidenstrassen, 129).
With all the relevant Chinese history books, Hirth found that Dàqín was Syria, with Antioch as its capital. F.
Hirth, “Syrisch-Chinesische Beziehungen im Anfang unserer Zeitrechnung,” in Durch Syrien und Kleinasien, ed.
R. Oberhummer et al. (Berlin, 1899), 436ff, quoted by Herrmann, Die alten Seidenstrassen, 16.
F. Hirth, China and the Roman Orient (Shanghai: Kelly & Walsh, 1885), 226.
Hirth, China and the Roman Orient, 72ff, 228ff. This claim is based on the Dàqín (大秦 here means Syria) content
of A Brief History of Wei (魏略).
Herrmann, Die alten Seidenstrassen, 6-7.
Herrmann, Die alten Seidenstrassen, 17.
Herrmann, Die alten Seidenstrassen, 126-27, 8-9.
Herrmann, Die alten Seidenstrassen, 119.
Herrmann, Die alten Seidenstrassen, 120; Von Richthofen, China I, 468. As evidence for this, Herrmann presented
the idea that Sima Qian wrote that after the Han had destroyed Lun-tai (輪台, near the east of Kucha) in the
western part of the Han Dynasty region (104 BC), the route to the west became more stable.
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Review of Richthofen’s Seidenstrasse:
The Necessity for a Re-Examination of Richthofen
By asserting that Richthofen’s Silk Road, which was limited to Oxus, should be extended
to Syria, Herrmann gained the support of world academia.47 However, when we examine
Richthofen’s silk trade route more carefully, we discover a new fact. Richthofen presupposed
that the oldest silk trade to “the west beyond Oxus” existed and he proved this proposition
based on a variety of sources.
In the category of “silk trade,” Richthofen carefully analyzed the transportation of silk,
its economic feasibility, and its ripple effects.
“In the era of Herodotus(484-430/20 BC), Eastern and Western civilizations might not
have known each other. However, there is no question that trade could have occurred at
that time or perhaps had for long before that time. Perhaps there were many difficulties
with trade at that time, and a lot of trade would have been hindered. Despite these
difficulties, hand-to-hand-traded Chinese products reached the countries in Oxus and
those at Jaxartes (currently the Syr Darya River), and further west from there. Among
the trade goods, the most expensive and the lightest to carry was silk” (Italics mine).48

As already mentioned, silk passed through Parthian middlemen and was supplied to Persia,
Mesopotamia, and Syria.49
Waugh criticized this idea in this way: “but he (Richthofen) portrays the earlier trade
contacts as episodic (Italics mine) exchange from hand to hand, not as something organized
and involving long distance travel and large quantities of goods.”50 However, in my opinion,
it is clear that this route was a silk-carrying route, even if it was not for large-scale caravan
transport. In addition, as already noted, Richthofen described three routes for trading Chinese
silk: the Terek Pass route, the northern Caspian route, and the Bactria-India route. Moreover,
by examining the conditions under which silk was produced in China and its spread to the West
from linguistic, religious, and social perspectives, ie, humanistic methodologies, Richthofen
presented a more in-depth picture of when silk could have gone to which part of the West.
First, he referred to the value of silk. “From the earliest times in China, silk could be
obtained, and it was woven into a fabric. This is based on the fact that silk is referred to in
the ‘Tribute of Yu’ as the inventory of tribute in nearly all provinces, and also in The Rites of
Zhou (周禮) many times in reference to its production.”51
Second, he investigated the linguistic diffusion of silk. The spread of the Chinese word
47

48
49
50
51

For example, Nagasawa is one of the people who accepted Herrmann’s assertion. Nagasawa Kaztosi, Cultural
History of Silk Road I (Tokyo: Hakusuisha Co., 1983), 10-12.
Von Richthofen, China I, 442-443.
Von Richthofen, China I, 463.
Waugh, Die alten Seidenstrassen, 4.
Von Richthofen, China I, 443 and footnote 1.
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silk (絲) mirrors the range of the spread of silk. Therefore, there is a need to consider the
pronunciation of silk in neighboring countries. “Chinese silk (絲) is pronounced as sz’, ssu, sse
and sometimes with a suffix r attached, it becomes sser or ssir. In such a word structure, silk
became sir in Korean, sirghe in Manchurian, sirkek in Mongolian, and σηρ (ser) in Greek.”52 Of
course, the important thing here is when the word silk was disseminated.
Third, he looked at references to silk in the Bible. In relation to language, we can search
for the word silk in the Bible and check the period in which it occurs. Following De Guignes’s
assertion, Richthofen thought that the word “Sherikoth” in the book of Isaiah (19:9) meant
silk, and he agreed with Pardessus that the word “Meschi” in the Book of Ezekiel (16:10,13)
must be silk.53 Although Richthofen was dubious about Pardessus’s inclusion of silk in the
trade with Tyrus in the book of Ezekiel,54 what we need to pay attention to is that there is a
positive opinion agreeing with Pardessus.55
Fourth, he drew attention to the use of silk in ancient costumes. A famous example of
costumes in ancient society is “Median costumes.” Richthofen thought that in the writings
of ancient authors, much of the mention of medieval costumes showed the importance of
the silk trade with the West. As evidence for this, he pointed out that Procopius quotes from
De Bello Gallico of Gaius Julius Caesar that Median costumes were made of silk fabrics.56
Meanwhile, according to Herodotus’ Histories, the Medians were well-dressed and had always
been praised by neighboring races, especially the neighboring Persians. It was true that the
costume was likely to have been silk, but it was difficult to tell with certainty.57
Finally, there was the question of when silk first became known in Greece. It is well
known that when General Nerchos, in the time of Alexander the Great, crossed the Indus
River in 327 BC and went into Punjab Province, he saw silk for the first time.58 It is significant
that in this passage, Richthofen emphasized that Nerchos was the first person among the
52

53

54
55

56
57

58

Von Richthofen, China I, 443 and footnote 2. Concerning language relationships, it is not possible to exclude
the possibility that Richthofen referred to Henry Yule’s book but Richthofen directly quoted De Guignes
(1793) and Pardessus (1842).
Von Richthofen, China I, 443, footnote 3, 4; Joseph de Guignes, “Idée du Commerce des Chinois et Nations
Occidentales,” Mémoires de l’Académie Royale des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres XLVI (1793): 575; Pardessus, “Mémoires sur le Commerce de Soie Chez les Anciens,” Mémoires de l’Académie Royale des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres
XV (1842). Henry Yule [Cathay and the Way Thither (1866), 20] and Terrien de Lacouperie [Western Origin of the
Early Chinese Civilization from 2,300 BC to 200 AD (1894), 201] pointed out that it was an error for De Guignes
to regard the Sherikoth in the Book of Isaiah as silk. On the other hand, as Pardessus said, the Hebrew word
“meschi” in the Book of Ezekiel (16:10,13) is translated as silk in the King James Bible and Strong’s Hebrew and
St. Jerome’s interpretation of this part was also silk. Frederic Charles Cook, ed., The Holy Bible, According to the
Authorized Version, A.D. 1611, Vol. 6 (London: John Murray, 1876), 68.
Von Richthofen, China I, 443, footnote 4.
Cook, The Holy Bible. There are three places in the Bible where the word silk is mentioned, one of which is
the Book of Ezekiel. He interprets Ezekiel (xxvii, 16): “Ezekiel, xxvii, 16, places silk among the merchandise
brought to Tyre.”
Von Richthofen, China I, 443, footnote No. 5.
Herodotos, Histories Aposexis, trans. Byong-hi Chun (Seoul: Sup Publication, 2009), I-135, III-84. Von Richthofen, China I, 443. Richthofen said that Herodotus himself had never mentioned the material of the garment.
L. Boulnois, La Route de la Soie, trans. Nagasawa Kaztosi (Tokyo: Kawadeshobanshinsha, 1980), 12.
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Greeks to use the word silk.59 This is because the area where Chinese silk entered was indeed
India and the person who recognized it as seres (silk) was a Greek. In other words, this
suggests that silk entered Greece before Alexander the Great’s eastern expedition. Based on
humanities sources, Richthofen made the point that whether silk transportation was done
directly by the Chinese or by brokers on the Silk Road, the Silk Road ended further west than
Oxus in places such as Greece and Syria.
In conclusion, this is significantly different from what Herrmann argued. This theory
of Richthofen might have been regarded as a hypothesis at the end of the 19th century, and
it may have been difficult to obtain a positive evaluation from the more common position.
However, when we bring the achievements of contemporary archeology into view, it is
possible to see that in fact Chinese silk crossed into Europe as well as Central Asia in the 5th
century BC.60

Richthofen’s “Sea Route”
Richthofen paid a little attention to the Sea Route,61 although it was not comparable to his
writing about the land route. I would like to provide a brief history of maritime traffic
following his writing.
Richthofen made an introductory comment that China first began trading with Ceylon
in the Eastern Chin (317-418) period and further advanced to Hira on the Euphrates in the
middle of the 5th century.62 The trade with Ceylon was especially active in the 5th century,
and Chinese merchant ships presumably transported many envoys from Ceylon to China.
This first case likely began after 405, followed by Fa Xian’s visit to Ceylon during his journey
(India pilgrimage 399-413).63 It is assumed that other envoys also used the Sea Route. These
envoys came to China in 428, 430, 435, 456, 515, 523, 527, and 531.64
China was fascinated by Buddhist culture including Buddhist scriptures and the Buddhist
sculptures in Ceylon, so further exchange was promoted.65 In particular, the relationship
59
60

61

62

63

64
65

Von Richthofen, China I, 443.
Zhao Feng, History of Chinese Silk Art (Beijing: Cultural Relics Press, 2005), 10. Silk goods from the 5th century
BC, excavated near Pazyryk in Altay, Stuttgart in Germany, and Xinjiang Urumqi, are very early examples of
China’s Silk Road trade with the West.
Von Richthofen, China I. 519, 567. He used the term “traffic to the sea; traffic by the sea” (Verkehr zur See;
Verkehr auf dem Seeweg) instead of “Marine Silk Road.”
Von Richthofen, China I, 520. Fujita Toyohachi thinks that the Chinese Marine Route started in the Former Han
Dynasty. According to The Book of Han (Treatise on Geography), in the time of Emperor Wu, China traded
with Kanchipuram (黃支國, current 康契普臘姆) which was in southern India. Fujita Toyohachi, “Record of
Southwest Maritime Transportation in Former Han Dynasty,” in Studies of East-West Interaction History – Southern
Sea part, ed. Ikeuchi Hiroshi (Tokyo: Okaishoin, 1932), 124.
Fa Xian arrived in Ceylon in 409 and left in 411. Liu Yingsheng, Silk Road Culture. Sea Route Part (Zhejiang:
Zhejiang People’s Publishing House, 1996), 34.
Von Richthofen, China I, 521.
In addition, China imported cotton products, golden jewelry, and jewels and exported silk and celadon. The
Book of Sui (隋書) is also a reference to the products of Ceylon (wood, ivory, camphor, sesame, black pepper,
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between India and China was close at the time of Emperor Wu (reign 502-549) in the Liang
Dynasty. He loved Buddhism and created exchanges with India. During his reign, the king of
Ceylon declared Ceylon a vassal of China in 515. The various kingdoms on the mainland of
India also sent envoys to China with expensive gifts. It seems that here Richthofen thought
that the Sea Route was used for exchange between China and India.66
While researching the Sea Route up to 600 AD, at its final stage, Richthofen described the
impact of the nomadic people of Central Asia on Persia and China. Above all, the emergence
of the Turks in the middle of the 6th century and the expansion of their forces put pressure
on Persia, which resulted in an alliance between Persia and China.67 Finally, in the expansion
of nomadic forces in Central Asia in the late 6th century, Richthofen suggested that the
expansion catalyzed a focus on the maritime trade of Persia.68
At the beginning of the 7th century, China’s maritime trade was concentrated on
Arabia and Persia. In the early Tang period, China’s maritime traffic reached its peak. In
The Book of Tang, the routes of junks to Shiraf beyond Ceylon are described in detail. Prior
to the establishment of Islam (the early 7th century), the maritime travels of Arabs and
Persians moved only a little beyond Ceylon, and the Chinese had not only reached friendly
arrangements with them by that time, but had also sailed up the Euphrates and anchored
their trading ships in front of Shiraf and Hormuz. Afterwards, the Arabs destroyed the Sasan
Dynasty in the Battle of Kadesia (636), and Khalif Omar dominated the coasts of Egypt,
Arabia, and Persia. In 637, Omar dispatched a fleet from Oman ports to the Indus River and
to the west coast of India and allowed Arab merchants occupy several commercial cities.69
On the Arab side, trade with China peaked when the Arab Abashide government
(750-1258) moved the capital to Baghdad on the Tigris in the early 8th century. The Arabs
made commercial use of large areas of the countries between the Mediterranean and India.
Baghdad’s port was the Persian Siraf, and later Kisch Island, and then Hormuz Island, which
was important until the end of the Middle Ages.70
Chinese circumstances relating to the maritime trade of the 8th and 9th centuries were
newly discovered in the 18th century. In 1718, Abbé Renaudot of France surprised academics

66
67

68

69
70

and myrrh). Von Richthofen, China I, 521.
Von Richthofen, China I, 526.
Von Richthofen, China I, 526. “The defense of the power of the Tukiu united the interests of the Persians
with those of the Chinese. The former sent embassies in 555 and 567 to claim the help of the latter against the
Tukiu, but had no success...” It is estimated that around 567, Turks and Persians had a war. Jaehun Jeong, The
History of Turk Nomadic Empire (552-745) (Seoul: Sakyejul, 2016), 206-207. Also in the same year (the second
year of the reign of Emperor Wu, from The Book of Zhou), China and Persia exchanged envoys. Prudence O.
Harper, Silver Vessels of the Sasanian Period (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1981), 22.
In fact, many scholars have emphasized this point. Abbas Tashakori, “Iran in Chinese Dynastic Histories-A
Study of Iran’s Relations with China Prior to the Arab conquest,” (Master’s thesis, Australian National University, 1974), 24; Originally, H. Yule, Cathay and the Way Thither – Being a Collection of Medieval Notices of China Vol.
I (London: Hakluyt Society, 1915), 204-205.
Von Richthofen, China I, 568.
Von Richthofen, China I, 568.
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by translating and publishing an Arabic manuscript.71 In the 9th century, the Arabs actively
engaged in trade with the Chinese city of Khanfu (Canton). This fact was revealed in the
manuscript.
Also in 1764, De Guignes found an Arabic manuscript in the Royal Library of France
that had been overlooked, and Reinaud later translated and published it with annotations.
The report was assembled in a way that presumed long-standing exchanges between Arabia
and China. He divided it into two parts. The first part of the manuscript tells the story of the
merchant Soleyman from 851, describing the Sea Route along the Indian coast to the Chinese
commercial city of Khanfu, and the second part of the manuscript, made in 916 by the Arab
Abu Saïd as a supplement to the previous one, containing Ibn Vahab’s story of a journey
from Khanfu to the Chinese capital.72
However, according to Chinese sources, the actual content of the original book is about
one and a half centuries earlier than the original publication date of 851. In the year 700, a
market for foreigners was opened in Canton, and imperial staff were appointed to handle
the procedures of immigration and customs. Exceptional and special goods began to be
imported as trade grew. Many ships sailed to Guangdong (Canton). However, a century later,
in 795, the Chinese annals record: “Many foreigners left the city. Maybe tariffs are rising, and
there is not enough profit to be seen.”73
Among the contents of the translations are some of the cultural aspects of China and
Korea that Richthofen was more interested in:
... the lack of cleanliness, the education of the population as everyone learns to write
and draw. Salt and tea are controlled by government monopolies. People mourn for
the dead for three years. Ceramics are produced. The interest of the Arabs in the Silla
Dynasty is great. Even Chinese people say that everything is developed in Silla, and the
air is clean there.74

In addition, Richthofen noted that Khradadbeh wrote that saddles were included in Silla’s
exports in Book of Streets and Provinces, and Richthofen corrected his confusing Silla with
Japan. He mentioned that ceramics were also made in Japan for the first time in the 16th
century. He added that the technology was learned long ago in Korea.75 Here too, we can see
his insights and interest in the humanities.
Richthofen’s understanding of the Sea Route is somewhat limited. He made no
Von Richthofen, China I, 569, footnote 1, [Abbe Renaudot, Anciennes Relations des Indes et de la Chine. De Deux
Voyageurs Mahométans qui y Allèrent dans le Neuvieme Siecle (Paris, 1718); Another English translation in John
Pinkerton, ed., A General Collection of the Best and Most interesting Voyages and Travels in All Parts of the World (London, 1808-14), XII, 179-230. (Tashakori, “Iran in Chinese Dynastic Histories,” 143)].
72
Von Richthofen, China I, 568, footnote 1; J. T. Reinaud, Relations des Voyages Faits par les Arabes et les Persans dans
l’Inde et la Chine dans le IXe Siècle de l’Ére Chrétienne (Paris, 1945), XLI ff.
73
Von Richthofen, China I, 569-570.
74
Von Richthofen, China I, 570-571.
75
Von Richthofen, China I, 575-576, 576, footnote 1.
71
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comments about China’s activities after the 10th century in his maritime history, and he
further asserted that the “Ming Dynasty did not have the power to go beyond the limits of
China.”76 He seems unaware of the existence and achievements of the famous naval admiral
Zheng He (鄭和, 1371-1424) at the time of Emperor Yong-le (reign 1402-1424) in the Ming
Dynasty. Zheng He’s western voyages, which started in 1405, reached Africa through the
Indian Ocean. His expeditions, in seven voyages, ended in 1433.77 This was about a century
ahead of Columbus’ four voyages (1492-1504).
In the later part of Richthofen’s “Sea Route,” he presented the situation of “western
powers occupying the east.” He understood that Columbus (1451-1506) kindled the drive
to pioneer the east-west sea route, and that many European cultural figures worked actively
in East Asia. He also mentioned that “the people working on the stage were European
merchants, missionaries, and envoys,” and they used marine transport (Schifffahrtverkehr).
This statement also includes European scholars who came to China in the mid-nineteenth
century.78

Richthofen’s Humanistic Ideas
Richthofen’s basic perspective – Chinese geography should be understood through Chinese
classical geography – can be regarded as a philosophical and humanistic attitude. The process
by which religion was spread via the Silk Road can be a subject of geography. However,
Richthofen was more interested in the humanistic ripple effect of the spreading of religions.
For example, the Chinese monk Faxian’s 5th century book A Record of Buddhistic Kingdoms (佛
國記) was translated by Rémusat in 1836. By referring to this book, Richthofen explained not
only religious history such as the persecution of Buddhism, but also characteristics of culture
and art. For example, Richthofen expressed interest in art by paying attention to Faxian. He
described Faxian’s trip to Yü-tien (于闐) in this way:
There, Buddhism is in full bloom, and there are three thousand believers in one temple.
The fact that the monks were very lonely at the time of the meal was a source of
wonder for the Chinese traveler, and Faxian stayed there for three months in order to
participate in the Buddhist images carrying ceremony. He also carefully described the
customs there.79

Faxian left for India in 399 AD and returned in 414. He studied at the birthplace of Buddhism,
traveled to 30 countries, and visited all the holy sites. Richthofen pointed out that Faxian was
76
77

78
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Von Richthofen, China I, 645-646.
One of his subordinates, Ma Huan (馬歡) participated in this journey and his record of these expeditions,
Ying-jai Sheng-lan (瀛涯勝覽), is considered to be an invaluable resource for Chinese maritime history. Ma Huan,
Ying-jai Sheng-lan. The Overall Survey of the Ocean’s Shores, trans. J. V. G. Mille (Bangkok: White Lotus Press, 1977).
Von Richthofen, China I, 694-726.
Von Richthofen, China I, 516.
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very much impressed with the morality, diligence, and strict manners of Buddhists, which
seems to reveal Richthofen’s own point of view.
Richthofen presented somewhat reliable sources to find “the first Christianity to enter
China.”80 In the 6th century, the evidence that missionaries entered the countries beyond the
Pamir Mountains became more certain through the record of smuggled silkworm eggs into
the Byzantine Empire.81 With considerable plausibility, Richthofen recognized Khotan as the
place “Serinda.” The reason that Richthofen thought the name “Serinda” meant Hotan was
because Hotan was the only country to do sericulture outside of China from early times and
was a major city of Indian religions in the early 6th century, and many things were imported
from India, including the Indian alphabet, language, manners, and customs.82 According
to Richthofen’s assertion, Khotan was full of the Buddhist culture of India, but there was
enough room for Christians to enter and work. In addition, he reported about the Nestorian
sect, which entered Tang Dynasty China in 635, based on The Nestorian Tablet of Se-gan Foo.83
In many parts of his book, Richthofen highlighted the spirit of the times in which many
historians and religious people were active. Richthofen presupposed that in the 14th century,
people who were motivated to travel were given liberal opportunities to do so and were
more satisfied than before. From this perspective, he pointed out three people: Rashid-Eddin
(1247-1318), Abulfeda (1273-1332), and Ibn Batuta (1304-1377). He suggested that “RashidEddin, a Persian, lacked a geographical point of view, but in other respects possessed a very
deep and precise understanding of China in particular.” What particularly attention grabbing
is that he added details of how Rashid-Eddin learned about Korea (Goryeo Dynasty).84
In addition, Richthofen noted that religious freedom was fully guaranteed in Genghis
Khan’s Mongol era. He also introduced the achievements of Bishop Johann V. Montecorvino
(1247-1328), who worked in the Chinese capital, as well as the 1326 letter by the suffragan
bishop Andreas of Perugia, which stated, “We are guaranteed full freedom and can preach
without difficulty.”85
In contrast to the Spanish missionary Francesco Xavier (1506-1552), who spent three
years in Japan from 1548 to 1551 and was dedicated to missionary work, Mateo Ricci (15521610) arrived in Macao in 1582 and moved to Beijing in 1601 and remained in China for nearly
thirty years until his death in 1610, serving as a scholar disseminating European knowledge as
well as a missionary. Richthofen explained these missionary functions:
When a priest is not too focused on his job, he studies the character of the people, their
morals, and religious habits. And when they learn the language of the country, they can
learn about the country’s literature, history, scholarship, and government. And they take
80
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advantage of chances to learn the geography of the country by travel. No country in
the world has the capacity to fulfill its mission beyond the bounds of its professions
and to create a wide range of disciplines as much as Christian missionary work in China.
Without the comprehensive and fundamental activities of the Jesuits in the 17th and
18th centuries, even now China may have remained “terra incognita” except for the
coast.86

In this way, Richthofen emphasized the importance of the spirit of the humanities.
According to S. Bushell, “King Yu of the Xia Dynasty made nine-legged vessels by
casting metal material from nine states, and these ritual vessels were decorated with maps of
local provinces and drawings depicting natural products.”87 As in this information, Richthofen
analyzed ancient bronze vessels in his book.88 Moreover, an assessment that he was interested
in art also appeared in a memorial tribute in 1905 after his death. The editor of the Japanese
art magazine Kokka even referred to Richthofen as an art specialist.89

“Seidenstrassen” and “Silk Road”
In 1886, Richthofen founded a geography lecturer post at the University of Berlin to build
a foundation for continuing studies. In this way, he helped the ancient silk trade become a
subject of interest in geography. In the context of the late 19th century German academic
geography world, a doctoral dissertation was written on the subject of the silk economy. It
was titled “The Development of the Silk Trade and Silk Industry from Ancient Times to
the early Middle Ages” and submitted by Tetsutaro Yoshida of Japan.90 He constructed his
theory based on the ideas of F. Hirth (1845-1927) and G. Semper (1803-1879), but he was
primarily influenced by Richthofen’s theory.91 Despite this, it is quite unusual that he did not
use the term “Seidenstrassen” in his paper. However, in his doctoral dissertation in 1910,
Herrmann revived this term.
Surprisingly, Hedin, Richthofen’s direct disciple, did not actively use his mentor’s term.
Hedin finally used this concept directly in his 1936 book, which discusses excavations in
86
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Central Asia, but only in its Swedish version of “Sidenvägen” (Silk Road). After 1938, the
term was used in English and gradually gained more common usage.92
Since then, “Silk Road” in English has become an object of attention in world academia.
The first example of the use of the concept of “sirukurodo” (シルクロード) in Japanese was
in 1939.93 In fact, academics in Japan were interested in the study of the Silk Road from the
point of view of East-West cultural exchange before World War II and became more active
afterwards.94 In Korea, the Korean term “silkrodeu” (실크로드) appeared for the first time in a
world cultural history book written by the history scholar Cho Jwa-ho in 1952.95 In the 1980s,
Korean Silkroadology was established as a field of study and became more active.

Conclusion
Richthofen’s geography originated in economic geography, but his creation of the Silk Road
concept is primarily based on the spirit of the humanities. Herrmann, who questioned
Richthofen’s theory, focused only on the point of material exchange, overlooking Richthofen’s
other merits. It is worth noting that in his book China, Richthofen presented the Silk Road
as a space-time concept that considers the length of space as well as the length of time by
highlighting humanistic examples that came into modern times through the Sea Route.
The fact that Richthofen considered the importance of temporal extension can be
interpreted as setting the stage for the Silk Road to be discussed even in our time. It may
be considered that the practicality and expandability of Richthofen’s Silk Road concept had
already begun in the establishment of a cultural infrastructure based on silk. Although the
spirit of the humanities embedded in Richthofen’s Silk Road concept has not received much
attention in world academia, with the distorted attribute of a romantic fantasy surrounding
the Silk Road being pervasive, the orientation of research in this field is brightened by the fact
that positive evaluations for Richthofen are alive.96
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The Trade Routes and the Silk Trade along
the Western Coast of the Caspian Sea
from the 15th to the First Half of the 17th Century
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The Silk Road usually implies a network of trade and communications that
stretched from east to west and connected China and the countries of the
Far East via Central Asia and the Middle East to the eastern Mediterranean,
or through the northern coast of the Caspian Sea and the Volga basin to the
Black Sea coast. However, at certain historical stages, a network of maritime
and overland routes stretching from north to south, commonly called the
Volga-Caspian trade route, also played a significant role in international
trade and cultural contacts. The geopolitical realities of the early Middle
Ages relating to the relationship of Byzantium, the Sassanid Empire, and
the West Turkic Khaganate, the advance of the Arab Caliphate to the north,
the spread of Islam in the Volga region, the glories and fall of the Khazar
State, and the Scandinavian campaigns in the Caucasus, closely intertwined
with the history of transport and communications connecting the north and
south through the Volga-Caspian route. In a later era, the interests of the
Mongolian Uluses, and then the political and economic aspirations of the
Ottoman Empire, the Safavid State, and Russia, collided or combined on
these routes. The article discusses trade contacts existing between the north
and the south in the 15th and first half of the 17th century along the routes
on the western coast of the Caspian Sea.
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Background of the Volga-Caspian Trade Route
Active commercial relations between the peoples of the Middle East and the north were
known even to ancient authors. In particular, Strabo wrote about the nomadic people of the
Aorses, who controlled most of the northwestern coast of the Caspian Sea and maintained the
caravan trade of Indian and Babylonian commodities on camels, in cooperation with Median
and Armenian merchants. According to Strabo, as a result of this trade, the Aorses gained
such high wealth that they wore rich gold jewelry. The information given by Strabo caused
lively discussions in the academic community. However, we can assume that at the turn of
the Common Era, an international north-south trade route existed and ran along the western
coast of the Caspian Sea, being in fact the Caspian way or Caspia Via, and passing through
the Derbent Pass and the territory of Caucasian Albania, or modern northern Azerbaijan.
Commodities from India and the Middle East were delivered to the north Caucasus along
this trade route.1 Here the strong and warlike Aorses or, otherwise, the Sarmatians, were
actively involved in trade relations between the north and the south, engaged in escorting
caravans and delivering these goods to the merchants of the northern peoples. Thus, if we
talk about the prehistory of the north-south trade route, then its age approximately coincides
with the rise of the Silk Road. The peoples of the Volga region, the north Caspian region,
the Caucasus and the Middle East could enter into direct or indirect contact and receive
information about each other due to this commerce.
In the 2nd century AD, there was an influx through the Caspian steppes into the north
Caucasus of powerful and numerous Hunnic masses, which penetrated through the Darial
Pass or the so-called Alan Gate, and through the Derbent Pass, or Caspian Gate, to the
territory of Caucasian Albania and Persia. The constant influx of new tribes from the Volga
gave a powerful impetus to the formation of a new ethnopolitical Hunno-Bulgarian massif
in the north Caucasus, and it put strong pressure on the possessions of Sassanid Persia.2 The
desire to put a barrier before their onslaught, as well as a concern for the safety of trade routes
connecting the north with the south, prompted the Sassanid kings to begin the construction
of strong fortifications at their northern borders, running through the western coast of the
Caspian Sea. The remnants of the so-called Beshbarmak, Gilgilchay and Derbent walls and
fortifications located on the territory of Azerbaijan and south Dagestan are relics of that era.
The establishment of the Western Turkic Khaganate in the 6th century, as well as setting
allied relations between the Turks and Byzantium, and their joint struggle with the Sassanid
Empire, contributed to the gradual intensification of the northern routes of the Silk Road,
which crossed the Volga lands and the Caspian steppes and reached the Byzantine possessions
in the Black Sea region, thus bypassing Persian territory. The Turks in alliance with Sogdian
commercial corporations, or the Turko-Sogdian alliance, during this period became the
1
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main intermediary in the international trade in Chinese silk. A well-known historical fact
is the successful mission to Byzantium of the West Turkic Khaganate ruler’s envoy – the
Sogdian merchant Maniakh – who arrived with a large batch of Chinese silk. As a result of
this mission, a trade agreement was concluded between Byzantium and the Khaganate, also
supported by the military alliance against Persia.
After the collapse of the West Turkic Khaganate in 651, the role of its political heir was
assumed by the Khazar Khaganate. Its formation marked the most successful stage in the
functioning of the Volga-Caspian trade route. The emergence of the Arab-Muslim Caliphate,
which defeated the Sassanid Empire and in a short time spread its foreign expansion far
beyond the limits of the former Sassanid Empire, belongs also to this period. A sharp
confrontation with Byzantium in the west prompted the Arabs to seek alliances with the
powerful rulers of the Khazar Khaganate with whom they first waged bloody wars for the
possession of the south and north Caucasus. However, starting from the first decades of the
9th century, around the time of Caliph Harun al-Rashid, both Muslims and Khazars began
to realize that peaceful relations and the development of trade between the north and the
south promised many benefits to both partners. Thus, a trade alliance between the Arab
Caliphate and the Khazar Khaganate gradually developed, and it greatly contributed to the
rapid flourishing of caravan routes along the coasts of the Caspian Sea to the Volga region,
as well as urban life and craft production throughout these lands.3
As some researchers rightly note, although until the mid-ninth century, the main
commerce of the caliphate went through the Mediterranean Sea and the Indian Ocean, the
western, southern and southeastern coasts of the Caspian Sea included in the caliphate,
strengthened trade links through the Volga and the Don with Europe. At the same time,
the international trade routes connecting the caliphate with the Khazars, eastern Slavs, the
Baltic countries and Scandinavia ran through the territory of Azerbaijan. Ports located on the
Caspian coast from Abeskun and Astarabad in the south to Derbent in the west supported
active navigation. The Arabs undermined the Byzantines’ trade routes through the Black Sea,
turned them to the east, the Caspian Sea, and took control of the Volga-Caspian trade route,
which previously was in the hands of Byzantium.4
An important role was played by the activation of the so-called Baltic-Volga route,
the commercial and military activities of the Scandinavians (Varangians), and, finally, the
formation of the Russian State. The Russian Tale of Bygone Years (Povest’ Vremennikh Let)
describes an actively operating trade route from the Baltic to the Volga, from there to the
Caspian Sea, designated as Khvalisskoe (i.e., Khorezmian Sea), and then the maritime route
ran to Khorezm and coastal Caspian cities. The source says: “There, from Russia, it can travel
along the Volga to the Bulgarians and to Khvalisa (Khorezm).” It is obvious that northeastern Russia was connected along the Volga route with Bulgar and Khorezm, where the
3
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caravan route led. According to I. V. Dubov, in the early Middle Ages, the Baltic-Volga route
was a trans-European artery to which the designation “From the Varangians into the Arabs”
was fully applicable.5
Indeed, sources’ information suggests that during this period, the Khazars managed to
create and lead commercial and political alliances that ensured the passage of commodities
in two main directions. This is, above all, the path from Khorezm through the Volga to the
Dnieper and further to Western Europe. The second main trade route was access to the
markets of the Caliphate for the goods of Khazaria and northern peoples through the south
Caucasus. It should be said that Varangians began to play a significant role in commercial
operations along these routes, and their squads reached the south Caucasus in their boats.
Trade relations between the Varangians and the population of the Caucasus and the southern
coast of the Caspian Sea were quite intensive.
Finally, another extremely important stage should be noted in the functioning of
the Volga-Caspian route, associated with the establishment of Mongol domination. The
emergence in the 13th century of a number of Mongol Uluses – the Golden Horde with
its center in the Volga region and the Ilkhanid Empire with its center in Azerbaijan –
contributed to the revitalization of economic and cultural contacts along this trade route.
Along with other handicraft goods, the silk and silk fabrics of Azerbaijan occupied a special
place in the relations between these two Mongolian states in the 13-14th centuries. Military
troops from Ulus Juchi were attached to the army of Hulagu Khan (1256-1265) during
his conquest of the Middle East. Later on, these troops remained in the territory of the
Ilkhanid Empire and settled in Azerbaijan. This was one of the reasons why the Golden
Horde khans claimed Azerbaijan was a country conquered by the sword of their soldiers.
However, a more important cause of the conflict between these two Mongolian states was
the desire to control the urban centers of Azerbaijan, where crafts, particularly textiles, were
developed, and international caravan routes intersected. Sources indicate, for instance, that
at the request of the Golden Horde ruler Berke Khan (1257-1266) the Ilkhanids allowed
a large weaving workshop (karkhaneh) to open in Tabriz, and all of its products were sent
to the Golden Horde. After the discord between the two states, Abaka Khan (1265-1282)
ordered the destruction of this workshop. However, it was restored later on and continued
to function, sending fabrics and clothing to the Volga region.6 The active mutual influence of
the cultures of the Volga region and Azerbaijan is confirmed in many areas – literary works,
architectural monuments, and elements of the archaeological heritage, such as ceramics and
metal products.
The conquest of Constantinople by the Ottomans in 1453, followed by the establishment
of Turkish domination in the Black Sea basin, and the liquidation of Italian trade colonies
in this region prompted Europeans to look for new ways to the eastern markets. At this
time, the role of the Russian state or Muscovy in international trade started to grow. All
this gave a new impetus to the intensification of the Volga-Caspian route. Traveling along
5
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this way, European merchants could reach Shirvan and the Caspian region of Persia for the
purchase of silk and other eastern goods, bypassing the territory of the Ottoman Empire.
This period included active attempts by Italian diplomats to get to Azerbaijan and Persia,
using the maritime route across the Caspian, although Marco Polo had already in the 13th
century reported that “the Genovese merchants have recently begun to navigate” the Baku
(Caspian) Sea and brought from there the kind of silk called ghellie (gilani).7 At the same time,
the first direct diplomatic and trade contacts of Shirvan with Muscovy are observed. In 1465,
the first diplomatic mission headed by Hasan Beg was sent by Shirvanshah Farrukh Yasar
to the court of the Great Prince of Muscovy Ivan III in order to establish trade relations.
In response, a Russian embassy headed by Vasiliy Papin arrived from Muscovy in Shamakhi,
the capital of Shirvan, the following year. Together with this embassy, Russian merchants
from Tver, including the notorious Afanasiy Nikitin, set sail on two ships via the Volga River
and the Caspian Sea to Shirvan to conduct commercial affairs. From then on, we see the
intensification of Russian policy in the Volga region and in the north Caucasus, and the desire
of Muscovy to take control of the entire trade route along the Volga and get direct access
to the shores of the Caspian Sea and the markets of the Caspian countries. This cherished
desire of Russia was realized in the middle of the 16th century by the conquest of the Kazan
and Astrakhan Khanates, what radically changed the fate of Volga-Caspian trade, as well as
the peoples along this highway.

From Astrakhan to Derbent: The Northern Section of the
Trade Route along the Western Coast of the Caspian Sea
In the 15th century, the main Caspian Sea gate on the northern coast was the Tatar city of
Haji-Tarkhan (Astrakhan), located near the Volga (Itil or Idil) River’s delta. According to the
testimony of Ambrogio Contarini, the Venetian ambassador to the court of the Aqqoyunlu
state’s ruler Uzun Hasan, it was about 75 miles from the city to the mouth of the river. It was
not a simple matter to make this journey for ships sailing from south to north, as well as in the
opposite direction. Contarini pointed out that on April 26, 1476, their ship entered the mouth
of the Volga, which formed a wide delta of 72 branches and which flowed into the “Baku
Sea” (Caspian Sea). But because of the strong stream, with the help of a cord, then with a
certain wind they reached Haji-Tarkhan only after four days.8 A little less than a century later,
on August 6, 1558, the representative of the English Muscovy Company, Anthony Jenkinson,
on a ship with his companions as well as with Tatar and Persian merchants, sailed down the
Volga mouth from Russian Astrakhan, noting that this place was “very crooked, and full of
flats towards the mouth.” He went into the Caspian Sea also four days later on August 10,
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indicating that the river mouth consisted of 70 branches.9
Merchant ships sailing from the north completed their river route along the Volga in
Haji-Tarkhan, and from this place the maritime voyage started. After the destruction of
this city by Timur at the end of the 14th century, it has to a considerable degree lost its
former significance as one of the main centers on the Silk Road’s northern segment. Indeed,
Contarini noted this, indicating that it was a small town surrounded by low walls. HajiTarkhan contained a few houses built of bricks, although it was “evident that it possessed
several edifices at no very distant period.” In ancient times, as the author pointed out, it was
“a place of considerable trade,” and the spices which came to Venice by way of Tana on the
Black Sea coast, located a distance of 8 days from there had passed through it.10 Another
Venetian ambassador and contemporary of Contarini, Josafa Barbaro, reported in the same
manner about Haji-Tarkhan. He mentioned significant quantities of silk along with spices
delivered through this city to Tana until the end of the 14th century. Six or seven heavy
merchant ships arrived solely from Venice to pick up this cargo. However, as Barbaro noted,
as a result of the destruction of Haji-Tarkhan by Timur, this once big and famous city had
turned into a small ruined town.11
Haji-Tarkhan under the new Russified name Astrakhan began to get reconstructed
rather intensively after the Russian conquest, when the role of the Volga-Caspian trade route
grew again. The conquest in 1552 and 1556 of the Kazan and Astrakhan khanates by Ivan
the Terrible, as mentioned above, allowed Russia to take under its control all the trading
routes of the Volga region and get direct access to the Caspian Sea. From that time, there
was an irresistible desire of the Russian state to penetrate the markets of Eastern countries.
The commercial relations of Russia with the East that had started about two centuries
earlier acquired a continuous and steady character. The level of commodity exchange greatly
increased, and these relations started to play a pivotal role in the general trade turnover of
Russia. Trade with Eastern countries through the Volga-Caspian highway contributed to the
rapid development and growth of such Volga cities as Nizhny Novgorod, Kazan, Astrakhan
and others, many of which possessed the so-called Tezik,12 Bukhara, Armenian merchants
yards and inns. For instance, the Russian “ambassadorial books” (posol’skiye knigi) indicate that
in the second half of the 16th century, merchants from Bukhara, Khiva, Shamakhi, Gilan,
and Persia conducted constant trade in Kazan. Indeed, in the 16th century, the Eastern trade
was incomparably more important for the economic development of Russia than the trade
with the West. The documentary sources of this period, in particular the inventory of the
Tsar’s, nobility’s and church’s property, parish monastery books, and the inventory of the
property of the townspeople, show that Eastern goods were much more common than
E. Delmar Morgan and C. H. Coote, eds. Early Voyages and Travels to Russia and Persia by Anthony Jenkinson and Other
Englishmen: With Some Account of the First Intercourse of the English with Russia and Central Asia by Way of the Caspian
Sea. (New York: Burt Franklin, 1967?), 59-60.
10
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11
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commodities of European origin in Russian life during this period.13
The rather intensive growth of Astrakhan as the main port of Russia at the mouth of
the Volga and at the entrance to the Caspian Sea, as well as an important transit point on the
northern route of the Silk Road from Central Asia to Eastern Europe was not by chance.
The Russian authorities actually built a new city, Russian Astrakhan, 12-15 km lower along
the river from the old Tatar city of Haji-Tarkhan.
It should be noted that in the first years after the Russian conquest, the commerce in
Astrakhan remained still in such a deplorable state that Anthony Jenkinson was very skeptical
about the possibility of doing business there. He reported that the castle of the city was
neither beautiful nor strong and that the buildings were low and simple, with the exception
of the houses of noblemen and superiors. The island on which the Russian city was built was
“most destitute and barren of wood and pasture,” and as the land did not give birth to bread,
the local population ate mostly the fish. The trade operations carried out in Astrakhan were
also not distinguished by large volumes, since the merchants were so impoverished that it
was hardly worth building big plans for active commerce there. At the same time, merchants
from different places still were coming to Astrakhan. In particular, the Tatars brought fabrics
made of cotton and silk, and Shirvan merchants from Shamakhi brought silk threads and
fabrics, used in Russia in large quantities, various varieties of variegated silks for belts, chain
mail, bows, swords, and in other years – cereal and walnuts. However, all this was delivered
in small quantities.14
The situation started to change by the beginning of the 17th century. As evidenced
by the Russian merchant Fedot Kotov, who traveled with a trade mission from Moscow
to Azerbaijan and Persia in the second decade of the same century, for the construction
of stone buildings in Astrakhan, they used bricks from the former capital of the Golden
Horde Saray-Berke (Noviy Saray) located on the river of Ak-Tube (Akhtuba). The stone
buildings of the Khan’s palace, chambers, mosques and houses that were preserved there
were dismantled, and the stone was brought to Astrakhan to build various structures. In any
case, Kotov described Astrakhan as standing on the “meadow side” (i.e., on the left bank) of
the Volga, a large stone city with a cathedral church and the Trinity Monastery, and noted that
the city towers were decorated with glaze.15 A member of the Holstein diplomatic mission to
Russia and the Safavid state, Adam Olearius, who traveled from Moscow to Persia in 16361637 along the Volga-Caspian route, also confirmed that after the destruction of Saray-Berke
or “Tsar’s city” (Zaaref gorod) as the Russians called it, material for the construction of stone
structures, such as city walls, churches, monasteries and other buildings, was delivered mainly
from there. “Even in the time of our passage that way, they were loading several great boats
with brick, bound for the place aforesaid,” the Holstein envoy noted.16
13
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Of the goods that were exported from Astrakhan to other countries and regions in
large quantities, the city was known primarily for its salt, which was mined basically on the
right bank of the Volga, in the dry steppe zone, which was abundant in salt lakes and ponds.
Russian merchants from Moscow sailed on their boats to Astrakhan to buy salt in the 15th
century.17 Contarini reports that between the city and the coast there was a large salt lake
yielding salt of excellent quality, where Russia was principally supplied from, and “which
would suffice for a great part of the world.”18 After the conquest of the Astrakhan Khanate,
the Russians also started to conduct extensive trade in this product, collecting it in huge
amounts on the banks of the Volga and transporting it in various regions of Russia. Kotov
saw large heaps of salt brought from the lakes that were 60 miles away from the Volga on
the “Crimean,” i.e. right bank.19 However, according to Olearius, it was a mistake to believe
that the salt trade extended to the southern Caspian countries, Shirvan, Persia, etc., since
they possessed their own magnificent salt places.20 Other main types of export goods of
Astrakhan were salted fish and caviar.
Even before the Russian conquest of the Astrakhan Khanate, the Tatars were engaged
in active trade in horses and cattle – the main type of goods produced by them. Ibn Battuta
in the 14th century reported fairly cheap prices for horses, sold for just 4 dinars per head in
the city of Saraichik in the lower Volga region.21 The Venetian ambassador Barbaro witnessed
how the Tatars drove huge herds of horses, sometimes with 4,000 heads, into Azerbaijan and
Persia for sale in the local markets. For the tall two-humped camels, they secured 25 ducats
per head in Persia. At that time, the Tatar steppes continued to provide beef markets in
many countries, so that “very faire and great” oxen were delivered even to Poland, Wallachia,
Transilvania, Germany and Italy.22 In the 16th century, Noghai Tatars sold up to 20 thousand
horses in Kazan markets every year, and the number of sheep brought to the city from the
Noghai Horde for sale in other years was 20,300 heads.23 Olearius noted that the cattle of the
Tatars was large and strong, like the Polish, and the sheep, like the Persian, had large thick tails
of pure fat, sometimes weighing from 20 to 30 pounds. Tatar horses were inconspicuous, but
differed in strength and endurance. Tatars also bred camels, mainly Bactrians.24
One can judge the commercial turnover between Astrakhan and the Caspian littoral
countries during this period according to the Astrakhan archive’s documents. Thus, the
number of recorded trade operations about the shipment of commodities from the city to
the south reaches 257, about 63% of which was transported by maritime routes. Of these,
Derbent accounts for the largest volume – 99, Niyazabad (“Nizovaya” in the Russian version)
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– 16, and Shamakhi – 13.25 Accordingly, extensive international trade relations carried out
through Astrakhan were reflected in the structure of both the city and its population. The
customs, market-places, taverns, and courtyards of residents, as well as Bukhara, Shirvan
and Gilan merchants’ houses, including the courtyard of the Crimean Tatars, were located
in the city, outside the Kremlin, in the early 17th century.26 Anthony Jenkinson, on his return
from Bukhara, also met in 1559 in Astrakhan Shirvan merchants from Shamakhi, and tried
to establish business relations with them, but the deal between them did not take place.27
Olearius noted that not only Russians lived in Astrakhan, but also Persians and Indians who
had their own separate market-places there, while local Tatars were forbidden to settle in the
city. The Bukhara and Armenian merchants and the Crimean and Noghai Tatars who brought
all kinds of goods for sale also carried on large-scale trade in Astrakhan. Accordingly, in
the 1630s, the city brought to the royal treasury the income from customs duties alone of
about “25 thousand Crowns a year.”28 Without sticking to the marinas and without going
to the ports, the ships of Gilan merchants trading with Russia stood at sea at anchor below
Astrakhan. The goods were unloaded from these ships and delivered to Astrakhan in small
single-mast boats (sandals) and carts.29
The agreement between the Holstein Company and the Russian Government provides
comprehensive information on the nomenclature of commodities exported from Azerbaijan
and Persia, which Russian merchants traded and which European merchants were interested
in obtaining through the Volga-Caspian route. In 1634, the ambassadors of the Holstein
Prince Frederick arrived in Moscow to conclude an agreement on providing the opportunity
for German merchants to trade with the Safavid State and India through the territory of
Russia. On December 3 of the same year, a corresponding document was signed in the
presence and with the certificate of the Swedish ambassadors. Interestingly, this document
notes the types of goods that Germans didn’t have the right to trade in order not to compete
with Russian merchants. This nomenclature included, above all, various types of dyed silk
fabrics – velvet, atlas, gold-woven and silk kamka, zenden,30 the so-called kutni,31 and silk belts
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or ribbons. It was also forbidden for Europeans to buy cotton fabrics of all colors in the
markets of Shirvan and Persia and transport them through the territory of Russia, including
kumach – a type of red fabric, coarse calico, so called viboika, which was a cotton or linen
fabric with a printed monochrome pattern, as well as another type of cotton fabric, called
kindyak (or kindyuk), a thin cotton fabric called mitkal, and sashes. The list of goods that were
banned for trade by German merchants was rather long and included, besides the above,
carpets, varieties of dyes, including ink nuts, i.e. any paints, glue, and non-edible oil (mostatelnye
products). Such commodities as incense, saltpeter, which was an important component for
the production of gunpowder, various types of leather goods, especially morocco, weapons
and armor, including sabers, knives, bows, bracers, as well as the so-called tulunbases,32 tents,
blankets and others also were prohibited to trade. The document emphasizes that Russian
merchants exclusively could trade these Eastern commodities and exchange them for their
own goods: therefore, the Germans “do not buy them, and do not interfere with the Russian
merchants in their trade.” Accordingly, the Europeans who wanted to trade duty free with the
Safavid state, paying a one-time fee to the Russian treasury in the amount of 300 thousand
Russian rubles annually, had to focus on the nomenclature that was not included in the
priorities of Russian merchants, namely, raw silk, some types of dyes, luxury goods, precious
stones and others.33
Thus, the document signed by the Holstein ambassadors with representatives of the
Russian Tsar indicates the predominance of silk and silk products as the main commodity in
the Volga-Caspian trade during this period. The reason for the high demand for silk fabrics
and products in Russia can be understood from the description of the clothes of Russian
nobility and rich people given by Anthony Jenkinson. According to him, the Russian “upper
garment” consisted of brocade, silk and cloth; it was very long, almost to the ground, and
fastened with large silver buttons or silk laces. Under the upper garment, another long
garment was worn, which was also buttoned with silk buttons. Then he mentioned a thin
shirt embroidered with silk or gold.34 Thus, silk fabrics and laces were an important element
of clothing of rich people, which stimulated Russian merchants to import large quantities of
these products from Eastern countries.
No less were Europeans interested in oriental dyes for use in their own rapidly growing
weaving industry. The recommendations given by R. Hakluyt to the merchants of the English
Muscovy Company in connection with the journey to open new markets in the East in 1580,
stipulate the need to pay special attention to the excellent condition of the dyeing industry
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in China (Cathay), and instructed them to notice their clothes and painted home decorations,
to inspect their dye and see the materials and drugs the Chinese people use, and to bring
samples of paints and materials, as this could be of great service to England, producing
various fabrics.35
From Astrakhan to the south to the Caspian countries, consignments of goods could
be transported in two ways – maritime and land ones. The merchant ships that sailed along
the coast to the south could land on the western coast of the Caspian Sea at several main
points – Derbent, Niyazabad, and Baku. It should be noted that, according to European
travelers, there were no good and reliable harbors on the Caspian coast, especially the western
one. The strait between the island of Chechen and the land beyond Tarki was considered
the safest shelter for ships. For this reason, Shirvan and Gilan merchants often stayed there
overnight. The harbors of Baku, Lenkoran and Fakhrabad were also considered relatively
reliable, where, depending on the wind direction, vessels could stand on the leeward coast.36
Depending on the type of vessel on which merchants sailed from Astrakhan to the
south, and on the chosen route, ships could use marinas on the coast at several intermediate
points. As such, the next stop after Astrakhan could be the town of Terek (Terskiy gorodok),37
to where the caravan route stretched along the steppe on the western coast of the Caspian
Sea. Adam Olearius described this road in detail during the return journey of the Holstein
diplomatic mission from Persia to Astrakhan. According to him, the entire journey from
Terek to Astrakhan on carts, horses and camels, when the caravans of Persian, Turkish,
Greek, Armenian and Russian merchants joined the embassy, took eleven days. During this
time, people had to go through incredible trials. After leaving the town of Terek, the road to
the north went not far from the seashore, and during the whole journey they “saw neither
city, nor village, nor tree, nor hill, nor any river but that of Kisilar,” or any birds. Everywhere
there was only a vast deserted, dry, sandy plain, covered in some places with a little grass,
as well as “standing pools of salt, corrupt and stinking water.” Because of the intense heat
and the abundance of wetlands, swarms of insects circled there, from which neither man
nor animal could escape; “the camels, which have no tails to keep away those insects, as the
horses have, were all bloody.” An even more difficult problem was the lack of fresh water
sources, and people sometimes had to take water from rotten salt puddles that gave off a foul
odor, so one had to pinch his nose while drinking.38 Obviously, under such conditions, the
merchants engaged in the Caspian trade, whenever possible, tried to use the maritime route
across the sea, which was, moreover, shorter and took less time.
The town of Terek stood on the Tyumenka River, and in the early 17th century was a
relatively small settlement built of wooden structures. There were bazaars, churches, and
houses of residents inside the fortress. A wooden bridge connecting the two banks was
35
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built across the Tyumenka River, so that traders could transport their commodities by land.
The city stood at a distance of five versts from the Caspian coast, and along the riverbed it
was quite difficult to get from it to the sea, since it was thickly overgrown with reeds. At the
same time, opposite the mouth of the Terek, there was the island of Chechen, which could
be reached in a sailing boat in half a day. This island is mentioned in the notes of many
travelers who sailed along the western coast of the Caspian Sea. The abundance of sea fish
in this place led to the local residents, Kumyks from Tarki and the Highlanders-Circassians
carrying on fishing on the island. However, sailing in these places was by no means safe, since
merchants could be attacked by robbers. For example, Anthony Jenkinson, who traveled this
way to the Safavid state in 1562, reported that when their ship arrived at the mouth of the
Terek River, “to the country of Tyumen,” where pirates and robbers usually roam, for fear
of meeting them, they went to the open sea.39
Sea vessels bypassed Chechen Island to the east, since the passage between it and the
Agrakhan Peninsula stretching to the north was difficult due to the large number of small
islands. Merchants tried not to moor in the possessions of the Tarkovsky principality because
of the fear of being robbed or high customs duties. However, if they followed the land
route along the western coast of the Caspian Sea to Shirvan, they could not avoid the town
of Tarki (Tarku), to which caravans could get from Terek in about 6 days. This town is
identified by some historians with the ancient capital of the Khazar Khaganate, the city of
Semender. In the Middle Ages, it was the capital of Kumyk Shamkhal or so-called Tarkovsky
principality (Shamkhalstvo). According to Adam Olearius, Tarki was the main city (metropolis)
of Dagestan, located on high terrain, on the slope of and between the mountains among
steep cliffs. It had no defensive walls. There were about a thousand houses, “built according
to the Persian way, but not so well.”40 Kumyks lived in the city itself and in the surrounding
mountains and valleys, which, according to Kotov, had their own ruler and did not obey
anyone. The Russian merchant complained that the people of Kaytag Utsmy who inhabited
the land between Tarki and Derbent lived far away in the mountains and did not obey anyone,
robbed and seized traveling merchants and sold them into slavery, and if they did not rob,
they levied a tribute “on each of three pieces of cloth (kindyak) from a bum.”41 The ship
of another Russian merchant Afanasiy Nikitin, who sailed to Shirvan in 1466-67, got into a
storm and was smashed on the shore at this place. In his notes, Nikitin noted that “there is a
town Tarki, and people came ashore, and the kaytags came down and took all the people.”42
In the case of safe passage from Tarki, caravans with goods in 3 days could reach Derbent
along the road between the mountains and the sea.43
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Shirvan Section of the Trade Route
along the Western Cost of the Caspian Sea
For a long time, Derbent ranked first among the port cities on the western coast of the
Caspian Sea. Its main advantage, of course, was its geographical location on a narrow passage
between the sea and the foothills of the Caucasus Mountains. The powerful fortifications
erected in the times of the Sassanid Empire were designed to prevent the penetration of
numerous nomadic tribes into the territory of the south Caucasus and Persia. European
travelers believed that the city was built by Alexander the Great, as evidenced by Marco
Polo.44 According to Contarini, Derbent was also called the “Iron Gate” (“Demir Qapu”
or “Temir Kapu” in Turkic) due to the fact that it was “only possible to enter Media and
Persia through this city.”45 If we take into account that Media meant Shirvan, and Persia
the southern coast of the Caspian Sea, i.e. Gilan, Mazandaran and Jurjan, then Derbent
played the role of the main land gate for entry into these countries. Due to its reliable walls
ensuring the safety of the city and its convenient location and the availability of a pier for
ships, Derbent before the Mongol conquest was one of the main points on the maritime and
land trade routes on the western coast of the Caspian Sea. Commercial relations between
the Middle East countries, including Azerbaijan and Persia, and Eastern Europe along the
Volga-Caspian route were kept mostly via Derbent. However, starting from the 13th century,
this city gradually began to lose its leading position, giving way to Baku, which had the best
and most convenient natural harbor in the Caspian Sea. Barbaro discovered in Derbent huge
anchors disused, each weighing more than 400 kg, while according to his estimate anchors of
even very large Caspian ships weighed between 75-125 kg. He assumed that they had “very
great ships in past time” in Derbent.46
Nevertheless, even in the 15th century Derbent remained one of the centers of
transshipment trade on north-south routes, so that the ambassador of the Grand Duke of
Muscovy Marco Rosso and Venetian diplomat Ambrogio Contarini got to this city from
Tabriz by land and made from there sailing on a ship to Haji-Tarkhan. In Derbent, they
were joined by local merchants who were taking to Haji-Tarkhan rice, silk, and fustians for
the Russian market, and some Tartars going to procure furs for sale in Derbent.47 At the
same time, according to the description of the Venetian diplomat, although Derbent still was
“surrounded by five broad and well-made walls,” not a sixth part of it was inhabited, and
the portion bordering on the sea was all destroyed.48 Even in the early 16th century, another
Italian traveler Giovan Maria Angiolello, who visited Derbent, reported that it was “a port
with many ships, which trade to Citrachan (Haji-Tarkhan) and other places. They used to have
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large ships of eight hundred tons burden, but now only those of two hundred can enter.”49
Sources, including travel notes by Europeans who visited the region, indicate that
Derbent belonged to Shirvan during this period. In particular, Contarini points out that
Derbent belonged to Shirvanshah, “on the confines of the Tartar country.”50 Indeed, Derbent
was part of the Shirvan state, where the Shahs of the “Derbent dynasty” (1382-1538) ruled.
It should be noted that the Russian merchant Kotov in his notes also repeatedly indicated
that the cities and regions of the western coast of the Caspian Sea belonged to Shirvan. He
emphasized that “both Shabran, and Shamakhi, and Derbent with all counties, cities and
suburbs of olden days were Shirvan land,” but then they were conquered by the Ottoman
Sultan 20 years before, and at the very beginning of the 17th century, they were re-conquered
by Safavid Shah Abbas I.51
According to Contarini, one could leave Derbent and reach Tabriz in 20 days. However,
on this road there were several other important towns through which the caravans certainly
had to pass. Contarini, who alongside Marco Rosso made this way in the opposite direction
from Shamakhi to Derbent, reported that their path followed the mountains and plains, and
they had to stop in Turkic villages, where they were hospitably received. Midway, they got an
agreeable little town where apple trees of excellent quality were grown.52 Apparently, we are
talking about the city of Quba (Firuz-Qubad) in the north of Azerbaijan, which is famous
for its apples even today.
The next important transit point after Derbent, which could be reached by taking land
or sea to the south, was Niyazabad. This city was also in the possession of Shirvan. The ship
with Kotov on board left the mouth of the Volga in Astrakhan on August 8 and arrived
in Niyazabad or the Nizovaya pier in six days. The Russian merchant reports that their
ship reached the “Kyzylbash” (Safavid) possessions and stuck “to the Shirvan land at the
Nizovaya pier.” Niyazabad had a convenient pier, was located in a deserted and low place
where two small rivers flowed, the mouths of which were covered with sand. It was possible
to recognize this pier from the sea by three tall trees, although there was a small and low
forest there as well. The coast in this area was soft, not stony, and sandy. Below, on the sea,
there were other piers located near towns and desert places.53 According to Adam Olearius,
their ship was forced to land in Niyazabad because of a terrible storm. The Holstein scholar
reports that it was a small village in which there were about “15 or 16 poor houses scattered
up and down, and all built of clay, and absolutely square, having flat roofs, and covered with
turfs, so that a man might walk upon them without either danger or inconvenience.” Indeed,
it was ordinary among the local people “to erect tents upon them to eat, and in the summertime to lie on them all night.” The inside of all these peasant houses was very tidy, and in the
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rooms the floors were lined with carpets.54
Niyazabad, apparently, was one of those coastal towns in Sirvan where ships were built.
In any case, while the Holstein mission was there, ambassador Brugman ordered them to select
for making gun carriages the thickest beams, brought here specifically for the construction of
ships for the Safavid Shah. This caused dissatisfaction with local authorities, who complained
that in this case, due to a lack of material, they could not build a ship for the Shah this year.55
The next point after Niyazabad on the caravan route to the south along the western coast
of the Caspian Sea was the city of Shabran. The Holstein diplomats had to travel by land
from Niyazabad to the south. On the way, they stayed for the night in caravanserais erected
in Shirvan, according to Olearius, on main roads in large numbers and at a distance of a day’s
travel from each other. Most of them were empty vaulted rooms and stables, so travelers and
merchants had to bring provisions and food with them. The first caravanserai after leaving
Niyazabad, in which they had to make a stop, “was a very ancient structure, all built with
large free-stones, being forty two paces square. Over the gate, there were two chambers.”56
The Russian merchant Kotov also spoke about Shirvan caravanserais, and described them as
strong stone and empty buildings with storage rooms (barns), stables and gates erected in
ancient times to stop and spend the night and to protect them from brigands.57
From Derbent, walking along the steppe belt between the spurs of the Caucasus
Mountains and the sea, it was possible to get to Shabran in three days. Shabran was located
about 20 km south of Niyazabad and at the same distance from the coast. However, at the
mouth of the river of the same name, there was a pier where vessels could sail from Astrakhan
or Derbent. It should be noted that there was another small wharf between Niyazabad and
Shabran at the mouth of the Velvele-Chai River, called “Bilbil” in Russian sources, which was
also sometimes was used for mooring by sea vessels.58 Shabran was famous for its madder,
which, according to Abd al-Rashid al-Bakuvi, was exported to other countries. Anthony
Jenkinson and his companions set out from Derbent in early August by land and, having
traveled 80 miles to the southeast, reached Shabran on August 6. He was very afraid there for
the safety of his goods, since, according to him, many robbers from nomads were operating
around there, and, therefore, the local ruler put 40 armed guards around his tent.59 Shabran
experienced decline already in the 16th century, and in the next century it became even more
desolate. Fedot Kotov found the city almost destroyed, with only a wall, a stone tower and
several stone houses remaining.60
The caravan route from Shabran followed south, passing by the foot of the mountain
Beshbarmak (in Azerbaijani Turkic “Five Fingers”), or “Barmak” (in Azerbaijani Turkic
“Finger”). It received such a name as it was topped with a high round rock resembling an
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upraised finger. In the first half of the 17th century, the inquisitive Holsteins who followed
this road to Shamakhi climbed this rock and had the opportunity to observe the remains of
the once imposing fortifications – the Beshbarmak fortress and walls erected during Sassanid
times. Adam Olearius left a wonderful description of these ancient ruins. He wrote that the
old ruins and remnants of the walls on the mountain made it easy to conclude that there was
probably a magnificent building and a beautiful fortification. At the foot of the rock there
was “a plain of about fifty perches square, which had in the mid of it a very fair well, built
about with stone, and about that well may be seen the ruins of a very thick wall” with towers
at their corners; a large part of the wall hewn from basement stones stood at the northern
part, at the very rock, which probably constituted a special fortification. From there, through
several carved steps, it was possible to penetrate almost to the top of the cliff. There was
a special stone-carved vaulted building that could serve as the third stronghold. Olearius
assumed that it might have been “one of those fortifications, which the Ancients called Porte
Caspia.”61
After the Beshbarmak Mountain, the caravan route went for some time south along
the sea shore at the foot of the hills, where it soon split in two – one road turned west to
Shamakhi, the other one followed the Absheron peninsula and Baku. Most of the merchants
followed this to Shamakhi, the capital of Shirvan, since this city was one of the most
important markets where European and Russian traders could purchase first-class Shirvan
silk and many types of oriental goods. In general, the road from Derbent to Shamakhi, which
twisted between the mountains in places, took about six days.62
The Venetian envoy Contarini, who arrived in Shamakhi on November 1, 1475,
enthusiastically described the city. He noted the abundance of silk in this area, mentioning that
they produced a special type of silk fabric there, called talamana.63 There were many different
types of silk fabrics such as light ones, but especially many atlases (satins). According to the
Venetian, although Shamakhi was inferior in size to Tabriz, it certainly was better in every
respect, including the abundance of provisions.64 Barbaro also noted that it was “a very good
city.” It had between 4,000 and 5,000 houses, and people there manufactured “silks, fustian,
and other things after their manner.”65 Despite a certain decline that Shamakhi experienced
in the 16th century, Jenkinson called it “a faire place,” which king of Shirvan possessed. The
English merchant was received by the Governor of Shirvan Abdullah Khan Ustajlu not far
from the city in the mountains, where the latter escaped from the sweltering summer heat.
Jenkinson vividly described the dwelling and clothes of Shirvan’s ruler and noted that he sat
in a rich tent upholstered with silks and gold; he was richly dressed in “long garments of silk,
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and clothes of gold, embroidered with pearls and stone; upon his head was a turban with a
sharp end standing upwards half a yard long, of rich clothes of gold, wrapped about with a
piece of Indian silk of twenty yards long, wrought with gold.”66
From the 15th to the first half of 17th century, Shirvan was one of the main suppliers of
raw silk to the world market. The environs of Shamakhi and Aresh were the most important
centers of production of this product in the country.67 At the end of the 16th century, about
100 thousand pounds of raw silk were exported from Shirvan to foreign markets – to Persia,
the Ottoman Empire, India, and Italy.68 High-quality fine Shirvan silk was highly valued
throughout the world, and European merchants sought to establish direct trade relations
with this country via the Volga-Caspian road to export these goods to the West. Anthony
Jenkinson reported about Shirvan that “the cheapest commodities there, be the raw silks of
all sorts, whereof there is great plenty.”69 Russian merchants also started to trade actively in
silk and cotton fabrics, spices, rice, and nuts from the end of the 15th century in the markets
of Shamakhi.
The Ottoman-Safavid wars contributed to the further decline of the economic life of
Shamakhi, as evidenced by Adam Olearius. According to him, in former times there were
about 6,000 houses in the city, but the number of the population significantly decreased
as a result of the wars that the Safavid Shah Abbas I had with the Turks. Shamakhi at this
time consisted of two parts, the southern and northern, each of which was surrounded
by walls. The northern part of the city lay at the foot of the hill, and was smaller than the
southern one. According to Olearius, there were about nine hundred houses there. It was
surrounded by stone, but low and bad, walls which had five gates. In this part of Shamakhi,
Turks, Armenians and some Georgians lived, but all the inhabitants spoke Turkic, which was
“common not only in Shirvan, but also all over Persia,” according to Olearius. The main
occupation of this part of the city was spinning, weaving and embroidery with silk and paper.
The main bazaars of Shamakhi were on the south side. In particular, there was a large market
with several covered streets, in which there were many shops of local merchants. Mostly silk
and cotton fabric, silver and gold brocade, bows, arrows, sabers, and other handicrafts were
“sold there at a very reasonable rate.” In the southern part of Shamakhi there were also
two large caravanserais with chambers and galleries, where overseas merchants stayed and
wholesale trade was carried out. In one of them, under the name Shah Caravanserai, mainly
Russian merchants stopped, bringing tin, leather, copper, furs and other commodities for
sale. In another one, called Lozgi Caravanserai, traders from the north Caucasus offered for
sale horses and slaves. There were quite a few Jews engaged mainly in trade in Shamakhi.
Olearius reported also about stone baths, mosques and other structures in the city.70 In the
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same period, the Russian merchant Kotov mentioned the presence of seven courtyards
(caravanserais) in Shamakhi – the so-called Tezik, Lezgi, Armenian, Gilan and others.71
In addition to high-quality raw silk, various types of fabrics and other oriental goods,
merchants had the opportunity to purchase oil from the Shamakhi markets, which was
brought there from Baku. The economic and political importance of Baku started to increase
particularly from the 15th century. Waterways closely connected it with the coastal cities on
the Caspian Sea (Derbent, Astrakhan, Mangyshlak), and caravan roads with Shamakhi and
Derbent. Giovan Maria Angiolello, who in the early 16th century visited Baku, reported that
in their march, they reached a place named Baccara, four days journey from Mahmudabad,
and two from Shamakhi, and it was also called Baccuc (Baku), being “one of the ports of
Tauris (Tabriz), with an excellent harbour; it was anciently the principal place on the sea,
which is called the Sea of Baccuc after it, although, others call it the Caspian, from the
Caspian mountains.”72 In 1403, Abd al-Rashid al-Bakuvi, whose father was originally from
Baku, reported that it was a city of stone, built on the seashore, and its walls were washed by
the waters of the Caspian Sea. There were large deposits of salt and sources of oil, which
was mined daily in amounts equal to 200 camel packs. Here was another source, “pouring
continuously, day and night, oil as white as jasmine oil.” The income from it reached 1,000
dirhams.73 Oil was the main and very valuable export commodity of Baku. According to
agents of the English trading company, merchants from the farthest ends of the Safavid
state came there to take it around the country in caravans of donkeys and mules, which
often reached 400-500 heads.74 It is also known that the Gilan merchants systematically went
on their ships to Baku harbour especially for the purchase of oil, which they delivered by
sea to the east coast of the Caspian Sea.75 According to the testimony of Adam Olearius,
in Baku and nearby mountain of Barmak, special oil was extracted in very large quantities
from permanent wells, and it was transported all over the country for sale.76 Oil was used
to illuminate the houses and as a medicine, since it served as an ointment for various skin
diseases. Barbaro reported that it was used to anoint camels twice a year so that they would
not suffer from a scab.77 At the end of the 15th century, one Venetian traveler reported in his
notes that large batches of spices were being transported from India to Shamakhi, and from
there they arrived in Baku, four days distance from Shamakhi, on the shores of the Caspian
Sea. Baku was a city where large trade was conducted, and because of this, it was called “the
Baku Sea.” Spices in the port of Baku were loaded onto ships and carried for sale in Haji-
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Tarkhan, a Tatar city on the Volga.78
Of course, Shamakhi was not always the ultimate goal of the merchants who came there
from the northern countries. Often caravans moved from this city to the south along a road
that stretched towards Ardabil, one of the main cities on the territory of southern Azerbaijan.
The path of trade caravans ran through the Mughan Steppe, which Kotov described as
a place where there were “no cities, no villages, no living courtyards.” Immediately after
leaving Shamakhi, at a distance of about 4 miles on the right side of the road, there was
Tahi caravanserai. A few days later, the road led travelers to the village of Javat, located at
the confluence of the Kura and Araks rivers and on the border of Shirvan and Mughan, a
historical region in Azerbaijan. In this place, there was a pontoon bridge through which it was
possible to cross the Kura, the largest river in the south Caucasus.79
Along the caravan road, travelers could reach Ardabil, rich in all sorts of goods. The road
split in two there – one route went west to Tabriz, the former capital of the Safavid state,
and the other went south-east, to the cities of Qazvin and Kashan. Usually merchants made
their way to Isfahan, to where in 1598 Shah Abbas I transferred the capital of the country.
Then from Isfahan, they could get to Ormuz, from where there was access to maritime trade
routes in the Indian Ocean.
In general, the distance from Astrakhan to Shamakhi by land was about 1000 km, which,
under the best of circumstances, the merchants managed to overcome in 25-27 days.80
However, as M. V. Fekhner noted, due to the considerable length of this road, unfavorable
transport and technical conditions and the danger of being robbed along the road, merchants
used the land road only due to forced circumstances. The main trade route connecting the
Kazan and Astrakhan khanates, and later the Russian state with Shirvan and Persia, was the
waterway.81

Features of Marine Navigation

along the Western Coast of the Caspian Sea
Navigation along the Volga and the Caspian Sea had its own characteristics, which were
described by some European and Russian merchants and diplomats who traveled along these
routes in the 15th and first half of the 17th centuries. Usually, if the Europeans or Russian
merchants set sail from north to south, then Moscow or Yaroslavl could serve as starting
point, from where they descended in their ships to the Volga and on to Astrakhan. Since the
long journey along the river, especially through the sparsely populated places between Kazan
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and Astrakhan, promised all sorts of dangers, ships could assemble in Nizhniy Novgorod
in large caravans and sail further together.82 Navigation along the Volga also caused serious
technical difficulties, since in many parts of the river there was a lot of shoals and shallows,
the overcoming of which was hard and required special skills.
Active navigation along the Volga began in spring, when the northern rivers overflowed
and brought a lot of water. Ships sailing along the Volga to Astrakhan tried to observe this
time, since in May and June the water level in the river was especially high, and they could
pass relatively safely not only through small places, but even low islands that were flooded
at that time. However, in the summer, when the water began to decrease, ships mooring at
such islands for the night could get stranded by morning due to the rapid fall of the water.
Adam Olearius saw plenty of such boats abandoned by their masters during their trip along
the Volga.83
Particularly difficult was sailing against the stream. Olearius speaks of a large ship going
from Astrakhan up the Volga and having about 200 workers on board. According to him,
Russians “cannot be without such a great number of mariners, by reason that, instead of
maneuvering or rowing, when the wind is against them, they cast anchor a quarter of a league
before them, and all those men pull the cable to which it is fastened, and so they advance by
little and little with much expense of time and pains, making but two leagues a day at most,
by reason of the greatness of those boats.”84
In general, the route from Moscow to Astrakhan was about 3,300 km, and under favorable
circumstances, was overcome by travelers in about 1.5-2 months, taking into account possible
long stops at intermediate points. After the arrival of the trade caravan in Astrakhan, it
usually used to get disassembled, since part of the merchants preferred to sell their goods
to merchants who came from Eastern countries – Bukhara, Khiva, Shirvan, Gilan. Others
decided to sail on the Caspian Sea and set off south.85 Navigation along the Volga River was
carried out on riverboats. In Astrakhan, goods were dragged into special sea ships which
went to the Caspian Sea. This is reported also by Jenkinson, who, after a three-year journey
to Central Asia and Bukhara, returned to Astrakhan and from there to Moscow with letters
from the Bukhara ruler. In Astrakhan, he and his companions remained a few days to procure
“small boats to go up against the stream of Volga.”86
Merchants who went from Astrakhan to Shirvan also tried to go to sea in the summer,
since in late autumn and winter frequent and strong winds made navigation across the
Caspian Sea extremely dangerous. The route and duration of the sea route from Astrakhan to
the south depended on the types of ships on which merchants sailed. Merchants could sail in
large ships between Astrakhan and Derbent without stopping for a long time at intermediate
points on the shore. If merchants had to use smaller ships, the voyage started in Astrakhan,
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and from there the route went to Cherni, then to Terek, to Tarki, and from Tarki to Derbent
and Niyazabad. However, the path on small vessels was fraught with great dangers. First,
they were less stable in stormy conditions, which was not uncommon while sailing across
the Caspian Sea. Secondly, if during bad weather such vessels were washed ashore in Tarki
or Derbent, then heavy duties were levied on the merchants. If they were marooned on a
deserted shore, then the danger of being robbed by the local militant population was very
great. According to Kotov, they attacked merchants, killed them and took goods, and looting
was constantly going on.87
Therefore, wealthy merchants tried to make safer sailing on large ships. The same Kotov
noted that they sailed from Astrakhan on Russian busas and on large strugs by the sea past
Cherni. However, this way was far away – in windy weather the sea trip took two days to sail,
and in calm weather the ships sailed for a week.88
M. V. Fekhner described the types of river and sea vessels that were used mainly by
Russian merchants on the Volga and the Caspian in the 16th and early 17th centuries. The
most common type of water vehicles, mainly of river type, were the so-called strugs, which
were light rowing and flat-bottomed boats with steep sides. With a tail wind, they could move
under sail. The dimensions of the boats varied from 6 to 20 m in length, and, accordingly,
their displacement also varied. Heavier vessels with a large displacement from several tens
to hundreds of tons and sizes of 35-40 m in length were nasads. Nasads were rowing vessels
which could be drawn upstream by rope, as well as go sailing in windy weather. At the same
time, due to their heavier weight, their movement upstream against the current was incredibly
difficult. By the end of the 16th century, a new type of heavy sea ship called the kolomenka
appeared, designed to carry heavy cargo such as metals. These ships were also flat-bottomed
with sides almost equal in height.89 The sources of the end of the 16th to the first half
of the 17th centuries often referred to busas – round-bottom single-sail ships, built mainly
in Astrakhan. However, as mentioned above, Kotov wrote also about the so-called “Gilan
busas,” anchored in the Caspian Sea at the mouth of the Volga.90 During the voyage, large
ships were always accompanied by smaller boats – sandals or pazukas, which served to unload
heavy ships during the passage through the shoals or rifts on the river, or to transport people
and commodities to the shore in the shallow part of the sea.
English ships built in Yaroslavl appeared in the Caspian Sea due to the intensification
of attempts by the English Muscovy Company to establish trade relations with the Safavid
state via the Volga-Caspian route in the 1570s.91 A ship built for the Holstein diplomatic and
trade mission to the Safavid state became a great novelty for Muslim and Russian navigators
and merchants in the first half of the 17th century. According to the description of Adam
Olearius, the ship Frederick was specially built for them from pine boards by their captain
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Michael Cordes with the help of Russian carpenters. It was a 120-foot long, with 3 masts and
24 oars, with a flat bottom vessel.92 The ship was designed mainly for sailing along the Volga,
so that it was possible to navigate through numerous rapids and shoals, as well as in the
absence of a fair wind to move forward with the help of oars. A special boat was built which
was supposed to accompany the ship, and served to remove part of the cargo from the ship,
if necessary, to go through the shoals. Shirvan and Gilan merchants, constantly sailing around
the Caspian Sea, boarded this ship in Astrakhan to learn more about its structure, marveling
at its impressive size and claiming that they had not seen such a large vessel sailing before on
the Sea of Culsum, as they called the Caspian Sea. However, they were quite skeptical about
the suitability of such a ship for sailing on this sea, where the waves were “high, and in a
manner contiguous” ones, and that “there was a necessity of taking down masts.” The ships
of the Shirvan and Gilan merchants themselves were just little “barks,” according to Olearius,
“made like bathing-tubes in Europe.” They did not have a pump, so they “had to cast out the
water with shovels”; they had only one big sail, like the Russian vessels. Therefore, they could
not “sail with a side-wind,” and in stormy weather, they were “forced either to go with the
wind or cast anchor.” Commonly they went “within pistol-shot of the shore.”93
In general, it is hardly possible to speak of a high level of maritime business and
navigation in the Caspian Sea during this period. Venetian envoy Contarini was very skeptical
about the qualifications of the Shirvan sailors and the quality of the ships, in one of which
he had to sail from Derbent to Haji-Tarkhan. He reported that these ships were made similar
in shape to fish, as the locals called them, i.e. “being sharp at the head and stern and wide
amidships. They are built of timbers caulked with rags, and are very dangerous craft. No
compass is used, as they keep continually in sight of land. They use oars, and, although
everything is done in a most barbarous manner, they look upon themselves as the only
mariners worthy of the name,” as Contarini complained.94 Thus, traveling on these boats was
a very dangerous thing.
The Venetian envoy himself had to sail on a similar merchant ship in April 1476. His
colorful and emotional story about this trip gives a vivid idea of the details of navigation and
all the difficulties and vicissitudes of voyages and trade in the Caspian Sea in the second half
of the 15th century. Contarini wrote the following:
“It having pleased our Lord God, however, to send us at length a favourable breeze, we
all assembled on the shore, and, the vessel being set afloat, we immediately embarked
and made sail. We were in all thirty-five persons, including the captain and six mariners;
there were on board some merchants… We started, then, on the above-mentioned day
with a favourable wind, and kept constantly at the distance of about fifteen miles from
a mountainous coast. After three days’ sail we passed these mountains and came to a
beach shore, when, the wind becoming contrary, we dropped one of our anchors: this
92
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94

Olearius, The Voyages and Travells of the Ambassadors, 111.
Olearius, The Voyages and Travells of the Ambassadors, 129-130.
Barbaro and Contarini, Travels to Tana and Persia, 146.
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was at about four hours before evening. The wind having increased, however, and the
sea got rough in the night, we looked upon ourselves as lost, so we resolved to weigh
our anchor and take our chance in running ashore. When the anchor was raised we
crossed the sea, and the waves, which were running high on account of the wind, threw
us aground. It pleased our Lord God, however, to save us by means of these big waves,
which carried us over the rocks, and we were driven into a little creek, as long as the
vessel itself, and it really seemed as if we had entered a port, as the sea broke so many
times before it reached us, that it could do us no damage. We were all obliged to jump
into the water, and carry our things ashore well soaked. The vessel leaked also, from
having gone on the rocks, and we ourselves were very cold, both from the wet and the
wind. In the morning, after holding council, it was determined that no fire should be
lighted, as we were in a most dangerous place on account of its being frequented by
Tartars, the foot-marks of whose horses were visible on the beach. As there was a boat,
which appeared to have been lately broken, we thought that the horsemen, whose traces
we had seen, had been there to capture the crew, either dead or alive; we were, therefore,
in great fear and in continual expectation of attack. We became reassured, however,
when we perceived beyond the beach a number of marshes, which proved that the
Tartars could not be very near the shore. We remained at this place until the 13th, when
the weather became favourable for continuing our voyage. The things belonging to the
mariners were then put on board, and when the vessel had been taken off the rocks the
other baggage was taken in, and we set sail.”95

Thus, the coastal voyage across the Caspian Sea was carried out in favorable seasons, and
in winter these boats were pulled to the shore until the next season. However, even in the
summer time, the voyage was coastal, which, of course, affected the duration of the trip.
Even in the first half of the 17th century, Shirvan and Gilan sailors sailing across the Caspian
Sea, with rare exceptions, did not yet use a compass. Adam Olearius noted that most of the
“Persian” navigators made their voyage on the Caspian Sea only along the coast, and did not
“venture very far into the sea, but for the most part kept in the sight of land.”96 He wrote
that the Persians, Tatars and Russians sailed on this sea only in summer. Since they sailed
“wretched small barks or boats,” they kept as near as they could to the shore, and never were
out of sight of land, where they could drop anchor if necessary or in danger.97
This information gives an idea of the level of seafaring and the features of navigation in
the Caspian Sea not only in relation to the late Middle Ages, but also earlier times, especially
Barbaro and Contarini, Travels to Tana and Persia, 147-148.
Olearius, The Voyages and Travells of the Ambassadors, 135. It should be noted that Adam Olearius called all subjects of the Safavid Shah “Persian” merchants and navigators, although for the most part these were Azerbaijani Turks and Gilanis. Thus, a “Persian” sailor, who served on a German ship as a pilot while sailing across the
Caspian Sea to Shirvan, saw his brother on the boat, and spoke with him in Azerbaijani Turkic, persuading him
not to be afraid of the Germans: “Korchma, duschmanlar dekul” (“Do not fear, these are not enemies”) (Olearius,
The Voyages and Travells of the Ambassadors, 138).
97
Olearius, The Voyages and Travells of the Ambassadors, 143.
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from the 9th-10th centuries, so widely described in detail in the classical Arab geographical
literature, in the works by Ibn Khordadbeh, Masudi, Istakhri and other authors.

Conclusion
The maritime and land routes along the western coast of the Caspian Sea constituted an
integral part of the Volga-Caspian trade route, which historically functioned in parallel
with the Silk Roads. These ancient highways – Volga-Caspian and Silk Roads – were so
intertwined, so closely interconnected by a number of interpenetrating routes and contact
points, concentrated, for the most part, around the Caspian Sea, that, in fact, they represented
a single system of transport and communications. For a long time during the Middle Ages,
such important junctions were Haji-Tarkhan (Astrakhan) on the northern coast of the
Caspian Sea, Derbent, Shamakhi, Baku, Ardabil, and some cities of Gilan, as well as coastal
points in Mangyshlak. Many of them were markets of international trade, where an exchange
and redistribution of goods of different origin occurred – Chinese silk and porcelain, Indian
spices, furs and leather from northern countries, carpets, silk fabrics, metal products and glass
from Persia and Azerbaijan, and many other products of a wide range. At present, the results
of archaeological excavations in settlements in the Volga region, Azerbaijan and Central Asia
provide an opportunity for estimation of the intensity of commercial and cultural contacts
between the peoples of these regions due to the existence of caravans and water ways
connecting them along the Volga-Caspian route. The activity of these ties largely depended
on the geopolitical changes that took place in the vast region of Eurasia. Relations between
the great empires in different periods, various combinations of trade and political alliances or
rivalry between them had a decisive influence on the state and viability of international trade
routes. However, the experience of the maritime and land routes along the western coast of
the Caspian Sea from the 15th to the first half of the 17th century indicates that the need
for commercial and economic ties and the vital need for the exchange of outcomes of the
material and intellectual production of peoples were decisive, and eventually outweighed the
destructive results of geopolitical confrontations between different empires.
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Ancient Seaports on the Western Coast of India:
The Hub of the Maritime Silk Route Network
DURAISWAMY DAYALAN

The extensive maritime trade network between the Harappan and
Mesopotamian civilizations as early as the 3rd millennium BCE is a testimony
to the long maritime trade history of India. From the dawn of the historical
epoch, the maritime trade network of India expanded extensively. The
findings of a large number of coins, pottery, amphorae and other materials
from Italy and various other European countries, west Asia, China, Korea,
Africa, the Arabian Peninsula, Sri Lanka, Southeast Asia and Far-East
countries in India, particularly in the coastal regions, are a testimony to the
dynamic maritime trade of India with other countries in the early period.
Similarly, pottery, sculptures, inscriptions and other materials of Indian
origin are also found in those countries. The depiction of different types
of ships on the coins, paintings, sculptures, seals and sealing, exhibit the
variety of vessels used for navigation and other purposes in the early period.
The over 7500 km-long coastline of India is well known for its seaports
located at river mouths or outlets to the sea. The Periplus Maris Erythraei,
Ptolemy, and Indian literary sources mention many seaports on the western
coast of India. Interestingly, archaeological investigations in many of these
port towns have yielded material evidence exhibiting their dominant role in
transoceanic trade and commerce with many countries in the early period.
This paper discusses in detail all the major ancient seaports on the
western coast of India and their maritime trade activities. At the outset,
the paper briefly deals with the Harappan’s maritime network, their seaports
and the type of ships of that period. Following this, the maritime trade
network of India during the historical period with various countries in
DURAISWAMY DAYALAN (sooraidayalan@gmail.com) is a director at the Archaeological Survey of India, India.
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the east and west, the traces of Indian influence and materials abroad
and foreign materials found in India, the products exported from India,
the trade winds and navigational devices and the depiction of ships on the
coins, paintings, and sculptures of the period are discussed in detail. After
briefly highlighting the coastline of India and its favourable nature for safe
anchorage of ships and the strategic position of the seaports of western
India, an extensive account of the major ancient seaports of western India
like Barygaza, Ashtacampra, Gundigar, Kammoni, Khambhat, Bardaxema,
Suparaka, Calliena, Semylla, Sanjan, Naura, Tyndis, Muziris, Nelcynda
and other seaports, and their maritime trade activities are given based on
archaeological excavations and explorations, literature, epigraphy, foreign
accounts, and numismatic evidence.
Keywords: Harappan Civilization, Mesopotamian Civilization, Periplus of the
Erythraean Sea, Ptolemy, Hippalus, Seaport, Amphorae, Roman coin, Chinese
pottery, Intaglio, Pepper

Introduction
India has a long maritime trade history. Indeed, sea-borne trade played a significant role in the
growth and expansion of the economy of the Harappan civilization (Plate No. 1). There was
an extensive maritime trade network between the Harappan and Mesopotamian civilizations
as early as the 3rd millennium BCE (Plate No. 2). The seals and sealings (Plate No. 3), weights,
beads, ivory items, pottery and many others of Harappan make or bearing obvious Harappan
influence are found distributed in Mesopotamia, Oman, the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain,
Fialaka, the hinterland of Iran and Central Asia.

Harappan’s Maritime Trade Network
The Harappan civilization was mentioned as Meluha in Sumerian literature. The Harappan
had contact with Barbar, Umm-an-Nar, Ras al Jinz, Tell Asmar, Dilmun, Ur, Susa, Logas (in
Mesopotamia), Kish, Lagash, Tall Abraq, Hili, Wadi Suq, Ras al-Hamra, Ras al-Hadd, Ras
al-Jinz, as-Suwayh, Nippur, Tepa Garwa, Jokha, Ashur, Ras-al-Qala (Bahrain), Rosal Junyaj
and other places. Seals of Harappan style are found at Ur (Iraq), Lagash, Susa, Tell Asmar,
Umma and other places. In fact, a sealing from Umma is reported to have been found in
association with a bale of cloth, which evidently was exported from India. The excavations
at Ras al-Jinz (Sultanate of Oman) have demonstrated the existence of a direct connection
between Lothal and other Indian coastal sites and this coastal site through the sea. At RJ-2
(Ras al-Jinz), archaeologists found the remains of the so-called Black Boats of Magan, as
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named in cuneiform texts, which positively exemplify the connection of Mesopotamia with
India through coastal hubs in the Arabian Peninsula during the Bronze Age.1 The finding
of bitumen fragments from the coating of a boat and objects like ivory combs, seals and
sealings, and painted potsherds of Harappan origin found in excavations at Ras al-Jinz also
attest to this fact. Interestingly, a painted jar found in Ras-al-Junayaz (Sultanate of Oman) is
inscribed with four Harappan characters on its shoulder.2
In addition to the local supply, copper was probably brought from Oman, on the southeastern tip of the Arabian Sea, by the Harappans. Chemical analysis has shown that both
Omani copper and Harappan artefacts have traces of nickel, suggesting a common origin. A
large jar coated with a thick layer of black clay, a distinctive Harappan type of vessel, has been
found at Omani sites. Such thick coatings prevented the percolation of liquids.
Mesopotamian texts datable to the 3rd millennium BCE refer to copper coming from
a region called Magan, perhaps a name for Oman, and interestingly, the copper found in the
Mesopotamian sites also contains traces of nickel. Mesopotamian texts mention contacts
with regions named Dilmun (probably the island of Bahrain), Magan and Meluha, possibly
the Harappan region. They mention the products from Meluha were carnelian, lapis lazuli,
copper, gold, and varieties of wood. A Mesopotamian myth tells of Meluha: “May your bird
be the haja-bird, may its call be heard in the royal palace.” The haja-bird may be considered
a peacock.
Materials from the Arabian Peninsula and the Gulf region are found in many Harappan
settlements in India. Interestingly, a circular seal of the Dilmun-type or of the Persian Gulf was
found at Lothal (Plate No. 4). Harappan seals are mainly square, although rectangular, cylindrical
and circular have also been found. The Harappan people preferred stamp seals in contrast to
ancient Mesopotamians who generally used cylinder seals. The presence of cylindrical types,
often with Harappan motifs, suggests a cultural interaction with the Mesopotamian and Persian
worlds, whereas the circular types are characteristic of the Gulf area.

Harappan Seaports
Mesopotamian texts refer to Meluha as the land of seafarers. In fact, the Harappans
constructed many sea-ports/dockyards for their maritime activities. The first high-tide dock
in the world for berthing and servicing ships was constructed in the port town of Lothal,
located at the head of the Gulf of Khambhat, now situated about 23km away from the
shoreline and about 12m above mean sea-level, on the left bank of the River Bhogawa (Plate
1

2

Serge Cleuziou and Maurizo Tosi, “Black boats of Magan: Some Thoughts on Bronze Age Water Transport in
Oman and Beyond from the Impressed Bitumen Slabs of Ra’s al-Junayz,” Annales Academiae Scientiarum Fennicae
Series B 271, no. 2, (1994): 745–761; Serge Cleuziou and Maurizo Tosi, “Ra’s al-Jinz and the Prehistoric Coastal
Cultures of the Ja’alan,” Journal of Oman Studies 11 (2000): 19–73.
Maurizo Tosi, “The Proto Urban Cultures of Eastern Iran and Indus Civilization. Notes and Suggestions for a
Spatio-temporal Frame to Study the Early Relation between India and Iran,” in South Asian Archaeology 1977, ed.
M. Taddei (Naples: Istituto Universitario Orientale, 1979), 149-171.
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No. 5). There were other smaller ports such as Bhagatrav, Sutkagen Dor in Pakistan, Mehgam,
Shikarpur and Sokhta Koh (also known as Sotka Koh) in Pakistan, and perhaps a large one at
Dholavira in the Harappan period (Plate No. 6).

Type of Ships during the Harappan Period
Harappan peoples not only built docks and warehouses, but also boats. The terracotta models
of boats from Lothal and engravings on Indus seals give some idea of ships during Harappan
times. An engraving on a seal from Mohenjo-daro represents a sailing ship with a high prow
and a stern made of reeds. In the centre, it had a square cabin. A Harappan ship depicted
on a terracotta amulet is quite interesting. This boat had a flat bottom with a raked stern and
prow and there are two steering oars at the stern. In the middle of the boat, there is a cabin.
At both ends of the ship, a sea-bird is depicted. They are called dishakak and were used by
sailors to find land. There are two masts on both sides of the central cabin (Plate No. 7).

Maritime Trade Networks during the Historical Period
From the dawn of the historical epoch, the maritime trade network of India expanded
extensively. The emergence of new powers in the Western world such as the Greeks, the
Romans and Sassanians in the last centuries BCE and the first centuries CE also boosted
active maritime trade in the Indian Ocean. Increased use of shipping along the Red Sea
tipped the balance of power and prosperity in southern Arabia in favour of those states with
control of the major ports, such as Qana, Muza and Eden, and the east African kingdom of
Axum accordingly thrived.3 Classical records and archaeological sources reveal the voyages
undertaken and places seen by maritime explorers and traders. One of the earliest classical
records is a story in Book IV: Melpomene, of the Histories of Herodotus (a historian and
traveller of c. 500 BCE from Greece) on the voyages of Scylax of Caryanda, who was sent
by the Persian emperor Darius to find the mouth of the Indus. Records of this journey
are also preserved by Hecataeus of Miletus (c. 550–476 BCE), who mentions an encounter
with the land of Maka (Oman) and the Farasan Islands (possibly Socotra and the KuryaMurya islands). This is the first historical record of sailing around the Arabian Peninsula,
although the Gulf seems to have remained the most popular route between India and the
Mediterranean for another few centuries.4 The Red Sea continued to be the classical world’s
most important entry to the silk route for several centuries, especially as hostilities between
Rome and the Parthian and then Sassanid rulers of Persia made the Gulf route unsafe. In the
3

4
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fourth century CE, however, the situation was reversed, as Mediterranean power transferred
from Rome to Constantinople, shifting the silk route north to the Gulf.

Foreign Materials Found in India
The dynamic maritime trade of India with other countries in the early period is attested by
the finding of a large number of coins, intaglio, rings, pottery, amphorae and other materials
from Italy and various other European countries, China, Korea, Africa, the Arabian Peninsula,
Sri Lanka, Southeast Asia and Far-East countries mainly in the coastal regions of India (Plate
No. 8).
Amphorae imported from Western countries are found in many places in India (Plate
No. 9).5 Amphorae found in south India were examined by experts who concluded that
these amphorae were generally used to carry wine, olive oil and garum (fish sauce). The
sources of these amphorae were Italy, the Greek islands of Rhodes, Knidos, and Kos, the
Istrian Peninsula (northern Adriatic Sea), Egypt, Cilicia (eastern Turkey and Syria), Aqaba
(Jordan), Catalonia (Spain), and Gaul (France). Chinese and Southeast Asian potteries and
other materials are also found at many places, particularly on the coast of peninsular India.
Obviously, the materials reached there through maritime contact. Chinese white porcelain
sherds of the 11th -12th centuries CE, celadon pieces from the 13th-14th centuries CE, and blue
and white porcelain pieces are often found in port cities.

Traces of Indian Influence and Materials Abroad
Pottery, sculptures, inscriptions, beads and other materials of Indian origin are also found
in many countries. The discovery of potsherds with Tamil-Brāhmī script from the early
centuries CE at Mannitalai, Paramankirāy, Veṭṭukāṭu, Kantarōḍai, Tissamahārama and other
places in Sri Lanka; Phu Khao Thong in Thailand;6 Myos Hormos (Quseir-al-Qadim)7 and
Berenike,8 ancient ports on the Red Sea coast of Egypt; and Khor Rori-Sumharam, Oman,9
5

6

7

8
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Alagankulam, Arikamedu, Karaikkadu, Karur, Kudikkadu, Mamallapuram, Nattamedu and Vasavasamudram in
Tamil Nadu & Pondicherry; Dharanikota and Nagarjunakonda in Andhra Pradesh; Pattanam in Kerala; Junnar,
Kolhapur, Nevasa, Paunar and Ter in Maharashtra; Besnagar and Ujjain in Madhya Pradesh; Mathura in Uttar
Pradesh; Ajabpura, Hathab, Bet Dwarka, Devnimori, Dhatva, Dwarka, Junagadh, Kaj, Kamrej, Koteshwar,
Mandvi, Nagara Shamalaji, Somnath and Vallabhi in Gujarat; Gopakapatana in Goa and many other places.
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attest to the early maritime activity of the south Indians with far off countries.
Apart from this, many sites in Thailand, Sumatra, Java, Malaysia and China have also
yielded inscriptions on south Indian and north Indian scripts, coins, sculptures, beads and
other objects of Indian, particularly south Indian origin. There is ample evidence to show
that even Buddhist and Hindu icons from India were transported to Sri Lanka, Thailand and
Southeast Asian countries for worship in early times.10 Some of the limestone sculptures
found at Anurādhapura (Jetavana and Citadel area) and the Mantai area are, in fact, from
Andhra Pradesh (south India). Furthermore, the depiction of Buddha icons with flametipped ushnisha in south India was adopted by Sri Lankan Buddhists who presumably
maintained close contacts with the nearby Tamil Nadu. There are many sculptures of Hindu
gods and goddesses and Buddhist sculptures found at various sites in Sri Lanka, Thailand
(Phukhao Thong, Khao San Kaoe, Klongton, Khao Wiang, Khao Phra Narai, Khao Phra
Noe, Thung Tuk, Chaiya, Khao Sri Vichai, Khuan Pun Pin, Muang Thong and a few other
sites), and other Southeast Asian countries exhibiting an unmistakable affinity with Indian
sculptures. The circular gold plaque found at Bang Kluay, Thailand, has writing in Brāhmī
letters from the 2nd-3rd centuries CE all along the margin within the border, and at the centre
is a symbol. The inscription reads “naavikasa Brahaspati Sarmasa,” i.e., a shipman (naavika)
named Brahaspati Sarma (Plate No. 10).11 The name and title of the person and the nature
of the script indicate that the shipman was from south India and came to Thailand as the
sailor of a ship.
The motif at the ends of the architrave of the gateways and the beams in ancient
edifices in China, Japan and Southeast Asian countries are nothing but an imitation of the
makara motif. Korean green glazed tiles (7th-8th centuries CE) with demon heads are clear
prototypes of the kīrtimukha motifs found in the temples of the Gupta and later periods. It
is noteworthy that the Samguk Yusa (삼국유사) or Memorabilia of the Three Kingdoms, compiled
in the 1280s during the Goryeo (or Koryo) dynasty (918-1392 CE) by the Buddhist monk
Ilyeon (일연), referred to the legend of Heo Hwangok (Suriratna) who arrived on a boat from
a distant kingdom and married King Suro of Geumgwan Gaya (Gimhae) in the year 48 CE.
The legend of Heo Hwangok is found in Garakgukgi (the record of the Garak Kingdom),
which has been lost but is referenced within the Samguk Yusa. According to the legend,
Hwangok belonged to the Heo family and was a princess of the Ajutuo Kingdom. The extant
records do not identify Ajutuo except as a distant country. However, some scholars have
identified this place with Ayodhya in India. Some suggest that Heo Hwangok came from Āy,
Orient XXX (2013): 146-148.
Hindu and Buddhist icons of Indian origin/influence are found at Phukhao Thong, Khao San Kaoe, Klongton,
Khao Wiang (Markandeya, devi), Khao Phra Narai (four armed standing Vishnu now in Thalang National Museum, Phuket; Markandeya), Khao Phra Noe (four armed standing Vishnu now kept in Bangkok National Museum), Thung Tuk (Ganesa), Chaiya (Avalokitesvara with eight arms now kept in Bangkok National Museum),
Khao Sri Vichai (Standing Vishnu now in the Bangkok National Museum), Khuan Pun Pin (Avlokitesvara with
two arms made of bronze), Muang Thong (Devi and Ganapati) and a few other sites. The standing Vishnu
sculpture found at Khao Phra Narai exhibits an unmistakable affinity with south Indian sculptures.
11
D. Dayalan, “Plaque of South Indian Shipman in Thailand,” Epigraphy of the Orient XXX, (2013): 138-145.
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a vassal state of the Pānͅdͅya Kingdom in present-day Tamil Nadu. There is a depiction of a
double fish symbol in the so-called tomb of Queen Suriratna. It is interesting that the royal
insignia of the Pānͅdͅya Kingdom was a double fish.

Trade Network with Mediterranean and West Asian Countries
There is ample evidence to show that India had an extensive trade network with Mediterranean
and west Asian countries for quite a long time. The Greek and Latin inscriptions engraved
on the walls of a cave in the Wadi Mineh area located in the Eastern Desert of Egypt about
80 km east of Luxor testify to the fact that Roman traders were travelling regularly to India
by the turn of the millennium. The inscription of Numidius Eros states, “Caius Numidius
Eros was here in the 28th year of Caesar’s reign on the way back from India in the month
of Phamenoth.” The length of the reign implies that the Caesar in question was Augustus,
so the date is February or March 2 BCE.12 Pliny the Elder (c. 23-79 CE), a Roman naturalist
and naval commander of the early Roman Empire, recorded in his compilation called Natural
History that Indian trade cost Rome at least 50 million sesterces per year.13 The Roman
emperor Tiberius (14-37 CE) expressed his anguish over the huge amount of Roman wealth
pouring into foreign lands including India and complained about it to the Senate.14 These
statements are well attested by the occurrence of numerous hoards of Roman aurei, solidi
and denarii at a number of places, particularly in peninsular India (Plate No. 11). Substantial
hoards have been reported from Tamil Nadu, coastal Andhra Pradesh, Kerala and Karnataka
in that order.

Exports from India
Indian products like pepper,15 cinnamon, cardamom, perfumes, cassia bark, spices, metal,
medicines, hide, ivory, sandalwood, muslin cloth, silk, pearl, aquamarine beryl and other semiprecious stones were in considerable demand in the Western world. According to records,
there was great demand for cinnamon in Rome and one Roman pound of high-quality
cinnamon cost 1,500 denarii. Around 1200 BCE, the first pepper appears in the Egyptian
record, positively identified from the dried fruits in the nostrils of the mummy of Ramses
II.16 This is the first indication of possible contact between Egypt and India, though by what
12

13
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D. Meredith, “Annius Plocamus: Two Inscriptions from the Berenice Road,” The Journal of Roman Studies 43
(1953): 38- 40; D. Meredith, “Inscriptions from the Berenice Road,” Chronique d’Egypte 29 (1954): 281-287.
Pliny the Elder, Natural History VI, trans. W.H.S. Jones (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2005), xxvi.
R. C. Majumdar, The Classical Accounts of India (Calcutta: Firma K.L. Mukhopadhyay, 1960), 274.
J. I. Miller, The Spice Trade of the Roman Empire (Oxford: Oxford University Press,1968); Rene T.J. Cappers, Roman
Footprints at Berenike: Archaeobotanical Evidence of Subsistence and Trade in the Eastern Desert of Egypt (Los Angeles,
CA: Cotsen Institute of Archaeology, 2006).
A. Plu, “Bois et Graines,” in La Momie de Ramsès II. Contribution Scientifique à l’Égyptologie, eds. L. Balout and C.
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route remains unclear. There are virtually no Roman coins found to the east of India, i.e.,
Thailand, Vietnam, Malaysia or China. It seems only shallow draught native vessels could have
passed through Adam’s Bridge and large ships had to make the treacherous circumnavigation
of Sri Lanka. This rounding of Cape Comorin was probably undertaken in the later period in
the 2nd century CE and also in a limited way. This may be one of the reasons for the absence
of early Roman coins on the eastern coast of India.17

Depiction of Ships in Coins, Paintings, Sculptures, Seals and Sealing
The depiction of different types of ships in coins, paintings, sculptures, seals and sealing
exhibit the variety of vessels used for navigation and other purposes in the early period
(Plate No. 12). The Tamil literature of the early centuries of the Common Era also speaks
of various types of contemporary ships such as ampi, cōṅku, kaipparicu, kalam or marakalam,
kappal, matalai, mitavai, mutͅuku, nāvāy, ōtͅam, paricil, patͅaku or patͅavu, punͅai or pinͅai, teppam,
timil, tōnͅi, and vaṅkam. The historical text Yuktikalpataru (11th century CE) deals with ship
building and gives details of various types of ships. Vessels used for different purposes were
called different names. The ships depicted in the Buddhist edifices at Sanchi, Bharhut, Ajanta,
Amaravati and other places are quite interesting. The painting of a ship in the Buddhist cave
at Ajanta has two steering paddles mounted on the sides of the vessel, one on the port side
and the other on the starboard, and their upper ends are connected with a device erected on
the deck. The rigging consists of a jib-sail and three tall, narrow sails fixed onto masts which
were apparently capable of being adjusted. The Sammohavinodani, while describing the exodus
of Buddhist monks to South India during troubled times in the reign of Vatͅtͅagamanͅi
(103-77 BCE), refers to an unusual type of three-decked (tibhūmakamͅ) raft that the monks
supposedly used.18 Ibn Battutah (1304-1369), a Moroccan scholar and explorer, found some
of the Chinese ships at Calicut (Kerala state) had four decks and were supposed to carry a
thousand men. Massive oars were used to propel them when winds could not be utilized, and
each of these oars was manned by ten to thirty men.19

Coastline of India and Location of the Seaports
An over 7500 km-long stretch of coastline of India, including the coastlines of the Andaman
and Nicobar Islands in the Bay of Bengal and the Lakshwadweep Islands in the Arabian Sea,
is well known for its seaports located at river mouths or outlets to the sea (Plate No. 13).

17
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Roubet (Paris: Editions Recherches sur les Civilisations,1985), 166–74; Boivin, Blench and Fuller, “Archaeological, Linguistic and Historical Sources,” 251-278.
Paula J. Turner, Roman Coins from India (London: Royal Numismatic Society, 1989).
A.P. Buddhadatta, ed., Sammohavinodani, (London: Pali Text Society, 1923), 445-446.
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The river deltas of India are favourable for navigation and the distributaries associated with
estuarine mouths naturally led to the development of many ports. The large lagoons and
lakes provided sheltered water bodies in which a large number of ports developed. Many of
the ports of peninsular India are protected by bars and spits providing much-desired natural
breakwaters for safe anchorages. The coastal length of the Indian mainland (except the
Andaman and Nicobar Islands and Lakshadweep Islands) is about 5422.6 km and
is surrounded by the Arabian Sea in the west, the Bay of Bengal in the east, and the Indian
Ocean in the south.

Trade Winds and Navigational Devices
It is generally believed that at some time in the middle of the first century BCE, sailors learnt
how to utilize the monsoon trade winds to shorten the voyage (Plate No. 14). The author
of the anonymous Periplus Mari Erythraei, or Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, believed to have
been written during the latter part of the first century CE, implies that the discovery was
made by a man called Hippalus. For Pliny, however, Hippalus is a name given to the southwest monsoon, which blows in the Indian Ocean in the summer months. Neither author
makes it clear when the discovery was made. Interestingly, a verse from the Saṅgam period
called Pur̤ anān̤ ūr̤ u (2nd-1st centuries BCE) refers to the Cōl̤ a king Karikala Valava, as “a grand
successor of a king who was well versed with the winds for sailing ships in the deep seas.”20
This is obviously a reference to navigating ships by an assessment of monsoon winds (valͅi
thol̤ il). This passage, perhaps, suggests that voyages by seamen utilizing the monsoon winds
was a common practice among Tamil mariners even during the early part of the first century
BCE.
Subsequent to the learning of wind movement, many navigational devices were invented
by adventurers, which make sea travel somewhat trouble-free. Kamal, a celestial navigation
device that determines lattitude, was invented by Arab navigators of the late 9th century
and spread to India and China. With the use of this device, navigators could determine the
locations of various ports and islands reliably.

Seaports on the Western Coast of India
The western coast of India, which cuts through Gujarat, Maharashtra, Goa, Karnataka and
Kerala states, has many natural seaports of international fame even in early times. From
north to south, the western coast of India is divided into the Kutch peninsula, the Kathiawar
peninsula, the Gujarat plain, the Konkan coast, the Karnataka coast and Malabar or the
Kerala coast. The Kutch peninsula has marshes and lagoons on its side. The salt soaked plain
20

Pur̤anān̤ūr̤u, verse 66, line 2 (valͅi thol̤il ānͅtͅa uravōn̤ maruka); Pur̤anān̤ūr̤u, verse 20, line 3 (valͅi val̤ aṅku ticaiyum
-the direction of wind movement).
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occurring all along its northern side is known as the Great Rann, and the salt soaked plain on
its south is known as the Little Rann.
The Periplus Maris Erythraei mentions many ports such as Barygaza, Suppala (Sopara),
Calliena, Semylla, Mandagora, Palaepatmoe, Melizigara, Togarum, Aurannoboas, Naura
(Cannanore), Tyndis, Muziris, Nelcynda, and other seaports on the western coast, and
Colchi, Camara, Argaru, Poduca, Sopatma and others on the eastern coast of India.
Archaeological investigations supplemented by literary sources have brought to light a large
number of seaports all along the coast of India. Some important south Indian port-cities
like Alagankulam, Arikamedu, Kaveripattinam, Kayalpattinam, Korkai, Mamallapuram,
Nagapattinam, Periyapattinam and others on the Tamil Nadu coast; Dharanikota,
Kalingapatna, Kottapattanam, Machilipatnam (Maisolia) and Motupalli in Andhra Pradesh;
and Kochi, Cannanore (Naura), Pattanam (perhaps the ancient Muziris) and others in Kerala
have yielded material evidence exhibiting their dominant role in transoceanic trade and
commerce with many countries in the early period.

Barygaza (Bharuch)
Barygaza or Bharukaccha or Bhrgukaccha, the ancient seaport referred to in the Periplus Maris
Erythraei and by Ptolemy (2nd century CE) and others is identified with Bharuch situated at
the confluence of the River Narmada and the Arabian Sea in the Gulf of Khambhat. The
Periplus Maris Erythraei states, “Immediately after the gulf of Barake21 is the gulf of Barygaza
and the coast of the region of Ariake, the beginning of both the kingdom of Nambanus and
of all of India.” It further mentions how great quantities of cloth were brought to Barygaza
from the metropolis of Minnagara, an important inland trade centre.22 However, the Periplus
describes that those sailing to Barygaza passed across the gulf (of Khambhat), which was
narrow and hard to navigate and was a bad anchorage because of strong currents and a
rough and rocky bottom. This hurdle was tackled by the government by appointing native
fishermen who were stationed at the entrance with long boat trappaga and smaller kotymba,
from whence they went out as far as Syresthrene (Saurashtra) to meet ships and pilot them
to Barygaza and nearby ports where goods were perhaps transferred to smaller boats and
transported to the required places.
Passage 49 of the Periplus describes an extensive range of goods en route through
Barygaza. From Barygaza, spikenard (an herb), costus (an herb), bdellium or bdella (a
fragrant gum resin, probably transported from Kashmir), ivory, agate, carnelian, onyx, myrrh
(aromatic gum resin), lyceum, silk and cotton cloth, mallow cloth, indigo, ruzot, boxthorn
(Bocksdorn), long pepper and other items were exported. The imported items were wine;
brass or copper, tin and lead; coral and gold stone or yellow stone; variegated sashes half a
21
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The Gulf of Kachchh is referred to as the Gulf of Barake in the Periplus Maris Erythraei, although Ptolemy
mentioned Barake as an island in the Gulf of Kanthi, which has been identified as the Gulf of Kachchh.
The city named Minnagara may be a popular emporium of cloths near Barygaza.
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yard wide; styrax or storax (a fragrant gum resin); sweet clover; steinklee or melilot (a fragrant
herbaceous plant); white or flint glass; gum sandarach or sandarac (a resin); (stibium) tincture
for the eyes, sūrmā or kajal; gold and silver coins and specie; and perfumes or unguents. Pliny
also confirms that Barygaza imported silverware, coral, wine, sweet clover and perfumes
from the Mediterranean region and glass, clothing and styrax from Egypt.
The Supparaka Jataka refers to perilous adventures on the sea undergone by a company
of seven hundred merchants, who sailed from the seaport town of Bharukachcha in a vessel
under the pilotage of a blind but accomplished navigator. Again, the Janaka Jataka mentions
that the ship sailed from Bharukachcha to the Sea of Seven Gems and was wrecked with all
its crew and seven hundred passengers including the Supparaka Bodhisattva.23 The Baveru
Jataka refers to merchants from Varanasi and Rajgriha who sailed down the Ganga and then
went westwards to reach the ports on the seaboard of Sobina in the Gulf of Kutch and
others to Bharukachcha from where they exported goods to Baveru, i.e., Bahrain.24

Ashtacampra or Astakapra (Hathab)
Hathab is situated on the rivulets of the Maleshwari River which flows into the Gulf of
Khambhat. The site referred to as Ashtacampra in the Periplus Maris Erythraei and Astakapra
by Ptolemy has been identified with Hathab by some scholars. Hathab has also been
identified with Hastakavapra, a name that occurs in a copper plate grant (5th or 6th century)
of Dhruvasena I of Vallabhi. Archaeological excavations undertaken at this site have not
only revealed the cultural sequence of the site but also its maritime trade connection. Period I
(4th century BCE-1st century CE) of the excavation has yielded a copper coin of Apollodotus
(Plate No. 15). In addition, pieces of amphora of Western origin have also been found in the
excavations.

Gundigar (Gogha)
Gogha an ancient seaport, is situated on the mid-western shore of the Gulf of Khambhat
south east of the Saurashtra peninsula. Sheltered from the southwest monsoon, with its
wide stretch of good anchoring ground with soft mud and clay bottom, Gogha remained
an important seaport of the Arabian Sea until the development of nearby Bhavnagar in
the 19th century. Ghogha was known as the port of Gundigar during the Maitraka rulers of
Vallabhi (5th– 8th centuries CE). The port of Gogha was active from the 5th century CE and
flourished as a major trading post from the 10th to the 16th centuries CE before Bhavnagar
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took the place of Gogha as a trading centre.25 As it is a tidal port, sailing vessels entered and
left the harbour only at high tides. The Imperial Gazetteer of India mentions that “the natives
of this town are reckoned the best sailor or lascars in India.”26 A famous proverb about
Gogha is “Lankani Ladi ane Ghoghono var” (Bride of Lanka and groom of Gogha), which
perhaps indicates some kind of direct overseas relationship between Gogha and Sri Lanka.
The archaeological evidence indicates that Arabs settled at Gogha in the 7th century CE. It
seems that the first Arab traders landed at Ghogha around the early seventh century CE and
built a masjid here. The ancient masjid, locally known as the Baarwaada Masjid or Juni (Old)
Masjid at Gogha is one of the oldest mosques in India. Explorations in the inter-tidal zone
of Gogha have yielded several sherds of glazed ware and stone anchors.27
Explorations in the site have also yielded a large number of glazed wares, probably from
China and other countries, and also an anchor with grooves on all four sections, probably of
Chinese origin. A gold signet ring studded with a gem intaglio from the 5th or 6th century CE
was found. This came from Vallabhipur, the capital of the Maitraka rulers of Vallabhi (5th-8th
centuries CE). A figure engraved on the gemstone, closely resembling a senmury or hippocamp
usually found in Sassanian ornaments and textiles, shows Persian influence.28 It seems that the
object might have come to Vallabhipur through Gogha, one of the important ports situated very
close to Vallabhipur. It is interesting to note that there were interactions between later Sassanids
and the rulers of western India and the Deccan during the 7th century CE and the circulation
of defaced Sassanian coins, commonly known as Gadhaiya coins, in Gujarat, Rajasthan, and
Madhya Pradesh from 750 to 1100 CE. In fact, Sassanian contacts with India have been traced
to at least as early as Chosroes I (531-579 CE) to whom is attributed the introduction of chess
from India to Persia and who certainly received tributes from India rulers.29

Kammoni (Kamrej)
Kamrej is situated on the left bank of the River Tapi, which falls into the Arabian Sea, and
about 15 km upstream of Surat. It is referred to as Kammoni in the Periplus Maris Erythraei.
Excavations here have revealed cultural deposits dating from the 1st or 2nd century CE to
the 9th or 10th century CE. Interestingly, many objects of foreign origin such as glazed ware,
amphorae and others have been unearthed at this site in addition to a large variety of locally
25
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made objects and potteries. The finding of an Aksumite sherd from the Red Sea area, where
the Aksumite kingdom played an active role in trade from the 3rd to the mid-7th century CE,
is quite interesting.30 Excavations have revealed that this trading port probably had active
overseas contacts with the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf regions.

Khambhat (Cambay)
Khambhat or Cambay, also known as Stambhatirtha, Stambhapura, Mahinagara, Tarakpura,
or Karnavati, is situated north of the River Dhadar and at the head of the Gulf of Cambay,
where the River Mahi discharges into the sea. It is mentioned by the Arab geographer
Khardadha in his work The Book of Roads and States, written in 865 CE. The Arab traveller
Al-Masudi visited Khambhat in 913-914 CE and records that “Khambhat enjoyed great fame
for its semi-precious stones, which were very popular in the markets of Aden and Mecca and
in Baghdad.” Al-Idrisi (1100 CE) mentions it as a pretty and well-known naval station and
second among the towns of Gujarat. According to Marco Polo (1254-1324 CE), an Italian
explorer, “when merchants come to Cambay with their wares loaded on many ships, they
bring, above all, gold, silver, and copper.”31 Khambhat reached its zenith during the period
of Sultan Muhammed Begda (1459-1511 CE) and had trade with Persia, Arabia and Africa in
the west and as far as China in the east. Khambhat’s trade began to decline in the 17th century
due to several factors, the main ones being the silting up of the navigational channel in the
Gulf of Cambay and political disturbances. Many 17th century travellers like Finch (1611),
Mandelslo (1638), Pietro Della Valle (1640), and Tavernier (1642-66) reported that vessels
could no longer go up to Cambay and they instead moored at Gogha and sent boats laden
with goods to Cambay. In the 15th century, Gujarat became part of the Mughal Empire and
Surat became the dominant port of the Mughals on the west coast of India.

Bardaxema (Porbandar)
Porbandar, known as Pavr vela kul, Jeshthuka Desh and Sudamapuri in the early days, is situated
on the south west coast of Saurashtra on the Arabian Sea. It is one of the natural seaports in
western India nearer to the African ports. It is probably referred to as Bardaxema by Ptolemy.
After Barygaza, the Periplus Maris Erythraei enumerates many emporia between Barygaza
and Dimurikē. Of those, the first of them are Akabarou, Sopara, and Calliena. Between
the mouths of the Namados and of the Goaris, Ptolemy interposes Nousaripa, Poulipoula,
Ariakē Sadinōn and Sopara. Nousaripa is Nausari, about 29 km to the south of Surat.
30
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Sopara or Suparaka (Nala Sopara)
Sopara or Suparaka or Supparak, the ancient seaport referred to in the Periplus Mari Erythraei
and other sources and by Ptolemy, is identified with Nala Sopara near Mumbai. Some
scholars have identified Sopara with the Ophir mentioned in Hebrew texts.32 It was originally
an island cut off from the mainland by a creek known as Bassein or Nala Sopara. This
topographical aspect ensured that it was a significant port with an extensive trade network
with various ancient cities. It seems that during the early historical period, Sopara was located
on the mainland facing Agashi Island to the north and Bassein to the south. The backwaters
between the mainland and the island were suitable for the movement and anchorage of ships.
Gass and Nirmal villages were once part of the creek. Up to the 19th century, this creek was
navigable and ships of 20 tonnes used to ply their way here. The area around Bhatela pond
is a landing place or bunder, where the remains of a Portuguese jetty and customs house can
be seen.
Archaeological and literary sources clearly indicate that Sopara was a main entrepot
dating from the pre-Asokan period (i.e., prior to the 3rd century BCE) up to the 3rd century CE
and again from the 9th to the 13th century CE. However, it seems that during the period from
the 4th to the 9th century CE, Sopara lost its importance. It was not only an important centre
of maritime trade activities, but also a notable centre of Buddhism. The remains of brick
stūpas, Buddhist stone sculptures and bronzes, fragments of the major rock edicts of Asoka
and other relics of the early period are found at Nala Sopara (Plate No. 16). This seaport
was well connected with the majority of the Buddhist and trade centres in Maharashtra
and Madhya Pradesh (Plate No. 17). Excavations at this site have also yielded fragments of
Roman amphorae, red polished ware, glass and many other objects of foreign and indigenous
origin datable to the early centuries of the Common Era.

Calliena (Kalyan)
Kalyan, situated on the bank of the Ulhas River near Mumbai, is identified with Calliena
referred to in the Periplus Maris Erythraei. Cosmos Indicopleustus, a Greek monk who made
several voyages to India in the 6th century CE, points out that Kalyan was one of the six
biggest markets of India famous for its bronze work, black wood and textiles.
After Calliena, the Periplus Maris Erythraei mentions many maritime trading centres
on the west coast of India such as Semylla or Sēmulla (Chaul); Mandagora (Bankot or
Kuda); Palaepatmai (Dabhol or Debel); Meliziegara (Milizēguris or Milizigēris of Ptolemy
and Sigerus of Pliny), identified perhaps with Rajpur; Buzantiom (possibly present day
Vijayadurg or Esvantgadh); Toparon or Togaron (which may be identified with Devagaḍh)
and Aurannosboas or Aurannoboas (Malvan). Beyond these places occur a succession of
islands (such as the Island of the Aigidio, which may be Goa), some of which gave shelter
32
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to pirates and of which the last is called Leukē or White Island. The actual distance from
Barugaza to Naura, the first port of Damirica or Limyrike (Dravida region), is 4,500 stadia.33

Semylla or Sēmulla (Chaul)
Chaul (Semylla or Sēmulla) is situated along the Roha Creek about 40 km south of Mumbai
on the Arabian Sea. Chemulaka or Chaul is mentioned in an inscription in the rock-cut caves
at Kanheri. Al-Biruni (973-1050) mentions that Chaul was a chief port of western India,
and other cities on the same coast, namely Kambayat (Cambay), Bahruj (Broach), Sindan
(Sanjan), Sufara (Sopara) and Tana (Thana), as having commercial contacts with Chaul.34

Sindan (Sanjan)
Excavations at Sanjan, Gujarat, situated on the north bank of the River Baroli, have revealed
its important role in maritime trade in the Indian Ocean during the early medieval period.
It is the place where the Zoroastrians landed in the 8th century CE after they fled from Iran
during the Arab invasion. Excavations have yielded many notable structures associated with
Zoroastrians and ceramics and antiquities of Indian and foreign origin. The ceramics found
here are Chinese eggshell ware, Yeuh and Qingbai porcelain and glazed stoneware, turquoise
glazed ware, sgraffito ware, tin glazed ware, Kashan lustre ware and other ceramics of distinct
west Asian/Persian Gulf origin and belonging to the 5th to 9th centuries CE, glazed pink
ware, red slipped pink ware, and glazed buff ware (Plate No. 18).35 A large number of glass
artefacts probably of Persian origin have also been found in the excavations at Sanjan.

Naura and Tyndis of Damirica
Naura in Damirica or Limyrike referred to in the Periplus Maris Erythraei further down is
probably identified with Mangalore.36 The Nitra of Ptolemy and the Nitria of Pliny are also
tentatively identified with this place. Arrian, a Greek historian of the 2nd century CE, refers
to Mangalore as Mandegora. Cosmas Indicopleusta refers to Mangalore as Mangaruth. Pliny
refers to the pirates that infested the west coast around Nitria.
The Periplus Maris Erythraei mentions Naura and Tyndis as the first markets of Damirica,
The term “stadia” comes from the plural of the Greek stadion, the word for a distance of 185 to 192 metres
(607-630 ft.). A very similar length is the modern furlong, or eighth of a mile, 660 ft.
34
J. W. McCrindle, Ancient India as Described by Ptolemy (London: Trubner & Co, 1885), 42-44.
35
S. P. Gupta et al., “On the Footsteps of Zoroastrian Parsis in India: Excavation at Sanjan on the West Coast,”
Journal of Indian Ocean Archaeology 1 (2004): 93-108.
36
Some scholars have identified Naura with Honnavar Port in Karnataka, located at the place where the Sharavati
River joins the Arabian Sea, and a few others with Cannamore.
33
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and then Muziris and Nelcynda. It further states that Tyndis was in the kingdom of Cerobothra
(Keralaputra, i.e., Cēra kings) and it was a village in plain sight by the sea. The distance
between Tyndis and Muziris, another important seaport on the western coast mentioned in
the Periplus Maris Erythraei, is about five hundred stadia (about 95 km) by river and sea. Early
Tamil literature (c. 2nd century BCE to 2nd century CE) mentions this place as Tonͅdͅi and
states that it was an important coastal town of the Cēra kings who ruled this region during
the Saṅgam period (c. 2nd century BCE to 2nd century CE).37 Tyndis or Tonͅdͅi was an ancient
seaport and harbour-town in the ancient Cēra kingdom (Cerobothra) on the Malabar coast.
The exact location of the port is still unknown; however, scholars have tried to identify this
place with either modern day Kadalundi or Ponnani or Pantalayani Kollam. Kadalundi is a
coastal village close to the Arabian Sea in Kerala, India. After the breakdown of the Cēra
kingdom, the Parappanad Kovilakam became the rulers of Kadalundi. They gave permission
to the Dutch to build a fort in Kadalundi.

Muziris or Muciri
The Periplus Maris Erythraei states that Muziris of the same kingdom (i.e., the kingdom of
Cerobothra), abounded in ships sent there with cargoes from Arabia and the Greeks. It is
located on a river (Periyar), and twenty stadia (3.5 km to 4 km) up the river from the shore.
Pliny the Elder mentioned that for those who were bound for India, Ocelis (on the Red Sea)
was the best place for embarkation. If the wind, called Hippalus (Southwest Monsoon),
happened to be blowing, it was possible to arrive in forty days at the nearest market in
India, Muziris by name. This, however, was not a very desirable place for disembarkation,
on account of the pirates who frequented its vicinity, where they occupied a place called
Nitrias. Nor, in fact, was it very rich in articles of merchandise. In addition, the roadstead
for shipping was a considerable distance from the shore, and cargo had to be conveyed in
boats, either for loading or discharging. Furthermore, Pliny mentioned that the name of the
king of this place was Caelobothras (Keralaputras). Claudius Ptolemy placed the Muziris
emporium north of the mouth of the Pseudostomus River in his Geographia. Pseudostomus
(literally “false mouth”) is generally identified with the modern-day Periyar River. According
to Strabo, the ships that brought oriental goods from Muziris amounted to 120 per year on
average. The pressure of the social demand for oriental goods is best expressed in Pliny’s
mention of the Roman Senate about the drain of gold due to the regular import of pepper
and other spices from the East. The goods exported from Muziri as mentioned in the
Periplus Maris Erythraei were pepper (mainly came from Cottonara area), fine pearl, ivory, silk
cloth, spikenard from the Ganges, malabathrum, transparent stones of all kinds, diamonds,
sapphires, and tortoise-shells (from Chryse Island). The imported items were coins, topaz,
thin clothing (less quantity), figured linen, antimony, coral, crude glass, copper, tin, lead,
37

Pur̤anān̤ūr̤u, verse 17, line 13; verse 48, line 4; Akanān̤ūr̤u, verse 10, line 13; verse 60, line 7; verse 290, line 13.
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wine38 (not as much as at Barygaza), realgar and orpiment.
Early Tamil literature from the Saṅgam period (c. 2nd century BCE to 2nd century CE)
mentions this place as Mucir̤ i.39 Verse 149 of Akanān̤ūr̤u, a work of Saṅgam literature,
mentions that the port-town Mucir̤ i belonged to the Cēra kings and was situated on the
Sulͅlͅiār̤ u (Sulͅlͅi River) also known as Pēriyār̤ u (a river). Here the splendid ships of the
yavanas (foreigners), brought gold and returned with pepper, beating the foam on the Sulͅlͅi.40
Pur̤ anān̤ ūr̤ u, another Saṅgam work of literature, states, “Each and every house in Muciri was
filled with heaps of paddy and other materials brought by the boats (ampi) after selling fishes.
The sacks of pepper were heaped upon the boisterous riverbank. The gold (gift things)
brought in the splendid ships (kalam) were brought to the river bank by local boats (tōnͅi).”
41
The stanza in this poem attested to the statement of Pliny the Elder, who mentioned that
ships had to be anchored at a considerable distance from the shore and the cargo had to be
conveyed in boats. Silappatikāram (The Story of the Anklet), a Tamil epic of the post-Saṅgam
period (c. 2nd-5th century CE), referred to Muziris as a vibrant trade destination and also an
important stopover along the spice route. It was the place where foreign traders would arrive
in their ships to barter their gold to buy pepper. Since barter trade was time-consuming, they
lived in the city and their lifestyle was “exotic” and also a source of “local wonder.”

Muziris Papyrus or the Vienna Papyrus
The discovery of the Muziris Papyrus (also known as the Vienna Papyrus as it is presently
kept in Vienna) in 1985 provides interesting information about the international trade links
of Muziri.42 The Muziris Papyrus, a Roman document probably of the 2nd century CE, is
reportedly a part of two separate documents, one pertaining to a maritime loan and another
relating to the security.43 The recto contains part of an agreement that covers the transport
Early Tamil literature mentions the foreign liquor as “Yavana tēral.”
Akanān̤ūr̤u, verse 57, line 15; verse 149, lines 7-11; Pur̤anān̤ūr̤u, verse 343, line 10.
40
“Yavan̤ar tanta vin̤aimānͅ nan̤kalam pon̤nō̤ tͅu vantu kariyōtͅu peyarum valͅamkel̤u mucir̤ i,” Akanān̤ūr̤u, Verse 149, lines 7-11.
41
Pur̤anān̤ūr̤u, verse 343.
42
H. Harrauer and P. Sijpesteijn, “Ein neues Dokument zu Roms Indienhandel, P. Vindob. G. 40822,” Philosophisch-Historische Klasse der Österreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften 122 (1985): 124-155; L. Casson, “New Light
on Maritime Loans: P. Vindob. G. 40822,” Zeitschrift fur Papyrologie und Epigraphik 84 (1990): 195-206; L. Casson,
“P. Vindob G 40822 and the Shipping of Goods from India,” The Bulletin of the American Society of Papyrologists
(BASP) 23 (1986): 73-79.
43
The Muziris Papyrus reads as follows:
38
39

... of your other agents and managers. And I will weigh and give to your cameleer another twenty talents for loading up
for the road inland to Koptos, and I will convey [sc. the goods] inland through the desert under guard and under security
to the public warehouse for receiving revenues at Koptos, and I will place [them] under your ownership and seal, or of
your agents or whoever of them is present, until loading [them] aboard at the river, and I will load [them] aboard at the
required time on the river on a boat that is sound, and I will convey [them] downstream to the warehouse that receives
the duty of one-fourth at Alexandria and I will similarly place [them] under your ownership and seal or of your agents,
assuming all expenditures for the future from now to the payment of one-fourth-the charges for the conveyance through
the desert and the charges of the boatmen and for my part of the other expenses.
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of goods from the point on the Red Sea where these had been unloaded, i.e., Myos Hormos
or Berenice or Berenike, across the eastern desert to Koptos and thence down the Nile
to Alexandria. It also refers to the provision of a loan, which must have been a maritime
loan, that made possible the acquisition of the goods. The verso contains an account of
amounts of nard, ivory, and textiles, all of which figure regularly among India’s exports, and
the calculation of their value for customs duty. The account on the verso is undoubtedly
related to the agreement on the recto, both dealing with the same shipment of goods. The
loan agreement was drawn up at Muziris by an Alexandrian creditor with a transmarine
trader, signed by the main merchant, the financier and a third person, the goods manager,
probably a Greek stationed at Muziris across the seasons. The document, which contains
a wide variety of information regarding Mediterranean overseas trade with the west coast,
particularly with Muziris, the major port to which ships from Berenike sailed, mentions a ship
named Hermapollon engaged in mercantile circuits between Berenike and Muziris during the
mid-2nd century CE. The document states that the cargo had to be unloaded at Myos Hormos
or Berenike, and from the port, the goods were carried by camels to Koptos through the
desert and from there to Alexandria by river. It was a very wide trader network extending
from Pozzuoli near Naples through Alexandria and Berenike to Muziris, and involving many
agents and managers under strict agreements of obligations and assurance. The record shows
that the price of oriental goods was astounding with 25% of the estimated cost added as
taxes, tolls and transit wages paid at various points.
During the Ptolemaic-Roman period (third century BCE to fifth century CE), Berenike
served as a key transit port between ancient Egypt and Rome on one side and the Red
Sea-Indian Ocean regions on the other. Exotic goods from Rome and Egypt flowed into
Berenike along the same desert road before being loaded onto large ships bound for the
Indian Ocean. As mentioned elsewhere, many potsherds with Tamil-Brāhmī script from
the early centuries CE have been found at Myos Hormos (Quseir-al-Qadim) and Berenike,
ancient ports on the Red Sea coast of Egypt, and at Khor Rori-Sumharam, Oman. One of
the great contributions of the papyrus, as concluded by Casson, is the concrete evidence it
furnishes of the huge amounts of money that the trade with India required. The six parcels
of the shipment recorded on the verso had a value of about 1155 talents, almost as much as it
cost to build the aqueduct at Alexandria. The parcel of ivory and the parcel of fabric together
weighed 92 talents and were worth 528,775 drachmas.
On Peutinger’s Map or Tabula Peutingeriana, an odd-sized medieval period copy of an
With regard to there being- if, on the occurrence of the date for repayment specified in the loan agreements at Muziris,
I do not then rightfully pay off the aforementioned loan in my name-there then being to you or your agents or managers
the choice and full power, at your discretion, to carry out an execution without due notification or summons, you will
possess and own the aforementioned security and pay the duty of one-fourth, and the remaining three-fourths you will
transfer to where you wish and sell, re-hypothecate, cede to another party, as you may wish, and you will take measures
for the items pledged as security in whatever way you wish, sell them for your own account at the then prevailing market
price, and deduct and include in the reckoning whatever expenses occur on account of the aforementioned loan, with
complete faith for such expenditures being extended to you and your agents or managers and there being no legal action
against us [in this regard] in any way. With respect to [your] investment, any shortfall or overage [se. as a result of the
disposal of the security] is for my account, the debtor and mortgage….
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ancient Roman road map with information which could date back to the 2nd century CE, both
Muziris and Tondis are well marked.44 There is a large lake indicated behind Muziris, beside
which is an icon marked Templ(um) Augusti, widely taken to mean a “Temple of Augustus.”
A large number of Roman subjects must have spent months in this region awaiting favourable
conditions for return sailings to the Empire. This could explain why the map records the
existence of an Augustan temple.

Pattanam Excavations
Recent excavations at Pattanam, 7 km south of Kodungallur, Eranakulam District, Kerala,
have provided tangible evidence to recognize this place as the ancient Muziris or Mucir̤ i.45
The excavations have yielded evidence for Mediterranean and west Asian contacts. The
Mediterranean connections are explicit from a large number of amphora sherds mainly from
Kos and Rhodes (Greek islands), Campania and the adjacent area (southern Italy, including
Naples), Cilicia (Eastern Turkey and Syria), Hispania Tarraconensis and Hispania Baetica
(Spain), Gallia (France), Aegyptus (Egypt) and other places; a few terra sigillata ware sherds;
intaglios; cameo blanks; Roman board game counters and Roman glassware pieces. West
and East Asian links are evident from the variety of ceramics such as turquoise glazed
pottery from Mesopotamian and other areas, torpedo jar pieces of Mesopotamian origin,
earthenware from South Arabia, and Chinese porcelain (Plate Nos. 19 & 20). In addition,
a wharf-like structure and the remains of a small light narrow boat tapering at both sides
known as a canoe have also been found in the excavations.

Malabar Coast
The Malabar coast (starting from south of Goa and stretching to Kanyakumari or Cape Comorin)
played a vital role in maritime trade with various countries for centuries in the past. Marco Polo
(1254-1324 CE) refers to ships from China often coming to ports on the Malabar coast like
Quilon and Eli and that Levantine merchants, too, came there.46 The account of Rashid al-Din
on Malabar reads, “large ships, called in the language of China, “junks,” bring various sorts of
choice merchandize and clothes from Chin and Machin, and the countries of Hind and Sind. The
merchants export from Ma’bar silken stuff, aromatic roots; large pearls are brought up from the
sea. The productions of this country are carried to Irak, Khurasan, Syria, Rum and Europe. The
44

45

46

Emily Albu, The Medieval Peutinger Map: Imperial Roman Revival in a German Empire (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2014).
K. P. Shajan, R. Tomber, V. Selvakumar, and P. J. Cherian, “Locating the Ancient Port of Muziris: Fresh Findings from Pattanam,” Journal of Roman Archaeology 17 (2004): 351-359; P. J. Cherian, G. V. Ravi Prasad, Koushik
Dutta, Dinesh Kr. Ray, V. Selvakumar, and K. P. Shajan, “Chronology of Pattanam: A Multi-Cultural Port Site
on the Malabar Coast,” Current Science 97, no. 2, (July 2009): 236-240.
L. F. Benedetto and Aldo Ricci, The Travels of Marco Polo (London: Routledge, 1939), 327-331.
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country produces rubies, and aromatic grasses, and in the sea are plenty of pearls.”47 Ibn Battutah
noted the presence of thirteen large junks at Calicut.48 Al Kaswin in his account about India,
written sometime between 1263 and 1275 CE, which was gathered from the works of others,
states “when the king of Kulam (Quilon), a large city in India, dies, the people of the place choose
another from China.” If this is true, there might have been a colony of Chinese at Quilon before
the 13th century CE.49 In the Ko-ryo-sa, the annals of the Koryo dynasty (918-1392 CE) in Korea,
the following story is recorded as having taken place in 1297 CE. A prince of Malabar named
Bohali presented a cap of silver thread, a box of golden embroidery, perfume and cloth to the
Korean king considering his matrimonial relations with a Korean lady.
Zheng He (1371-1433/1435 CE), the fleet admiral of China’s early Ming dynasty and a
world-famous navigator, visited Calicut (Kozhikode) on the Malabar coast many times. He
was said to have led seven naval expeditions in the Indian Ocean. Zheng He’s first voyage,
according to several accounts, began in the year 1405, sailing from China through Indonesia
and Malaysia to finally end at Calicut via Cochin. His fleet was estimated to be more than
20,000 men travelling in more than 60 treasure ships. His subsequent trips took him as far
as Iran and eastern Africa to the shores of Mogadishu. For the Chinese explorer, Calicut,
then a prosperous trading port that dealt extensively in Eastern spices under the rule of the
Zamorin, was an ideal base to conduct trade across the Indian Ocean and the Middle East.

Nelcynda
The Periplus Maris Erythraei mentions that Nelcynda was about five hundred stadia (about 95
km) by river and sea from Muziris and was of another kingdom, the Pandian. This place was
situated on a river, about one hundred and twenty stadia from the sea. There was another
place at the mouth of this river, the village of Bacare, to which ships dropped by on the
outward voyage from Nelcynda and anchored in the roadstead to take on their cargoes
because the river was full of shoals and the channels were not clear. Nelcynda or Nelkunda
is mentioned by various authors under various names. Ptolemy mentioned it as Melkunda,
and places it in the country of the Aii (Āy kingdom). In the Tabula Peutingeriana or Peutinger’s
Tabula it is mentioned as Nincylda, and in the Ravenna Cosmography (7th century CE), as
Nilcinna. Pliny the Elder in his book Naturalis Historia calls the port Neacyndi. Nakkada near
Niranam in Pathanamthitta District, Kerala, is often identified with Nelcynda. Other possible
identifications of this place are with the modern Kallada or Neendakara or Nirkunnam or
Kannetri or Kollam, all in south Kerala. Bakare or Becare, the shipping port of Nelcynda at
the mouth of the river, is identified by scholars either with modern Markari or Varakkai or it
may be between Kanetti and Kollam in Kerala.
47
48
49

H. M. Elliot, The History of India I (London: Trubner & Co., 1877), 69.
B. R. Sanguinetti, Voyages d’ibn Batoutah, Vol. IV (Paris: Imprimion Imperiale, 1858), 91-94.
T. A. Gopinatha Rao, ed., Travancore Archaeological Series, Vol. II & III (Trivandrum: Government of Kerala,
1992), 117-118.
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Conclusion
The Indian seaports, situated at a vital position on the globe, played a major role in promoting
maritime trade for quite a long time, right from the 3rd millennium BCE. They served as a
fulcrum of a maritime trade network for both Eastern and Western countries. The Periplus
Maris Erythraei, Ptolemy, Pliny, Hiuen Tsang, I-Tsing, Marco Polo, Ibn Battutah and many
others and local and foreign works provide ample evidence for the flourishing status of the
ancient seaports in India and their active maritime trade activities with various countries.
Interestingly, excavations at the sites where the ancient seaports existed have yielded lots of
foreign materials in the form of pottery, amphorae, lamps, coins, intaglio, beads, rings, and
glass. Indians were also familiar with ship building in ancient times. Many ship models depicted
on the coins, seals and sealings, paintings, sculptures, and amulets and the enumeration of
various types of ships in the literary works of the time attest to the fact that there existed
a variety of ships in India. The seaports on the western coast of India, mainly Barygaza,
Kammoni, Khambhat, Sopara, Calliena, Semylla, Naura, Muziris, and others not only played
a dynamic role in promoting maritime trade, but also were the centre of the transmission
of religion, culture, tradition, language, art and architectural idioms from India to foreign
countries and vice versa.
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Silver Road Meets Silk Road: Insights about Mexico’s
Insertion into Silk Road Dynamics
EDUARDO TZILI-APANGO

The Silk Road tied the globe together for the first time by producing an
early globalization phenomenon. Some consider that the ancient Silk Road
disintegrated around the 18th century CE due to the fall of the Muslim
empires and the kingdoms between Asia and Europe. However, the
maritime trade among East Asia and the Spanish dominion on the American
continent reactivated the ancient Silk Road on some levels, and maintained
trade dynamics until the 19th century. This was possible because of Mexican
silver and trade spots. Notwithstanding its historical background, Mexico
seems so far away from the new Silk Road, or the Belt and Road Initiative
in the 21st century. Thus, this paper analyzes Mexico’s historic and current
role concerning the Silk Road. First, I conceptualize and compare the
ancient Silk Road and Belt and Road Initiative through the lens of complex
interdependence theory. I propose that, unlike the ancient Silk Road, the
Belt and Road Initiative is a case of an induced complex interdependence.
Second, I study the Manila Galleons’ dynamics in order to trace the ancient
ties with the Silk Road. I emphasize Mexican silver’s contribution to East
Asian economies and the importance of Mexico’s role in the East AsiaSpanish trade. Consequently, I analyze Mexico’s position in the Belt and
Road Initiative. Finally, I present some concluding remarks about Mexico’s
role in the Silk Road.
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Introduction: The Silk Road as a Concept
In the last five years since Chinese President Xi Jinping’s speeches in Kazakhstan and
Indonesia, the “Silk Road” has gained momentum. While the Silk Road as an idea is not new, it
has become an important political and economic concept to understand current international
relations. However, the lack of methodological conceptualization implies analytical problems
at the time of studying present-day globalization. However, one thing is for sure; the Silk
Road has become another word for globalization.
This “Silk Road-style globalization” began in the 2nd century CE, when the Han dynasty
(206 BCE–220 CE) established the “peace and friendship” system with the Xiongnu people
of the northern steppes.1 The Han dynasty paid grain, silk and wine on a yearly basis in
order to maintain peace. Eventually, these and other products found their way to Rome
via Central Asia. In addition, Zhang Qiang as a Han envoy visited Fergana,2 Sogdiana3 and
Bactria,4 and established trade arrangements in order to defeat the Xiongnu. Ultimately, the
Han dynasty and the Parthian Empire established trade arrangements to exchange products
through caravan routes. This also reinforced commercial ties between East Asia and Europe,
and allowed the entrance of Buddhism into the East Asian region. Therefore, the necessity
of peace through commerce and regional cultural feedback, originated what is nowadays
known as the Silk Road.
After the Han dynasty, the frontiers of subsequent dynasties enclosed some East Asian
political organizations until the Sui (581-618 CE) and Tang (618-907 CE) dynasties. This
meant the reduction of goods exchanges across the Silk Road. However, Tang dynasty
“cosmopolitanism” strengthened the Silk Road once again due to its important presence in
Turkish, Uyghur and Tibetan societies. It also strengthened Buddhism transmission.5 The
consolidation of frontiers of the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms (907-960 CE) period
reduced goods exchanges once again. In the Song dynasty period (960–1279 CE), the Silk
Road reemerged in the form of a “maritime Silk Road” because of the Song’s important
naval presence in Southeast Asia, India, and the Middle West.6
The development of an active East Asian trade, both continental and maritime, reached
a peak with the Song dynasty. Due to the geopolitical impossibility for the Song dynasty to
control the continental-based trade system, it began to explore maritime trade networks that
1

2

3

4

5
6

Stephan Barisitz, Central Asia and the Silk Road. Economic Rise and Decline over Several Millennia (Cham: Springer,
2017), 30-33.
Valley that connected the ancient Chinese capital of Xian to the west over the Wushao Ling Mountain Pass to
Wuwei.
Ancient Iranian civilization that at different times included territory located in present-day Tajikistan and Uzbekistan.
Name of a historical region in Central Asia, north of the Hindu Kush mountain range and south of the Amu
Darya River, covering the flat region that straddles modern-day Afghanistan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan.
Mark E. Lewis, China’s Cosmopolitan Empire. The Tang Dynasty (London: Harvard University Press, 2009).
Peter Yun, “Balance of Power in the 11th-12th Century East Asian Interstate Relations,” Journal of Political Criticism 9 (2011): 139-162.
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would allow it to continue its wealth accumulation process. According to some authors,7
Song dynasty mercantile trade across East Asia took advantage of previous trade networks
controlled by South Asian peoples. As it connected Japan and Korea with Southeast and
South Asia, it increased the government’s promotion of regional trade, and it linked the
“maritime Silk Road” with the ancient Tea Horse Road of the southwest China region. In
addition, the beginning of the maritime Silk Road saw the beginning of precious metal
exchanges as a payment method among East Asian economies.8
The introduction of the government’s contribution to economic and commerce dynamics,
in addition of the introduction of non-Chinese elements into the equation as important
nodes in the regional economic scene, are noteworthy elements of the development of the
Silk Road as a concept. With the Song dynasty, it is possible to see the conversion from a
Chinese-led Silk Road to an Asian-based Silk Road.
A true global Silk Road emerged during the Yuan, Ming and Qing dynasties. Traditional
trade contacts between the Chinese and the Mongols and the vast extension of the Mongol
Empire during the 13th century CE both enhanced the continental Silk Road.9 The Ming
dynasty’s government monopolized trade through the so-called “tributary system,” as well
as the building of main selling spots around main urban centers and the opening of markets
at the frontiers. This too happened on the sea with the voyages of Zheng He and the “Four
Oceans Navigation” system.10 Even though the Ming dynasty’s government tried to close
contacts with the exterior, a complex network of non-official relations developed in all East
Asia, including private trade.11 It was in this general context when contacts with New Spain
occurred though the Manila Galleons.
Exchanges between East Asia, America and Europe through the Manila Galleons
have been abundantly studied. What is important to highlight is that the Manila Galleons
inaugurated a true global-based Silk Road by linking East Asian intra-regional trade with the
trade among America and Europe.12 What is more, the Manila Galleons were the means by
which Mexican and Peruvian silver found its way to Asia. This contributed to the rise of
a “mercantilist” phenomenon in Asia by treasuring and prizing silver and considering it as
John Chaffee, “Song China and the Multi-state and Commercial World of East Asia,” Crossroads-Studies on the
History of Exchange Relations in the East Asian World 1 (2010): 33-54; Pin-tsun Chang, “The Rise of Chinese Mercantile Power in Maritime Southeast Asia, c. 1400–1700,” Crossroads-Studies on the History of Exchange Relations in
the East Asian World 6 (2012): 205-230.
8
Angela Schottenhammer, “Brokers and ‘Guild’ (huiguan 會館) Organizations in China’s Maritime Trade with her
Eastern Neighbours during the Ming and Qing Dynasties,” Crossroads-Studies on the History of Exchange Relations
in the East Asian World 1 (2010): 99-150.
9
Henry Serruys, “Sino-Mongol Trade During the Ming,” Journal of Asian History 9, no. 1 (1975): 34-56.
10
Geoffrey C. Gunn, History without Borders: The Making of an Asian World Region, 1000-1800 (Hong Kong: Hong
Kong University Press, 2011); Chunming Wu, “A Summary on Shipwrecks of the Pre-contact Period and the
Development of Regional Maritime Trade Network in East Asia,” in Early Navigation in the Asia-Pacific Region. A
Maritime Archaeological Perspective, ed. Chunming Wu (Singapore: Springer, 2016), 1-28.
11
Angela Schottenhammer, “Brokers and ‘Guild.’”
12
Arturo Giraldez, The Age of Trade: The Manila Galleons and the Dawn of the Global Economy (London: Rowman &
Littlefield, 2015).
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synonymous with wealth, although it also served as a payment method.13
Trade between East Asia and New Spain reached a dynamic of its own.14 This implied
that from 1565 to 1740 the novohispano elite managed trade with the Philippines more than the
peninsulares or Spaniards in New Spain. This also suggested that the entire political structure
in New Spain supported trade activities in such a way that it was possible to observe the
government’s promotion of commerce. However, global political vicissitudes and the rise
of imperialism in the 19th century CE broke global trade links, which consequently caused
the virtual disappearance of the Silk Road and the ending of Mexico’s historic ties with East
Asia.
The previous short history of the evolution of the ancient Silk Road aims to demonstrate
that it was mainly a complex interdependent, economic and cultural phenomenon. This
meant that it promoted trade and linked diverse societies at a cultural level in such a manner
that their interrelation also increased mutual vulnerability and sensitivity.15 Although it could
be argued that the use of the concept of “complex interdependence” is an anachronism,16 I
think it is useful to also explain how mutual economic and cultural influence spread among
the peoples along the ancient Silk Road. That is why many commercial goods and cultural
practices of one place influenced and impacted other places in many ways. In addition, it is
important to emphasize that from the Song dynasty, the Silk Road stopped being considered
only a Chinese-led phenomenon in order to become a global-based phenomenon.
In the present day, the People’s Republic of China has reinitiated the Silk Road as the
Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). Supposedly, the BRI has not only resumed the ancient Silk
Road dynamic, but it also has restarted a regional intention of promoting connectivity and
integration, infrastructure and trade. 17 Nevertheless, unlike the ancient Silk Road, in which
complex interdependence emerged as a cultural and economic phenomenon, in the BRI,
complex interdependence has been induced by its strategic and political nature. Furthermore,
the BRI is a Chinese-led project, and the ancient Silk Road was a global-based phenomenon.
In this historical process, Mexico has played a significant role as an important bridge
between East Asia and Europe, as well as an important trade spot and currency source.
At present, Mexico’s geopolitical position is valued by many Asian countries that intend to
13

14

15

16

17

Vera Valdés Lakowsky, De las Minas al Mar. Historia de la Plata Mexicana en Asia, 1565-1834 (Mexico City: Fondo
de Cultura Económica, 1987); Richard Von Glahn, “Foreign Silver Coins in the Market Culture of Nineteenth
century China,” International Journal of Asian Studies 4, no. 1 (2007): 51-78.
Mariano A. Bonialian, El Pacífico Hispanoamericano: Política y Comercio Asiático en el Imperio Español (1680-1784)
(Mexico City: El Colegio de México, 2012); Mariano A. Bonialian, “Comercio y Atlantización del Pacífico
Mexicano y Sudamericano: La Crisis del Lago Indiano y del Galeón de Manila, 1750-1821,” América Latina en la
Historia Económica 24, no. 1 (2017): 7-36.
Robert O. Keohane and Joseph S. Nye, Power and Interdependence: World Politics in Transition (New York: Longman,
2001).
Until recent times, complex interdependence theory has only been used to analyze the Belt and Road Initiative.
See Aaron Jed Rabena, “The Complex Interdependence of China’s Belt and Road Initiative in the Philippines,”
Asia & the Pacific Policy Studies 5, no. 3 (2018): 683-697.
Biswa N. Bhattacharyay and De Prabir. “Restoring the Asian Silk Route: Toward an Integrated Asia,” ADBI
Working Paper 140 (2009); Asian Development Bank. 2014 Annual Report (Manila: Asian Development Bank,
2014).
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approach either the North American or the South American markets. For said reasons, I
consider it important to think over Mexico’s role in both the ancient Silk Road and the Belt
and Road Initiative. It is important to highlight that even though there are studies on both
the ancient Silk Road and Latin American ties,18 as well as studies about Latin American
involvement in the Belt and Road Initiative,19 a study about Mexico’s participation in the both
the ancient Silk Road and the BRI is nonexistent. This paper aims to fill that research gap. In
this line of thought, the main research question is how to conceptualize Mexico’s insertion
into Silk Road dynamics. The main objective of this research is to analyze Mexico’s role
in Silk Road dynamics through the Manila Galleons and in current times. As a hypothesis,
I claim that the Silk Road is a global complex interdependence process, and Mexico is an
important trade hub in it.
The present paper is divided into three sections. In the first section, I review the role of
New Spain in the maritime Silk Road through the Manila Galleons. Additionally, I focus on
characterizing East Asia during the Ming and Qing dynasties, on the arrival of novohispanos
settlers in the Philippines, and on the Manila Galleons. In the second section, I study Mexico’s
ties with the Asia-Pacific region. I explain the “pendulum” type relations between Mexico
and East Asia, in which there were periods of remoteness and rapprochement. In the last
section, I present some concluding remarks and thoughts about the topic, and I propose
some research lines.

The Manila Galleons: New Spain’s Role in the Maritime Silk Road
Many scholars have affirmed that, during the Ming and Qing dynasties, the tributary system
in the East Asian region was well-established.20 The argument that states existed as political
units in historic East Asia endows life to the tributary system. However, I contend that the
tributary system occurred only in the highest political spheres of East Asian societies, and
18

19

20

Olimpia Niglio, “La Seda. Un Hilo Sutil Que, por Siglos, ha Unido a los Pueblos de Oriente y de Occidente.”
Apuntes 25, no. 1 (2012): 82-89; Teresa de Maria and Teresa Castelló Yturbide, Historia y Arte de la Seda en México:
Siglos XVI-XX (Mexico City: Banamex, 1990).
Sergio Cesarin. China y América Latina: Nuevos Enfoques Sobre Cooperación y Desarrollo: Una Segunda Ruta de la Seda?
(Buenos Aires: BID-INTAL, 2005); Margaret Myers. “China’s Belt and Road Initiative: What Role for Latin
America?” Journal of Latin American Geography 17, no. 2 (2018): 239-243; Jiang Shixue and Fortunato Mallimaci,
La Franja y la Ruta. Iniciativa China de Cooperación con América Latina y Caribe (Buenos Aires: Ediciones UNTDF,
2018); Gonzalo Gutiérrez, “La Ruta de la Seda,” in América Latina y el Caribe y China. Relaciones Políticas e Internacionales 2017, ed. José Ignacio Martínez Cortés (México: UNAM, Red ALC-China, UDUAL, CECHIMEX,
2018), 97-110; Zhu Hongbo, “Building the New Silk Road across the Pacific. Economic and Trade Relations
between China and Latin America after the Financial Crisis in 2008,” Journal of Globalization, Competitiveness &
Governability 6, no. 1 (2012): 115-135.
Giovanni Andornino, The Nature and Linkages of China’s Tributary System under the Ming and Qing Dynasties (London: London School of Economics, 2006); John K. Fairbank, The Chinese World Order. Traditional China’s Foreign
Relations (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1968); Zhang Feng, “Rethinking the ‘Tribute System’: Broadening the Conceptual Horizon of Historical East Asian Politics,” Chinese Journal of International Politics 2, no. 4
(2009): 597-626.
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contacts at lower levels were very dynamic and with few obstacles. This implies that states
were not the main political institution in East Asia due to the absence of well-demarcated
frontiers.
When the Ming dynasty was founded, it restored the “tributary” trade with the northern
and western societies. Trade was then used as a political tool instead of an economic resource,
this because the main objective was containment of the Mongols, Jurchen and Central Asian
peoples.21 Nevertheless, the Chinese not only used “tributary” commerce to trade with the
Mongols, but also they built selling outposts around main urban centers as well as opening
markets within the frontiers.22 In other words, the Ming dynasty procured the continuous
flow of goods on many levels, not only the official ones, increasing a complex interdependent
network of relations.
The government’s promotion of trade during the Ming period also happened at the
southern border. While from 1371 to 1407, the Mings government forbade any contacts
with the exterior and thus reduced foreign trade, from 1405 to 1433, it sponsored Zheng
He’s seven naval expeditions with the mission of establishing trade contacts with societies in
current Southeast Asia, India, the Persian Gulf and even Africa.23 During the Ming dynasty
there was a laissez-faire style trade in all directions in spite of the government’s intention to
monopolize overseas shipping and trade.24 This meant the simultaneous development of
official trade based on tributary relations and nominally illegal and private trade.
The parallelism between the tributary system and complex trade networks throughout
the region continued with the Qing dynasty. In fact, the Qing dynasty was dependent on Ming
dynasty economic forces, which meant the proliferation of market towns throughout China
that promoted domestic trade and that also supported foreign trade. In this line, between
1719 and 1806, the growth rate of trade between Canton and Europe was about 4% yearly,
and between 1680 and 1820, silver stocks growth rate was 0.9% on average, coming to a total
of 800 million yuan between 1570 and 1830.25 In spite of the government’s supervision and
strict controls over trade, the private and active efforts of societies and organizations were
always present in trade networks across the region. These organizations, known as huiguan
(“brokers,” “guilds”), were very active during the Ming and Qing dynasties and served as
public and private mediators.26
21
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This entire context is important to understand the arrival and settlement of the
novohispanos in East Asia. The presence of Spanish settlers in the Asian region has also been
widely studied.27 What is important to highlight is that the Spanish Empire searched for a
colonial establishment in East Asia due to commercial, geopolitical and religious reasons. The
Spaniards achieved the establishment of a settlement and trade ties precisely because of the
lack of well-established frontiers in a region that was presumably under the tributary system.
Otherwise, it would have been very difficult to settle in the region without paying tribute.
Although the Spanish government tried to arrive in the East Asian region from the European
continent, the perilous journey made it impossible. That is why all “Spanish” voyages to Asia
were made from New Spain with the exception of the first two.28
New Spain was important for global trade for another reason: silver. The Philippines’
incorporation into the Spanish Empire was thus twofold. On the one hand, it had its roots in
the discovery of silver mines on the American continent, which supposed a lucrative business
with the exchange of devalued silver in Mexico and Peru but overvalued silver in Asia.29
On the other hand, it also implied revenues in the form of taxes to the Spanish imperial
structure.30 From 1593 to 1702, New Spain officially imported 250,000 pesos of goods and
exported 500,000 of silver. This amount increased to 300,000 in imports and 600,000 in
exports from 1701 to 1734. Moreover, from 1734 to 1769, they also increased to 750,000 in
imports and 1,500,000 in exports. These amounts are official data, and it is safe to say that
private and illegal trade made enormous profits, too.
The geopolitical and monetary importance of New Spain for the maritime Silk Road was
only possible due to the Manila Galleons. The transpacific trade through the Manila Galleons,
or Nao de China, route has also been widely analyzed.31 What it is important to emphasize is
that the Manila Galleons were considered a symptom of novohispano control of transpacific
trade, rather than Spanish control of it. Hence, the Mexican almaceneros (grocers) became the
most powerful economic group in New Spain; they refused to participate in transatlantic
27

28

29

30
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Siglo XVI: Motivaciones y Resultados,” Estudios de Asia y África 52, no. 1 (2017): 191-201; John L. Phelan, The
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Patricio Hidalgo Nuchera, “La Figura de Andrés de Urdaneta en la Historiografía Indiana, Conventual, Documental y Moderna,” in Andrés de Urdaneta: un hombre moderno, ed. Susana Truchuelo García (Ordizia: Ayuntamiento de Ordizia, 2009), 17-91.
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commerce with the European continent as they influenced the change of location of the
annual trade fair from the port city of Veracruz to Acapulco.32
The Manila Galleons and the maritime Silk Road also provided New Spain with an
identity that detached it more from Spain. The imports of Asian goods33 made exotic “desires”
into “needs” because they marked an important social status as part of the Spanish Empire.34
Nonetheless, in New Spain, Asian goods reached an “identity” status as they promoted
a syncretism between Asian culture and Mexican culture in the forms of folklore (China
poblana), literature (El periquillo Sarniento), and crafts (talavera) to name a few. Quoting some
important Mexican researchers,35 “the oriental” became representative of “the Mexican.”
Even before Mexico became an independent state, it already had deep connections
with East Asia through the maritime Silk Road. Until the 16th century CE, the Asia-led Silk
Road maintained a very dynamic rhythm in trade due to flexible frontiers and a regional
complex trade network that was shaped around official, private and illegal trade. This implied
that cultural and social exchanges took place and contributed to outlining Asian societies
as known in the present. After the establishment of another route via the Manila Galleons,
the Silk Road went global and continued to link Asia and Europe. Still, as time progressed,
New Spain became more and more important for this maritime Silk Road in detriment to
the Spanish metropolis. Thus, from the 16th century to the 18th century, East Asia and New
Spain became interdependent due not only to trade exchanges, but also because of cultural
and social exchanges as well.

Mexico’s Ties with the Asia-Pacific Region
Remoteness made clear the relationship between Mexico and Asia in the 19th and 20th centuries.
There were several reasons for this. On the one side, China was never a full consumer of
Mexican silver, and in the 19th century, the metallic commodity was more desired by England
and the United States than the Qing government, which issued a prohibition against silver’s
import in 1809. On the other side, Asia suffered from the “mercantilist” belief that only
metals were significant to increase wealth.36 The more general context for this was the rise of
imperialism in Asia, which meant the establishment of the gold standard, the disintegration
of the East Asian regional order based on flexible frontiers, and the Latin American pursuit
32
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of political independence. The aforementioned also implied the fragmentation of the Silk
Road and, with it, the breakdown of a complex interdependence based on trade and cultural
exchanges between Asia and Mexico.
The newborn nation attempted to restore the Mexican presence and trade in East Asia
by outdated strategies like using Mexican silver to guarantee goods exchanges with Asia, even
with the presence of new social phenomena of prominence like Chinese immigrants and
their potential to occupy inhabited Mexican lands.37 At the end of the 19th century, Mexico
only succeeded in securing diplomatic ties with Japan (1888) and China (1899), although the
main reason behind these efforts was to control Asian immigration.38 It is possible to say that
in the absence of favorable global trade conditions, or “Silk Road conditions,” commerce was
difficult to restore. The complications of consolidating the nascent state apparatus caused a
failure by the Mexican government to focus its attention on Asia. In addition, Asian societies
were engaged in their own problems.
The emergence of the United States as a regional power at the end of the 19th century
also substantiated the relationship between Mexico and Asia. Even though the Mexican
political elites had always sought to reconnect Europe and Asia, the presence of the United
States in the hemisphere redefined Mexico’s trade priorities and possibilities. In this sense,
nearly 75% of Mexican foreign trade went to the U.S. at the beginning of the twentieth
century, and most of its investment came from the U.S. and European countries.39 Since
the formation of this scenario, the Mexican political elites tried to maintain certain political
autonomy vis-à-vis the United States, sometimes by itself and at other times in tune with
other Latin American countries’ foreign policies.40 In addition, the turbulent period of the
Mexican Revolution (1910-1921) reduced foreign ties to a minimum.
Besides the international and regional economic and political context, another regrettable
factor that characterized Mexico’s remoteness from Asia was most definitely racism. During
the first decades of the 20th century, Mexican governments promoted Asian immigration.
However, Mexican society was immersed in an identity-redefinition process in which Asians
were left out, contrary to what happened during the New Spain period.41 In fact, the Mexican
elites adopted an “orientalist” approach towards Asia, in which a unique form of Asian identity
was formed in the Mexican imagination that was very far from objective. This happened in
37
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literature above all.42 As a consequence, this caused strangeness and even violence against the
Asian communities settled on Mexican land.
It was not until the second half of the 20th century that Mexico as a nation restored
some of its Asian ties. Between 1958 and 1988, Mexico concluded 60 bilateral connections
with Burma, China, India, Japan, Malaysia, South Korea, and then South Vietnam, Thailand
and Singapore.43 In 1987, a presidential report to Congress introduced the Asia-Pacific region
as an imperative subject of foreign policy. The Mexican government created the Mexican
Commission of the Pacific Rim in 1988, and soon after Mexico made its way into the AsiaPacific Economic Cooperation forum in 1993.44 Nearly parallel to this event, the Chinese
premier Li Peng proposed restoring the ancient Silk Road in a visit to various Central Asian
countries in 1994.
It is important to emphasize that the relationship between Mexico and the Asia-Pacific
region was ambivalent at the end of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st century.
The full appearance of neoliberalism caused a change of focus of the Mexican political
elites to North America, and as a consequence of this, the North America Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) was promptly instituted. Contrary to this, the perception of Asia-Pacific countries
regarding the geopolitical importance of Mexico can be briefly described as a country sharing
a border with the biggest consumer market in the world.45 Due to this fact, the relationship
has increased in trade volume and complexity, even though it has been more due to Asian
governments’ interest than Mexico’s.
When Chinese President Xi Jinping proposed restoring the ancient Silk Road in 2013,
Mexico’s relations with Asia suffered a setback. From 2012 to 2014, Mexico and China
established a “comprehensive strategic association.” Mexico and Japan strengthened their
dialogue on all levels. In addition to this, Mexico and India intensified their relationship since
the Latin American country promoted Indian observer status in the Pacific Alliance. Mexico
and South Korea also reinforced their relations based on the MIKTA process. Moreover,
Mexico’s promotion of cooperation on multiple topics with Australia, the Philippines, New
Zealand and Singapore was swift and correct.46
However, from 2014 to 2018 the Mexican government concentrated efforts on
promoting the Transpacific Partnership (TPP) with scarce results given the position of the
Trump administration on that matter. In addition, some scholars consider that the TPP was a
Eduardo Tzili Apango, “La Cultura como Bien Público Global: La Influencia de la Poesía de Li Po en José Juan
Tablada,” in América Latina y el Caribe-China. Historia, Cultura y Aprendizaje del Chino 2015, ed. Liljana Arsovska
(Mexico City: UNAM, Red ALC-China, UDUAL, CECHIMEX, 2015), 125-140.
43
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326-327.
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45
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46
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clear geopolitical instrument to contain or to shape China’s behavior on trade.47 The Mexican
government’s decision on continuing promoting the TPP without the United States has a
more ideological component rather than an economic one due to Mexico’s reluctance to get
closer to other economic trade agreements, such as the Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership (RCEP) or the Belt and Road Initiative. In addition to this, China and Mexico’s
relationship has diminished because of the Mexico-Queretaro High-Speed Train project
issue.48 To sum up, the Mexican intention to further deepen relations with the Asia-Pacific
has been more “discursive” than real.
The absence of Mexico’s intention to fully participate in the Belt and Road Initiative
promoted by China is another sign of the aforementioned matter. First of all, it is noteworthy
to consider that the BRI is a project aimed at inducing a complex interdependence status
among its members. In this sense, it is important to recall that the Belt and Road Initiative
comprises a list of 68 countries, 6 main routes49 and 6 economic corridors,50 Mexico being
excluded from it. With that said, in the first Belt and Road Forum held on May 14–15, 2017,
in Beijing, Mexico wasn’t part of it, but other Latin American countries such as Brazil and
Chile certainly were. Mexico is not a member or even a prospective member of the Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), considered by many as one of the main financial
sources of the Belt and Road Initiative.51 Meanwhile Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Ecuador,
Peru, and Venezuela are non-regional Latin American prospective members of the AIIB.
Since then, China has been looking forward to Latin America to adhere to the BRI schema.
In this way, it is important to think about the Silk Road concept as part of the BRI in
order to understand Mexico’s insertion into its dynamic. The academic literature has widely
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studied the BRI initiative,52 although its impact on Latin America has not been. It is certain
that unlike the ancient Silk Road, the BRI is a Chinese-led project based on three features:
open world trade system, sustainable development and international cooperation.53 This
means that the Silk Road has ceased being a global-based phenomenon. The fact is that along
with the AIIB, China alone has promoted the Silk Road Fund to reinforce the previous idea.
In addition, unlike the ancient Silk Road, and contrary to the facts previously established in
the main documents, the BRI has enormously focused on infrastructure. The AIIB approved
2.34 billion USD in infrastructure projects in Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, Burma, China, Egypt,
India, Indonesia, Nepal, Oman, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and Tajikistan in the years 2016-2017.54
From 2014 to 2017, the Silk Road Fund invested nearly 17.8 billion USD in infrastructure
projects for the China-Central and Eastern Europe Investment Cooperation Fund, the
China-EU Co-Investment Fund, as well as in Kazakhstan, Pakistan, and Russia.55 Finally,
China pledged to invest 27.8 billion USD in countries along the Silk Road for the same goal
starting from 2016.56 Unfortunately, there is not much information about types of financing
other than infrastructure-related projects.

Final Remarks:
Significance of the Silver Road Regarding the Silk Road
The ancient Silk Road marked an early period of globalization and it was a social, cultural
and economic phenomenon that developed a complex interdependent status. This implied
cultural interchanges and economic development between the peoples and societies involved
in this dynamic, which also produced a high level of sensibility about what happened on the
Silk Road. The accumulation and the reproduction of capital were not priorities in this period
52
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of early capitalism. Although many governments at the time tried to reduce foreign contacts,
especially the Chinese and Japanese governments, trade found its way through private and
illegal merchants.
In this process, Mexico as New Spain played an important role. On the one hand,
it served as a fundamental trade hub and linking point through which Asia and Europe
were connected. On the other hand, it promoted some regional economic development as
it established a trade agenda of its own. Through this course of action, Mexican society
adopted many Silk Road cultural elements as part of its own identity. This made New Spain
highly vulnerable to changes in its relationship with Asia as it could damage its own identity.
In addition, the silver road was sensitive to world monetary changes, as was seen when the
Chinese dynasties prohibited the entrance of novohispano silver.57
With the advent of capitalism, the Westphalian international order and the United
States as an emergent power came the disintegration of the ancient Silk Road and Mexico’s
detachment from its traditional Asian ties. In addition, the nation-state formation process
in Mexico left out its Silk Road legacy and redefined its national identity. In other words,
the complex interdependence between Mexico and the ancient Silk Road was reduced to a
minimum. Since this period, the geopolitical position of Mexico has caused a deep trading
interdependence with North America. In spite of many Mexican administrations’ attempts to
diversify their foreign economic relations, this has been very difficult to achieve.
The new Silk Road, through the Belt and Road Initiative, has marked 21st century
globalization as a geopolitical, strategic and economic project. This has thus implied heavy
infrastructure investments and the increase of economic interdependence between China
and the Silk Road countries. In this current capitalist project, the accumulation and the
reproduction of capital are top priorities. Now, many governments, particularly the Chinese
one, are endorsing the new Silk Road.
In this process, Mexico has been an outsider. A long history of economic interdependence
with North America and the remoteness of Asian societies has made it difficult for Mexico
to reconcile with the Silk Road. Traditionally, the Mexican Silver Road operated as a “bridgearea” which promoted trade and cultural exchanges along the Silk Road. Nowadays, the
potential role of Mexico concerning the Belt and Road Initiative is uncertain, although it
could possibly restore its bridge-country role to foster development in Latin America and
to connect Asia and Europe once again. To answer the main research question, it is possible
to conceptualize Mexico in Silk Road dynamics, both ancient and the Chinese initiative, as
an important trade, cultural, and logistical node. It remains to be seen how Mexico will be
involved in the Belt and Road Initiative, and if this participation will adopt the “traditional”
role of Mexico in order for the Silver Road and the Silk Road to meet once again.
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A Silk Road Hero: King Chashtana
MURAT ELMALI

During the Old Uighur period, many works were translated into Old Uighur
under the influence of Buddhism. Among these works, literary works such
as Daśakarmapathāvadānamālā hold an important place. These works were
usually translated from Pali to Sanskrit, from Sanskrit to Sogdian, Tocharian
and Chinese, and to Old Uighur from these languages. These works which
were added to the Old Uighur repertoire by translation indicate that different
peoples along the ancient Silk Road had deep linguistic interactions with one
another. Aside from these works, other narratives that we have been so far
unable to determine whether they were translations, adaptations or original
works have also been discovered. The Tale of King Chashtana, which was
found in the work titled Daśakarmapathāvadānamālā, is one of the tales we
have been unable to classify as a translation or an original work. This tale has
never been discovered with this title or this content in the languages of any
of the peoples that were exposed to Buddhism along the Silk Road. On the
other hand, the person whom the protagonist of this tale was named after
has a very important place in the history of India, one of the countries that
the Silk Road goes through. Saka Mahakshatrapa Chashtana (or Cashtana),
a contemporary of Nahapana, declared himself king in Gujarat. A short
time later, Chashtana, having invaded Ujjain and Maharashtra, established
a powerful Saka kingdom in the west of India. His descendants reigned in
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the region for a long time. Another important fact about Chashtana is that
coinage minted in his name was used all along the Silk Road. Chashtana,
who became a significant historical figure in north western India, inspired
the name of the protagonist of a tale in Old Uighur. That it is probable that
the tale of King Chashtana is an original Old Uighur tale and not found in
any other languages of the Silk Road brings some questions to mind: Who
is Chashtana, the hero of the story? Is he related to the Saka king Chashtana
in any way? What sort of influence did Chashtana have on the Silk Road
and its languages? If this tale which we have never encountered in any other
language of the Silk Road is indeed an original tale, why did the Old Uighurs
use the name of an important Saka ruler? Is Saka-Uighur contact in question,
given tales of this kind? What can we say about the historical and cultural
geography of the Silk Road, given the fact that coinage was minted in his
name and used along the Silk Road? In this study, I will attempt to answer
these questions and share the information we have gleaned about Chashtana
the hero of the tale and the Saka king Chashtana. One of the main aim of
this study is to reveal the relationship between the narrative hero Chashtana
and the Saka king Chashtana according to this information. Another aim of
this study is to understand the history of the Saka, the Uighur and the Silk
Road and to reveal the relationship between these three important subjects
of history. The importance of the Silk Road will be emphasized again with
the understanding of these relations. In this way, new information about
Chashtana, who is an important name in the history of the India and the
Silk Road, will be put forward. The history of the Sakas will be viewed from
a different perspective through the Old Uighur Buddhist story.
Key words: Silk Road, King Chashtana, Saka/Śaka, Buddhism, Old Uighur

Introduction
Aside from being an important channel which transmitted ancient Eastern cultures to the
West, the historical Silk Road was also a notable bridge between the economic and cultural
contacts of the East and the West. The Silk Road was a road used not only by merchants but
also by sages, armies, ideas, religions and cultures from the West to the East and vice versa.
The trade of silk, porcelain, paper, spices and precious gems was maintained on the caravan
roads stretching for thousands of kilometres and it was named the Silk Road in time. More
than being a trade road connecting Asia to Europe, it has the traces of cultures, religions and
races that have occupied the area for 2000 years and thus offers an extraordinary amount of
cultural wealth. In the past, technical developments, cultural goods and ideologies expanded
more easily and permanently than commercial products. All sorts of trade for commercial,
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political, diplomatic or missionary purposes gave rise to cultural exchange between different
societies. Songs, stories, and religious and philosophical views along with scientific information
were transmitted by travellers and remained up to date.
In general, as a road opened by Zhang Qian at the time of the Western Han dynasty, the
Silk Road reached out from Chang’an (Xi-an today) to the Roman Empire. Scientists today have
determined that the Silk Road followed three main routes: the Northern Silk Road (also known
as the steppe road), the Southern Silk Road, and finally the Connected Land and Sea Route.
The Connected Land and Sea Route emerged in the 6th century BCE when certain sea
and land routes were unified during the conquest of Punjab by Aheman Perisans under the
command of Darius the Great, and this route provided an alternative trade route to the northern
and southern roads. This route formed the third trade line that led to Barygaza on the estuary
of the Narmada River and merged with the trade route leading to Egypt and Mesopotamia.
There is also a dissenting view that historical artefacts found during excavations in Somalia
in eastern Africa prove that the Connected Land and Sea Route was formed during the Song
dynasty. The information that trade was conducted throughout the Indian Ocean dates back
to the birth of Christ. This trade route was also a land route that spread out from Barygaza to
Thinoi through Bactria. Thinoi was the capital of the Ts’in state in western China at that time.
This route connected Egypt to the sea ports serving as the Kushan Empire’s gates to the sea
in western India via the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean. One of its branches led to the Persian
Gulf while the other went further to the east covering an area from India’s Malabar coast
to Sri Lanka (Ceylon). Between the 3rd and 4th centuries CE, it stretched to the estuary of
the Ganges where the Vanga state was founded. It went from the port of Guangzhou to the
Malacca Strait, reaching Sri Lanka, India and East Africa (Toprak 2008).
Silk Road routes have always had a unique look. The route along the Indus going
from Gilgit and Karakorum Pass to Khotan in the Tarim Basin was used for delivering
graphite starting from the 1st century CE onwards. Accordingly, it is possible to assert that
the Northern and the Southern Silk Road along with the Connected Land and Sea Routes
developed throughout the centuries. The northern route was particularly effective for the
migrations of nomadic tribes. Thanks to the Northern Silk Road, an essential partnership
and a common cultural structure took form between the nomadic tribes living in China,
Central Asia and southern Russia. The southern routes had a historically crucial role in the
transmission of major religions of the world. The northern route in particular was the only
route that went directly to the Byzantine Empire from the territory where various Turkic
peoples lived. As such, Turks were engaged in leading mediation activities regarding the
delivery of goods from the East to the West. All in all, practices conducted with cutting-edge
tools, photographs taken from the air and space, show us that even in ancient times societies
knew how to select the most appropriate roads and routes (Toprak 2008).
This road acted as a bridge between the East and the West in terms of political-military
and economic-cultural relations. The Silk Road particularly affected the Turkic people in
different ways. These effects were mostly seen in the fields of economics, religion and
culture. In history, economic and cultural relations between the Central Asian Turkic people
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and China under the reign of the T’ang dynasty (618-907) were as important as political and
military relations. The Köktürks (First Turkish Khanate) gained dominance on the northern
route of the Silk Road by taking control of the western field, and the reason behind this
dominance was to make use of the silk they bought from the dynasties of China and to
introduce the thought of “world domination” in the traditional Turkish political philosophy.
Once more, during the period of the Uighur Khanate, several activities were implemented to
trade the silk acquired from China. While Uighurs did not rule over a territory as wide as that
of the Köktürks, they still carried out commercial activities on the Silk Road. They too knew
the importance of the trade on the Silk Road and the market for the silk in their possession
(Yıldızdağ 2005).
In addition to its commercial and economical significance, the Silk Road helped the
exchange of many cultural elements between peoples and territories. Cultural exchange
among peoples became influential in the cultures of Central Asia, China, the Near East and
even Europe. The expansion of various religions and sects found an opportunity along the
road, engendering interactions in various areas such as music, art, literature, and architecture.
Turkish yurts (dwellings), acting as bridges between the East and the West, provided Chinese
culture and high Chinese civilisation with the chance to spread to the Near East and later
Europe. In accordance with this, Turkish yurts became places where various cultures had an
impact on each other and even fought for dominance (Bedirhan 1994).
Due to the religious diversity it has, Asia has always had a special place in the minds
of those researching religious history. Many major and minor religions have either emerged
in this territory or come from outside during the long history of the region. Without any
doubt, one of the fundamental reasons behind this religious diversity is cultural exchange
between regions. It might be said that the Silk Road has played a special role in this exchange.
It is crucial to determine the contributions that the Silk Road has made to the expansion
of beliefs between regions to reach an insight into the religious wealth of Asia. Regarding
the religious diversity in Asia, Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism, Judaism, Manicheism,
Zoroastrianism, Islam and Nestorianism, a branch of Christianity, can be counted among
major Asian religions if we consider the ones that spread out into wide areas and drew
masses to them. The Silk Road has had a significant influence on the spread of these religions
all over the world (Bik 2012).
Buddhism has a special place amongst these religions. Buddhism had a remarkable influence
on the social, political and cultural relationships of Eastern societies in the past. Buddhism
formed a leading part in the process of the Eastern Renaissance through contributing to
views in relation to national unity and the development of society. The Silk Road considerably
affected the dissemination of Buddhism among Asian peoples. Thus, Buddhism became
prominent as the largest and most influential religion of the East. The reason why it became
the most powerful religion was the economic and cultural relations of the peoples that settled
around the Silk Road. Buddhism spread from Central Asia to the northern regions of China
and inland China via the Silk Road. How Buddhism spread is also noteworthy. Buddhism
expanded among Asian peoples not by raids and battles, but by proselytism and commercial
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and cultural interactions. As it spread from one country to another, it brought the cultural
traditions and religious views of the old countries to new societies. Peoples living around the
Silk Road developed their own beliefs as dictated by the creed of Buddhism. Accordingly,
Buddhism connected the peoples settled along the Silk Road and ensured continuity among
cultures and consensus on religious views (Sadıkov 2007).
According to Baypakov, who is known for his archaeological excavations at the
commercial centres of the Central Asia Silk Road, “The Silk Road is a symbol of temporal
connections; it is very hard to follow and evaluate the development of civilisations in Eurasia
without knowing the past of the Silk Road” (Baypakov 1998, 2).
We can get into the past of the Silk Road by perceiving the history of the material and
spiritual cultural elements along this road. Almost every city along the Silk Road was also
a cultural centre. In these cities, many crucial scientific and art works were created. One
of these works was Daśakarmapathaavadānamālā (DKPAM), a work of Buddhist literature.
DKPAM is one of the rare important works of Buddhist literature that have survived to
this day and has been translated into many of the languages used along the Silk Road and is
known to many civilisations. Kalmāṣapāda and Sutasoma, Kanchanasara, Brave Bimbaséna and Devil
Hidimbaḥ, King Chaṣhṭana, Monkey King and Padmāvatī, King Daṇḍāpala, Sacred Rabbit, Udayana,
Kāmapriya Story, Sena-Upesena Story, and Six-tusked Elephant are stories that we can encounter in
ancient and modern languages alike (Elmalı 2016).
The study of these stories and their elements has drawn our attention to different aspects
of the Silk Road’s history. These studies urge us to ask some new questions about the Silk Road.

The Story of King Chashtana
One of the stories that has made us ask some questions about the historical Silk Road, the
languages spoken along it, and the civilisations there is the story of King Chashtana. This story
is one of the best known stories written in Old Uighur in Turkic history and one of the first
examples of Avadana literature. This story, found in the ninth sin of Daśakarmapathāvadānamālā
(DKPAM) is about övke üz buz köŋül (Skr. vyāpāa) or “Wrath,” the chapter dedicated to the
ninth sin (Elmalı 2016). In this story, King Chashtana fights against demons spreading a
plague which ravages his country. King Chashtana saves his land from the plague and attains
the status of Buddha after heroically winning a battle against the demons.
Müller and Gabain published a series of writings in Uigurica IV (Müller and Gabain
1931). The story of King Chashtana was one of the first Avadanas to be examined and
published in its entirety in these writings. The first study in Turkey on this story, an epic tale
in Old Uighur, was conducted by Saadet Himran. Himran’s work was a translation of the
study in Uigurica IV into Turkish (Himran 1945). The most recent studies by Wilkens (2016)
in Germany and Elmalı (2016) in Turkey were published in the DKPAM studies, and the plot
of the story was discussed in “New Documents on the Story of King Chashtana” (Elmalı
2014a).
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The summary of the story of King Chashtana is as follows:
Once upon a time, there was a king who ruled over Uccayn. His name was Chashtana.
He was as brave as a lion. One day, a plague started to spread in his land. The people
did not know what to do about it. This plague was ravaging all parts of the country.
King Chashtana set out to find a cure for the plague. He went out of town. He arrived
at a crossroad. Each passage was occupied by horrific demons. Chashtana went near
the demons. He demanded the demons stop the plague ravaging his country, or things
would not end well for them. The demons got furious at Chasthana’s threat to them
and they attacked him in no time. The king caught one of the demons by its hair and
attempted to snap its neck. The demons got scared and asked the king for his mercy.
They begged him. They told the king that they were not the ones spreading the plague;
it was a three-eyed demon that lived far away from there. When the king heard this, he
let these demons go and continued on. After a long journey, he arrived at the lair of
the three-eyed demon. The three-eyed demon attacked the king and tried to kill him.
However, the king took the demon down in one hit. Realising that he was about to
die, the three-eyed demon told the king that he was not the one spreading the plague.
He added that the one spreading the plague was a succubus that lived far away. Setting
out again, Chasthana arrived at the lair of the succubus. However, when the succubus
saw the king coming, she immediately took the guise of his beautiful wife to trick him.
Chashtana figured out the succubus’s trick and told her to end the plague, or he would
kill her. The succubus realised that there was no way she could trick the king and told
him that the plague was being spread by another demon. So, the king travelled all over
the country to find out what demon was spreading the plague, going from one demon
to another. In the end, King Chashtana encountered a whole army of demons. He
prepared for a battle. Meanwhile, in the heavens, the son of Indra who lived amongst
the gods was also preparing for a battle to support Chashtana. However, two gods
named Yashomite and Maytreya who also lived in the heavens told Indra’s son that there
was no need for that. They added that King Chashtana would be a Buddha in the future
and there would be no force that could stop him, for he had already accomplished great
things and done great service to his country. As he dedicated his whole life for the good
of his people, he would be Buddha in the future. In the meantime, on earth, a battle
between Chashtana and the demons ensued. All the gods in the heavens watched this
battle. In the end, King Chashtana saved his lands from the plague by defeating the
army of demons (Elmalı 2016, 183-190, 268-272).

There is no tale similar to the story of King Chashtana among Buddhist tales. This story may
have been pieced together from the tales of wandering heroes who fought wherever they
went in order to protect the world from evil spirits and banish them. Heracles and Theseus
in Greece, Krishna and Rama in India, Gilgamesh in Sumeria, Kalewipoeg in Finland, Gesser
in Mongolia and most of the heroes in the sagas of the Altaic Turks in Central Asia are such
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wandering heroes. The plot of the story is the same as those of the tales of Central Asian
heroes (Ruben 1995). The story of King Chashtana is different from other Buddhist tales in
this respect. It is an interesting one for many reasons. That this story was found in Old Uighur
and no other language can make this story important for the history of Buddhism. Moreover,
that the protagonist of the story has the same name as a ruler of historical importance sets
this story apart from other Buddhist stories. The hero of the story shares the same name
as the first ruler of the Saka state founded in north-western India, Chashtana (Old Uighur
çaştané, Skr. caṣṭana, Chinese qia-xi-ta-na 恰希塔那).

Chashtana
Chashtana is not mentioned in studies on Scythian history conducted in Turkey. More precisely,
the history of the Saka (Śaka, Shaka or Saca), who ruled north-western India starting with
Chashtana, is never mentioned in these studies. As for studies on Saka history carried out
abroad, the Old Uighur Buddhist story of King Chashtana has escaped notice. Only those
who studied this story in particular have briefly mentioned the relationship between this tale
and the Saka state.
Who was Chashtana? This question is relevant to the Silk Road. In order to understand
who Chashtana was, one has to know about the Saka state founded in north-western India.
As such, we will need to refer to sources related to the Saka to answer the question of who
Chashtana was.
Historical sources provide us with different information on Chashtana. In some of
these sources, Chashtana lived in India around 80 CE and founded the dynasty known as
Satrap. Chashtana was presumably mentored by the father of the Great Emperor Kanishka.
It is possible that Chashtana came from Central Asia, just as the other Sakas did. It is also
probable that Chashtana supported Buddhism and fought against Brahmanism after taking
over India, just like Emperor Kanishka (Ruben 1995).
On the other hand, in some other historical sources, this king known as Chashtana or
Tiastane was the governor of Malava, which was a part of the great Kushan state. Chashtana
sought independence in Malava, but was defeated by the Satavahana and the Kushan. On
Nahapana coins, his portrait and his name written in Greek, Kharoshti and Brahman scripts
can be seen. His father was Zamotika. Chashtana coins are very rare. They have been found in
Kathiawar and Gujarat. Chashtana was an important person in the Kushan Empire (Banerji
1934).
During the reign of Kanishka, the Kushans gained complete control of Central
Asia and the Northern Silk Road. No ruler had accomplished that before. Indian culture,
religions and commerce spread out to the Termiz Valley in the east and Sogdania in the
west. During this period, many books written in the Brahmi script reached these regions.
Under the Kushan Empire, trade with the Roman Empire was at its peak. Sea caravans
were crucial for the trade here. Some historians mention a relationship between Chashtana
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and Kanishka during this period. This relationship isn’t quite clear. Kanishka conquered
the city of Bharukachcha in western India with Chashtana’s help. At this time, Kanishka
was middle-aged while Chashtana was young. Chashtana is believed to have been a brother
of Kanishka’s, or otherwise very close to him. It is claimed that Chashtana was related to
Kanishka (Chandra 1977).
Aside from this claim, there is no information indicating that the Saka were the vassals
of Kushan or enslaved by them. The Saka never used Kushan imperial titles in any way, or
rather, they never used imperial titles. On the other hand, the Saka Ksatrapas accepted the
title of Raja, which was the title of rulers in ancient times on countless coins and manuscripts.
With the title of sovereigns, Raja were present at least in Dejjan until the 1st century BCE.
In fact, Satavahana emperors were quite happy to use this title for their decrees and coins.
The Indian tradition also separates the Saka and the Kushan in a clear way. In later periods,
the Raja-tarangini (River of the Gods), written by Kalhana Kanishka (the Kushan emperor)
(1149-50) says that the Saka branched from Turushka (the Turks). This claim seems to be
supported by the author Jaina Hemacandra, who erroneously described the Turushka (Turks)
as Sahi, which is indeed a title used on countless coins and Brahmin texts by the Kushan,
under the name of Sakhi according to Abhidharma-Cintamani (line 959). The titles yavuga or
yaua (leader) for the king used on the reverse of a manuscript in the Kharosthi-Prakrit dialect
and the zaaou for Greek characters seen on a copper coin of Lujula Kadphises, one of the
first Kushan rulers, need to be interpreted as the Indian forms of the Turkish word yabgu
(Shastri 1996).
There were two Saka branches in western India: Ksaharata and Karmadaka. The
Ksaharata and Karmadaka branches of the Saka rulers are usually known as the Western
Ksatrapas, who were in a bitter struggle against the Satavahana dynasty during the first
century BCE. These two groups of Saka arrived in this region from the lower Indus region
after migrating from southern Iran. The term Ksaharata appeared in manuscripts in Taxila
and Mathura and on the coins of Saka rulers found in Sind and Saurashtra (the Kathiawar
region of modern-day Gujarat). While this link with Ksaharatas isn’t very clear, it has been
observed that Bhumaka and his son Nahapana used the title Ksaharata Ksatrapas on their
coinage. The main reason for the struggle between Satavahana and the Saka was to obtain
control of the trade routes stretching from Liman and the Western Ghats to the inner
regions of India. Kardamaka, another branch of the Western Ksatrapas, became the heirs
of Ksaharata Ksatrapas and ruled over Gujarat, Ujjain and other regions of western India
until 415 (Neelis 2011).
The figure determined as the earliest figure of the Saka Ksatrapas was Chashtana, son
of Ysamotika (Zamotika). The texts in which these figures are found indicate that Chashtana
reigned for a long period of about 52 years (from 78 to 130 CE). D.C. Sircar and V.V. Mirashi
claim that Chashtana was appointed the governor of Kushan after Nahapana’s death (in their
explanations about the lost period following the Satavahana period in the Satrap territory). A
relief of Chashtana can be found in a tomb belonging to the Kushan dynasty outside Mathura.
The spread of Chashtana’s dynasty in Ujjain and other western Indian territories points out
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that he was under the command of the Kushan Empire. He rose as an independent ruler
around the 2nd century CE after the temporary fall of the Satavahana and the overthrow of
the Ksaharatas. It is debatable when Chashtana’s rule truly began. Some historians claim it
began in 78 BCE and some others claim that it began in 78 CE. Some claim it began after he
took over Ujjain. This seems to be a problem stemming from the use of different solar and
lunar calendars (Neelis 2011). In conclusion, many historians determine that the Saka period
began with Chashtana, the king of Kardamaka.
The Saka, who had sovereignty over important areas of western and north-western
India, also took control of the trade routes and ports between the cities of Ujjain, Mathura
and Taxila. While it has not been studied in as great detail as the Hellenistic period and the late
Kushan Empire, the benefactors who contributed to the Buddhist institutions were directly
related to Saka rule. The Saka adapted to the climate and the religious landscape of the region
just like the dynasties that preceded them or they fought against. On the other hand, recent
studies along with recently discovered manuscripts and records suggest that the Saka state
was of importance due to the fact that it brought the Persian, Hellenistic, and Central Asian
cultures together in South Asia and carried the Indian religions (of which Buddhism was the
most prominent) to Central Asia (Neelis 2011).
Another fact that ascribes great significance to Chashtana is that he is one of the few
rulers who had coins minted in his name (Thomas, 1881, 3-7).1

Chashtana, silver drachma. 78-130 CE
Weight: 2.01 gm. Diameter: 15 mm
Left, head of king, blundered Greek legend around
Right, Chaitya (3-arched hill), with river below, crescent moon and sun above, and Brahmi legend
around the outside: Rajno Mahakshatrapa Zamotikaputrasa Chashtanasa

1

The pictures of the coins and statue of Chasthana used here are taken from http://coinindia.com/gallerieschastana.html (Accessed October 27, 2018).
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Chashtana, silver drachma. 78-130 CE
Weight: 1.57 gm. Diameter: 16 mm
Left, head of king, blundered Greek legend around the outside
Right, Chaitya (6-arched hill) with river below, crescent moon and sun above, and Brahmi legend
around the outside: putrasa sri cha

Chashtana, copper unit. 78-130 CE
Weight: 3.62 gm. Diameter: 18-20 mm
Chaitya (3-arched hill), with river below, blundered Greek legend around the outside
Sun and crescent moon, Brahmi legend around the outside: Rajno Mahakshatrapa
(Zamotikaputasa Chashtanasa)

The Greek and Brahmi scripts found on the coins indicate where these coins were used
for trade purposes. This makes Chashtana important in terms of trade on the Silk Road and
the territories where this trade took place. Chashtana was both a ruler who founded a state
and a ruler who controlled the land-sea route of the Silk Road in western and northern India.
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A statue believed to be a statue of Chashtana

Ujjain (Ujjayinī), as mentioned in the story of King Chashtana is one of the oldest cities
of India. This city has an important place on the Silk Road. Furthermore, it was one of the
16 prominent cities in India at the time of Buddha. This city, which is known as Ujjain today,
was once the capital of the Saka state. The relationship between the fictional Chashtana who
ruled over Ujjain and the real Chashtana who selected Ujjain as the seat of his state is well
worth our attention.

Relationship Between the Hero of the King Chashtana Story
and the Saka King Chashtana
Considering the role he played along the Silk Road and being a figure of interest for our
cultural life of which records have survived to the present day, Chashtana is an extremely
important figure. It is true that this important figure is not well-known in Turkey. This
personality, who holds a noteworthy place in both historical studies and books on Saka/
Scythians, has not been sufficiently mentioned, and this presents a serious problem. It is a fact
that almost all research indicates a relationship between the Saka/Scythians and the Turks.
The Saka who lived in this territory branched off from the Saka/Scythians who migrated to
the West (Neelis 2011). Whether the Scythians who spread from Eurasia and the north of
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the Black Sea to the east of Europe were Turks was a matter for the Sakas who founded a
state in this territory. An essential duty falls to Turkish historians to participate in this debate
to uncover the history of the Saka, who became an important power in north-western India.
Chashtana was the founder of this state. He became a legend both in his own time and in
the era that followed his reign. Basing the research of Saka history on such an important
figure will facilitate the works of historians. As such, the King Chashtana story written in Old
Uighur is of special importance.
Given all this information, one of the first questions to be asked is whether there is any
relationship between the hero of the King Chashtana story and the Saka King Chashtana.
One of the simplest ways to analyse the sagas, tales, legends and stories which were written
throughout history is to determine to which territories these stories expand. We have found
some of the DKPAM stories in various languages used at that time. The tale of the Six-tusked
Elephant (Ṣaḍdanta Jātaka) sets forth one of the best examples of this. This story has been
found in Chinese (2 different versions), Sanskrit (2 different versions), Pali, Tochar and Old
Uighur (Elmalı 2014b). Other DKPAM stories can be found in some or all of the related
languages. In addition, it is also possible to find most of these stories even in Buddhist tales
translated into modern languages. However, it is impossible to find the story of Chashtana
written in Old Uighur in any other historical or modern languages.2 Some Buddhist stories
have been observed to have the same content despite the difference in titles. While Wilkens
(2016) claims that this story is related to the story of Prince Kanakavarman (Straube 2009),
these two stories are quite unrelated in terms of plot, events and side characters. This brings
the following questions to mind: Is this story an original story without parallels in any other
language? Was this story only written in Old Uighur? If so, why is the Saka emperor who had
a name of Sanskrit origin the hero of this story? Why does this story take place in Ujjain and
not anywhere else?
We can answer these questions as follows. DKPAM, which contains the King
Chashtana story, is a translation of a book on religious studies of the Vaibhāṣika sect
of Buddhism. The work was translated from the Ugu Küşen (Tocharian B) to Tocharian
(Tocharian A) and to Old Uighur later (Elmalı 2016). This fact makes one think that
it is highly unlikely that this story is original. Tochars’ relationship with the Saka and
their language is well-documented. Many Saka words used in this region were borrowed
by Tocharian.3 It is highly unlikely that the word chashtana, which is of Sanskrit origin
(Wilkens 2016; Elmalı 2016), came into the Tocharian language from the Saka language.
It is well known that many works in Old Uighur and other classical languages of the
time have sadly not survived up to this day. There is a possibility that the story of King
Chashtana was one of the stories that didn’t make it to the present day. King Chashtana
was a very powerful and influential ruler in the territory governed by the Saka and the
2

3

Peyrot found the clause “castane wa(lo)” on fragment Toch 659 written in the Tocharian B language. From this,
he thought that another version of the story could have been written in the Tocharian language (Peyrot 2013).
However, this is not very convincing.
http://www.ling.upenn.edu/~rnoyer/courses/51/TocharianTrekkers.pdf
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Kushan. It is quite natural that such historical figures become legendary before or after
their deaths and sagas were written about them. Thus, many legends about the Kushan
Emperor Kanishka, the second great benefactor of Buddhism who lived in the same
time period as Chashtana, were created (Ruben 1995). Such a tendency towards legends
in the territory under the influence of Buddhism could present King Chashtana to us the
hero of a Buddhist story. This case reveals something we need to stress in particular, and
it is whether this story was written while Chashtana was alive or after his death. While
the DKPAM stories were translated to Old Uighur from Tocharian languages, many of
these stories were originally in Sanskrit or in Pali, which means they were first written at
least 400 years before their translations. Thus, this story, which isn’t found in any other
classical languages, strengthens the direct relationship of this story with the Saka Sultan
Chashtana. This is a post-Saka tale that sets it apart from other Buddhist stories. All in
all, it is quite possible that the story of King Chashtana, which has so far been found
only in Old Uighur, was created by the Uighur who embraced the Saka King Chashtana
during the Saka period and in the following centuries (in their oral tradition at least)
and never forgot about him. Chashtana being accepted as a hero of some sort among
the present-day Uighurs and as the subject of many poems and essays strengthens this
possibility. Wilkens cites Michael Frederich on this subject matter. Frederich bases his
interpretation on the poem “Otun Baziri” by Adil Tunjaz (Friederich 2001, 169; Wilkens
2016, 93).
Another question is why this story takes place in Ujjain and not anywhere else. Uccayn
(Ujjayinī) mentioned in the tale is one of the oldest cities in India. King Vikramaditya,
who was the subject of many tales and legends, may have lived in this city. It is likely
that after Chashtana took over the city of Ujjain, his descendants exalted him as a heroic
king equal to Vikramaditya. However, the plot of the tale and its format resembles the
heroes in the tales of Central Asian more closely. Chashtana was made a sage or a saint
like Buddhist emperors such as Ashoka and Kanishka (Ruben 1995). It is quite natural
that a personality so important to Buddhism was associated with such an important and
sacred city. This makes it likely that the story is a Buddhist Saka story.

Conclusion
The historical Silk Road has many historical figures. We do not know many of these figures
today. We have very little information about some of these historical heroes. We know only
the names of some kings and emperors. We do not mention the historical significance of
these names. We do not mention the importance of these rulers in terms of common points
of different nations and different cultures. The fact that there is not enough information
about these historical characters until today is the most important reason for this situation.
Evaluating even the smallest clues is necessary because of the scarcity of information. One
of these clues is about the Chashtana who is one of the important kings of the Saka state
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in north-western India. The clue is the story of King Chashtana written in the Old Uighur
era. This story, which is the clue, brings some questions to mind about the Saka state and
Chashtana: Who is Chashtana, the hero of the story? Is he related to the Saka king Chashtana
in any way? What sort of influence did Chashtana have on the Silk Road and its languages?
If this tale which we have never encountered in any other language of the Silk Road is indeed
an original tale, why did the Old Uighurs use the name of an important Saka ruler? Is SakaUighur contact in question, given tales of this kind? What can we say about the historical and
cultural geography of the Silk Road, given the fact that coinage was minted in his name and
used along the Silk Road?
The main purpose of this study is to find the answer to these questions and to reveal
the relationship between the narrative hero Chashtana and the Saka ruler Chashtana. We can
answer these questions as follows: Chashtana in the Old Uighur Buddhist story is a blessed
bodhisattva king who fights to expel the demons from his city. Chashtana defeated the army
of demons and saved his country from demons and epidemic disease. This hero of the old
Uighur narrative has the same name as the first ruler of the Saka state in north-western India.
The possible transmission chain of the story reveals that there is an important relationship
between two names and the narrative hero takes his name from the Saka ruler Chashtana.
Chashtana kept the important ports of the Silk Road. Both he and his descendants had a
significant impact on this road. Buddhism was preserved in this region by Chashtana and
his descendants. Many cultures on the Silk Road were shaped by Buddhism. In a geography
where Buddhism is influential, it is highly probable that Chashtana can appear as a story hero
in a Buddhist story. Although the stories of DKPAM were translated from Tocharian to Old
Uighur, this situation suggests that the story is directly related to the Saka ruler Chashtana.
The story was written after Saka or during the Saka state. It can be also said that the story
of King Chashtana was created by the Uighurs who adopted and remembered the Saka ruler
Chashtana.
I have tried to answer these and similar questions through the study. One of the main
aims of the study was to reveal the relationship between the Old Uighur, the Saka and the
Silk Road with these answers. Another aim of this study was to understand the history of
the Saka, the Uighur and the Silk Road and to reveal the relationship between these three
important subjects of history. The importance of the Silk Road has been emphasized again
with the understanding of these relationships. In this way, new information about Chashtana,
who is an important name in the history of India and the Silk Road, has been put forward.
The history of the Sakas has been viewed from a different perspective through the Old
Uighur Buddhist story.
Therefore, it can be said that the King Chashtana story as an important work in the Old
Uighur language was written in the Saka language and translated to Tocharian and Old Uighur
later. Chashtana, one of the powerful kings of the Silk Road, lived in the languages existing
around the Silk Road thanks to Buddhism, and his memory survived to this day. Many similar
examples prove to us that the Silk Road was not just a trade route; it was essential for the
transmission and survival of cultural elements. Such cultural elements rather than trade-
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related ones might revitalise the Silk Road in the future, and the Silk Road might facilitate
many cases regarding cultural exchange. Publishing historical stories like King Chashtana
along with the comparisons of these stories in different languages will help us better observe
cultural expansion and cultural exchange and also offer good examples upon which to build
new relationships.
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The Journey to the East: The Motif of Grapes and
Grapevines along the Silk Roads
IN-SUNG KIM (HAN)

This paper is an art historical attempt to discuss the transfer and transmission
of a certain visual idiom along the Silk Roads1 and to show the multidimensionality of the trans-regional, trans-cultural movement. The motifs
of grapes and grapevines are discussed here for this purpose, including
the grape-and-vine motif mixed with other animated figures and plants. A
special emphasis is on China and its reception, but regional varieties within
East Asia are also discussed. The motif is one of the most longstanding
and versatile visual idioms, widely distributed along the regions of the Silk
Roads. This deceptively familiar motif came to China, where grapes and
viticulture were introduced far later than the West. The West developed
various symbolisms ranging from manic revelry and heavenly unity with
mystic beings, to royalty and power in different cultures. In China, this
visual idiom was eagerly received in association with something exotic and
re-interpreted in the context of Chinese culture. Without active viticulture,
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* I would like to acknowledge the time and effort devoted by three anonymous reviewers to improving the quality
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feel that the argument of the article has become stronger.
1

Although it has been widely used among scholars and the general public, a question is often asked as to the suitability of the singular form of the word “Silk Road” or “the Silk Road.” Does the term reflect the wide cultural
and geographical diversity and the vast timespan it covers? Even in the original usage when the term was coined
by Ferdinand von Richthofen (1833-1905), it could mean the “Silk Road” or the plural form of “Silk Roads.” It
is rather common-sense, when dealing with such a vast area and timeline, that nearly all forms of trans-regional,
transcultural communication took place in a complex mode with myriad forms, not in a single linear way. In this
article, the plural form of the term is used to emphasize the multidimensionality and multifariousness of transcultural interactions.
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the motif transformed itself into beautiful design patterns and space fillers
in China and East Asia. The natural appeal of jewel-like grapes acquired
new meanings of fertility and happiness in the traditional East Asian cultural
context. To see the cultural effect of viticulture on the visualization of this
motif, the Islamic reception of the motif is briefly touched upon when
countries to the West of China (서역 西域) were fully Islamized and heavily
affected by the prohibition of alcoholic drinking.
Key words: grapes, vine motif, viticulture, China, Iran

Introduction
The Silk Roads act as a defining symbol that unifies different regions and cultures. The term
often alludes to dazzling adventures (mainly of European men) and international conspiracies
of the so-called “Great Game.” In addition, the culture industry has consistently conjured up
a romantic image of trans-regional trade with camels and horses carrying loads of precious
goods on their backs. Among the various symbols of cultural interactions along the Silk
Roads, silk, especially Chinese silk, is definitely the item, so precious, so coveted in various
places and frequently exchanged as to represent these multi-regional, trans-continental trade
networks. If silk was the epitome of Chinese luxury exports to the West, it could be argued
that the motif of grapes and grapevines enjoyed similar status along the trans-Eurasian trade
routes, only in the opposite direction. Unlike silk, it moved eastward.
The motif is arguably one of the most widespread artistic expressions across vast
expanses from Rome to East Asia. Almost every region on the western reach of the Silk
Roads relished it. Many vessels decorated with the motif of grapes and grapevines were used
in wine feasts and special drinking scenes for royals and dignitaries, the visual evidence of
the association between the vine and the throne in ancient times. In addition, the visual and
material arts of the Western world have presented a series of religious interpretations and
spiritual symbolisms to this motif, far beyond the mere depiction of an actual plant.
As many biblical parables and allegories are related to it, the motif was a longstanding
favourite of biblical implication in the artistic repertoire of the Abrahamic religions.
Many remains of ancient Jewish art, especially textiles, show the skilful use of the motif.2
Symbolising the connection of the Christian with Christ, the motif is frequently encountered
in Christian art, and the image of grapes is devotedly used as the visual image reminding the
faithful of the life of Christ in their observances and rituals. A chalice now in the Widener
Collection was used in Catholic liturgy and beautifully embellished with a series of grapes in

2

Reba Wulkan, “The Grape and the Vine: A Motif in Contemporary Jewish Textiles,” Textile Society of America
Symposium Proceedings 217 (1998): 369-371. I am deeply grateful for a reviewer for drawing my attention to this
article and the Jewish artistic expressions of the motif.
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fine metalworking technique (fig. 1).3 In spite of the prohibition of alcoholic drinks in Islam,
Islamic art, in particular when it formed its own unique visual and material vocabulary out
of the fully developed artistic traditions of the Sasanian and Byzantine empires, inherited
the ancient symbolisms of the motif and developed a rich variety of its visual expression to
decorate artefacts and newly developed architecture.4 In this respect, the vine motif sets itself
apart from other recurrent vegetal motifs such as the acanthus, palmette, and honeysuckle. It
transcends the level of the mere representation of a natural plant to the symbolic significance
highly charged with spirituality in the West. As many instances in the scriptures of Abrahamic
religions confirm, the symbolic elevation of the motif is related to its association with wine
and viticulture.5
As wine means an alcoholic drink made from fermented grapes,6 and viticulture is the
cultivation and harvesting of grapes, how is the motif of grapes and grapevines represented
in a culture with little knowledge of wine and viticulture? Although the motif has fascinated
many scholars – Riegl, Gombrich, and Rowland among many others7 – few scholarly
attempts have been made to connect this motif to the different drink culture of East Asia.
Compared to the West, a wine and wine-related drink culture appeared quite late in China
and other parts of East Asia, as will be discussed in a later part of this article.8 Against this
background, questions can be raised as to when or how the motif was visually represented
in a region of different drink traditions. We can also ask whether the motif retains the same
cultural significance when it is visualized. This paper traces the movement of the visual
representations and cultural interpretations of this deceptively familiar motif along the Silk
Roads. A special emphasis is on China and its reception. Regional varieties within East Asia
are also discussed. The motifs discussed here include those of grapes, grapevines and grapeand-vine mixed with other animated figures and plants.

3
4

5
6

7

8

Rudolf Distelberger et al., Western Decorative Arts (Washington: National Gallery of Art, 1993), 4, 9.
The vine (known as al-karma in Arabic) was received with visual authority in the early Islamic architectural decoration repertoire. The earliest Umayyad mosque in Damascus sets the example of “the subsequent association
between mihrab and vine ornament in several parts of the Islamic world.” Finbarr B. Flood, The Great Mosque of
Damascus: Studies on the Makings of an Umayyad Visual Culture (Leiden: Brill, 2001), 111.
Hugh Johnson, Vintage: The Story of Wine (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1989), 11-16.
As Gina Hames has pointed out, grapes were not the only fruit for producing wines. Archaeological evidence
shows that the date palm, olives and figs were also cultivated to produce fermented beverages. Gina Hames,
Alcohol in World History (London: Routledge, 2012), 6.
Aloïs Riegl, Historical Grammar of the Visual Arts, trans. Jacqueline E. Jung (New York: Zone Books, 2004); E.
H. Gombrich, The Sense of Order: A Study in the Psychology of Decorative Art (Oxford: Phaidon, 1984); Benjamin
Rowland, The Art and Architecture of India: Buddhist, Hindu, Jain (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1967).
There is earlier evidence of a wine made from fermented grapes in Jiahu village in Henan Province, China
(c. 7000–5500 BC), but it was a mixed fermented beverage of rice, honey and grape (or other fruits). Patrick E.
McGovern et al., “Fermented Beverages of Pre- and Proto-Historic China,” Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences 101, no. 51 (2004): 17593-17598. Ancient Chinese wine, however real and well consumed, is too remote
to have any meaning to the later spread of grape wine.
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The Visual Idiom of Grapes and Grapevines in the West
As with wine, the origin of the vine motif is still controversial. Map (1) shows grape and
viticulture sites widely distributed from ancient Egypt to Central Asia. Both the vine and wine
were known in Egypt for at least three or four millennia BCE. By the second millennium
BCE, scenes of harvesting grapes and serving wine are vividly depicted in the wall paintings
of tombs. A close analysis of the grape motif in a fragment of wall painting reveals dense
clusters of grapes with delicate outlines of the leaves, showing the craftsmen’s factual
understanding of the plant, not to mention their skillful workmanship (fig. 2). However,
some archaeological discoveries support Mesopotamia, including the ancient Iranian cultural
region, as the place of its origin. Recent archaeological technology has confirmed that grapes
and winemaking can be traced back to the Neolithic site of Hajji Firuz Tepe in the northern
Zagros Mountains of Iran.9

Map 1) Principal areas of the Old World where viniculture began10

Even if more research may be needed to prove Iran as the earliest wine-making region,
it cannot be ignored that the Iranian cultural zone has made a unique contribution to the
9

10

Patrick E. McGovern, Ancient Wine: The Search for the Origins of Viniculture (New Jersey: Princeton University
Press, 2003), 65-74.
McGovern, Ancient Wine: The Search for the Origins of Viniculture, xxii-xxii.
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development of the motif and its spread along the Silk Roads. Famous for their love of wine
and sophisticated drinking etiquette, Iranians made it a rule “not to bring large cups to their
banquets, evidently thinking … abstinence from drinking to excess … although they drink so
excessively.”11 Gold and silver were deemed the most appropriate materials for tableware. As
described in the Bible, Iranians “gave drink in vessels of gold [Esther I.7: 7].” It was an insult
to the guest at a royal banquet if wine was served in a vessel of clay or another metal lower
than gold and silver.12 The office of cup-bearer in the palace was one of importance, usually
consisting of “rare beauties and descendants of the very kings and queens of Turkestan.”13
As an important component of the traditional Iranian royal pastime of razm u basm
(fight and feast), the wine-drinking scene was commonly linked to power and royalty in
Iranian culture. The prominent scene with this cultural connotation is of male figures under
grape arbors. The legendary golden couch of Darius the Great (550 -487 BCE) was known
to be overshadowed by a golden vine. In the “Banquet scene,” Ashurbanipal (r. 668-627
BCE) is depicted reclining on a couch beneath a grapevine with his queen sitting on a throne
opposite him (fig. 3a). Each holding a shallow bowl, they are drinking with refreshments on
the table. Maids fan the royal couple with fly-whisks; others bring food or play music. The
royalty and power of the royal couple in the drinking scene is more emphasized by the head
of Teumman, King of Elam, suspended from a tree behind the queen (fig. 3b).14 This grisly
depiction serves as visual evidence of Ashurbanipal’s military prowess and superior power,
which deserves to be celebrated in a wine-drinking feast with bunches of grapes. As an
efficient visual device to show the power and wealth of its owner, the symbolic representation
of the vine motif duly spread beyond the Iranian royal court to lesser regions of the Iranian
cultural zone.15
As with many other cultural journeys along the Silk Roads, the transmission routes of
the motif of grapes and grapevines to East Asia from the Iranian zone was not simple and
straightforward. The complexity becomes even more prominent considering the constant
cultural encounters and dialogue between the ancient Persian and Hellenistic and Byzantine
world.16 Ancient Greece and its subsequent cultures developed different interpretations and
11
12

13

14

15

16

Xenophon’s remark, quoted in Berthold Laufer, Sine Iranica (Chicago: Field Museum of Natural History, 1919), 224.
St. John Simpson, “The Royal Table,” in Forgotten Empire: The World of Ancient Persia, eds. John Curtis and Nigel
Tallis (London: British Museum, 2005), 104.
Ehsan Yarshater, “The Theme of Wine-Drinking and the Concept of the Beloved in Early Persian Poetry,”
Studia Islamica no. 13 (1960): 44.
Richard D. Barnett, Sculptures from the North Palace of Ashurbanipal at Nineveh (668-627 B.C) (London: British
Museum, 1976), 57, pl. LXIV.
The scope and depth of the Iranian visual repertoire of the wine drinking scene and its cultural connotation is
most vividly felt in the eleventh- to twelfth-century Buddhist mural painting in the Dukhang (Assembly Hall) in
Alchi, Tibet. The Buddhist pantheon includes paintings with secular themes. Among them, the so-called “Royal
Drinking Scene” along the east wall of the hall has been particularly noted for its uncommon non-Buddhist
theme. The Iranian cultural tone is noted in the centrally seated man’s robe decorated with a series of typical
Iranian roundel motifs and a woman offering a stemmed cup for drinking wine. A S Melikian-Chirvani, “Iran
to Tibet,” in Islam and Tibet: Interaction along the Musk Routes, eds. Anna Akasoy, Charles Burnett, and Ronit YoeliTlalim (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2011), 89-115.
Ehsan Yarshater, “IRAN ii. IRANIAN HISTORY (1) Pre-Islamic Times,” Encyclopædia Iranica, XIII/2, 212-
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visual vocabulary of the same motif.
Whichever region the motif came from, ancient Greece was as famous as Iranian culture
for their love of wine and its related artistic expression. The Greek influence on both the
visualization and semantic formation of the motif cannot be emphasized enough. It is well
known that the ancient Greeks worshiped Dionysus or Bacchus, and the motif of grapes and
vines often appeared as the visual equivalent or a symbol of the god and the related rituals.
Even before Dionysian revelry and mysticism became predominant, bunches of grapes were
taken as a symbol of fertility. Excavated in Pompeii, a vaso magico (magic vase) bears large
bunches of grapes (fig. 4). Here, they are found with flowers, musical instruments, focaccias,
lizards, and other motifs. It is known that the combination of these motifs, together with
phallic imageries, was related to the scheme of ancient fertility symbols from the ninth to the
fifth century BCE.17
The Greek cult of Dionysus and its visual idioms were inherited by the ancient Romans,
who continuously produced wines in their conquered territories. A mosaic in western Spain
shows the lively scene of treading grapes (fig. 5). At the same time, the cult spread the artistic
expressions of Dionysian ritual. Found in Italy, a second-century statue of Dionysus confirms
the symbolic status of grapes as an essential attribute of the god in Hellenistic culture (fig.
6). With the expansion of the Roman Empire and its trade network, the grape-vine motif
spread alongside Roman wine exports.18 As its most enduring association, Dionysian imagery
was deeply embedded in the visual repertoire of those areas ancient Rome contacted and
traded with. An example of its popularity is the famous “Great Dish” in the Mildenhall
treasure found in Suffolk in the UK. In this late Roman silver tray, Dionysus is depicted
holding a bunch of grapes in the midst of a Dionysian celebration (fig. 7). Through ecstatic
drunkenness, the vine imagery affirms the joy of life and vivacity.
The motif of grapes and vines also served as a symbol of the renewal of life. Many
examples of the motif are found in Roman sarcophagi. A prominent place to see such visual
trends is in necropolises in Palmyra, the easternmost entrance to the Roman market (Map 2).
Palmyra was strategically located on the crossroads of the western tracks of the Silk Roads
connecting from the head of the Gulf to East Asia and India by sea, and stretching across the
Eurasian continent to China by land.19 Hellenization brought wine drinking and viticulture to
this trading centre, where it mixed with other cultural elements. A large necropolis outside the
urban area of Palmyra is filled with figures lying on couches on grand tombs, many of which
are decorated with elegant motifs of grapes and vines (fig. 8a). Funerary figures and statues

17

18

19

224 and XIII/3, 225, http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/iran-ii1-pre-islamic-times, accessed December 30,
2012.
Ministero per i Beni Culturali e Ambientali, Soprintendenza Archeologica di Pompei, IBM, Rediscovering Pompeii: Exhibition by IBM-ITALIA, New York City, IBM Gallery of Science and Art, July 12-September 15, 1990
(L’Erma di Bretscheider, 1990), 146-7.
Hugh Johnson and Jancis Robinson, The World Atlas of Wine (London: Mitchell Beazley, 2013), 10; George F
Hourani, Arab Seafaring: In the Indian Ocean in Ancient and Early Medieval Times (New Jersey: Princeton University
Press, 1995), 135.
Gary Young, Rome’s Eastern Trade, International Commerce and Imperial Policy (London: Routledge, 2001), 136-86;
Otto Maenchen-Helfen, “From China to Palmyra,” The Art Bulletin 25, no. 4 (December 1943): 358-362.
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wear dresses intricately decorated with grape-and-vine motifs, as are their vessels. A funerary
relief shows a lady with the name of Aqmat wearing a set of beautiful grape earrings (fig. 8b).

Map 2) The location of Palmyra in modern-day Syria, Google Maps

At its peak, Palmyra was an important trading post along the Silk Roads. Many pieces
of textiles excavated from Palmyra were found to have been woven in a Chinese way. One
of the pieces shows a scene of men harvesting (or holding) grapes (fig. 9).20 The motif of
two-humped camels in the background clearly points to its Central Asian connection. As
various cultures and trade items gathered, the city encountered different cultural features
without much discrimination. Hellenistic elements were flawlessly combined with Iranian
culture. Funerary figures in the necropolises very often hold various forms of vessels in their
hands.21 Some of them are two-handled skyphos, a typical Roman vessel, while their boat-type
vessels are reminiscent of Iranian heritage. While figures wear typically Hellenistic garments
with flowing drapes, they are reclining on couches, following the image of the ancient Iranian
kings at a wine-drinking banquet.
The centuries-old contacts between the Hellenistic and Iranian cultural zones nurtured
various kinds of symbiotic culture on both sides. Both were known to favour gold, silver and
glass for their tableware, which included various shapes of jugs, strainers, hemispheric bowls,
and shallow lobed bowls. A Sasanian silver vase, datable to the sixth to seventh century, has a
distinctly Roman feel in the form and in the treatment of its decoration (fig. 10a). The bosses
20

21

Andreas Schmidt-Colinet et al. Die Textilien aus Palmyra: Neue und Alte Funde (Mainz am Rhein: P. von Zabern,
2000), 47, 145-6.
Katsumi Tanabe, Sculptures of Palmyra (Tokyo: Ancient Orient Museum, 1986), 74-6, 271-3, 405-7; Takayasu Higuchi and Kiyohide Saito, Tomb F, Tomb of BWLH and BWRP: Southeast Necropolis Palmyra, Syria (Nara: Research
Center for Silk Roadology, 2001), esp. Plates 4-6.
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round the neck are a common feature of late Roman tableware, as is its subject matter, an
embossed vine scroll inhabited by birds, a fox, and naked boys harvesting grapes. This socalled “inhabited imagery” or “peopled scrolls” were frequently found in Roman artefacts22
and in late Sasanian silver vessels, particularly bottles and ewers.23 Dionysian imagery is also
found on their silverware (fig. 10b). The visual representation of Dionysian imagery in an
Iranian art scene is so similar that Ettinghausen chose the repertory as a case of “transfer”
of Byzantine art to Sasanian material culture.24
It should be noted, therefore, that the visual representation of the motif was the
amalgamated product of such multifarious contacts and combinations, with wine-drinking
rituals and artistic symbolism travelling to China from the Iranian cultural zone along the Silk
Roads. Neither can a crystal-clear line be drawn for this travelling route. Many agents were
involved in the long journey, in the guise of regional cultures, local trading partners, and other
necessities of political, religious, or ecological demands.

The Visual Idiom in the East
China developed its own unique drink culture, different from other parts of the Eurasian
continent. Although the word “wine” has been used rather confusingly to translate the
Chinese word for alcohol “jiu” (酒), it means all types of alcoholic beverages. The earliest
mention of grape wine (putao jiu 葡萄酒) in the Chinese historical records was made in the
account of the heroic explorations of Zhang Qian (~113 BCE) and his followers to the
western regions during the reign of Han Wudi (r. 141- 87 BCE).25 While the grape was eagerly
received, no evidence of grape wine consumption has been found during the Han dynasty.
In the archaeological site of Mawangdui of the later Han in Changsha, for example, no grape
seeds or wine residue was found amongst various kinds of food and food ingredients.26
In fact, it was not grapes but rice that remained the main ingredient of alcoholic
beverages in China. Even before the Han period, millet, barley, and rice became the staple
sources of alcohol, in which “mold saccharification” (Jiu Qu, 酒麯) was used.27 Without
apposite filtering, alcoholic drink in early China was closer to a sort of alcoholic mush, a
thick liquid with a very low alcohol content. To consume this thick beverage, “eating” may be
22
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more appropriate than “drinking,” in the sense of “eating the soup.” A brick relief from the
Han period shows some gentlemen sitting on the ground with a zun full of alcoholic drink
placed in the middle (fig. 11). A long-handled spoon is in it for taking the alcoholic drink
out. They hold drinking bowls or alms bowls. In Qin and Han, the most common vessels
were ear-shaped cups, whose two small handles were convenient for drinkers to hold and
“eat/drink.” Although the vessels became thinner and lighter using different materials and
reflected the development of filtering over time, the basic Chinese drinking set was preserved
from the Neolithic period until the Han: a bulky drinking container, scooping ladle and small
drinking vessels.
In this historical context, grapes and grape wine came to China when the drink tradition
was already firmly established. Their time-honoured traditions may have acted as a cultural
resistance or at least hesitance to fully accepting grape wine culture in China. Even when
the Tang Chinese finally made grape wine, it never supplanted rice-alcohol. It was rice wine
experts, not grape-wine makers, that a Chinese princess, having married a Tibetan ruler,
asked the Tang emperor to send to Tibet in the mid-seventh century. The Arabic merchant
Suleiman wrote in 851 CE that “the wine taken by the Chinese is made from rice; they do not
make wine from grape.”28 His remark confirms that grape-wine was still a luxury or an exotic
item exclusively available to a limited circle of the Tang society.
The visual motif of grapes, grapevines and grape-and-vine appeared in China before
the Tang. A gilt-bronze stem cup from Datong, dated to the fourth century, is decorated with
a spiralling grapevine containing birds and cherubs.29 This typical vine motif is recurrently
found in Northern Wei decoration.30 The motif also appears in Buddhist monuments. In
the halo of a Bodhisattva at the Longmen Grottoes, the figures in the vine include a naked
woman (fig. 12).
The motif of vine with a naked woman has often been interpreted as “a sure sign of
Western influence.”31 However, “Western” in the statement cannot be just the Hellenistic
motif of the inhabited vine. It must have been a cultural mixture of non-East Asian regions.
Long before the Greek god Dionysus was introduced, ancient Iranian art and artefacts had
been embellished with various divinities from their own Zoroastrian pantheon. One of them
is Anahita, the Iranian goddess associated with fertility and wisdom (fig. 13).32 The naked
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woman in the halo could be an East Asian version of the maenads, attendants of Dionysus,
but it is more probable that she could be an early Buddhist representation of an Iranian
goddess in China. In view of its innate feature of being Buddhist art, another possible
origin lies in the Buddhist region of north India. North India yielded certain groups of
sculptural decoration, all dealing with drinking scenes. They have been interpreted as relating
to Dionysian revelry and having “nothing to do with Buddhist or Hindu iconography.”33
Note must be taken, however, that Indian local iconography of Yaksa imagery is found with
the vine motif. Indians also relished wine so much as to allocate it only to the upper castes,
as Xuanzang clearly documented.34 Furthermore, archaeological discoveries strongly support
the fact that Buddhism was not indifferent to wine making and distribution, unlike popular
belief in their anti-alcoholism.35 Thus, it cannot be discounted that Buddhism may have
played a role in the propagation of the motif. The eastward travelling route of the vine motif
was thus not clearly pinned down in one consecutive line from the Hellenistic or Iranian
world to China. The visual depiction of grapes and grapevines on Chinese soil is more likely
the result of longstanding, meandering flows and interactions of different cultures.
In delivering this cultural product, it can be argued that Sogdians acted as the agent
transmitting this Eurasian visual idiom to China. Figures of Sogdian merchants or traders
have been found holding a big bottle of wine (fig. 14). Sogdians were not just the carriers of
wine as a final product. They are reputed to have created lush orchards and fields in the Tarim
Basin where there had been only wasteland. By bringing the use of underground irrigation
tunnels, known as qanats (or kariz),36 to East Asia, they produced grapes, succulent melons
and fruits of all kinds. It was from here that the famous “Golden Peaches of Samarkand”
came.37 The reputation of wine from Tarim Basin and northern parts persisted throughout
Chinese history even after wine was made in China.38 By the time of Tang Taizong (598-649),
when wine was finally made in the Central Plain of China, larger species of Sogdian “mareteat” grape were known to be the best.
Thanks to the Sogdian presence from the fifth to the eighth centuries, the oasis cities lining
both the northern and southern route through the Tarim Basin were strongly Iranianized.
When Turkistan fell into the hands of Turkic tribes, they also absorbed the widespread
culture of their Iranian predecessors, while living together with the Sogdians. Iranian drinking
33
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scenes are faithfully depicted in Sogdian tombs located in China.39 In addition, the earliest
visual representation of wine making on present-day Chinese soil is allegedly found in the
panel of Yu Hong’s sarcophagus (fig. 15a).40 Yu Hong (533-592), whose background was
Turkic, is known as having been of Persian or Sogdian origin. Although the tomb structure
attests Sogdian accommodation of Chinese life, its various representations of Iranian culture
are easily detected in the tomb paintings. In them, Sogdian men are depicted hunting and
drinking wine, while participating in a Zoroastrian ceremony. Some sit beneath grape trees,
like the royals depicted in wine drinking scenes in the ancient Iranian visual tradition. The
same visual repertoire is found in the pictorial representations of other sixth-century Sogdian
architecture (fig. 15b).41
By the Tang period, when wine became widely available, luxurious tableware made of
gold and silver was also produced in the shapes of cups, bowls and utensils. Two pottery
jars unearthed at Hejiacun, Xi’an, were crammed with more than 200 gold and silver vessels
alongside other treasures. While gold and silver had been only occasionally used for personal
jewelry and ornaments in previous dynasties,42 an exceptionally large number of functional
objects were made of or decorated with gold and silver in the Tang period. The Tang Chinese
fascination with these precious metal wares led to the establishment of the imperial Gold
and Silver Workshop (Jinyin zuofang yuan 金銀作坊院) and of numerous workshops by the
latter half of the dynasty.43 Interestingly, no Tang ceramics have been discovered with the
vine motif. The shift in taste for the material of drinking vessels is resonant with the Iranian
preference for precious metals for the containers of fine wine.44 It also confirms that wine
was still a luxury only available to the upper echelon of society among the Tang.
As such, the vine and wine still retained spiritual affinities with the West even when
the Chinese could make grape wine within China. They belonged to the group that Edward
Schafer called “a transitional group of ‘semi-exotics,’ being culturally foreign but politically
Chinese.”45 Their exotic status was evocated in various ways of material, shape, and decoration.
Grape wine was commonly poured in a golden goblet, silver cup, or fine glass. Yang the
Precious Consort (楊貴妃, 719-756) was known to drink fine grape wine from a glass cup
decorated with “the Seven Gems.” The vine scroll is found on such objects of exotic shape
as ewers, foliated bowls, flat platters, octagonal wine cups and stem cups.
The vine scroll in Tang metalware is commonly found in combination with other motifs
of animals and plants. The animals cavort in high relief through a net of vine tendrils bearing
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a few leaves and many bunches of grapes. On a small silver box, the grapes grasped by
the squirrels are rendered especially luscious in repousse, and birds in flight sometimes are
incorporated into the design, such as on a melon-shaped parcel-gilt silver box and cover
(fig. 16). Combined images of vine scroll and palmette leaf appeared on a waisted cup with
a small ring handle and thumb-rest, which first appeared during the Tang dynasty. It was
influenced by Sasanian – more particularly Sogdian46 – silverware. These motifs are deemed
a Chinese variation of popular inhabited imagery.
In the mirror scheme, this inhabited vine motif took the place of the old abstract and
magical designs. The mirror thus decorated is commonly known as qinshouputaojing (禽兽葡萄
镜), which may have dispersed further east. In particular demand was the mirror of “lion and
grape” design (fig. 17). It was suggested that its composition and the number of lions were
of Manichaean symbolism and its sudden disappearance may have coincided with religious
persecution in 843-45.47 The paintings of Uyghur Manichaean ritual confirm that the grape
was the main offering in ceremonies.48 Equally probable, though, is that it may have been
used as just one glamorous motif to appeal to extravagant Tang taste. A large silver plate,
another popular Tang object, shows the possibility of combining various motifs of diverse
origins purely for visual appeal. It depicts makara of Indian origin with bunches of grapes
from the West and peony.49 It must be noted that many other items did not persist after
the calamitous mid-eighth century. The silver cup with a ring-handle, for example, suddenly
disappeared.50 Even the knowledge of grape-wine making and drinking rapidly subsided.51
Until the Mongols came, the situation of wine consumption and production in China
was dramatically reduced to the level of before the Tang. During the interval between the end
of the Tang and the Mongol-Yuan dynasty, the Chinese almost forgot viticultural knowledge
and made grape wine by mixing grapes with rice alcohol rather than fermenting grapes. With
renewed contact with the countries west of China (서역 西域) under the Pax Mongolica, grapewine making was also rediscovered in China. This revival of wine was particularly attributed
to the Mongol’s love of alcoholic drinks. Even before conquering China, the Mongols
enjoyed grape wine in glass bottles, and Ogodei admitted his fatal weakness was grape wine.52
The popularity of wine in this period can be measured by a plain black-glazed jar unearthed
in Inner Mongolia (fig. 18). It shows a clear inscription of “wine bottle” (putaojiuping 葡萄
酒甁). Its elongated shape suggests it was made for storing the flavour of wine longer, like
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Roman containers and contemporary decanters. Its functionality, lack of ornamentation and
clay-based material support the popularisation of wine consumption in this period. It is
Yuan celadons and blue-and-white wares that introduced the earliest depiction of grapes on
ceramics in China.53
The interesting point to consider in this historical context is the visual representation of
grape-and-vine in Goryeo celadons, a product earlier or contemporary with Yuan China. A
particular example is a ewer with a twisted handle decorated with red grapes and vine leaves
in a sanggam (inlaid with coloured clay) technique (fig. 19). Reminiscent of Roman or Iranian
objects decorated with “inhabited imagery,” eight young boys are holding vine branches,
which are also depicted in the same technique. The technical feat of Goryeo potters is shown
in the vivid red of the grapes, which could have been achieved by manipulating volatile copper
oxide with success, a first in ceramic-making history.54 Further to its technical inventiveness,
the inhabited vine imagery reinvented itself into an image of new significance. Here, the
inhabited vine motif survived in the East Asian cultural context but with modification. The
cherubs became little boys or boy monks in the case of understanding them within the
framework of Buddhism.55 Even putting the Buddhist connotations aside, the visual idiom
of grapes with young boys in the vine scroll conjurs the image of numerous generations of
offspring and conjugal happiness. With this newly acquired meaning, the grape-and-vine
motif became an auspicious symbol and was frequently used in the decoration of textiles for
a bride’s dress.
Grapes and vines would become more common in ceramics of the Ming period. The
most popular motif was three bunches of grapes amid vine leaves (fig. 20). The motif is that
the inside of the dish is decorated with grapes in the centre and a range of flower scrolls in
the cavetto. The grapes are painted as a group of three with scrolling vines. This motif was
later faithfully copied by Islamic potters when the dishes were exported. A point to note is
that nearly all the vessels decorated with the pattern of grapes and vines are plates or bowls,
not drinking receptacles. Although the bunches of grapes with vine scrolls on the Chinese
dish meticulously deliver the very fine detail of a real plant, it is highly likely that the different
drink cultures in China and East Asia did not automatically link this vegetal motif with the
actual wine drinking scene.
In this way, Ming cermaics had already dissociated the motif from the mythic connotations
and spiritual symbolism of the West. Most probably, Chinese drink culture did not allow the
vine motif to grow to that stage. Without pervasive viticulture, bunches of grapes were
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alluded to simply as “hanging jewels” in East Asia, as noted by Yi Kyu-bo, the thirteenthcentury Korean Confucian scholar.56 The separation from the previous association of the
vine motif was finally established when grapes were more often depicted as one of several
fruits in a design than the single motif of the Ming dynasty. Vines with grapes became just
another vegetal and decorative device by dissociating itself from gods, royalty, and mysticism.
After the Yuan dynasty, China took the road of secularisation by adapting Confucianism
as the principle of its national administration. This societal change was even more prominent
in Joseon Korea, where they declared promoting Confucianism and oppressing Buddhism
the political slogan of the dynasty.57 In this cultural milieu, hyper-realism with exceptional
attention to exquisite detail become the ultimate goal of Chinese vine decoration. This
artistic trend spread to other states in East Asia. The grape-and-vine design was popular
in contemporary Korea and Japan, especially on ceramics. Many types of flasks during the
Muromachi period (1336–1573) contained the motif, reflecting the popularity of grapes. A
black lacquered wood flask shows the grape-and-vine motif in red lacquer painting (fig. 21a).
Because of its realistic depiction, it was even suggested that the vine decoration was a copy
of a particular grape painting.58 Similarly, the realistic depiction of vine branches with grapes
is found in Joseon white porcelains, usually expressed in iron-oxide brown (fig. 21b). As the
jar is not for drinking, the motif could represent a subject of the philosophical contemplation
of Confucian scholars, like in contemporary ink paintings.59 The most obvious example of
rendering the vine motif realistically is a late Qing vase of five-colour decoration (wucai). The
vase is designed with twining grape vines in openwork (fig. 21c). The pattern is so exquisitely
and vividly carved that tiny insects are clearly shown creeping on the vines. Although it
constitutes a superb technical feat of ceramic decoration, it scarcely delivers the vivacity,
blissful intoxication, or royal grandeur of a drinking feast of the West.
As with many other products and commodities along the Silk Roads, the vine motif
moved in a full circle, coming back to the West. It was done mainly through Chinese ceramic
trade of the Yuan and later periods. By that time, the area was fully Islamized and heavily
affected by the Islamic prohibition on alcohol. “There is a devil in every berry of the grape,”
states the Quran. Wine production was largely extinguished in North Africa, the Middle East,
and areas of Iranian cultural tradition.60 Rare cases exist depicting the glorification of wine
and drinking scenes in Iranian poetry and paintings. Sultan Muhammad’s painting shows the
exuberant pictorial transport of Hafiz’s poetic vocabulary (fig. 22). The visual depiction of
such alcohol-induced exhilarations was tolerated only as a Sufi allegory of mystic unity with
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God in the guise of the absolute oblivion of drunkenness.
A fifteenth-century Islamic blue-and-white dish visually sums up the changed culture of
the area. The dish is decorated with a vine motif in typical Chinese decorative style (fig. 23).
With a rugged rock cliff in the foreground, weary vine scrolls without any grapes wander the
upper parts of the inside decoration. The dish came from Samarqand, the very place famed
for its excellent wine in Chinese historical records. The vine motif fills the ceramic space with
wandering tendrils and clusters of grapes, but the glory and significance attached to wine
drinking is gone in the Islamic vine decoration. As shown in the visual representation of
grapes and vines in Ottoman tiles (fig. 24), the decorativeness and ornamental aspect became
more prominent over time. It became as meticulous, decorative and sober as its Chinese
counterpart.

Conclusion
When the motif of grapes and vines reached China through meandering routes, this visually
appealing motif had been through various stages of acclimatization. The social, political,
and ritual importance relating to wine in wine-producing regions elevated the motif to the
dimension of a vital cultural code and visual symbol, which ranged from manic revelry and
heavenly unity with mystic beings, to royalty and power. In China, this visual idiom was eagerly
received in association with something exotic and re-interpreted in the context of Chinese
culture. Without active viticulture, the motif transformed itself into beautiful design patterns
and space fillers. In addition, in the traditional East Asian cultural context, the natural appeal
of jewel-like grapes finally acquired new meanings of fertility and happiness, which curiously
reverberate with the image of Vaso Magico.
From the fifteenth century onwards, the visual idiom came back to the Islamic cultural
sphere, where no veneration of wine existed any longer. Instead, there was widespread
hostility and abhorrence towards it. In these regions, the vine motif survived cultural
obstruction by becoming an exotic motif again. This time, it came from China, being an
object for meticulous copying. While visually attractive and highly decorative, the motif
in Islamic artefacts did not conjure any further spiritual connotations such as it once had.
Coming full circle from the Iranian cultural zone to East Asia and back on the Silk Roads, the
motif of grapes and vines distanced itself from the mythic standing of spiritual significance
where wine-drinking culture had not survived. To adapt to cultural change in the regions, it
remained an efficient decorative device, losing its age-old symbolic trappings.
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Fig. 1) Chalice (and its detail). Sardonyx cup with gilded silver mounting with various precious
stones, 2nd-1st century BCE. Mounted in early 12th century CE, Alexandria, H 18, D 12, D (base) 11.
Widener Collection.

Fig. 2) Sandstone panel with grapevine.
New Kingdom, Amarna Period (reign of
Akhenaten, ca. 1353–1336 BCE). Probably
from Middle Egypt, Hermopolis (Ashmunein;
Khemenu), H 23, W 42. The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York.

Fig. 3a) Gypsum wall panel of “the Banquet
Scene.” Neo-Assyrian (654 -635 BCE), Kouyunjik
(Nineveh), Iraq. L 58.2, W 139.7, D 15.24. British
Museum, London.
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Fig. 3b) The detail of “the
banquet scene” of Fig 3a.
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Fig. 4) Vaso Magico (magic vase) Terracotta, 9th -5th century BCE,
Pompeii, H 35 D 14.2 (base), 30 (mouth). Ministero per i Beni
Culturali e Ambientali, Soprintendenza Archeologica di Pompei,
IBM, Rediscovering Pompeii: Exhibition by IBM-ITALIA, New
York City, IBM Gallery of Science and Art, July 12-September
15, 1990 (L’Erma di Bretscheider, 1990),146, plate 12.

Fig. 5) “Treading of grapes.” Mosaic in the
Amphitheatre. Roman (2 CE) Mérida (Unesco World
Heritage List, 1993), Badajoz Province, Extremadura,
Spain. Hugh Johnson and Jancis Robinson, The World
Atlas of Wine (London: Mitchell Beazley, 2013), 10.

Fig. 6) Statue of Dionysus found in Italy.
2nd century CE (arms and legs were
heavily restored in the 18th century).
Marble, H 208. Louvre Museum Ma 87
(MR 107, Richelieu Collection).
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Fig. 7). “The Great Dish” from the Mildenhall
treasure. 4th century CE, Roman Britain.
Suffolk, D 60.5. British Museum, London.

Fig. 8a) Architectural decoration with grape
motif. Palmyra Sculpture, plate 27.

Fig 9). Textile ornament (illustration), Palmyra.
Andreas Schmidt-Colinet et al., Die Textilien
aus Palmyra: Neue und Alte Funde, 47.
Fig. 8b) Funerary relief of Aqmat with grape
earrings. Japan Exhibition of Syria, plate 222.
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Fig. 10a) Silver vase strainer. Late
Sasanian, 6th century CE. British
Museum, London.

Fig. 11) Han brick relief of feasting and
drinking. Zhiyan Li, Chinese Ceramics (New
York & London: Yale University Press,
2010), 133.
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Fig. 10b) “The triumph of Dionysos,”
silver dish. Sasainan, 3rd Century CE. British
Museum, London.

Fig. 12) Detail of halo in mandorla of a
Bodhisattva outside Cave XVI at Longmen. End
of the fifth century. Susan Bush, “Floral Motifs
and Vine Scrolls in Chinese Art of the Late Fifth
to Early Sixth Centuries AD,” fig. 31.
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Fig. 13) Ewer with dancing females
within arcades. Sasanian, ca. 6th–7th
century CE. Silver, mercury gilding,
H. 34 cm. The Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York (67.10a, b).

Fig. 15a) “Wine making,” line drawing
copy of a panel. Sarcophagus (from
the tomb of Yu Hong dated 592),
Sui dynasty. H. 96. Shanxi Museum.
James C. Y. Watt et al, China: Dawn of
a Golden Age, 220 - 750 AD, 277.

Fig. 14) Glazed Earthenware of a Central Asian
man (Sogdian) with wine flask. Northern dynasties
(304-439), H 9.4. Unearthed in 1979 in Caochangpo,
southern suburbs of Xi’an, Xi’an Institute of
Cultural Relics and Archaeology. Jian Li, ed.,
The Glory of the Silk Road: Art from Ancient China
(Dayton: The Dayton Art Institute, 2003), Plate 81.

Fig. 15b) “The Banquet scene,” funerary bed
(attributed), from Anyang in Henan province
or from the vicinity of Zhangdefu in Hebei
near the Shanxi border. Dark grey limestone.
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
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Fig. 16) Parcel-gilt silver box and cover.
7th -8th century, Tang. H. 8. Eskenazi,
Early Chinese Metalwork in Gold and Silver
(London: Eskenazi, 2011), 33.
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Fig. 17) Mirror with “lion and grape.” D
15.2cm, Tang. Private collection.

Fig. 18) Black-glazed wine jar (known as “chicken-leg jar”) and its shoulder with Chinese characters
of “wine jar”(detail). Yuan dynasty, H. 43, D. 4.4 (mouth), 8.5 (base). Inner Mongolia. Annie Chow
and Wee-Wan Tang, eds., The Silk Road in Inner Mongolia (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press,
2007), 173.
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Fig. 19) Celadon with sanggam and copper
oxide decoration. H. 34.5, Widest dia. 14.4.
Goryeo. National Museum of Korea, Seoul.

Fig. 21a) Sake Flask, lacauer, Japan.
Muromachi Period, 16th century. Cleveland
Museum of Art.

Fig. 20) Detail of a Chinese blue-and-white dish,
painted bunches of grapes, 1403-24. D. 41cm.
British Museum, London.

Fig. 21b) Porcelain vase, Joseon. H 53.3 cm, D
(mouth) 19 cm, D (bowl) 43.3 cm, D (base) 18.6
cm. Ewha Women’s University Museum, Seoul.
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Fig. 21c) Underglazed five-color porcelain vase (the detail). Second year of
Emperor Xuantong reign, late Qing. H. 41.5, D. 11 (mouth), 12.8 (base). Hunan
Provincial Museum.

Fig. 22) “Allegory of Worldly and
Otherworldly Drunkenness,” folio
from the Divan of Hafiz, Sultan
Muhammad (active first half 16th
century), ca. 1531–33. Attributed to
Iran, Tabriz. H 28.9, W 18.1. The
Metropolitan Museum, New York.
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Fig. 23) Fritware painted under the glaze. Dish
with Vine. Uzbekistan, probably Samarqand
1400-50. Victoria and Albert Museum (C. 2061984), London.

Fig. 24) Underglazed tile with grapes and
vine leaves. Damascus, Syria, late 16th century,
Ottoman period. H 25.5, W 26.5, D 2. Harvard
Art Museum (1985.279).
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Ali Bey Hüseyinzade and His Impact on National
Thought in Turkey and the Caucasus
UMUT UZER

Ali Bey Hüseyinzade (1864-1940) was one of the most significant
Azerbaijani Turkish intellectuals in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, formulating Azerbaijani national identity around its Turkish,
Islamic and territorial dimensions. His solution to the ambiguities of
the identity crisis among the Turkic-Muslim people of Azerbaijan was
Turkification, Islamization and Europeanization for the Turkic and Muslim
peoples of the Caucasus and Ottoman Turkey. Ali Bey Hüseyinzade1 was
an influential Azerbaijani Turkish intellectual who had a direct impact on
Turkish nationalists in the late Ottoman Empire and early Republican
Turkey. Hüseyinzade’s formulation of the triple processes of Turkification,
Islamization and Europeanization spread among the Azerbaijani and
Ottoman Turkish intellectuals in their respective countries. This article aims
to discuss the ideas of Ali Bey Hüseyinzade, especially regarding nationality,
religion and Westernism and their impact on intellectuals and policy makers
in the Caucasus and Turkey. His physical odyssey from Tsarist Russia into
the Ottoman Empire is indicative of his ideological proclivities and his
subsequent influence on the Turkish-speaking peoples in the two major
empires in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Keywords: Ali Bey Hüseyinzade, Turkish nationalism, Caucasus, Azerbaijan,
national identity
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He is also known as Hüseyinzade Ali Turan in Turkey, and Eli Bey Hüseyinzade in Azerbaijan.
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The Transition from a Religious Community to a Nation:
What Is the Name of the Nation?
I will employ the term Azerbaijani Turks instead of Azeris or Azerbaijanis when referring to
the Turkish-speaking people of the Caucasus, following Audrey Altstadt (1992) and Ebulfez
Süleymanli (2006).2 The Azerbaijani Turks were one of the first Turkic peoples to attain
national consciousness, partly due to the emergence of a national bourgeoisie in the region
and their support for education and publishing. Industrialists such as Haci Zeynelabidin
Tagiyev, who gained his wealth in the oil industry, supported the establishment of a number
of schools including the Women’s Teachers School (Darül Muallime Mektebi) in Baku in
1901 and the publication of newspapers such as Hayat (Life) and Füyuzat (Abundance)
(Süleymanlı 2006, 46-47).3 Azerbaijani enlightenment in the nineteenth century resulted in
an identity change of Azerbaijanis from that of a religious community into nationhood. We
can categorize the time period from 1870 to 1918 as a nation building process, whereas the
years between 1918 and 1920 can be dubbed a nation-state process corresponding to the
first independence period of the Azerbaijani Republic. During the former period, literary
figures such as Mirza Fetih Ali Ahundov (1812-1878) wrote plays in plain Turkish so that
they would be intelligible to the common people. He even advocated adopting the Latin
alphabet for his people and met a number of Ottoman intellectuals in Istanbul to discuss
his plans for the implementation of his ideas. Moreover, Ahundov was critical of religion
and ironically, despite his anti-national outlook, contributed to the emergence of national
consciousness in Azerbaijan. Interestingly, it should also be specified that Ahundov labelled
his people the “Muslim nation” despite his anti-religious views (Süleymanlı, 2006, 60-63,
142). It should be pointed out that this was a transitionary period when identities were very
much in the making.
It should be noted that the most influential figure in the rise of national consciousness
among the Turks of Russia was the Crimean intellectual Ismail Gaspıralı (Gaspirinsky).
Through his newspaper Tercüman (The Interpreter) and his new method schools, a common
Turkish language was articulated which was intelligible for all the Turkish peoples of Russia
(Süleymanlı 2006, 68-69) and beyond, most significantly in Ottoman Turkey. Previously, the
first Azerbaijani Turkish newspaper Ekinci (Reaper) was published in Baku in 1875 by Hasan
Bey Zerdabi, who emphasized the centrality of the Turkish language which, in his judgment,
had been lost in history and needed to be rediscovered. He also pointed out the significance
of national unity and focused on the problems of the common people. Subsequently, Ekinci,
accused by Russian authorities of having a pro-Ottoman editorial line during the RussoTurkish war in 1877, was closed down (Süleymanlı 2006, 73-76). Interestingly, numerous
Turkish language newspapers and journals were published in Tbilisi such as Ziya (Light)
2

3

It could be argued that the majority of the Azerbaijanis consider themselves Azerbaijani Turks; however, at the
governmental level, there is an emphasis on the territorial nationalism of Azerbaijani national identity.
Tagiyef had contacts with the Ottoman Sultan Abdülhamit and contributed to an orphanage being built in Edirne in Ottoman Turkey (Imanov 2003, 12).
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in 1879 and Ziya-i Kafkasiye (The Caucasian Light) in 1882. In 1883, the journal Keşkul
was published by Celal Ünsizade in the same city. Consequently, until the 1920 Bolshevik
occupation, there were more than 150 Turkish publications in Baku, Ganja, and Tbilisi
(Süleymanlı 2006, 76-77, 84). In sum, by the end of the nineteenth century, Azerbaijanis were
defined as Turks thanks to the efforts started by the Ekinci newspaper (Süleymanlı 2006,
79) and in the pages of numerous books, newspapers and journals by the Muslim Turkish
intellectuals of the Caucasus.

Ali Bey Hüseyinzade and His Ideological Odyssey
Ali Bey Hüseyinzade, also known as Eli Bey Hüseyinzade in Azerbaijan or as Hüseyinzade Ali
Turan4 in Turkey was born in the town of Salyan, Azerbaijan, in 1864, and died in Istanbul
in 1940. His father, Molla Hüseyin Hüseyinzade, was a teacher at the Muslim School in
Tbilisi, which the young Ali attended and at which he studied Arabic, Persian and Turkish. In
1875, Hüseyinzade started attending Tbilisi Classical Gymnasium where he learned Russian,
Latin, French and German (Bayat 1998, 9-10). However, he was highly critical of the Muslim
School in Tbilisi, arguing that he had mastered none of the languages taught at the school,
not even his native Turkish. He argued, “Even though I was a Turk, I did not learn Turkish.
Even though I was a Muslim, I did not comprehend the Quran.” He was also of the opinion
that when he had attended the Classical Gymnasium in the same city, they had to learn Latin
and Greek, which were of no use in his judgment (Bayat 1998, 46). In other words, he was
very much unsatisfied with his education.
Later on, in 1885, he attended the Department of Mathematics at St. Petersburg
University in Russia. At the same time, he audited a number of courses in the Department
of Turcology. Hüseyinzade shared the same dormitory with other Azerbaijani intellectuals
such as Ahmet Ağaoğlu (Agayef) and Tbilisi-born Ali Merdan Topçubaşı (Topcubaşov), who
graduated from law school in 1888. Eventually, Hüseyinzade graduated from St. Petersburg
University in 1889. In St. Petersburg, Hüseyinzade Ali came across pan-Slavism among
students and scholars as well as intellectuals in the Russian capital. After graduation, he
moved to the Ottoman Empire with his family in 1889 and became classmates with the
Young Turk Abdullah Cevdet at the Medical School in Istanbul, where he would later start
teaching. As he had joined the Committee of Union and Progress (CUP) soon after its
establishment, he had a close relationship with the Young Turk leaders and had an impact
on their ideological formations. Hüseyinzade was as much an activist as he was a thinker,
demonstrated by his joining the Ottoman army in the Turco-Greek war of 1897. In fact,
under the influence of his grandfather, Hüseyinzade developed a special affinity and sympathy
towards Turkishness which was the reason for his enrolment at the Military Medical School in
the Ottoman capital. This was a politically active university, and among his classmates, there
were revolutionary Young Turks such as Abdullah Cevdet, Şerafeddin Magmumi, Ibrahim
4

Sevil Garaşova (2004) gives 1854 as his date of birth.
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Temo, Cenab Şahabettin, Rıza Tevfik, Baha Şakir, Dr.Nazım, and Ishak Sukuti (Bayat 1998,
10-11).5
His classmate Abdullah Cevdet characterized him as a “mysterious” thinker, whose
impact he argued resembled that of a “prophet” among the younger students at the Medical
School. Ali joined the Committee of Union and Progress in Turkey as several of his classmates
were already part of this underground organization (Bayat 1998, 11-12). It is evident from
his own narrative that he joined the CUP after it was established as Ishak Sukuti asked him to
contribute to the Committee and told him that he was now registered as a member.6 In other
words, he was not one of the founders of the Committee as has been claimed by certain
scholars but rather joined the CUP at a later date.
Hüseyinzade defended his friend Abdullah Cevdet against accusations that he was not
a pious Muslim. Quite the contrary, argued Hüseyinzade, all Cevdet wanted to do was to
eradicate superstitions from Islam and his most important contribution to intellectual life in
Turkey was that he had taught the Turkish youth about Western education and to think in
a free manner absent of fanaticism.7 Despite the anti-nationalism of Cevdet, Hüseyinzade
supported him either for personal reasons as the two were friends in the past or due to the
Westernism of the former, an idea shared by Hüseyinzade as well.
At the same time, he tried to soften his Azerbaijani dialect by reading the books of the
Turkish author Halit Ziya Uşaklıgil. In 1895, Ali graduated from the medical school with the
rank of captain and joined Haydarpaşa Military Hospital as an assistant at the Dermatology
and Syphilis Department. During this time, he met Ziya Gökalp (1876-1924), the most
significant ideologue of Turkish nationalism, who benefited from the ideas of this highlyeducated intellectual.8 In 1897, Ali Bey joined the Ottoman army in the Turco-Greek War
as a doctor (Bayat 1998, 12). As the Ottoman authorities closed in on the Young Turks,
Ali had to flee to the Caucasus where he continued his publications. He attended the First
Russian Muslims’ Congress in Nizhni Novgorod in 1905, and with the financial support of
the Azerbaijani oil tycoon Zeynelabidin Tagiyef, Ali and Ahmet Ağaoğlu started publishing
Hayat, which was formally owned by Ali Merdan Topçubaşı (Topcubaşov). The newspaper
was closed down in 1906. However, two months later, the weekly Füyuzat appeared and was
published continuously until 1907 (Bayat 1998, 12, 14, 16).
In 1911, Hüseyinzade Ali returned to Istanbul and joined the Central Committee
(Merkez-i Umumi) of the Committee of Union and Progress as well as the Turkish Hearths,
a Turkish nationalist organization. Prior to World War I, he was among those opposed to
the war, but after the conclusion of the war, Ali lobbied European countries on behalf of
the Turkic peoples of Russia, demanding cultural and political rights for his people. In 1919,
5

6

7
8

Needless to say, all these figures were not ethnic Turks but to a large extent part of the Young Turk movement.
For Topçubaşı, see Imanov (2003, 24).
“Ittihat ve Terakki Nasil Kuruldu? Ubeydullah Efendinin Oynadigi Roller” Tan Gazetesi, March 7, 1938 Bayat
(1998, 333-334).
“Abdullah Cevdet” Içtihat, 1932 (Bayat 1998, 329-330, 332).
While another source claims Ziya Gökalp met Ali Bey in 1896, their ideological affinities as well as the latter’s
influence on Gökalp are beyond doubt. See Uca (1997). For Gökalp see Uzer (2013).
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he was sent into exile in Malta by the British occupiers of Ottoman Turkey. However, he
managed to evade his prospective captors (Bayat 1998, 19-20, 23). In fact, he was supposed
to attend the Paris Peace Conference as part of the Azerbaijani delegation chaired by Ali
Merdan Topçubaşı but was prevented by the British and the French (İmanov 2003, 156, 160)
from embarking on this journey.
In 1916, Hüseyinzade together with Yusuf Akçura and Ahmet Ağaoğlu attended a
conference in Lausanne, Switzerland, of the captive peoples of Russia and prepared a petition
to the American President Woodrow Wilson asking for religious and cultural freedoms in
Russia. (Landau 1995, 15). Consequently, he returned to his homeland in 1918 to help the
independent Azerbaijan Republic but had to flee after Bolshevik rule was instituted in the
Caucasus9 in 1920.
Regarding his family life, Hüseyinzade got married to Edhiye in 1912, and subsequently
they had three children, Saide (Santur), Feyzaver (Alpsar) and Selim Turan. Among his
children, his son Selim became a famous sculptor in Turkey and France. It is quite possible
that Selim inherited Hüseyinzade’s artistic talents as his father liked to play the violin and
enjoyed painting (Bayat 1998, 26-28). Among Ali Bey’s scholarly works, as a medical doctor,
he had written on the bubonic plague and syphilis and he had translated the works of
Friedrich Schiller and Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations as well as Goethe’s Faust into Turkish
(Bayat 1998, 42-43).
In 1924, Hüseyinzade started working at the Turkish Ministry of Education, Copyright
and Translation Committee in Ankara and in 1926 he attended the Baku Turcological
Congress together with Professor Fuat Köprülü. The same year, he became a professor at the
Medical School of Istanbul University (Önen 2005, 186; Kırımer 1965, 64). In 1926, he also
attended the Azerbaijani Literature Society’s conference where he argued for approaching
the West in cultural matters, as well as going down to the people, the peasant, the worker and
the masses. Only through a dialog between the intellectuals and common people as well as
between the Eastern and Western civilizations could there be progress in national cultural
life, he argued (Garaşova 2004, 314).
The very same year, because of his contacts with former unionists such as Finance
Minister Cavit Bey, he was arrested for the assassination attempt on Turkish President
Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, but he was eventually acquitted. He continued to teach at the Istanbul
University Faculty of Medicine until 1933. At the same time, he took the family name Turan,
as now it was compulsory for all Turkish citizens to choose an official surname. In 1940, he
died of cardiac arrest and was buried in Karacaahmet Cemetery in Istanbul.
In sum, Hüseyinzade Ali can be described as an ideologue of Turkish nationalism,
including pan-Turkism, who believed in the rejuvenation of the Turkish people from the
Caucasus, Central Asia, Crimea and Kazan to Istanbul, by adopting a Westernist outlook with
emphasis on Turkish literary and cultural revival.

9

Ekitap.kulturturizm.gov.tr/dosya/1-177723/h/alibeyhuseynzadeturan.pdf
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Life and Abundance:
The Ideological Odyssey in the Hayat and Füyuzat Publications
The question of identity was of paramount concern for the Turkic intellectuals in Russia. As
the Azerbaijani Turks were vacillating between Russian and Persian cultures, Hüseyinzade Ali
was among those who characterized the identity of South Caucasian Muslims as Turkish. On
June 10, 1905, in the Hayat newspaper, Ali Bey started writing a series of articles titled “Who
are the Turks and who are they composed of ?”(sic). The author lamented, “There are those
among us who do not know that Uzbeks, Kirgiz, and Bashkirs are Turks. We have numerous
writers who, although being proud Turks, are unaware of who the Turks are and who they
are composed of.” In other words, he envisaged a single Turkish nation and language. Ali Bey
also was the precursor of Ziya Gökalp on the triple processes of Turkification, Islamization
and modernization. In fact, he had a direct impact on Gökalp through his publications.
The truth of the matter was that they had met back in 1894. As far as this formulation is
concerned, Ali Bey wrote for the twenty third edition of Füyuzat in 1907: “The path of
Füyuzat is Turkism, Islam and Europeanism.” He characterized the journal as being full of
Turkish and Islamic sentiments, and having fully integrated into the European civilization
(Bayat 1998, 31-32; Garaşova 2004, 313).
Gökalp and Hüseyinzade worked together in Salonica and attended the congresses of
the CUP together. In fact, Gökalp, writing for Yeni Mecmua (New Journal) in 1918, mentioned
the fact that he had used the library of Ali Bey for his own research. According to Ali Canip
Yöntem, Gökalp was more influenced by the writings in Füyuzat rather than face-to-face
interactions with Ali Bey. Consequently, Gökalp came to appreciate this influence on him
and on Turks in general by calling Hüseyinzade a prophet (yalvaç) (Uca 1997, 169, 171, 174).
Needless to say, this was an open admission of Hüseyinzade Ali’s ideational influence on Ziya
Gökalp.
Hüseyinzade had also noteworthy opinions about interclass conflict, advocating harmony
by coining the motto “Salvation is in love” (Uygur 2010, 154; Bayat 1998, 33). However, he
demanded equality for all classes, especially for the oppressed classes, who should be liberated
from the aggression of despotic classes by giving land to the peasants. In addition to these
demands, he also called for autonomy for the Caucasus, freedom of religion and conscience
for Muslims and liberty for the development of the Turkish language (Garaşova 2004, 311)
Ali Bey Hüseyinzade also argued that “We have no salvation except Islam” (Kengerli 2008,
120). While it is difficult to decipher this statement, especially in the context of Russian
Turks, protection of Islam was synonymous with the protection of the Turks. In fact, in his
ideas, there was no outward expression of religiosity and Islam and Islamization were used
more as ideological tools to cover his extreme Turkism and Westernism.
In the Azerbaijani context, Ali Bey Hüseyinzade could be considered as the leader of the
school of “romantic Turkism” which included Ahmet Ağaoğlu, Mehmet Emin Resulzade,
Abdullah Saik, Hüseyin Cavit and Ahmet Cevat among its proponents. Turkism or Turkish
nationalism was an integral part of Azerbaijani romanticism in the nineteenth and early
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twentieth centuries until the Soviet occupation of 1920 when all these figures were declared
reactionaries, counter-revolutionaries and pan-Turkists. Of course, Hüseyinzade Ali’s
influence extended far beyond the Caucasus to almost all the Turkic groups in the Russian
Empire, and especially towards Ottoman Turkey. The romantics believed in the cultural unity
and elevation of the entire Turkish world, whereas the realists such as Mirza Celil advocated
an Azerbaijani ideology. The influence of especially Hüseyinzade on the Ottoman elite and
the latter’s influence on the Azerbaijani literary elite can be defined as a mutually constitutive
relationship of the ideational world of the Turks of the Ottoman Empire and the Caucasus
(Kengerli 2008, 13-19).
Fellow Caucasian Turks such as Muhammed Hadi viewed Hüseyinzade as a “genius
and honourable master,” whereas Abdullah Saik saw his biggest aim as being to liberate the
Azerbaijanis from Persian and Russian influence (Kengerli 2008, 24, 26) The Molla Nasreddin
journal on the other hand emphasized Azerbaijani Turkish, which was spearheaded by Celil
Memmedkuluzade (Kengerli 2008, 29). However, it should be recognized that the concept of
general Turkish literature as well as Azerbaijanis’ identification as part of the Turkish nation
remained in currency until the 1930s when both Füyuzat and Molla Nasreddin were labelled as
the “ideological tools of millionaires” and as being pan-Turkists, pan-Islamists and stooges
of the Ottomans. It was only in the 1980s and more so after the second independence in
1991 that Hüseyinzade and other romantic nationalists’ legacy was recognized in an objective
manner (Kengerli 2008, 37, 45, 63).
Hayat (Life) advocated cleansing Persian and Russian influence from Azerbaijani culture.
In its pages, Hüseyinzade expressed his belief in pan-Turkism while at the same time,
formulated the triple processes of Turkification, Islamization and Europeanization, very
much having a deep impact on Ziya Gökalp (Sarınay 1994, 58; Akçura 1981, 161-163).10 Of
course, the latter was to use the term modernization instead of Europeanization. It should
also be noted that these triple ideologies were depicted on the Azerbaijani flag during the first
(1918-1920) and the second (1991-) independence periods by blue, green and red colours
respectively (Süleymanlı 2006, 87).
Writing for Hayat on July 2, 1906, Ali praised the peoples of the Caucasus for seeking
liberty and depicted the Caucasian Turks as the most ardent lovers of liberty among Turks
emanating from their nomadic roots. He characterized the people of the Caucasus as “as
beautiful as angels.” Other Caucasian peoples such as Circassians, Lezgis, and Georgians were
also praised for their quest for independence and liberty against Russians.11
Füyuzat, which means abundance or enlightenment (Landau 1995, 13), was published
under the editorship of Hüseyinzade Ali between 1906 and 1907. It was the successor to
the Hayat newspaper (published between 1905 and 1906) which was closed in 1906 by the
censor committee composed of a significant number of Armenians. It is also noteworthy
that the Hayat newspaper included the note “It is a Turkish newspaper” under its masthead.
10
11

Also see Orkun (1944, 67-69).
The whole article “Kuh-i Gafves-i Simurg” can be found in ekitap.kulturturizm.gov.tr/dosya/1-177723/h/
alibeyhuseynzadeturan.pdf
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Füyuzat, which was owned by the Azerbaijani oil tycoon Haci Zeynelabidin Tagiyev (18381924), on the other hand, described itself as a “weekly Turkish Islamic journal.” Among the
contributors to the journal, one could mention Hasan Bey Melikzade Zerdabi, Mirza Elekber
Sabir, Hüseyin Cavid, Mehmet Emin Resulzade, Abdullah Saik, and Abdullah Cevdet. Poems
and articles from Abdulhak Hamit Tarhan and Recaizade Mahmut Ekrem from Turkey
were also published in Füyuzat (Uygur 2010, 150-152; Kengerli 2008, 91). The journal was
criticized by numerous intellectuals both in Azerbaijan and elsewhere in the Turkish world
for its extensive usage of Ottoman, hence Arabic-Persian, vocabulary. The dean of cultural
pan-Turkism Ismail Gaspıralı, while praising the newspaper, also pointed out that a simpler
language should be employed so that the common folk would be able to understand it much
better. On the other hand, Azerbaijani literatus Mehemmed Aga Sahtahtli (Sahtahtinski) was
of the opinion that the literary language should be the language spoken by the people (Uygur
2010, 157-158). In fact, he characterized the people as Azerbaijani or the Azerbaijani nation.12
It would be correct to point out that the majority of Azerbaijani intellectuals, including
those in the Müsavat party, defined themselves as Turkish. Only after the consolidation
of Communist rule would the concept of Azerbaijani be reintroduced (Süleymanlı 2006,
111, 123). For instance, the extraordinary envoy of independent Azerbaijan to the Ottoman
Empire in Istanbul Ali Merdan Tobçubaşev (1865-1934) in the booklet The Establishment of
Azerbaijan, prepared in 1918 for the major powers of the world, referred to the people of his
country as Azerbaijani Turks and to a lesser extent Muslims. Only once did he refer to them
as the Azerbaijani nation (İmanov 2006, 13-15, 19). This state of affairs demonstrates the fact
that the Turkish identity of Azerbaijanis had the upper hand, at least among the intellectuals
of that country.
Another nationalist intellectual, Hasan Sabri Ayvazov, on the other hand, said that as they
took their outfit from Europeans and their headgear from the Jews, why not take the language
from the Ottomans as it had evolved into a perfect language. Similarly, Ali Bey argued that the
ultimate zenith of all the Turks’ language would be the Ottoman language (“başka yerdeki
Türklerin lisanı … hepsinin kıblegah-i tekamülü yani en son varacağı yol Osmanlı lisanıdır”)
(Uygur 2010, 161). The Ottoman influence on the Azerbaijani romantic nationalists came
through a literary current called Servet-i Fünun (Wealth of the Sciences) and by literary figures
such as Tevfik Fikret. The fact of the matter was that the latter was a believer in Ottomanism
and cosmopolitanism, but his literary attraction had a serious impact on Hüseyinzade. On
the other hand, ideologically, Mehmet Emin Yurdakul with his simple Turkish poems had a
more significant impact on Turkish nationalism. His Turkish Poems, which started by stating “I
am a Turk. My religion and nation are sacred” was to have a direct influence on Azerbaijani
Turkish nationalists such as Ali Bey Hüseyinzade and Mehmet Emin Resulzade. Hüseyinzade
was to openly admit this influence in his article in the Terakki (Progress) newspaper on April
10, 1909, and in 1914, he called Yurdakul “the great poet of Turan” (Kengerli 2008, 20412

Published in Keşkül No. 15, 1890, and the Kaspi newspaper on May 1, 1891 (Süleymanli 2006, 108). Another
figure Mehmet Kuluzade in 1917 spoke about the Azerbaijani nation and language even though a decade earlier
he had preferred the concept Turkish language and Turkish nation (Süleymanli 2006, 109).
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205, 229-230). To clarify one point, the concept of Turan denoting unification of all Turkish
peoples into a single state was rather common among Azerbaijani intellectuals. For example,
the poem published in Füyuzat on August 7, 1907, by Abdulhalik Cenneti with the title “We
Are Turanians” (Turanlılarız), demonstrated the fact that pan-Turkism was more common in
Azerbaijan than Turkey. In this poem, Cenneti wrote, “We are Turanians, possessors of fame
and glory.” Similarly, another nationalist figure Ahmet Cevat characterized Turan as a sacred
Kaba, in a sense supplanting the holy site in Mecca where Muslims go on pilgrimage.13
Regarding his conceptions of the past and present, Hüseyinzade Ali did not fetishize the
past. While being proud of Azerbaijani Turkish history, he wanted to focus on the present
and the future for the necessities of the age (Kengerli 2008, 349). In other words, he was a
modernist with one foot in the national legacy of his own people.
The fact that Füyuzat included Arabic-Persian composites derived from Ottoman Turkish
made it unintelligible for an average Azerbaijani Turk. Ali Bey’s response was that Istanbul
Turkish should be taken as the source of inspiration in efforts to create a common literary
language and that Azerbaijani Turkish, which had grammatical difficulties, was still evolving
and its vocabulary was inadequate, making it unsuitable to be a literary language (Uygur 2007,
57-58).
Molla Nasreddin, published between 1906-1931 in Tbilisi and later in Tabriz and Baku, on
the other hand, was a satirical journal, whose editor Mirza Celil Memedgülüzade supported
the transformation of the spoken language into the literary language. This journal appealed
to the common people whereas Füyuzat was attractive to the educated elite. Editorials in
Molla Nasreddin claimed to have been printed “in the clear mother tongue of the Turk” and
contributors also argued that it was Istanbul which has “Arabized the Turkish language”
(Uygur 2007, 58-59). It should be evident from the quotation above that there was an element
of Turkish national identity in the pages of Molla Nasreddin, and they were critical of excessive
usage of Arabic and Persian vocabulary common in some sections of the Ottoman literati.
Erdoğan Uygur, a contemporary scholar, having analysed Füyuzat and the Azerbaijani
Turkish press in general, characterized the position of these journals as having contributed
to the “Turkish Renaissance.” One of the main objectives of Füyuzat and Hüseyinzade was
to transcend local identities and separate nationalization projects as well as the Sunni-Shia
schism among the Turkish peoples. In fact, Ali Bey specifically said, “We need to go towards
unity. We need to progress towards unity” (sic).14 He also wrote a short poem in 1907 entitled
“Shia-Sunni,” which asked “As their enemy of life is threatening the parties, o hoja (i.e.
preacher) what is this question of Shia and Sunni?” (Bayat 1998, 128), depicting the SunniShia schism as nothing but “fanaticism.” Characterizing all Crimeans, Kazan Tatars and
other Turkic peoples as Turks, he called for them to become more powerful by increasing
their populations and developing healthy and wealthy individuals. He also emphasized the
eradication of ignorance. It should also be added that in this article, he re-published his
13

14

“Turanlılarız, sahib-i şan u şerefiz biz” (Kengerli 2008, 363-364). Cevat wrote, “Turan öyle bir mukaddes
Kabe’dir ki, her bir taşı Gölgesinde yere düşer Türk’ün eğilmeyen başı” (Kengerli 2008, 378).
“Ittihad itmeliyiz, ittihad. Ittihada togri Terakki itmeliyiz” (Uygur 2010, 155).
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poem, calling for the fraternal relations of Hungarians and Turks.15
The worldview of Füyuzat was summarized by a commentator named Ahmed Kemal
in the last edition of the newspaper as being a believer of Islam, full of European ideas and
advocating European outfits for the Azerbaijanis. He continued that the paper was against
despotism, aristocracy, capitalism and exploitation of the people and was also supportive of
liberty, democracy and human rights including those of the proletariat (Uygur 2010, 164).
Füyuzat was accused of being reactionary, racist and Turanist during the Soviet era
(Uygur 2007, 61) as Soviet authorities rejected all forms of nationalism and tried to obliterate
them. Hence, all forms of national identity were discredited throughout the Turkic areas of
the USSR.

Hüseyinzade Ali’s Introduction of Turan to Turkey
Hüseyinzade Ali had been advocating Turkish unity including his triple formulation of
Turkification, Islamization and Europeanization (Türkleşmek, İslamlaşmak Avrupalılaşmak)
(Uygur 2010, 156) from the nineteenth century onward. In 1904, in the paper Türk, where he
wrote under the pseudonym Ahmet Turani, Hüseyinzade pointed out that all Turks should
be proud of the legacy of Genghis Khan and Timur (Tamerlane). These were great historical
figures, in his judgment, who contributed to the unification of the Turks. Consequently, Turks
living around the world should get to know each other and establish cultural links. Fellow
nationalist Yusuf Akçura called Hüseyinzade Ali a poetic Turanist who had not pursued the
idea systematically (Akçura 1981, 158-160), denoting the unification of all Turanian peoples.
Akçura was referring to the poem below as Hüseyinzade was one of the few nationalists who
openly called for unity with Hungarians with his poem:
You are our brothers O the nation of Hungarians,
The origins of both of our forefathers are from Turan,
We all belong to the same religion, all worshippers of God.
Is it possible for the Bible and the Quran to separate us?16

This poem went beyond the contours of pan-Turkism, reaching out to the Hungarians.
However, his Turanian ideal was limited to this poem as he did not pursue this aim any
further in his activities and publications.
One could argue that he was the person who introduced Turanism, as I employ it
interchangeably with pan-Turkism, to Turkey, and influenced Gökalp on this issue as well as
15
16

“Mektub-ı Mahsus” in Türk Gazetesi, 24 Tesrin-I Sani 1904 (Bayat 1998, 303-304).
Sizlersiniz ey kavm-i Macar bizlere ihvan
Ecdadımızın müştereken menşei Turan
Bir dindeyiz biz, hepimiz hakperestan,
Mümkün mü ayırsın bizi İncil ile Kuran (Önen 2005, 112).
This poem was written around 1892 according to Bayat (1998, 93).
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the triple processes of Turkification, Islamization and Europeanization. On August 18, 1906,
in the journal Hayat, Hüseyinzade Ali Bey defined his identity as “I am a Turk, a Caucasian
Turk, a Muslim Turk and a Muslim human being. Therefore, it follows that I was born with
these four attributes, I have to live with these four characteristics” (Bayat 1998, 11). He
summarized his ideas with the following quote denoting that Turks were to be “With Turkish
blood, Islamic faith and European outfit” (Garaşova 2004, 312). In this formulation, we can
see his advocacy of the idea of Turkification, Islamization and Europeanization.
Hüseyinzade offered a synthesis between Turkification, Islamization and Europeanization,
having been influenced by European trends and ideas through Russian intellectuals as well
as nineteenth century Young Ottomans such as Namık Kemal and Şinasi (Garaşova 2004,
318-320) Furthermore, he advocated unification of the Azerbaijani and Caucasian Turks
with the Ottoman Empire for total salvation of Turks living in these different geographies
(Süleymanlı 2006, 89).
The following examples demonstrate the fact that Hüseyinzade’s ideas had a direct
bearing on Azerbaijani politics. Writing for the Açık Söz newspaper in 1915, the leader of
independent Azerbaijan Mehmet Emin Resulzade called for “Turkification, Islamization and
Modernization” and argued that “our nationality is Turkish” (Süleymanlı 2006, 123). On
June 27, 1918, the cabinet of the independent Republic of Azerbaijan declared the Turkish
language the official language of the country (Süleymanlı 2006, 133). Resulzade was adamant
that Azerbaijanis were “authors of the first Turkish drama” and “the first Turkish opera
composer” was an Azerbaijani. Furthermore, they were “the first among the Turks of Russia
to publish a newspaper, the first to eradicate denominational conflicts … and finally the first
to declare a republic in the Muslim World” (İmanov 2003, 9). Therefore, Resulzade, while
emphasizing a special role for Azerbaijanis in the Turkish world, also expressed opinions very
much in line with the ideas of Hüseyinzade, and Gökalp.
Going back to the worldview of Hüseyinzade, loyal to his Young Turk roots, he also
talked about the benefits of constitutionalism and compared the Ottoman and Russian
empires, contrasting the former’s contraction and loss of territories with Russia, which
because of the promulgation of the constitution and the parliament, had gained ever more
territories and strength (Bayat 1998, 54). In other words, the establishment of a constitutional
monarchy was the major aim of all Young Turks in Turkey and the Caucasus and those living
as exiles in numerous European cities.

Azerbaijani Turkish Nationalism
and the Fate of the Ottoman Turks
The Azerbaijani romantics were intrinsically related to the fate of the Ottomans, demonstrated
by their interest in the re-conquest of the city of Edirne in 1913 or the military defeats of
the Ottoman Empire during WWI. In their writings, there was a constant reference to Turan
(Kengerli 2008, 66-68) and the common destiny of the Turkish peoples. In fact, Ahmet
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Cevat, one of the romantic nationalists together with Abdullah Şaik and the latter’s elder
brother Ahund Yusuf Talibzade, joined the Ottoman army as part of the volunteer army
of the Caucasus. Eventually, Talibzade was to join Enver Pasha in Turkestan and die there
in 1923 (Kengerli 2008, 87-88) while fighting against the Russians. We see similar efforts of
joining the Ottoman army or serving the Ottoman Turks as doctors or educators among
figures such as Hüseyinzade Ali, Yusuf Akçura and Ismail Gaspıralı. The reason for this state
of affairs emanated from their belief in the unity of all Turkic peoples in the world.
To demonstrate this political orientation, we could quote the future Azerbaijani president
Mehmet Emin Resulzade, who in his book Asrımızın Siyavuşu (The Leader of Our Century)
wrote, “We are Turks and sons of Turks” and called for the establishment of “a new Turan”
which would be composed of states culminating in a federation (Kengerli 2008, 156-157).
As Young Turk leaders, Dr. Nazım and Dr. Bahaeddin Şakir argued, Hüseyinzade Ali’s goal,
similarly, was to achieve Turkish unity (Türk ittihadı) from the Adriatic Sea to China, in which
linguistic unity would be the first step (Önen 2005, 130).
Furthermore, on numerous occasions, Ali Bey moved from the theme of general panTurkism to specific war fronts and political issues in Turkey and Azerbaijan. For instance,
Ali Bey Hüseyinzade wrote a poem about the Gallipoli campaign during World War I in
1915, defining the homeland as “the land of Islam” where the “Turkish banner” would fly
for eternity, characterizing Gallipoli as “the gate of Turan” given to the Turk by God (Bayat
1998, 113-114). Here, we see a close amalgamation between Islamic and Turkish themes.
In 1918, he wrote for the newspaper of the Red Crescent, reporting his journey to
Ganja, the first capital of the Azerbaijan Republic. It was at this time that Ottoman armies
entered Azerbaijan to help them gain their independence. He wrote, “Azerbaijan and Anatolia
are complementing each other.” As Anatolia had neglected trade and industry, “Azerbaijani
Turks” had lost their martial qualities due to Russian occupation but focused on trade.
As Azerbaijan “is liberated from captivity” with the help of the Ottoman Turks, Anatolia
could be liberated from economic poverty with the assistance of Azerbaijanis. He wrote
poetically and allegorically that Mount Erciyes in Turkey was now uniting with the Caucasus
Mountains,17 calling this, in fact, unification of Turkey and Azerbaijan.
His fellow countryman Ahmet Ağaoğlu’s letters to Hüseyinzade Ali, which are preserved
at the Aegean University in Izmir, Turkey, also demonstrate this nationalistic world view.
Mostly sent in 1922, Ağaoglu refers to Hüseyinzade Ali as a comrade having worked for the
well-being of the Turkish world (Türk Alemi) with utmost enthusiasm. Ağaoğlu also praised
Ali Bey for having taught the Turks life after death, meaning the nationalistic ideal (Özkaya
2011).18
Hüseyinzade also had great confidence in Kemal Atatürk, claiming that “independence
can only be achieved through faith in Kemal” (Bayat 1998, 141). In the same vein, just like
other nationalists, Ali Bey was supportive of Atatürk even though he was accused of being
part of the assassination attempt against Atatürk. To reiterate, Ali Bey was acquitted of all
17
18

“Azerbaycan’da Düşündüklerim,” July 24, 1918, Hilal-i Ahmer (Bayat 1998, 308-309).
For the archives at the Aegean University, see http://huseyinzadealituran.com/arsiv_hakkinda.
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charges regarding this incident.
In conclusion, Hüseyinzade was one of the most influential Azerbaijani Turks, as far as
Turkish nationalism was concerned, in his homeland and in Turkey, to whom Turkish unity
was the central theme in his worldview. He was among a group of emigres from tsarist Russia
who contributed to the political, intellectual, academic and cultural life of the late Ottoman
and early republican Turkey.

Conclusion
Ali Bey Hüseyinzade should be viewed as a monumental link between the Turks of the
Caucasus, especially Azerbaijan and Ottoman Turkey. This article demonstrated the evident
interrelationship between the ideational world of these different geographies and how their
ideas influenced their respective intelligentsia. This interaction was mutually constitutive
as Ottoman writings and intellectuals influenced the Azerbaijani literati and vice versa. In
addition to his belief in a single Turkish world, he endeavoured to eradicate sectarian rifts
between the Sunnis and the Shias and create gender equality in Turkish and Muslim societies.
Therefore, Ali Bey was part of the reformist nationalist pan-Turkist movement very much
under the influence of Ismail Bey Gaspıralı who had initiated the jadid movement in Tsarist
Russia among the Turkic peoples.
The adoption of Turkish national affiliation was essential for those ethnic groups who
were ambivalent about their personal and national identities, while at the same time, in his
judgment, Turks had to accept Westernization, which was the right path for their survival and
scientific development. At that point in history, religious and sectarian as well as geographical
identities had the upper hand, whereas for nationalists such as Ali Bey, Turkishness was
the most crucial element of the national identity of Azerbaijanis and other Turkic peoples.
Through a number of publications including newspaper articles, Hüseyinzade was able to
spread his message to the intellectuals in Azerbaijan and the Ottoman Empire. His modernist
approach to nationalism, religion and Westernism was influential on Turkish nationalist
thinkers as well as constituting a mutually interactive national space between the Caucasus,
Anatolia, the Balkans and beyond.
Hüseyinzade Ali Bey was denigrated during the Soviet era, emanating from that period’s
ideological preferences. Needless to say, the Soviet authorities were opposed to nationalist
ideas coming from the Turkic peoples of the USSR. He, together with other Azerbaijani
intellectuals such as Ahmed Ağaoğlu and Mehmed Emin Resulzade, were accused of panTurkism and pan-Islamism who “needed to be exposed” and destroyed at an intellectual level.
These nationalist thinkers throughout the Soviet era were presented as the class ideologues of
Azerbaijani capitalists and exploiters of the toilers. They were also accused of being “racists,
chauvinists, reactionaries,” and Hüseyinzade in particular was accused in the Azerbaijan
Soviet Encyclopaedia as having denied the independence of Azerbaijani literature and being
under the influence of Ottoman literature (Garaşova 2004, 301-304). These attacks, especially
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coming from the local communists, seemed to have simmered down in the 1980s as a number
of academics started commenting positively on Azerbaijani nationalist thinkers such as
Hüseyinzade Ali and Ahmed Ağaoglu (Garaşova 2004, 306) After the second independence
of Azerbaijan in 1991, a statue of Hüseyinzade Ali was erected in his hometown of Salyan
demonstrating the acceptance of some of his ideas by the new Azerbaijani government, but
not those pertaining to all-Turkish unity (Bayat 1998, 2).
In the twenty first century, the close relationship between Turkey and Azerbaijan
continues in the formulation of “one nation, two states,” stated by the leaders of Azerbaijan
and Turkey. However, due to reasons beyond the scope of this study, the relationship is not
as close as Hüseyinzade would have preferred. As has been demonstrated throughout this
article, his vision was the formal unity of the two peoples in a single state. Different Turkic
states, Turkey and Azerbaijan included, follow their own national interests which might not
be commensurate all the time.
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Opinions on the Turks’ Turkic Translation Activities
in the Period of Taspar Qagan
KÜRŞAT YILDIRIM

There is a variety of opinions about the first translation activities within
the Turkic Empire. It is widely believed that some Buddhist sutras were
translated into the Turkic language in the period of Taspar Qagan (572-581).
This theory is based on certain arguments: Some Turks practiced Buddhism,
Buddhist monks translated sutras in the center of the Turkic Empire, Taspar
brought sutras from China and had them translated, and the monarch of
Northern Qi had a sutra translated and sent to Taspar. However, in my
opinion, these arguments lack credibility. This article, which is based on
primary Chinese sources, will question the likelihood of such translation
activities having occurred.
Some Chinese records for these claims exist: Da Tang Nei Dian Lu (大唐內
典錄) and Xu Gao Seng Chuan (續高僧傳) by the Buddhist monk Jinagupta
and the records of Hui Lin in Sui Shu (隋書) and Wen Xian Tong Kao (文獻
通考). These are known as “primary sources.” Secondary sources, namely
contemporary history and language studies, such as those in books and
articles, must be based on primary sources. It can be seen that claims relating
to the first Turkic translation activities at the time of Taspar are mainly
derived from secondary sources, and that the arguments in these secondary
sources vary. Sometimes researchers make suppositions on the existence of
information that is not referred to in primary sources. However, this is not
normal practice. If a researcher relies on unknowns for the evidence of
information existing, it can cause false information, ideas and anachronisms
KÜRŞAT YILDIRIM (kursatyildirimtr@yahoo.com) is an associate professor in the History Department, the Faculty
of Letters at Istanbul University.
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to be created.
It is important that primary sources, such as the Chinese sources
mentioned above, be translated correctly in language and history studies. If
only a word is mistranslated, very different results may occur. Mistranslating
or misinterpreting a primary source allows conclusions to be reached that
are not supported by dissemination of information from primary sources.
This can mislead experts and result in information that is not correct being
considered as being true.
As well as helping to prevent such misinterpretations occurring, another
aim of this paper is to question the interpretations of the first Turkic
translations in contemporary studies on history and language. The origin of
such assessments will be explored and the validity of that information will
be examined.
Keywords: Taspar Qagan, Jinagupta, Hui Lin, Translation Activities,
Buddhism, Mistranslation, Misinterpretation

Introduction
It has been said in the field of Turkic history and Turkic language studies that some Buddhist
sutras were translated into the Turkic language in the period of Taspar Qagan (572-581) of
the Turk Qaganate. Such an idea is derived from four points: Taspar’s safeguarding of certain
Buddhist monks in his palace, his presence at Buddhist worship, his request to bring some
sutras from Northern Qi (550-577), and the Northern Qi’s will to translate a sutra from
Chinese to Turkic.
First of all, certain opinions in regard to the translation activities in the Turkic palace,
and the Northern Qi’s translation and the delivering of a sutra for the Turk Qagan need to be
explained. Firstly, the origin and validity of such information needs to be considered. There
are also some other issues which need to be addressed: The activities of an Indian Buddhist
monk named Jinagupta who lived in the Turkic palace under the protection of Taspar Qagan,
Qagan’s relations with the Chinese monk Hui Lin who was captured and brought by the
Turks to the palace, Qagan’s request that some sutras be brought from China, and China’s
desire to have a sutra translated into the Turkic language for Qagan. Let us now examine
these issues one by one:

Jinagupta
Jinagupta (Sanzang (Tripiṭaka) Dharma Master Dunajueduo 三藏法師闍那崛多) was born in
Gandhara in northern India. He left the country with his master and companions to spread
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dharma, and they reached China after three years. The monk lived there for 20 years,
learned Chinese and engaged in activities relating to Buddhism and translation. When the
Northern Zhou state banned Buddhism and Taoism in 574, Jinagupta and his comrades were
prosecuted, but were allowed to leave China. Jinagupta subsequently progressed northward
to return home from China. In fact, monks in such a desperate situation were either invited
or coerced by Taspar to stay in the Turkic palace, where they continued their activities for
over ten years, finally returning to the Chinese capital in 584 or 585.1
Information about Jinagupta was recorded in only two Buddhist sources located in Taishō
Shinshū Daizōkyō: Da Tang Nei Dian Lu (大唐內典錄) and Xu Gao Seng Chuan (續高僧傳). It can
be understood from the records that Jinagupta didn’t know Turkic, and so didn’t engage in
Turkic translation. In other words, there is no information suggesting that he did. Moreover,
it is accepted by some scholars2 that the Sanskrit letters of the Bugut inscription that existed
in 582 were written by Jinagupta.
First of all, if Jinagupta knew the Turkic language, Taspar Qagan would have had a
Turkic text on Bugut. Secondly, although we know that the monk lived for 20 years in China,
learned Chinese, “which is the language of where they live” (as recorded in his biography)
and engaged in Buddhism and translation activities, we don’t have any knowledge about the
monk’s foreign language abilities, other than Chinese. Although some researchers suggest
that Jinagupta “knew the languages of foreign countries and was familiar with the scripts
of distant lands” and thus imply that Jinagupta knew Turkic,3 others emphasize that he was
involved in Chinese translation.4
In his role as a master, Jinagupta was in charge of Buddha practices in the Turkic palace.
It is understood from his two biographies: Xu Gao Seng Chuan and Da Tang Nei Dian Lu that
monks and disciples came with 260 new sutras and were requested to translate their titles and
amend old catalogs. These monks and disciples, named Bao Xian, Dao Sui and Seng Tan,
who took refuge with the Turks after China’s banning of Buddhism, were Chinese or people
that had become integrated into Chinese culture. Their language was Chinese. They were in
the East between 575-581 and collected 260 new sutras. Of course, as their sutras were in
Sanskrit, the translation activities of the “refugee” monks in the Turkic palace were SanskritChinese. Furthermore, if Chinese sources mention “translation,” it would mean that one of
the languages is Chinese, unless a separate statement is included.
Some researchers, including Kljaštornyj and Livšic5 and S. Barutçu Özönder, believe
1

2

3

4

5

Da Tang Nei Dian Lu 大唐內典錄 (Taishō Shinshū Daizōkyō, Tokyo, 1922-1933, V. LV, text 2149, 276/b17-c18); Xu
Gao Seng Chuan 續高僧傳 (Taishō Shinshū Daizōkyō, V. L, text 2060, 433/b07-434a/19).
Gerard Clauson, “The Foreign Elements in Early Turkish,” in Researches in Altaic Languages, ed. L. Ligeti (Budapest: Akademiai Kiado, 1971), 48; S. G. Kljaštornyj and V. A. Livšic, “The Sogdian Inscription of Bugut Revised,” Acta Orientalia Hungarica XXVI, 1 (1972): 78-79.
Denis Sinor, “The Establishment and Dissolution of the Türk Empire,” in The Cambridge History of Early Inner
Asia, ed. D. Sinor (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 314.
Peter Zieme, Religion und Gesellschaft in Uigurischen Königreich von Qočo (Opladen: VS Verlag für Sozialwissenschaften, 1992), 11; H. J. Klimkeit, “Türk Orta Asyasında Budizm,” Selçuk Üniversitesi Türkiyat Araştırmaları Dergisi 26
(2010): 96.
Kljaštornyj and Livšic, “The Sogdian Inscription,” 78.
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that Jinagupta and his comrades were heavily involved in concentrated translation activities
at that time, and that they translated certain sutras into Turkic, including even those written
for Taspar Qagan.6 Two expressions used by Özönder, namely “Turkic translation” and
“translation was done for Taspar Qagan,” are taken directly from Kljaštornyj and Livšic.
However, while she refers to Liu Mau-Tsai,7 Liu’s pages are about the partial translations of
Da Tang Nei Dian Lu and Xu Gao Seng Chuan, and there is no mention of Turkic translation
in his work. Özönder also refers to Buddhism activities among Turks, and to Gabain, Zieme
and Sinor. However, Zieme doesn’t believe in a Turkic translation,8 and states “We don’t
know whether Buddhist sutras were translated into Turkic by Jinagupta and his comrades.
Because there is no concrete evidence, we may assume that monks translated Hindi texts to
Chinese in the steppe empire.”
Klimkeit also supports the idea that the monks provided Chinese translations.9 Ahmet
Bican Ercilasun repeats Özönder’s opinions in his History of Turkish Language,10 and Denis
Sinor cautiously says:11 “Together they engaged in the study, cataloguing, and translation into
Chinese (and perhaps also into Turkish) of the 260 Sanskrit works they had brought from
India.” It is important to note that as Sinor is aware of the mention of Turkic translation
being absent from the primary sources, he only makes the suggestion in a parenthetical form.
There is another problem related to the time Jinagupta spent in the Turkic palace. Some
researchers say or imply that he was a Buddhist missionary who was dispatched to convert
Turks to Buddhism. Some researchers12 even insist on Jinagupta being a missionary, suggesting
that Jinagupta had a special mission to convert Turks to Buddhism. It is also believed that
Jinagupta lived among the Turks between 574-584, and aimed to teach Buddhism to the
Turks.13 However, as there is no such mention of that being the case in the relevant pages of
Gabain’s14 and Kljaštornyj and Livšic’s works, it would seem that this theory is only based on
their own opinions. Moreover, although there is indirect mention of missionary activities,15
no reference to such can be found in the primary sources on the missionary of Jinagupta, and
some would be required to prove his missionary status. Jinagupta was compelled to remain in
the Turkic palace by the insistence of Taspar during his return from China where Buddhism
S. Barutçu Özönder, “Eski Türklerde Dil ve Edebiyat,” in Türkler, ed. H. C. Güzel, K. Çiçek, and S. Koca (Ankara: Yeni Türkiye Yayınları, 2002), 484.
7
Liu Mau-Tsai, Die Chinesischen Nachrichten zur Geschichte der Ost-Türken (T’u-Küe), I (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1958), 36-39.
8
Zieme, Religion und Gesellschaft, 12.
9
Klimkeit, “Türk Orta Asyasında,” 96.
10
A. Bican Ercilasun, Başlangıcından Yirminci Yüzyıla Türk Dili Tarihi (Ankara: Akçağ, 2004), 129.
11
Sinor, “The Establishment and Dissolution,” 314.
12
Osman Turan, Türk Cihân Hâkimiyeti Mefkûresi Tarihi (İstanbul: Ötüken, 2013), 82; Mehmet Aydın, “TürklerinDînî
Tarihi Üzerinde Bir Değerlendirme,” Selçuk Üniversitesi Türkiyat Araştırmaları Dergisi 4 (1997): 4.
13
Ahmet Taşağıl, Gök-Türkler I (Ankara: Turk Tarih Kurumu Basmevi, 1995), 28.
14
A. von Gabain, “Buddhistische Türkenmission,” in Asiatica: Festschrift Friedrich Weller, eds. J. Schubert and U.
Schneider (Leipzig: Otto Harrassowithz, 1954), 161-173.
15
Özönder, “Eski Türklerde,” 498, note. 16.
6
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was forbidden, and even Xu Gao Seng Chuan records that Jinagupta was kept down by Turks.16
There is therefore no point in making any claims about him being a Buddhist missionary.
After China had calmed down, and Jinagupta had the opportunity, he returned to the Chinese
capital.
If Taspar kept monks as a political move, possibly for their value as translators, religious
translations were completely infeasible for this purpose because, according to Chinese
sources about the Turkic Empire, there were no widespread Buddhist practices in the Turkic
palace. Moreover, there is no direct correlation between the occurrence of Buddhism and
Turkic translation. If translation had been conducted, there would at least be a Turkic aspect
to the Bugut Inscription. Furthermore, Jinagupta stayed for four more years in the palace
after the death of Taspar in 581. As the monk continued to live in the palace during the reign
of two qagans who had no interest in Buddhism, it is most likely that he was kept there for
political purposes.

Hui Lin
Sui Shu (隋書) states that a Buddhist monk named Hui Lin (惠琳), who was living in Northern
Qi, was captured by the Turks and brought to the Taspar’s palace. Taspar was impressed by
Hui Lin’s speeches and built a monastery and a pagoda. He stopped eating meat and began
to spend time at his new pagoda. Taspar subsequently dispatched an envoy with gifts to
request sutras, such Vimalakirti Rirdesa, Nirvana, Avatamsaka and Sarvastivada Vinaya, from
Northern Qi.17 This information is also recorded in Wen Xian Tong Kao (文獻通考).18
It is known that Northern Zhou (557-581) built a Buddhist monastery in Chang’an
between 557-560 for Turks who lived in Chang’an to express friendship between the Eastern
Turkic Empire and Muhan Qagan.19 Moreover, the Wang Bao Inscription in this monastery
describes the bravery and honesty of Turks.20 It is therefore possible to say that there were
some Buddhist influences at the beginning of the Taspar period, and that Taspar might have
encountered Buddhism before Jinagupta and Hui Lin. Although some researchers21 believe
that Buddhism had limited influence on Turks, other researchers22 claim that Buddhism had a
greater impact. In my opinion, Taspar was only an admirer of Buddhism and it is important
to note that there is no record of Taspar’s conversion to Buddhism. Nevertheless, recorded
16
17
18
19

20
21

22

Xu Gao Seng Chuan, 433/c26.
Sui Shu (Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1997), 1865.
Wen Xian Tong Kao (Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 2006), 2687c.
X. Tremblay, “The Spread of Buddhism in Serindia: Buddhism among Iranians, Tocharians and Turks before
the 13th Century,” in The Spread of Buddhism, eds. A. Heirman and S. P. Bumbacher (Leiden: Brill, 2007), 107.
Liu, Die Chinesischen Nachrichten, 38-39.
Gabain, “Buddhistische,” 165; J. Peter Laut, Der Frühe türkische Buddhismus und seine Literarischen Denkmäler (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1986), 2.
Louis Bazin, “Turcs et Sogdiens,” in Mélanges Linguistiques Offerts à Emile Benveniste, ed. Émile Benveniste (Louvain: Peeters, 1975), 42; İbrahim Kafesoğlu, Türk Millî Kültürü (İstanbul: Ötüken, 2003), 103.
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activities such as Taspar stopping eating meat, his walking around his pagoda,23 his collecting
of monks and his Buddhist activities in his palace24 indicate his Buddhist sympathies.
Some writers say that Taspar had sutras translated due to the influence of Hui Lin. This
opinion, which first appeared in Kljaštornyj and Livšic’s article, probably derived from the
request to Taspar’s envoy for sutras. However, there is no record of the actual delivering of
sutras to Taspar, and it would seem that only guesses can be made in regard to their translation.
Although there are indications of Taspar’s interest in Buddhism, it is necessary to know
the original source of Taspar’s Buddhist practices. How did monks record these practices?
According to Chinese sources, Taspar became a Buddhist thanks to Hui Lin. He even
regretted not being born in China.
First of all, it was known that Hui Lin was a prisoner among the Turks, and then he
returned to China. Records are only concerned with Taspar’s activities; other events that took
place in the palace are not recorded. However, if someone in the palace was worshipping
Buddha, it would seem that this would certainly have been recorded. It can therefore be
assumed that only Taspar engaged in Buddhist practices, and the way that the events are
recorded makes the reader consider the possibility that Taspar worshipped secretly. It would
also seem that information relating to Taspar’s worshipping of Buddha and his admiration
of the Chinese must be derived from the prisoner Hui Lin’s private reports. After Hui Lin
returned to China, he probably wanted to clear himself and increase his status as a Turk
expert. On the other hand, it is possible that Taspar had used Hui Lin against China, such as
was the case with Jinagupta. In fact, it is impossible to know exactly what happened unless
new documents appear.

Turkic Translation Decree of Northern Qi’s Ruler
From a record in Ce Fu Yuan Gui (冊府元龜):
“At the end of the reign of Wuping (570-575), the Northern Qi ruler, Hou Zhu,
ordered Liu Shiqing (entitled Shizhong), who was the greatest expert of non-Chinese
languages at that time, to translate Nie (Mahāparinirvāṇa) Sutra into the Turkic language
to present to the Turk Qagan. He commanded Li Delin (entitled Zhongshu Shilang) to
write the preface.”25

The record is very clear. There is only a decree to translate a sutra into the Turkic language
23

24
25

According to Şinasi Tekin, Hui Lin was sent by Northern Qi to the Turks in the period of Taspar. The monk
insisted on the qagan building a monastery but the qagan didn’t accept it. Şinasi Tekin, Uygurca Metinler II. Maytrısimit (Ankara: Erzurum Atatürk Üniversitesi, 1976), 22. Tekin referred to Otto Franke’s book; however, there
is no such information in the book. Otto Franke, Geschichte des Chinesischen Reiches, II (Berlin: De Gruyter, 1930),
245.
Sinor, “The Establishment and Dissolution,” 314.
Ce Fu Yuan Gui (Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1989), 4020b.
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and to write a preface for it. We don’t know whether the translation was done or not, and
there is no record of a translated book being delivered to the qagan. On the other hand,
many researchers accept that a translation was completed and delivered to the qagan, and
some suggest that Taspar had the sutra translated. However, such opinions are not based on
primary sources, and they have led to many inaccurate views being taken.
Laut says that Taspar was in communication with Buddhism, and that this is a historical
reality. Laut goes on to claim that Taspar built a monastery, and that Buddhist texts were
translated and delivered by his request.26 However, Laut’s opinions about Turkic translation
aren’t supported by the primary sources. He refers to Gabain. Peter Golden claims that:27
“During his reign, Liu Shih-ch’ing, who knew “the languages of the Barbarians of the four
compass points” was asked to translate the Nirvâna-Sùtra into Turkic by the Northern Ch’i
Emperor. This was sent to the Türk Qagan.” In this, Golden refers to pages 34, 36-37, and
43 of Liu Mau-Tsai’s work. However, Liu’s pages are about the biography of Liu Shiqing in
Bei Qi Shu, the biography of Jinagupta in Da Tang Nei Dian Lu and Xu Gao Seng Chuan and
the relations between Taspar and Hui Lin in Sui Shu (page 1865), and there is no evidence of
Golden’s claims in these records.
Similarly, Edouard Chavannes writes that Li Delin was ordered to write a preface; but
not that the book was to be delivered to the Qagan, and does not provide any information
relating to the completion of the translation, or the delivering of it to the Qagan.28 Another
statement that can easily be debunked is Ahmet B. Ercilasun’s suggestion in his History of
Turkish Language that Nirvāṇa Sūtra is the first Turkic translation in history,29 a statement
which is not supported by any Chinese source. Peter Zieme, for example, says there is only
an order to translate the sutra into the Turkic language.30
The biography of Liu Shiqing in Bei Qi Shu states that:31 “(Liu) Shiqing was ordered to
translate Nie (Mahāparinirvāṇa) Sutra into Turkic as a gift to Tujue (Turk) Kaqan. Li Delin
(titled Zhongshu Shilang) was ordered to write preface of it.”32
In short, it cannot be claimed, according to primary sources, that a sutra was translated
into Turkic, delivered to the Qagan, presented by an envoy or that a translation was made.
26

27
28

29
30
31
32

Laut, Der Frühe Türkische Buddhismus, 2: “Erst Muhan Kagans jüngerer Bruder und Nachfolger, Tapar Kagan,
steht in einem historisch gesicherteren Verhältnis zum Buddhismus. Es wird berichtet, daß er einen Tempel
errichten ließ und auf seine Bitte hin in China buddhistische Schriften in das Türkische übersetzt und ihm
geschickt wurden.”
Peter Golden, An Introduction to the History of the Turkic Peoples (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1992), 151.
“Heuo tchou l’invita à traduire en langue T’ou-kiue (turque) le Nie-p’an king (Mahāparinirvāṇa sūtra) afin
d’envoyer (cette traduction) au kagan des T’ou-kiue; un décret impérial ordonna au tchong-chou che-lang Li
Tö-lin de composer une préface por cet ouvrage.” Edouard Chavannes, “Jinagupta (528-605 aprés J.C.),” T’oung
Pao, II/6 (1905): 345.
Ercilasun, Başlangıcından Yirminci Yüzyıla, 85.
Zieme, Religion und Gesellschaft, 11.
Bei Qi Shu (Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1997), 267.
Liu Mau-Tsai translated this record correctly. “Kaiser Hou-tschu befalh (Liu) Schi-ts’ing, das Nirvâṇa-Sûtra in
die Sprache der T’u-küe zu übersetzen, um es dann dem khagan der T’u-küe zu schenken. Er beauftragte den
Tschung-schu-schi-lang, Li Te-lin, ein Vorwort dazu zu schreiben.” Liu, Die Chinesischen Nachrichten, 34.
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Conclusion
In terms of the translation activities that were said to have been performed during the reign
of Taspar Qagan, the following conclusions can be reached.
Information about the residence of Jinagupta at the Turkic palace can be found only in
Da Tang Nei Dian Lu and Xu Gao Seng Zhuan, and there is no mention of Turkic translation
activities in these two sources. It therefore appears to be more likely that the monk was
engaging in Sanskrit-Chinese cataloging and translating.
Other points that need to be made in regard to the validity of these claims are there are
only Chinese sources on this topic, some of which haven’t been translated or interpreted
correctly in language and history studies.
There is no evidence that Jinagupta knew the Turkic language, although as he completed
Hindi-Chinese translations, he would have known Chinese and Hindi, like other monks of
the period.
Although Taspar Qagan clearly was interested in Buddhism, it cannot be decisively
claimed that he actually believed in Buddhism and that those in the Turkic palace were
Buddhists. Therefore, there is no evidence for the need to make a Turkic religious translation.
Jinagupta and his comrades were most likely held in the Turkic palace by the Turks for
political purposes. There is no conclusive evidence that they were missionaries, and it seems
more likely that they were political refugees in exile.
While Hui Lin may well have had a religious influence on Taspar, that does not mean
that Taspar and others in the Turkic palace were Buddhists. There needs to be a clear record
in primary sources for this conclusion to be reached. It is also not known if Taspar’s books
came from China, and in fact we do not have any information about their Turkic translation.
While it seems to be certain that the Northern Qi ruler ordered the translation of a sutra
to give to the Turks as a gift, it is not known whether this translation was actually made and
whether it was ever delivered to the Turkic qagan. It would seem that if the translation had
been made and delivered to the qagan, there would be a clear record of this having occurred.
It can therefore be concluded that these views about the first Turkic translation basically
derived from secondary, not from primary sources, or to put it another way, researchers have
presumed the existence of some information which wasn’t recorded in primary sources, and
such presumptions have led to false information and ideas. In my opinion, there were no
Turkic translation activities at the time of Taspar Qagan.
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Pax Sinica is a historiographical term, modeled after the original phrase Pax
Romana. It refers, in Latin, to a Chinese-provided peace which in turn is used
to describe an era of peace in East Asia sustained by Chinese hegemony.
In historical terms, both the Pax Sinica of the Eastern hemisphere through
Han China and the Pax Romana of the Western hemisphere through Rome
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world of the Pax Sinica generated a number of positive results such as the
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Introduction
Some dramatic economic transformations and political intrusions affected the Eurasian
geopolitical space in the final decades of the twentieth century. On the one hand, the
economic rise of China attracted lots of attention and was labeled a success story by the
Western world. On the other hand, in December 1991, fifteen new states emerged in Eurasia
from the ashes of the Soviet empire.1 All these newly independent former Soviet Union
republics struggled to rebuild their economic base in an era of globalization. Consequently,
this remarkable increase in independent states at the heart of Eurasia gave rise to a number
of convoluted political, legal, environmental and economic problems.
China and the newly independent former Soviet republics made some efforts to
strengthen bilateral ties and improve cooperation on different fronts to overcome those
convoluted problems. After the transitional years of the 1990s, the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization (SCO) under the leadership and the financial backing of China became an
essential component of the Eurasian political landscape. The organization established a new
sort of cooperation among Eurasian nations ranging from the former Soviet space to Iran to
Pakistan to India. The SCO member states have handled many issues related to geopolitics,
Eurasian security, the economy, and regional politics.
Throughout its long history, China had intense commercial and cultural interaction with
its hinterland. Indeed, in recent times, China’s economic and diplomatic influence in Eurasia
has been on the rise. Although China is now a global power, it has not always been one.
Arguably, until the early 2000s, it was first a fast-growing regional power, and before the
beginning of the reforms in 1979 a vast but isolated country, incapable of asserting itself
vigorously in global affairs. However, up until the eighteenth century, China was by far the
world’s largest and most vibrant economy. At this junction, it is important to remember that
the fundamentals of the British Industrial Revolution were established by transferring critical
technologies from China to the West through the Silk Road.
In 2013, in Kazakhstan, President Xi Jinping revealed the commencement of the Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI), confirming China’s long-term strategic, security and economic
objectives in Eurasia. The new Silk Road project(s), also known as BRI, is promoting
infrastructure along with land and sea trade between Europe and Asia with a total investment
from Beijing that could well exceed a trillion dollars. The initiative also forms the nexus of
power, culture, and commerce which is now at the center of China’s foreign policy. Currently,
China’s BRI, which has become the centerpiece of China’s economic diplomacy in Eurasia,
has already started to transform the outlook of the region. This foreign policy initiative uses
Pax Sinica as modus vivendi for rewarding developments. Consequently, it would be fair to assert
that Xinjiang and Central Asia play a crucial role in the success of this initiative.2 On the other
1

2

In this article, Eurasia is considered a single continent circumventing the social construct dating back to antiquity. Eurasia in geographical terms refers to the entirety of the European and Asian landmass. In that sense,
Eurasia encompasses approximately 55 million sq. kilometers, which corresponds to slightly over one-third of
the earth’s total land area containing three-quarters of the global population.
Xinjiang is one of the People’s Republic of China’s ethnic “autonomous” regions, a province that officially allows
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hand, the growing Uyghur demand for a separate homeland and continuing ethnic tension in
Xinjiang pose some challenges to China’s authority in the region.3
The magnitude of the BRI is indicated through some spectacular numbers and has
far-reaching implications for Eurasia in particular and the globe in general. For instance, the
territory in question comprises a substantial part of global trade generating more than half
of global economic output and is home to three-quarter of the world’s population while
holding an estimated three-quarters of proven global energy reserves. Most certainly, the
initiative would put China at the center of global economic gravity and create a genuine
potential vis-à-vis the changing global geopolitical arrangement.
This study will argue that the rise of China alters the geopolitical landscape in Eurasia. The
dynamics behind this changing perspective have been unveiled through a renewed interest in
the old Pax Sinica. Notably, economically less developed and politically unstable areas of Eurasia
may benefit from Pax Sinica-facilitated political or economic strategic planning, which in turn
would help in maintaining much-desired stability and much-needed economic development
in the region. However, inescapably, the concept also finds its applicability in the entirety
of Eurasia highlighting the Chinese hegemonic posture. After presenting a comprehensive
overview of geopolitics in regards to Eurasia and the Silk Road, this article will elucidate the
concept of Pax Sinica from a historiographical point of view. The subsequent sections will
delve into Chinese geopolitics within the framework of a more significant Eurasian geopolitical
panorama designating Pax Sinica as a Chinese foreign policy motto to increase its influence and
control over Eurasia. The final section will investigate the rationale behind the formation of the
China-Russia axis through the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO).

Geopolitics as a Conceptual Framework
This study utilizes a geopolitical method of analysis to elucidate the significance of a Pax
Sinica along the Silk Road. In this article, the term “geopolitics” is defined as being the study
of international relations “from a spatial or geocentric viewpoint, the understanding of the
whole … being its ultimate object and justification” (Parker 2015, 2). The first use of the
term “geopolitics” is associated with the Swedish political scientist Rudolf Kjellen in an 1899
article (Chapman 2011).

3

special social, religious and even political rights for the ethnic minorities native to the region. However, in the region, these privileges are not always applied. There is no doubt that China has strategic issues at stake in Xinjiang.
Throughout Chinese history, this province has been one of the vast buffer zones shielding the core of China from
foreign attacks and influences. However, equally, Xinjiang has long served as a key trade route for Chinese commerce through the notorious Silk Road, connecting mainland China to Central Asia, the Middle East and Europe.
Today, Chinese strategists are looking back to the old Silk Road routes as a way to safeguard economic security.
Central Asia possesses vast energy resources, which are indispensable for future Chinese economic development.
In that sense, Xinjiang offers an essential passageway to Central Asia. This geopolitical aspect reinforces Beijing’s
perceptions about the need to keep the Uyghurs and other ethnic minorities under control.
The large Uyghur diaspora in Central Asia comprises approximately 300,000 people based mainly in Kazakhstan
and Kyrgyzstan.
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Geopolitics is essential to the understanding of the behavior of human societies organized
into complex, geographically well-defined systems. Evidently, in modern times, this approach
has translated itself to the study of nation-states. While the methodology of geopolitics is
inherently spatial, its subject matter draws heavily from other social sciences. Notably, three
intertwined notions, namely, economics, war, and politics, are instrumental in understanding
the behavior of nation-states. They are an indivisible entity together establishing the reality
of the nation-state. Subsequently, the nation can be viewed as a wealth-producing and wealthdefending structure connected through a complex web of domestic and foreign relations
performed by individuals governing the nation-state. Geopolitics offers an overarching
approach by eliminating these distinct spheres of economics, military, and politics, which in
turn provides a more coherent picture of the social reality of the nation-state. Political and
military power continually influence economic life and vice versa. It is impossible to imagine
war, peace or development without taking into account politics and economics. Equally,
it is inconceivable to think of domestic or foreign policy without weighing economic and
military matters. In crude terms, the abovementioned three aspects are only conceived to
organize human activities into manageable pieces. The reality is only seemingly made more
manageable, and in fact, is falsified. The conventional classification of these aspects imagines
distinctions that don’t exist and complexities that hide rather than expose the nature of the
problem at hand (Friedman 2008).
There is no doubt that geopolitics is also an abstraction, but it has the virtue of not
creating imaginary distinctions. By adding a layer of simplification, geopolitics provides a
more comprehensive view of reality. In a way, geopolitics can be presented as a quest for the
center of gravity of reality. Most certainly, the factors and actors at play are never entirely
political, military or economic. However, they are neglected and deemed insufficient because
they are considered too simple. The idea of using geopolitics to understand the rationale
behind Pax Sinica in Eurasia is to set the essential parameters and distinguish the broad
direction of this study.
This article’s model of applied geopolitics starts with geography. It looks at how
mountains, plains, rivers and mineral resources constrain a nation’s political, security and
economic imperatives. Political geographers believe that power is firmly rooted in the physical
nature of the world itself.
Geopolitical thinking matured significantly at the fin de siècle with the intensification of
imperialist map coloring. The unequivocal global dominance of the West translated itself
to some political mottoes such as “la mission civilisatrice,”4 “Manifest Destiny,”5 “white man’s

4

5

La mission civilisatrice was one of the mottoes of French colonial expansion under the Third Republic, referring
to the period from the late 1870s all the way to the beginning to the decolonization period in and around World
War II. For further information see Brunschwig 1960
This American slogan first revealed in 1845 indicated a political philosophy to support 19th century US territorial expansion. According to the central tenets of this approach, the United States was destined – by God – to
advance democracy and capitalism across the entire North American continent.
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burden,”6 or “ein Platz in der Sonne.”7 Within the parameters of this sort of global political
climate, Halford Mackinder (1861-1947) of the United Kingdom, Friedreich Ratzel (18441904) of Germany and Alfred Mahan (1840-1914) of the United States started to emphasize
the connection between history and geography.
Any discussion about Eurasian geopolitics must start with the seminal work of Sir
Halford Mackinder The Geographical Pivot of History. He referred to the Eurasian continent
as the “world-island” containing two-thirds of the world’s population and identifying the
defining nature of certain geographic relationships, particularly the “Pivot” or “Heartland”
area of Eurasia (Mackinder 1904). His work stressed his concern that one power or alliance
of powers could gain control of Eurasia and use that region’s resources to dominate the
world (Tuathail, Dalby, and Routledge 2016).
Another eminent scholar of geopolitics, Nicholas J. Spykman, considered geography
the preeminent factor in international relations because it was this subject’s most enduring
characteristic. The Geography of the Peace built upon Mackinder’s work in a much more extensive
and focused manner (Spykman 1944). He highlighted two main geographical entities in
international politics, namely the Old World and New World. The Old was composed of four
geographical features. The heartland was Eurasia’s core and followed Mackinder’s heartland
(Petersen 2011). The Rimland was also similar to Mackinder’s inner crescent. However, the
third Old World feature included a circumferential maritime belt covering the Baltic, the
North Sea, and the Mediterranean to the Sea of Okhotsk. The fourth and final feature was
offshore islands such as England, Japan, Australia, and Africa (Cohen 2009).
The term “Eurasia” is rooted in classical theories and concepts of geopolitics, particularly
the concepts of “pivot” and later “heartland.” Although Eurasia is a highly debated, contested
and elusive term with different meanings and perceptions in time and space, this article will
rely upon the geopolitical aspect of Eurasia to describe a Pax Sinica along the Silk Road.

Pax Sinica in Historical Context and the Ancient Silk Road
Throughout history, it is possible to observe a number of periods facilitated by a politically,
economically, militarily or culturally dominant power. For instance, the Pax Assyriaca was
set to describe an extended period of military-enforced peace in the Neo-Assyrian Empire
during the 7th century BCE in regions that included mostly Mesopotamia and the current
Levant. The Pax Mongolica was established in the 13th century after the initial invasions of
the Mongolian armies and the creation of the extensive Mongolian Empire. The following
6

7

This Anglo-Saxon foreign policy motto originated from Rudyard Kipling’s poem about the Philippine-American
War (1899-1902) encouraging the American colonization of the Philippines and supporting imperialism as a noble
enterprise of civilization. To some extent, it is conceptually related to the American policy of Manifest Destiny.
This imperialist foreign policy motto of the German Empire was adopted at the end of the 19th century after
the German reunification with the intention of turning Germany into a first-rate global power through new
overseas colonies. The intellectual origins of the phrase belong to German Foreign Secretary Bernhard von
Bülow.
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peaceful time was called the Pax Mongolica where stability, peace, development of culture
and economic growth ruled the land. It helped to diffuse different ideas through cultural
expansion and trade routes all around Eurasia.
However, most certainly, the Pax Romana is the most acclaimed one, symbolizing a
period of relative peace and stability across the Roman Empire prevailing for over 200
years between 27 BCE and 180 CE. The Empire was to a great extent decentralized,
allowing provinces to make and administer their laws while acknowledging Roman taxation
and military authority. Rome’s most magnificent and colossal infrastructure projects were
built during the Pax Romana. Roads all over the Empire were constructed to maintain
a harmonious unity. Subsequently, there was also spillover to other areas in the realm
of arts, humanities, and social sciences. The Roman Empire was prosperous because it
was peaceful, warfare banished to the frontiers which were protected by the army. The
Pax Romana held sway over much of Western Europe, the Middle East and North Africa
for centuries. The area in question was stable and economically developed, with little or
no trace of devastation. Due to the Pax Romana, much-feared rebellions and large-scale
violence were notably rare.
Along the same line of logic, it is possible to argue that the Pax Sinica was the Chinese
version of the Pax Romana, lasting from 202 BCE – the foundation of the Han Dynasty
by Liu Pang – to 195 CE, almost 400 years. The Pax Sinica allowed a notable part of the
Eastern and Middle hemisphere to flourish. Interestingly, the Pax Sinica introduced by the
Han Dynasty corresponded to the Pax Romana of the Western world. The Han emperors
inaugurated a merit system and a strong/stable central government much like in the Roman
Empire in the West. During the Pax Sinica, under the tutelage of the Han Dynasty, several
critical developments occurred such as the civil service and the first papermaking process
and territorial expansion on the eastern front into Korea, Manchuria, and Vietnam by the
Han emperor Han Wudi. Many symbolic and historical Chinese benchmarks such as the
Great Wall of China were erected in this period. Long-distance travel and trade facilitated
commerce in silk, spices, and tea with the Roman Empire which in turn created co-prosperity
zones in Eurasia.
Moreover, the Silk Road played a pivotal role in cultural diffusion. For instance,
Buddhism, which originated in India, reached the Middle Kingdom and ultimately arrived on
the Korean Peninsula through a Chinese monk in 372 CE, when King Sosurim of Goguryeo
was in power. The ancient Silk Road was instrumental in the diffusion of not only Buddhism
but also Abrahamic religions such as Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. Consequently, it would
be fair to assert that the Silk Road should not be envisioned just as a promoter of commerce
between the East and the West in Eurasia but also culture, knowledge, and ideologies
(Frankopan 2017).
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Chinese Geopolitics and the Rationale Behind Pax Sinica
The Chinese approach to 21st-century geopolitics in Eurasia and subsequently the basis of
Pax Sinica is better understood through a survey of some aspects of recent Chinese political
history, which in turn provides a guide to deciphering Chinese diplomatic tactics and initiatives.
For instance, the “Century of Humiliation,” in which the European powers shaped the world,
has not been forgotten, but it is now overlooked by China and considered as an historical
lesson. Most certainly, these traumatic historical experiences are shaping the current Chinese
behavior in the international arena. China, by becoming a powerful challenger to the status
quo of the United States in the international arena, has asserted one more time its Sinocentric
worldview. Most certainly, Chinese geopolitics is going through some fundamental changes in
this new chapter of adaptation to a world full of geopolitical puzzles.
To this end, the new “Long March” à la 21st century, initiated by Xi Jinping under the
rubric of the Belt and Road motto, has revitalized the ancient trade roads by embracing the
new Silk Road, which covers the entirety of Eurasia. Figuratively speaking, these Chinese
initiatives have reversed the 500-year-old direction of imperialism from eastward expansion
to westward expansion (Rousset 2018).
China has grosso modo 14,500 km of coastline from the Bohai Gulf in the north to the
Gulf of Tonkin in the south. Undoubtedly, there are some severe impediments in the way
of the Chinese navy’s access to the high seas. From Japan and Korea in the north to Malaysia
and Indonesia in the south, an invisible line of American surveillance restricts the freedom
of the Chinese navy (Emmers 2010). Chinese uneasiness and resistance to that feeling of
encirclement manifested itself in April 2018 through the most significant naval exercises since
its independence with 48 ships including two aircraft carriers in the Taiwan Strait projecting
its military might with the aim of asserting its sovereignty and territorial integrity in the South
China Sea and beyond. Consequently, it should be clear at this juncture that China’s opening
to continental Eurasia represents a strategic alternative to the coastal geopolitical impasses
that it endures.
Geopolitical frameworks are at the center of this multifaceted political strategy. Due to
slowing economic growth year-on-year, many Chinese domestic industries find themselves in
an overproduction situation. For instance, once the driving force of the country, the cement
and steel industries are facing severe surpluses due to diminishing domestic demand for those
materials. One venue to overcome those bottlenecks is to launch gargantuan infrastructure
projects through the new Silk Roads in Eurasia, which in turn would facilitate and fortify
Chinese political and cultural influence in those respective regions of the Silk Road(s)
pathways (Bost et al. 2018).
The Strait of Malacca is very likely to be blockaded by the US in a political or military
crisis. Due to the necessity to secure the flow of natural resources and particularly fossil
fuels, Chinese policymakers are attempting to circumvent the Malaysian Peninsula through
Eurasian land corridors. The port facility in Gwadar, in the Baluchistan region of Pakistan
by the Arabian Sea, is a Chinese-subsidized construction mega project. The 3,218 km China-
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Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is one of the most significant projects under the BRI
stretching from Kashgar in China’s Xinjiang region to Pakistan’s Gwadar Port. On the other
side of the Indian subcontinent in and around the Andaman Sea, the 1,700-plus kilometer
China-Myanmar Economic Corridor (CMEC), stretching from Kunming, the capital of
Yunnan Province in China, to the seaport at Kyaukpyu in Myanmar’s Rakhine State, is
designed to avoid such geostrategic dilemmas (Tan and Grillot 2014).
According to the Chinese master plan vis-à-vis the new Silk Road(s), significant
investments are envisaged in all industries ranging from tourism to mining to manufacturing.
Large-scale infrastructure undertakings such as railroads, bridges, tunnels, and dams will
attempt to increase connectivity among the Silk Road countries. Moreover, energy projects
in the domain of oil/natural gas pipelines and power plants will constitute another facade of
this complex interdependence in Eurasia (Erdem 2016).
These transport corridors will give birth to new cities or the enlargement of existing ones.
Moreover, they will magnify the erection of brand-new manufacturing businesses/assembly
lines, and necessitate the construction of school systems, electricity grids, water systems, and
health/hospital systems. This sort of development will indubitably entail an expansion of
the labor force and overall population, which in turn will increase the population density in
thinly populated areas and decrease the population density in overcrowded coastal parts of
Eurasia (Bost et al. 2018).
The Khorgos development project is an excellent example to elucidate this sort of
development. Khorgos sits across the border between Kazakhstan and China. Although this
Special Economic Zone (SEZ) is located in one of the most remote areas of the globe, it is
also a good illustration of effective Sino-Kazakh cooperation (Stevens 2018a).
The allocation of much-needed financial resources for the projects will originate mainly
from Chinese backed international funds such as the New Development Bank (NDB),8 the
Silk Road Fund9 and the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB).10 On the one hand,
despite the disapproval and reservations of the US towards these initiatives in Eurasia, many
rich first world countries have shown a genuine interest in taking part. The attractiveness of
the projects and the high expected financial returns are the primary rationale behind their
desire to get involved. On the other hand, developing countries in Eurasia see a window of
opportunity to expedite their economic development, although in some cases, it also contains
some elements of servitude to Chinese belligerent aspirations.
The new Silk Routes are to reach major industrial and commercial centers in Western
The NDB is a BRICS multilateral development bank established on July 15, 2014, by Brazil, Russia, India, China
and South Africa. The bank was seeded with US$50bn initial capital, with the intention to increase capital to US$
100bn. The bank will be headquartered in Shanghai. Each country will have one vote and no country will have
power of veto.
9
Launched in February 2014, the China-led US$40bn Silk Road Infrastructure Fund invests in BRI projects.
The fund is capitalized mainly by China’s foreign exchange reserves and is intended to be managed like China’s
sovereign wealth fund.
10
Founded in October 2014, the AIIB aspires to be a global development bank with 21 Asian member countries
with registered capital of US$100bn.
8
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Europe. To that end, China has already started a shopping spree for logistics facilities
and ports – Piraeus in Greece (Stevens 2018b) – in order to promote transport corridors
between Asia and Europe. A cargo train from Shanghai runs for more than 12,000
kilometers to directly connect China to major European cities. Since 2011, China Railway
Corporation (CRC) has run as many as 11,000 cargo trains to Europe, intensifying trade and
connectivity across Eurasia. CRC currently runs 65 China Railway Express freight routes
that reach 15 countries in Europe. For instance, the main routes consist of Chongqing
to Duisburg, Zhengzhou to Hamburg, Suzhou to Warsaw, Yiwu to Madrid, Shenyang to
Hamburg, Changsha to Hamburg, Daqing to Zeebrugge, Xiamen to Moscow, Nanjing
to Moscow, and Tianjin to Minsk. The China-Europe cargo train connection allows the
benefits of large volume, low freight rates and high speed, cutting the transportation time
to one-third compared to shipping by sea and slashing the cost to one-fifth compared to
air cargo (Suokas 2018). Such an impressive undertaking at the Eurasia level is probably
unique. Perhaps only the Trans-Siberian Railroad initiative between 1891 and 1916 could
be comparable in scope and vision.11
There are some significant social, cultural and ecological challenges to be faced with
these Silk Road initiatives. Investor(s) will face possible geopolitical, economic and financial
uncertainties and fallout. The successful advancement of these strategic investments may
be affected by political unpredictability on the ground. For instance, the core of Eurasia is
quite prone to such disturbances: the independence movement in Pakistani Baluchistan, the
“renaissance” of the Taliban in Afghanistan, the rejuvenation of political Islam in Central
Asia, the Kashmir problem between Pakistan and India, the Xinjiang and Tibet puzzles in
China, the Crimea/Eastern Ukraine/Chechnya issue in Russia, and the Sunni/Shite struggle
in the Middle East.

Contemporary Geopolitical Dynamics in Eurasia
Eurasian integration and connectivity is unfolding on many different levels. Multiple
simultaneous processes are now pointing to a new Great Game à la 21st century: the Chinainduced new Silk Roads, the Russia-driven Eurasia Economic Union (EAEU), the Asia
Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), and the International North-South Transportation
Corridor (INSTC).
On one level, in the 21st century, geography is still indispensable for analyzing some
hefty geopolitical, environmental, and socio-economic conflicts of contemporary Eurasia. In
fact, geographical reasoning can provide valuable hints about the challenges that the world
currently faces. Most certainly, China is not an exception to this criterion. On the contrary, it
11

At the turn of the Century, Russian Tsar Alexander III and Tsarevich Nicholas II, showing spectacular vision,
leadership and dedication, initiated the Trans-Siberian Railroad (1891-1916), covering more than 9,000 km
which also included the southern Chinese branch connecting Chita and Vladivostok through Harbin in Manchuria. The Trans-Siberian is the longest railroad line in service. Currently, the line is still further expanding into
various parts of Siberia and the RFE.
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lies at the center of many global geopolitical maneuvers. For instance, the Strait of Hormuz,
off the southeastern coast of Iran, represents one of the most critical geopolitical maritime
chokepoints in the world, not only for Iran but all other Persian Gulf countries.12 The strait is
a must-go route and main artery for oil and natural gas shipments from all Gulf Cooperation
Countries (GCC), Iraq and Iran to the rest of the world.13 Consequently, it represents a
critical geopolitical reality to take into consideration since the majority of oil imported into
China originates from this region.
Furthermore, there are also some fundamental transformations vis-à-vis geopolitically
dormant parts of Eurasia such as the Arctic region. Due to global climate change and rising
temperatures, academics, as well as policymakers, are discussing a possible future polar Silk
Road to avoid the lengthy and costly Suez Canal option to reach major European industrial
centers. The Arctic Ocean is melting at a startling pace with some serious geopolitical
implications. On the one hand, the ecological balance in the region will change with the
thinning of the ice. There will be implications for the global climate, too. The waters of
the Arctic Ocean will absorb more heat from the sun, thus introducing more energy into
the ocean. On the other hand, there are also some potent geopolitical entanglements of the
Arctic’s melting. This new phenomenon will make the Arctic Ocean navigable throughout
the year. The sea route linking northeast Asia and Western Europe will shorten the shipping
distance by over 4,000 kilometers and will lead to changes in the patterns of global trade and
shipping (Gupta 2009).
Apart from its significance in the domain of shipping routes, it is critical to understand
that the Eurasian Arctic is also one of the most affluent regions in the world in terms of its
fossil fuels – oil, natural gas, coal – and mineral resources. It also has immense geopolitical
importance. Over the past decade, there has been noteworthy interest vis-à-vis the Arctic
region in Western academic circles (Allain 2011; Anderson 2009; Byers 2009; Emmerson
2010; Gerhardt et al. 2010; Grant 2010; Howard 2009; Wilder 2010; Young 2011), in Russian
academia (Evdekimov, Vsotskaya, and Kostlev 2012; Kozmenko, Selin, and Shchegolkova
2012; Lebedev 2011; Nikolaeva 2010; Tamitskiy 2012; Timoshenko 2011; Vsevolodovich
2012), and most recently among academics from northeast Asian countries (Hara and Coates
2016; Iwashita 2016; Tonami 2016).
The recent inauguration of the Yamal Arctic gas terminal proclaimed a new era of
cooperation between China and Russia to explore Arctic resources. Yamal contains natural
12

13

The Strait of Hormuz is a geostrategically important strait connecting the Persian Gulf with the Arabian Sea
(Indian Ocean). The Strait is only 33 to 95 km wide throughout its length. Iran and Oman are the countries
surrounding the Strait of Hormuz and share territorial rights over its waters. Nearly 17 million b/d of crude
oil and refined products passed through the Strait in 2013 (about 30% of all seaborne traded oil and 20% of
the total oil produced globally). A substantial amount of another fossil fuel, liquefied natural gas (LNG), also
moves through the Strait of Hormuz. Around 3.7 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) of LNG was transported from Qatar
via the Strait of Hormuz in 2013, corresponding to more than 30% of global LNG trade.
The Gulf Cooperation Council (May 25, 1981) is a loose regional intergovernmental political and economic
union consisting of all Arab states of the Persian Gulf, except for Iraq. It was founded in 1981 against the
backdrop of the Islamic Revolution in Iran. The member states of the GCC are Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates.
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gas reserves totaling the equivalent of more than four billion barrels of oil, and China
National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) and the Silk Road Fund hold a combined 29.9
percent stake in the project. The Yamal liquefied natural gas project has strategic significance
for both countries and takes the BRI all the way to the inside of the Arctic Circle. The Arctic
gas terminal is predicted to supply China with four million tons of LNG a year and expedite
the country’s transformation to clean energy sources. Shipping to China would take place via
the Northern Sea Route, which in turn would allow ships to reach China in 15 days, shaving
almost 20 days off the regular time using the traditional route through the Suez Canal. The
shipping lane running between the Pacific and the Atlantic along Russia’s northern coast
offers valuable incentive for the Polar Silk Road envisioned by China and Russia (Notes
2017).
By all accounts, trade between Europe and Asia largely exceeds transatlantic or
transpacific trade. For the last five hundred years, Europeans have thought of Europe and
Asia as two opposing ends of the world. Europe represented the modern, technological,
progressive facade of the globe. Asia, on the other hand, was depicted as stagnant, backward,
and undeveloped. However, it seems today that that sort of Eurocentric reading of the
world has some serious flaws and the roles have been reshuffled to highlight a Sinocentric
reading of international relations. Although Eurasia as a geopolitical framework is evolving
as an integrated entity, it seems that political organization is a sine qua non for any further
rewarding development. China was the first to propose and initiate such policy. The BRI is
a gargantuan undertaking to redesign Eurasia according to its Sinocentric worldview. A Pax
Sinica would be a first step in the direction of conceiving Eurasian identity in the 21st century
by investing in common denominators around the four corners of Eurasia. It is essential
to remember that the Eurasian supercontinent would host three-quarters of the world’s
population and more than two-thirds of its economic output. However, in the making of
this Eurasian supercontinent, the BRI is presented as an attempt to replace the “West” with
something new. A Pax Sinica in its desire to redesign the map of the world would also face a
set of competing projects and initiatives from India, Japan, Russia, and Europe. Nonetheless,
these distinctive/competing assumptions and conceptualizations – from the liberalism of
Western Europe to the capitalism with Chinese characteristics of Beijing to the militarism
of Russia – about future Eurasian political organization could also be a source of possible
conflict. The new Eurasia-wide “Great Game” may also be a source of instability for an
undetermined period. Most certainly, a possible loose form of association by all the major
Eurasian powers under the rubric of a Pax Sinica would marginalize the US by pushing it away
from the center of gravity of global political and economic affairs. However, on a positive
note, it is important to remember that the Americas and Eurasia could be geographically
connected through a possible Bering Strait crossing.
The Bering Strait crossing would link the entirety of Eurasia to the entirety of the
Americas, and it can be seen as a natural extension of any BRI projects (Erdem 2017).
There are some immense geopolitical benefits to such a project. It would bring about
a profound and lasting change in the global economic and political outlook. The most
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valued function of the Bering Strait crossing and the extension of the associated railroad
network would be to release the massive natural resources trapped underneath the tundra
and permafrost for the benefit of global economic development. Moreover, the railroad
project(s), the connection energy grids and the extension of pipeline systems would also
be instrumental in building development corridors in those underdeveloped and sparsely
populated regions of the world. The development of the resources and their rapid
transportation to global markets would contribute not only to the overall development
of the region but also would be valuable for resource-poor countries of northeast Asia
such as Japan, Korea, and China (relative to its economic size). A rational and pragmatic
US foreign policy would eventually realize the endless possibilities this would present to
both sides of the Bering Strait. Consequently, future US administrations would explore the
possible impact(s) of the Bering Strait crossing as a formidable infrastructure project for
the economic development of Eurasia and the Americas. A cohabitation of a Pax Sinica
with a Pax Americana would only complement each other to create much desired global
peace, stability, and prosperity. By doing this, the US would secure not only its primary
role in a multipolar world but also the moral upper-hand in global politics as a responsible
superpower (Maçães 2018).
However, there are also some concerns and uneasiness vis-a-vis the BRI among the
countries in which Chinese investment is taking place. The Pax Sinica envisaged by the BRI
attempts to facilitate political and economic interaction among Eurasian countries and
discover the full economic potentials of member nations that are so far lagging behind
economically. China has always characterized the BRI as a win-win situation for all parties
involved, presuming that both China and host countries would enjoy some Panglossian
ramifications regarding economic prosperity. Notwithstanding, the reality on the ground may
be quite different. China’s BRI, through the trade infrastructure project(s), could be running
into notable impediments due to the rising massive debt loads of the countries involved. At
the time of its announcement in 2013, the overall cost of this trade initiative was calculated
to be around $26 trillion in infrastructure investment (railways, power plants, ports, highways,
etc.) by 2030 in order to connect and expand the regional economies in Eurasia. Seemingly,
China is the primary provider of billions of dollars in credit to drive these projects. The main
competitors of China in the global arena concerning influence and power, such as the United
States, Japan, and India, have displayed earnest anxiety vis-à-vis the new Eurasian economic
system since it would diminish their weight in international politics. From the international
development point of view, it may create some severe sustainability issues regarding the
sovereign debt of, in particular, eight countries receiving infrastructure project funds from
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China, namely Pakistan,14 Djibouti,15 the Maldives, Mongolia, Laos,16 Montenegro, Tajikistan,
and Kyrgyzstan. Consequently, some governments in Eurasia are portraying a gloomy picture
amid complaints against China for generating a debt trap that dispossesses those countries
involved from accessing critical assets (ZeroHedge 2018).

China-Russia Axis in the Making:
Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO)
Russia is an influential global power with a vast territory, abundant resources and tremendous
potential for development and remains a critical factor in China’s strategic goals. In the
decade(s) following the demise of the Soviet Union, territorial disputes have been wholly
settled through negotiations, and a comprehensive strategic partnership of coordination has
been established. Russia holds unique strategic value for China. Russia is expected to become
a major strategic partner of China regarding the latter’s peripheral diplomacy, maintaining
Eurasian peace and stability, building a distinct international order and balancing ties with
the US. Both China and Russia as emerging non-Western powers possess some common
denominators, sharing similar strategic needs, interests, and ideas about global politics which
in turn could form the foundation of their diplomatic relations. Therefore, it is possible to
see the burgeoning Sino-Russian relationship within the context of Eurasia as a long-term
strategy for both parties based on mutual benefits (Wang 2017).
Russia as a critical Eurasian power possesses a puissant military but has struggled to rebuild
its economic base. There are some significant difficulties in guaranteeing a stable domestic
order due to demographic shifts, economic changes, and institutional weaknesses. However,
economic power is only one variable defining a country’s strength in the international arena,
but some other variables such as military capabilities, geopolitical strength, and international
standing are equally indispensable. On the other hand, another prominent Eurasian power,
China, is characterized as an economic powerhouse and has captivated a great deal of
attention across the globe. Relations between China and Russia have evolved dramatically in
14

15

16

The soaring Pakistani foreign debt is mostly fueled by loans from China to finance the China–Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), which is a wide range of infrastructure projects built by Chinese construction companies throughout Pakistan.
Djibouti is facing a high risk of debt distress since its public debt rose from 50 percent of its GDP in 2014 to
85 percent in the following two years. China inaugurated its first overseas military base in Djibouti in 2017, and
it represents a critical step in the global ambitions of China’s military. It most certainly changes the local politics
and challenges the current power balance at the Horn of Africa. Djibouti is the third smallest country on the
continent, but due to its unique geographical location in the Gulf of Aden is home to the military bases of the
US, France, Great Britain, Japan, Saudi Arabia, and China. The only Japanese military base in the world was
established in that particular country.
Most certainly, the initiative has immeasurably improved the economic and social provisions within Laos. The
construction of the China-Laos railway has been instrumental in uplifting the economy of this landlocked
country. But at the same time, the $6.7 billion China-Laos Railway project represents almost half of Laos’s
GDP.
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recent times. During the past decade, China and Russia have made some efforts to strengthen
bilateral ties and enhance cooperation on a number of economic/political/diplomatic fronts.
China wants to keep Russia engaged in Eurasia as a key regional actor, and the SCO represents
a great framework to do so (Erdem 2015).
The configuration of the new Russia-China strategic partnership contains many common
denominators from energy to trade to security. Notably, in recent times, it is possible to
observe the entente at play between Russia and China on multiple grounds. The concerted
drive to bypass the U.S. dollar, the push towards an alternative banking clearance mechanism,17
the AIIB- and the NDB-involved infrastructure financing, the massive accumulation of gold
reserves and the expanded politico-economic role of the SCO are all indications of a “Grand
Rapprochement” in Eurasia (Escobar 2018). However, Sino-Russian bilateral relations are
more of an entente, a basic understanding of the structural realities of the current global
order supported by mutual interests, rather than an alliance. Russian policymakers have the
fear that robust Chinese economic and financial capabilities will drive Russia into second-tier
status in Eurasia (Chandran 2018).
As a result of this entente, the SCO was founded on June 15, 2001, in Shanghai by
China, Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan. At present, the SCO’s
full membership stretches from the Baltic Sea to the Pacific Ocean, covering most of the
territory of the Eurasian continent. In June 2017, India and Pakistan gained full membership
status. The four observer states are Mongolia, Afghanistan, Belarus, and Iran. Moreover, the
position of “Dialogue Partner” was created in 2008, and currently, there are six countries in
that category, namely Armenia, Azerbaijan, Cambodia, Nepal, Sri Lanka, and Turkey. The
fundamental goals of the SCO are strengthening confidence and good neighborly relations
among the member countries and promoting effective cooperation across a wide range of
sectors ranging from politics/trade/economy to science/technology to culture/tourism. All
interested parties are making joint efforts to preserve and ensure peace, security, and stability
in Eurasia. The SCO has been instrumental in China increasing its influence across Eurasia
and formed the foundation of the BRI project of Beijing in 2013. The SCO, as an emerging
regional organization, has become an essential part of both Russia’s and China’s strategy in
Eurasia. Moreover, the evolution of the SCO is of broader significance to global geopolitics
and geo-economics.
Consequently, it would be fair to argue that the SCO has played a pivotal role in terms
of advancing China’s Eurasian policies in par with officially stated goal of peaceful rise.
Most certainly, the SCO has provided some policy benefits for China and a window of
opportunity on the way to launch a Pax Sinica in Eurasia. China’s engagement with Central
Asia needs to be evaluated in regard to its own national and international security concerns.
China’s discourse on the “three evils,” namely fundamentalism, extremism, and secessionism,
determines its foreign policy orientation vis-à-vis the region (Peyrouse 2018).
17

Russia and China are attempting to link their national payment system. China’s UnionPay system and Russia’s
Karta Mir system would be linked to avoid problems arising while using American payment systems such as Visa
and MasterCard.
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On the other hand, Moscow has activated a partnership agenda for cooperation between
different Eurasian organizations such as the EAEU, the SCO, and ASEAN, but also with a
wide range of major regional powers on a bilateral basis, particularly China, India, Pakistan,
Turkey, and Iran. Although China has exhibited a strong desire and an apparent preference
for developing a free trade agreement within the format of the SCO in Eurasia, Russia has
displayed a very cautious approach due to China’s dominant economic position within the
organization and repeatedly declined to commit to such plans (Dragneva 2018).
China’s relations with the Central Asian states have also been based on the creation of
a more comprehensive set of tools with which to address non-security issues, most notably
increased economic and energy cooperation. The establishment of the SCO Business
Council and Interbank Consortium was intended to coordinate and finance joint projects
among regional entrepreneurs. The Chinese government has been especially committed to
developing the trade potential of the SCO. Consequently, Chinese trade with Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan has increased considerably since 2001. This development has not
only allowed Chinese goods and services to compete with those of Russia and Europe but
has also permitted greater access to Chinese markets by Central Asian countries. Moreover,
China provides a great deal of financing and technical know-how to critical infrastructure
projects such as the improvement of transportation links and pipelines (Baizakova 2013;
Lanteigne 2010; Movkebaeva 2013).

Conclusion
The compilation of rationales pointing to the pivotal nature of Eurasian geopolitics is
overwhelming. China as an emerging Eurasian power in global politics seriously challenges
the current status quo and American interests in Eurasia. This long-delayed but expected rise
may be just a normal and healthy political outcome given the rapid and substantial global
transformations taking place in recent decades. The various Silk Road schemes through the
BRI project serve as a blueprint for China’s ambitious geo-economic and geopolitical strategy
of connecting itself to the global economy and strengthening its influence. In this regard, a
Pax Sinica would necessarily unleash “Promethean” forces and lead to a more stable Eurasia
over the long run. There is no doubt that securing stability and peace along the Silk Road
would instigate a new age of renaissance in Eurasia with spectacular economic, commercial,
cultural, and scientific breakthroughs.
A new Pax Sinica along the Silk Road has been conducive to Chinese efforts dedicated to
deepening Eurasian connectivity and some degree of loose integration, urging all countries to
operate in cooperation to create a more open Eurasian economic space. Eurasian connectivity
and integration have a substantial potential taking into consideration its combined landmass,
population, natural resource base, and economic scale. Despite a significant range of
development gaps, Eurasia enjoys a massive, dynamic and competitive market with a wide
range of opportunities for economic growth and comprehensive cooperation. The developed
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as well as the less-developed economies of Eurasia complement each other in such a way
that a win-win situation could present itself for the entirety of the continent. This reciprocal
leverage for each country is currently at the center of Eurasian cooperation schemes.
Against a backlash of unilateralism, protectionism, and hegemonic posture, the BRI and
the Pax Sinica as a mechanism provide an invaluable opportunity to rejuvenate the ancient
connectivity along the Silk Road by forging new possibilities for investment in many areas. Silk
Road projects, through a path towards openness, innovation, prosperity, and peace in Eurasia
without falling into the trap of a hegemonistic perspective, would be a reliable indication of
the eagerness to promote cooperation and connectivity across Eurasia.
Although there is much remaining to be done, this study has mainly focused on Pax
Sinica’s fundamentals as a strategic concept in Eurasian geopolitics. It is not in the scope of
this paper to provide an extended discussion of the possible impacts of the United States’
approach to Eurasian geopolitics. Nevertheless, it is critical to bear in mind that in the decades
since the collapse of the Soviet Union, the United States has retained the status of a prevailing
power in the international state system. Although in recent years, this status has increasingly
been brought into question, the American unipolar moment has never been achieved by
any other state in modern times. Consequently, this article would benefit substantially from
extending the analysis in that direction and analyzing Eurasian geopolitics from the American
perspective by comparing and contrasting Pax Sinica with Pax Americana. Furthermore, an
investigation of the potential benefits and drawbacks for other Eurasian powers such as
the European Union, Korea, Japan, Turkey, India, Iran, Pakistan, and Russia would only be
complementary to the current study by providing a better decipherment of the consequent
Eurasian puzzle. Notably, a more detailed investigation of the Russian-driven organization
EAEU in conjunction with the SCO would further enhance our understanding of current
Eurasian geopolitical realities.
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ORIGINAL & RARE DOCUMENTS
TRANSLATION
Articles Published about Korean Turco-Tatars in the
Magazine Yanga Yapon Muhbiri (New Japanese Courier)
A. MERTHAN DÜNDAR

In Turkey, academic studies on Korea are mostly focused on the Korean
war and Korean language and literature. Conversely, in Korea, it seems
that academic studies are largely focused on old Turkic history and Turkish
language and literature. Unfortunately, on both sides, there is not a satisfiying
number of studies on the Turkic diaspora in Korea. However, it is a reality
that there was a Turco-Tatar group that lived in Korea at the time of the
Japanese occupation between the two world wars. This group became
Turkish subjects after World War II and became a bridge between Korea
and Turkey.
After the Russian revolution, around 1919, some Turco-Tatar groups
like the Bashkir and the Misher emigrated to East Asia like the Manchuria
region of China and Korea. Beginning from the 1920s, some families moved
to Japan, but a group of Turco-Tatar stayed in Korean cities like Seoul (Keijo),
Pusan and Daegu. The Turco-Tatar groups of East Asia established schools
and mosques in Seoul, Korea; Harbin, Manchuria; Kobe, Nagoya; and Tokyo
in Japan. A Moslem printing house (Matbaa-i İslamiye) was also established in
Tokyo in the 1930s. Many books, a newspaper and a magazine were published
by this printing house. The name of the magazine was Yanga Yapon Muhbiri
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(New Japanese Courier), and it survived between 1931 and 1938.
In this magazine, there were many interesting news and data about
Korea and the Turco-Tatars of Korea. In this short article, we will try to
bring out the importance of this magazine by giving samples of the articles
which were written on the Turco-Tatar diaspora in Korea.
Key words: Turco-Tatar, Turco-Tatars of Korea, Yanga Yapon Muhbiri,
Turkish-Korean Relations, Matbaa-i İslamiye.

Introduction
In recent years, the number of studies carried out on the Turkey-Korea relationship has
been on the rise. It can be said that the studies done in Korea focus on Turkish language,
culture and history, while those in Turkey focus on the Korean language and the Korean War.
However, there is a lack of studies on the Turkish population in Korea on both sides. Except
for those written in Korea by Prof. Hee Soo Lee and those in Turkey by the author of this
article, it is possible to say that there are almost no articles about this subject. In fact, in the
wake of World War I, Korea acted as a home for some Turkic groups; it became for them
a second homeland, albeit for a short while. In short, after the Russian Revolution, some
families composed of Turkic peoples such as the Tatar-Bashkir (also called Turco-Tatars
in the literature) living in the Idil-Ural region between the Idil (Volga) River and the Ural
Mountains in the Russian Tzardom migrated to Manchuria in China, Korea, which was under
Japanese control, and to Japan.1
These migrant families clustered together in their new lands by forming small-scale
muslim neighborhoods and established associations called Mahalle-i İslamiye (Muslim
Neighborhood).2 The city of Harbin functioned like a center for those who settled in the
Chinese Manchuria region, while Tokyo, Nagoya and Kobe were the cities where TurcoTatars migrating to Japan settled. On the other hand, families settling in Korea swarmed
around cities like Seoul (Keijo), Pusan and Daegu. These families, who made their living
mostly by means of the textile trade, built schools and mosques in their new surroundings.
Tokyo became a center for the people who lived in Eastern Asia. The community presided
over by Mullah Muhammed Gabdulhay Kurbanali set up a printing house in Tokyo in 1931
thanks to the financial and political support of Turco-Tatars living in China, Korea and Japan
and the Japanese nationalist elites who were actively working in the government.3
Known as Tokyo Matbaa-i İslamiyesi (Tokyo Muslim Printing House), this press printed
1

2

3

For more details, see A. Merthan Dündar, “Japonya Türk Tatar Diasporası,” Modern Türklük Araştırmaları Dergisi
1, no. 1 (2004): 75-89.
A. Merthan Dündar, “Uzak Doğu’da İdil-Ural Türklerinin Yayın Faaliyetleri ve Tokyo Mahallei-i İslamiye
Matbaası,” Türkoloji Dergisi XVI, no. 2 (2003): 103-116.
For more details, see A. Merthan Dündar, “An Essay on the Immigration of the Turk-Tatars to Japan,” Annual
Journal of the Asian Culture Research Institute 48 (2013): 233- 242.
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literary, religious and national works as well as schoolbooks, which were sent to all the
countries where Turco-Tatars lived.4 In addition, a daily called İlan-ı Hakikat (Declaration of the
Truth) and a magazine called Yapon Muhbiri (Japanese Courier) began to be issued on April 25,
1931. The daily stopped being issued after a short while; the magazine, however, continued to
be printed as Yanga Yapon Muhbiri (New Japanese Courier), with a small change in its title.
The magazine Yanga Yapon Muhbiri distributed Japanese propaganda to Muslims living
in different countries in the world, on the one hand, and brought news to Turco-Tatars who
were scattered all over the world about their relatives living in Eastern Asia, on the other. As
far as we know, after 60 issues, it ceased to come out at the beginning of the World War II.
This article will briefly analyze the news and information in the Yanga Yapon Muhbiri
about Turco-Tatars living in Korea. Our paper is based on transcriptions and translations
which were prepared as graduation theses by final year students at the Department of Turkish
Language and Literature. In the magazine, the Korean capital Seoul is called Keijo, which was
the version used during the time of the Japanese occupation of the country. In addition, the
place referred to as “Taykiyo” or “Taykyo” must be today’s city of Daegu. The city names
have been retained in the translations as they appeared in the magazine.5
The first news about Korea that appears in the Yanga Yapon Muhbiri is from issue No. 4.
The news was as follows:
The list of things we need to take care of to maintain national and religious
affairs, as the ‘Central National Association’ of all the Korean Muslims
1) The decision has been taken to continue with the School of Islam (for some reasons,
the construction activities were suspended a couple of months ago) in Keijo as of
September this year in order to educate our youths in an up-to-date manner, endowing
them with national and religious values. Also, the School of Islam will gladly admit
students coming for education from other cities.
2) Another decision was to hire a permanent imam with the purpose of teaching Muslim
children national and religious values. The said imam will not be hired for the Muslims
in Keijo only but will cater for all the Muslims in Korea. The imam will be required to
visit other cities when the need arises. In addition, in winter months, courses on tafsir,
hadith and history will be designed for men and women, and providing courses to
grown-ups will also be a priority.
3) In terms of hiring an imam, Abdulhak Numani, who is an imam and teacher, has
4

5

For more details, see A. Merthan Dündar, “İdil-Ural Türk-Tatarlarının Japonya’daki Yayın Faaliyetleri: Yeni Yapon
Muhbiri Dergisi,” in İdil-Ural Tarihi Sempozyumu, 1. Cilt Türkçe Metinler, ed. İlyas Kemaloğlu (Ankara: Türk Tarih
Kurumu Yayınevi, 2015), 213-219.
The translations of articles about Korea in the Yanga Yapon Muhbiri have not been included in this paper and
only the issue numbers and pages have been given in the footnotes. The translation of news concerning Turkish
Tatars in Korea has been included in summary. Proper names (people and places) whose pronunciation we were
not sure about have been indicated with a question mark. This paper is written as a supplement to previous
articles I have writen on the aforesaid magazine. A translation of a whole issue of the magazine is forthcoming.
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been chosen for this post, so as to guide our spiritual life continuously and thoroughly,
which is a religious duty in our belief, with the common consent of Korean Muslims
and the introduction of His Highness Muhammed Abdulhay Kurbanali, one of the
leading religious scholars and national figures. This person, both an imam and teacher,
completed his education at Medrese-i Huseyniyye in Orenburg and at Medrese-i
Muhammediye of Alimcan in Kazan and professed his job in various schools.
Mubarekshah Batirshin, President of National Association in Keijo, Korea.
Kerim Suleymanof, Chief Clerk.6

Information is given in issue No. 17 of the magazine about money collected in Korea for the
Koran printed in Tokyo: “Inhabitants of Tokyo Islam Neighborhood have donated 1200 yen,
members of Keijo Islam Neighborhood have donated 600 yen and a gentleman from the city
of Taykyo (Daegu) donated 50 yen for the printing of the Koran.”7
In the next issue (No. 18), there were brief letters8 from Keijo Turco-Tatars expressing
their support for Kurbanali and criticizing Ayaz İshaki after the incident in which supporters
of Ayaza Ishaki were attacked by Kurbanali supporters and Japanese and Russian nationalists
in Tokyo.9 Issue No. 20 included an article about religions in Korea.10 The same issue also
contained a news article titled “School in Keijo: A Meeting on the Teaching of Koran in
Keijo,” in which the following information in summary was given about the activities in
Korea of the commission from Tokyo lead by Mullah Muhammed Abdulhay Kurbanali:
On the occasion of the printing of the Koran, the most precious treasury of our
religion and nation, with the support of Islam Neighborhoods in Tokyo and Keijo, a big
ceremony was held in the city of Keijo on September 28, in which the Koran was recited
and Muslims were given copies of the Koran. The meeting was held in the Proconsulate
building in Korea and was attended by the members of the Keijo Religious and National
Association, reporters and government officials. The guests, who arrived at Keijo upon
the special invitation of the Religious and National Association in Keijo on the 27th
at 5 at night and were welcomed by the elders of the Islam Neighborhoods included
Honorable Muhammed Abdulhay Kurbanali, imam and teacher, the president of
Muslims (Turco-Tatars) in Japan, his Highness Ebubekir Ahund Zanzüen (?), a famous
vizier and religious scholar of the Manchurian Empire where 3 million Muslims live,
Nebahat Akbaş, “Yapon Muhbiri Dergisi’nin Türkiye Türkçesine Çevirisi” (BA thesis, Türkiye Cumhuriyeti
Ankara Üniversitesi, 2004), 61-62.
7
Nazlı Memiş, “Yapon Muhbiri Adlı Derginin 16. ve 17. Sayılarının Türkçeye Çevrilmesi” (BA thesis, Türkiye
Cumhuriyeti Ankara Üniversites, 2008), 51.
8
İlknur Şeker, “Yeni Yapon Muhbiri Dergisinin Çevirisi (18. ve 19. Sayı)” (BA thesis, Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Ankara
Üniversitesi, 2005), 19.
9
A. Merthan Dündar, “Japon Resmi Belgelerine Göre Ayaz İshaki ve Japonya’daki Faaliyetleri,” Türk Yurdu 31, no.
287 (2011): 100-105.
10
Pınar Esin Bozkurt, “Yeni Yapon Muhbiri Dergisinin Çevirisi (20. ve 21. Sayılar)” (BA thesis, Türkiye Cumhuriyeti
Ankara Üniversitesi, 2005), 16-18.
6
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Ahmedcan Effendi Yakub, a member of the Islam Neighborhood in Tokyo, and Achaba
Effendi, a Muslim residing in Tokyo. The following day, on the 28th at 19:00, the Islamic
Commission led by Honorable Muhammed Abdulhay Kurbanali and including such
members as Ebubekir Ahund, Achaba Effendi, Kerim Effendi Suleyman, who is the
president of the Keijo Religious and National Association, its chief clerk Abdurrahman
Effendi Mevellin and Imam Arifullah Effendi Azetullah visited the officials.
Korean Governor His Highness İmaide (?), and later, Korean Lieutenant Governor
His Highness General Oguni (?), and Keijo Police Chief were paid visits. A sincere
conversation of about 45 minutes was held with His Highness the Korean Governor.
A Koran recitation session was initiated at 12 o’clock by Muhammed Abdulhay Hazret
Kurbanali, who himself read the Koran. Later Imam Arifullah Effendi Azizullah made
pleasant remarks about the guests. Following this, the head of the Keijo Religious
and National Association, Kerim Effendi Suleyman, Chief Clerk Abdurrahman
Effendi, Zahidullah Effendi Tarish, Alim Effendi Selahaddin, and Binali Sheik Effendi
Devletshah made congratulatory speeches. The visiting delegation made speeches
addressing Muhammed Abdulhay Hazret Kurbanali, Ebubekir Ahund- Zanzüen,
Achiba Effendi and Ahmedcan Effendi uttering words of encouragement about the
Union of Muslims, Koran recitation, the importance of the Keijo neighborhood, the
Japanese press and friendship of Islam. During the assembly, reporters took many
pictures of the attendants.
A leather bound illuminated copy of the Koran to be presented to the Keijo
Islam Neighborhood by Tokyo Islam Neighborhood was handed over to the
Keijo neighborhood by M.G. Kurbanali. Afterwards, Muslim attendants from the
neighborhood were presented with copies of the Koran by Imam Arifullah Effendi.
On the occasion of this meeting, His Excellency Muhammed Abdulhay from
the Keijo Muslim Association was presented with a pocket watch with inscriptions
on it. Ebubekir Ahund, Ahmedcan Effendi and Muhammed Abdulhay’s younger son
Muhammed Esad were also presented with copies of the Holy Koran.
Following the dinner party, the Koran was recited and 35 letters and telegrams
celebrating the meeting were read out loud. These were sent by Muslims (Turco-Tatars)
living in Korea, Manchuria and Japan. After the meeting, mullah ladies from the Keijo
neighborhood, Zeliha Hanım Shemsinur Hanım Pirush and Zeynep Hanım recited
salavat-i sherif (durood shareef). Upon this, Muhammed Abdulhay made a speech on
the importance of reciting the Koran. The whole audience complimented him 3 times.
The audience performed banzai (Japanese ritual of patriotic or joyous shout, performed
by holding hands up in the air) in honor of both the Japanese Government and the
Japanese Emperor in return for the hospitality they had exhibited. Finally, the meeting
came to an end with a recitation of the Koran by Ebubekir Ahund Zanzüen.
On the 29th of the month, on Friday, the guests paid a visit to the Keijo Muslim
Cemetery and Friday prayer was performed with the participation of all the inhabitants
of the Neighborhood, with Muhammed Abdulhay acting as the imam and Ebubekir
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Ahund and Muhammed Abdulhay acting as preachers; afterwards, the guests were
invited for meals by a different host each day.
On the 30th of the month, on Thursday at 10 a.m., a committee composed of
His Highness Kurbanali, Ebubekir Ahund, Kerim Suleyman, Abdurrahman Muellin,
Arifullah Azizullah, Ahmedcan Yakub and Achiba Effendi visited the Korean
commander-in-chief General Kuashiya (General Kazushige?), having a conversation
with him for over an hour. On Tuesday morning, the guests went sea bathing in the city
of Zinsin and Ataullah Effendi Alimcan gave two feasts in honor of the guests.
On Wednesday, the guests received His Highness Korean Gendarme Commander
General Oza (?), holding a feast in his honor. At 9:10 in the evening Ebubekir Ahund
and Kurbanali reached the city of Taykiyo (Daegu) after a train ride of 9 hours and 45
minutes. While in Keijo, they had been invited to a feast each evening. Here, they visited
historical places, palaces of the Korean Emperor, museums in Keijo and zoos, as well
as going shopping in Korean department stores. They also gathered information on the
spread of Christianity in Korea.
The head of the Religious and National Association in Keijo, Kerim Effendi
Suleyman, entertained the guests in his house. The guests were received with immense
honor in Keijo. They even rode in an automobile with a radio set. On their way to the
mountains, they listened to a radio broadcast from Osaka.
Nimetullah and Ishak Effendi, students living in Taykiyo (Daegu), visited Kurbanali
and held a feast in his honor on September 3. That evening Kurbanali returned to
Tokyo with Achiba Effendi by train via Pusan.11

In the 21st issue of the magazine, a letter was printed speaking highly of, and expressing
sentiments of gratitude for, the activities of the Muslim Turco-Tatars in Korea and Japan
with reference to the previous news in the magazine. The letter was sent by Seyid Mubashir
Tarzi, a member of the famous Tarzi family in Kabul in Afghanistan. In short, Tarzi praised
the fact that Turco-Tatars in Korea and Japan had printed the Koran and presented it to the
Japanese Emperor as a gift, a unique event in the 2594-year Japanese history, which won
general approval of the Muslim world of 400-million people.12
In the same issue, there was also a news article on pages 63-65 covering a Turco-Tatar
wedding in Korea. The article which appeared under the heading “Miscellaneous News” is
as follows:
A Wedding Ceremony in the Korean City of Keijo
On August 23, Thursday, in the Korean capital Keijo, a wedding ceremony took place
in which Zeliha Tutash, the daughter of Arifullah Effendi Azizullah, Keijo Imam, and
Altunbay, the son of Mehmet Effendi, one of the inhabitants of the İslam neighborhood
11
12

Bozkurt, “Yeni Yapon Muhbiri Dergisi (20. ve 21. Sayılar),” 19-21.
Bozkurt, “Yeni Yapon Muhbiri Dergisi (20. ve 21. Sayılar),” 60, 61.
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in Tokyo and working in Tokyo Muslim Printing House, got wed. The wedding was
honored by the attendance of Muhammed Abdulhay Kurbanali, Imam and Mudarris
of Tokyo, and Muhammed Tarif Hazret Yangurazi, Imam of Mukden. The ceremony
on the 23rd was attended by all the members of the Islam Neighborhoods in Korea
and officials from the Japanese interior and defense ministries. The marriage ceremony
was performed by Muhammed Abdulhay, who afterwards made a moving speech
and preached on the importance of wedding, reciting verses and hadiths, and also
Muhammed Tarif recited the Koran and said prayers. Ahmed Muhtesib and Mahmud
Effendi’s father İbrahim Effendi Altunbay, kadis (Muslim judges) from Tokyo who
participated in the ceremony and the bride’s father Mullah Arifullah Effendi said words
of wisdom and expressed their compliments to the ladies. 72 congratulatory messages
were sent from various cities in Japan, Korea and Manchuria.
Keijo Nippo, one of Korea’s leading dailies, made detailed news of the ceremony,
accompanied with photographs of the newly wed couple, saying that His Highness
Kurbanali, coming from Tokyo, attended the wedding in person.
On the 24th, the Friday prayer was performed after Muhammed Abdulhay’s
powerful preaching by Muhammed Tarif. The ceremony, which began before Friday,
continued after the Friday prayer in the homestead of Alim Effendi and with the visit
of Mullah Abdurrahman Effendi, a member of the Association. On Tuesday, Kerim
Effendi Suleyman, head of the Association, took the guests to the seaside for bathing
in the city of Zinsin after the ceremony. Ataullah Effendi Alimcan, a resident of Zinsin,
held a banquet. Muhammed Abdulhay, along with his father-in-law Muhammed Tarif,
went to Japan on Wednesday. During their stay in Keijo, these gentlemen paid a visit
to His Highness the Korean Governor Imaida and Gendarme Commander Nanaba,
holding heartfelt conservations with them.
In Tokyo, imam and mudarris Muhammed Abdulhay was assigned, while in
Kamakura (his last place of repose), to supervise the wedding ceremony on August
20 in Keijo. On the 28th, he arrived in Kamakura on the express morning train. His
father-in-law and temporary imam Muhammed Tarif was hosted in a couple of places
in Yangurazi. On their way, the gentlemen were entertained in the houses of Nimetullah
Effendi Abdurrahman and İshak Effendi Akchura, leaving the train in the Korean city
of Taykiyo (Daegu) upon the invitation of the Muslims. It is said that Kurbanali will
pass on to Tokyo with his family in early May.13

Another article about the same subject came out in issue No. 26 and contained information
about fund raising in Korea for the printing of books in Tokyo Matbaa-i İslamiye (Muslim
Printing House). Also available in this article is information about the new management of
Korean Turco-Tatars.

13
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In Korea, in Keijo
In Keijo, the capital of the Korean peninsula, Bayram-ı Şerif (bayram prayer; salat al
eid) was performed on January 7, Monday, as in all the other Far Eastern countries,
according to the calendar of the Matbaa-i İslamiye (Muslim Printing House) and the
calculations of the Tokyo observatory. Ramadan fasting was observed with utmost
sincerity. Keijo Neighborhood, deciding to get some schoolbooks published, raised a
sum of 440 yen in the month of Ramadan. With this amount, 70 copies of books for
teaching Arabic script, many Tatar readers and other books have been printed.
Upon the death of imam Arifullah Effendi, this year the Keijo Neighborhood
decided to invite Zarif Yangurazi from the city of Mukden to work as imam. Zarif is
a well-known elder in the Far East, who has worked as imam and done teaching in his
country for 35 years.
A general meeting was held in the Neighborhood of Keijo and Abdurrahman
Effendi was appointed president of the Religious and National Unions (Associations)
of Muslims living in Korea, Mullah Ahmet Effendi Shah Ahmet as treasurer, Abdullah
Effendi as vice president, and Kerim Effendi Suleyman and Arifullah Effendi as board
members. We wish success and a long life to the members of the Religious and National
Association, who have provided great service in terms of national and religious issues
in the Far East.14

In the following page of the same issue there is information regarding Turco-Tatars who
came over to Japan from Korea:
Guests from Keijo in Tokyo
The Kerim Effendi Suleyman family and the Abdurrahman Effendi family as well as
Mullah Ahmet Effendi Shah Ahmet, who have been invited to the celebrations of
the 10th anniversary of the Tokyo Neighborhood as the representatives of Muslims
living in Korea and national and religious associations in Keijo, are being entertained
in the Muslim Neighborhood in Tokyo. The honored guests are treated to feasts by the
residents of the neighborhood every day and night. These gatherings are attended by
the headman of the Neighborhood Muhammed Abdulhay, Reshid Kadı and Muhsin
Bey, who happen to be in our city, as well as some Muslim-loving Japanese, conversing
on the future of our religious and social life. The guests are expected to remain in
Tokyo to participate in the meetings they have been invited to.15

14

15
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The magazine’s issue No. 28 included coverage of the Eid Holiday celebrations:
The Holy Eid Holiday in Keijo
We are happy to relate the magnificent and high-spirited Eid Holiday celebrations in the
Korean capital Keijo. In Keijo’s Muslim Neighborhood, seven members came together
to sacrifice a cow, preparing a meat dish. Muhammed Zarif, who lived in Mukden as an
imam and religious leader, and who once came to Keijo neighborhood to perform the
Eid Holiday prayer, delivering a preaching and celebration of the holiday, came back to
Keijo this month as the imam of the neighborhood.
Muhammed Zarif promised he will come back to Keijo with his wife in early April
after returning to Mukden on March 23.
Muhammed Zarif, the father-in-law of Yangurazi Muhammed Abdullahay
Kurbanali, is an honorable elder who has worked as an imam in the village of Yanguraz
in the Penza province for more than 30 years.16

News pertaining to the performance of the Mawlid an-Nabi on the occasion of the birthday
of Muslim Prophet Muhammed appeared in issue No. 30 of the magazine:
Mavlid Holiday in Keijo
We have come to know that the inhabitants of the Muslim Neighborhood in Keijo
celebrated the month of Mavlid with great joy, and the Mavlid was recited by Muhammed
Zarif to the neighborhood audience on the day of the Mavlid, which turned out to be
a delightful occasion. Though they sent a photograph of the Mavlid, we failed to get it
printed in this issue.17

In other news published in issue No. 33, we gather that one of the books printed by the
Tokyo Muslim Printing House was financed by Turco-Tatars living in Korea.
Book of Tatar Syntax
The Muslim Printing House in Tokyo published a book on Tatar syntax at the beginning
of the second term of school this year. Designed for primary schools in Muslim Schools,
the textbook was printed by the Muslim Religious and National Association in Keijo.
The next book to be printed by the Muslim Religious and National Association in
Keijo is the Tatar alphabet. To this end, the Muslim Printing House is busy working on
16

17

Selma Demir, “Yeni Yapon Muhbiri (28. ve 29. Sayılar)” (BA thesis, Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Ankara Üniversitesi,
2005), 30.
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the letters needed for the book.
Tatar Grammar has been published this year. These books are available upon
request from the Muslim Religious and National Association in Keijo and Muslim
Printing House in Tokyo.18

The 35th issue of the magazine harbors a long article about the Korean visit of Mullah
Muhammed Abdulhay Kurbanali, the leader of Turco-Tatars in Eastern Asia:
		
In Keijo

On October 11, we came here in the morning by way of the Korean and Manchurian
border with only five hours sleep. We arrived in the Korean capital Keiijo at 2:50. We
were met at the station by members of the Keijo Muslim Central Association living in
Keijo, Muhammed Zarif Hazret Yangurazi, who is the Keijo imam, the head of the
association, the Board of Trustees and Youth. We rode in a couple of cars and reached
the dormitory of the Muslim National and Religious Association in Keijo. A tea party
ensued prepared by Zarif. There was a spectacular feast given by the Keijo neighborhood
at 7 in the evening. We related our experiences of our journey in Manchuria to our
colleagues and said how we regretted the problems that erupted in the Far East among
Muslims after the arrival of Ayaz Ishaki and talked about the ways to maintain unity.
When we came to Keijo last year, we expressed our wishes to His Highness Proconsul
Ogaki that we would like to have a mosque constructed in Keijo. His Highness the
Proconsul was in favor of this idea. As an outcome of this idea, it has been decided this
August that a mosque be built in Keijo. We consulted the relevant departments of the
Proconsulate about the construction of this first mosque to be built in Korea when we
were in Keijo and began to take action to sort this out. Last year, we wrote articles in
the Yanga Yapon Muhbiri about the spread of Christianity and the activities of American
missionaries in Korea. Now, there are missionaries that go and visit each village in
Korea. There are imposing, awe-inspiring churches built in the city, and it is said that
the number of Koreans who have converted to Christianity is almost 2 million. Since
the Ministry of Religion is the institution that deals with religious issues in Korea, it
allows the construction of a mosque in this country. Though we had the intention of
staying one night in Keijo and returning to Tokyo on Friday, the Muslims there did not
let us leave. Three or four meetings were held a day in Keijo. We were treated to fleshy
ducks and sweet delicacies. In Keijo, we posed for a photograph with imam Zarif and
the board of trustees in front of the neighborhood dormitory. After being put up for 3
days, we set off at 10:10 in the evening on the 14th. The whole neighborhood carrying
the beautiful green flag/sanjak of Keijo’s saw us off at the station after saying tekbir
(allahuakbar) and prayers three times. The train moved after we listened to the prayer
18
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recited by Muezzin Abdullah Effendi.
We arrived in the city of Taykiyo (Daegu) on the 15th at 6:30 in the morning. One of
the commercial centers of Korea, the city has a population of 150,000, and Turco-Tatars
have 7 shops there. We were welcomed by our young diligent assistants Nimetullah and
Abdullah Effendi. We visited 5 shops. After performing the Friday prayer in Taykiyo,
we preached about Ramazan-ı şerif (month of Ramadan). We were put up, having our
photographs taken until our train set off at 4:00. We then moved to Pusan from Taykiyo
at 4:18. We arrived in Pusan at 7.30. There, we were met by Sadreddin Effendi Agafuref,
who is one of the honorary members of the Tokyo Neighborhood and one of the rich
Russian muslims, and Osman Effendi, a Neighborhood member who opened a shop
in Pusan. Osman Effendi gave us dinner and Sadri Effendi arranged a tea party. After
having a conversation with them about our journey and asking them for news about
Pusan we left for Shimonaseki by ferry at 11:30 p.m. A memorable event that took place
in Pusan was meeting Sadri Effendi’s 15-year old servant who could speak fluent Tatar.
It appears that in Korea children serving Tatars usually speak Tatar. Some of them also
fast with their Muslim hodjas in Ramadan. They gave us hope that Islam has a future in
Korea. We prayed, saying may Allah u Teala (Allah the Almighty) help Muslims in Korea
prosper and assist them in introducing and spreading the religion of Islam successfully.
We came to Shimonaseki at 7:30 in the morning on the 16th. After having a rest
for 5 hours at the Sanyo Hotel in Shimonaseki, we took the express train at 12:50 and
arrived in Tokyo on Saturday at 9 o’clock on the 17th. We were warmly welcomed at
Tokyo Station by the Tokyo neighborhood people, students, teachers, board of trustees,
and Japanese people who were affiliated with the neighborhood, all carrying flags and
sanjaks. We safely arrived home and began to take care of our national and religious
affairs.
El-hamdü’lillahi rabbi’l-alemin (All praise and thanks be to God who is the Lord
of the universe).
Imam and mudarris Muhammed Abdulhay Kurbanali.19

Issue No. 38 of the magazine included a news article about the General Meeting of the Keijo
Association and the formation of the Managing Board:
General Meeting in the Keijo Neighborhood
The General Meeting of the Keijo National and Religious Association in Korea
took place on January 28. Abdullah Nur Muhammed (first president) was reelected
unanimously the president, Mullah Arifullah Azatullah vice president, Abdurrahman
Mullin chief clerk, Mullah Ahmed Şah Ahmed accountant, Lokman Suleyman Effendi
19

Hatice Sağdıç, “Yeni Yapon Muhbiri (35. ve 36. Sayılar)” (BA thesis, Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Ankara Üniversitesi,
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member, and Fatih Mullin and Muhammed Altunbay Effendi controlling members.
Keijo Neighborhood is one of the successful neighborhoods in the Far East. We
wish success to the Board of Management.20

In issue No. 45 of the Yanga Yapon Muhbiri, the Korean visit of Keijo imam Zarif Yangurazi
and members of the Keijo association was covered in the “Miscellaneous News” section:
Honoring Tokyo with the Visit of Muhammed Zarif, Keijo Imam
Muhammed Zarif Yangurazi, imam and mudarris of Keijo, and his wife Hanife Abistay
were entertained at the house of Abdulhay Kurbanali and his family on September 6.
They were lodged as guests for about a month in the Tokyo neighborhood and during
this period they visited Yogawara Korutu (?) for about a week, participated in two
wedding ceremonies and other social gatherings and returned home on September 3
(Sunday) by the express train. Zarif was seen off by all the inhabitants of the Tokyo
neighborhood.

Visitors from Korea
In September, Tokyo had visitors from the Keijo Neighborhood Association, including
President Nur Muhammed, head clerk Abdurrahman Mullin, and members Kerim
Suleyman, Mullah Ahmed Shah Ahmed, Lokman Suleyman, Ataullah Alimcan, Fatih
Mullin and Muhammed Altunbay, who made business contacts. Also, İshak Akchurin
and inhabitants of the neighborhood, Nimettullah Abdurrahman, and Abdullah
Chodbin from the city of Naykiu came to visit Tokyo.21

In issue No. 47 of the magazine, there was an article about husbandry in Korea, mainly on
sheep rearing.22 There was news about Turco-Tatars in Korea in issues No. 51 and 52:
Muslims Visit Shidao Hedze Masjid in Keijo
Members of the Keijo Religious and National Association sent a sum of 116 yen to
be allocated for the masjid in Shidao Hedze, which our ancestors had frequented.
Donators included Mullah Ahmed Shah Ahmed (50 yen), Marifet Hanım Shah Ahmet
(10 yen), Kerim Suleyman (20 yen), Arifullah Azizullah (13 yen), Ahmet Muhtesip,
Zahidullah, Suleyman Mullin, Muhammed Altunbay and Abdullah Mur Muhammed (2
20
21
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yen each). Keijo Muslims expressed their gratitude for this benevolent act, praying for
the donators.23

The same issue also contained news about the Eid Holiday in Keijo, Taykiyo and Pusan on
pages 24 and 25:
Eid Holiday in Keijo
The Holiday prayer was performed in Keijo Religious and National Association, the
center for Muslims living in Korea, on October 12 under the supervision of Imam
Muhammed Zarif and was followed by his exquisite preaching and advice and with the
participation of the inhabitants of the neighborhood. After this, eight animals were
sacrificed and shared.
Eid Holiday in Taykiyo
An Eid Holiday prayer in the Korean city of Taykiyo was performed under the
supervision of Imam Ishak Effendi Akchurin on September 12. Three animals were
sacrificed by Nimetullah Effendi Abdurrahman, Abdullah Effendi Chudin and İshak
Effendi Akchurin, while the festive Eid Holiday celebrations continued for four days.
In the holiday, the masjid received 24,000 (?) hides of sacrificed animals from Muslims
living in Taykiyo and Shidao Hedze masjid received 42,000 (?) hides. On the first day
of the holiday, Muslim (halal) food was served and on the other days people had
conversation until 2 o’clock at night.
Eid Holiday in Pusan
Members of the Tokyo Islam Neighborhood sacrificed animals and prayed in the house
of Osman Effendi Ihdam, who is a trader in the Korean city of Pusan. Necmeddin
Effendi, who once was an imam, supervised the prayer. On the holiday, Muslim families
raised green flags, and after the holiday they prayed in honor of and for the welfare of
the Japanese sultan (emperor), the continuation of Islam and the Islam neighborhood
in Tokyo. All these events have been covered in the Japanese press in Pusan.24

The magazine included news about Turco-Tatars in Korea on page 28 of issue No. 51 and
on pages 56 and 57 of issue No. 52.
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Gizem Özdemir, “Yeni Yapon Muhbiri (47 ve 48. Sayılar)” (BA thesis, Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Ankara Üniversitesi,
2008), 58.
Cemal Nergiz, “Yeni Yapon Muhbiri (51. ve 52. Sayılar)” (BA thesis, Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Ankara Üniversitesi,
2005), 24, 25.
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Visitors from Korea
Members of the Religious and National Association in the Korean capital Keijo, namely,
Kerim Suleyman, Mullah Ahmed Shah Ahmed, Lokman Suleyman, Ataullah Alimcan,
Abdurrahman and others such as Abdullah Nur Muhammed, Abdullah Chudin and
Nimetullah Abdurrahman Effendi from Taykiyo were hosted by the Neighborhood,
and held business talks. Elders of the Tokyo Neighborhood living in Korea, Ahmed
Muhtesip and Lutfullah Effendi, came to Tokyo.
Thanks to Islam School in Tokyo
Kerim Effendi Suleyman supported the suggestion by the students of the Islam School
in Tokyo that the voices of some national poets be recorded on a gramophone by
donating 20 yen. Elders of the Keijo Neighborhood donated the following amounts:
Abdurrahman Effendi Mullin 10 yen, Fatih Effendi Mullin 3 yen, Suleyman Effendi
Mullin 3 yen, Abdullah Effendi Nur Muhammed 4 yen, and Lokman Effendi Süleyman
3 yen. The management of the Islam School expressed their gratefulness to the donators
for their support in this project. 25

Finally, Yanga Yapon Muhbiri issue No. 60 contained an article about Turco-Tatars in Korea.
Keijo in Korea
The General Meeting of the Religious and National Association in the Korean capital
Keijo has convened. It has been announced that in the meeting Muhammed Zarif
Hazret Yangurazi, imam and mudarris in Keijo, has been unanimously elected president,
Fatih Effendi has been elected vice-president, and Mahmut Altunbay Effendi has been
elected head clerk.
The association took part in the Eid Holiday in Keijo by sacrificing one sheep and
eight cattle, and it has been reported that celebrations continued for 10 days. May Allah
accept our prayers.
It has been reported that Nefise Hanım from the community of Sherafettin
Effendi Necmettin, passed away and was buried on February 20. The funeral and
interment ceremonies were supervised by Imam Muhammed Zarif. We wish to express
our condolences to her family. May God rest her soul.
The son of Saniye Hanım and Ismetullah Effendi, mudarris at Islam School, passed
away the other day. The interment ceremony was performed by Imam Muhammed
Zarif.26
25
26
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The Yanga Yapon Muhbiri first appeared on April 25, 1931, and continued for about seven
years until March 1938. The magazine, which ended its publication when Mullah Muhammed
Abdulhay Kurbanali, the leader of Turco-Tatars in Eastern Asia was exiled to Japan, is an
important publication in terms of its coverage of the social, cultural, religious and political
activities of Turks living in Eastern Asia. The magazine contains interesting information
about the lives and professions of Muslim Turco-Tatars living in China, Japan and Korea, as
well as minutiae concerning such issues as birth, death, marriage and education, which are
difficult to access in other resources. What is more, the photographs printed in the magazine
provide insight into the conditions and fashions of the period. Though the authors of the
articles are known only in some cases and unknown in many, the magazine is a unique source
for deciphering and identifying some families living in the region since the authors of the
letters sent from different cities are known.
In addition, since it contains significant information and views about China, Japan and
Korea, as well as the political situation of the Muslims in the world and international issues,
the Yanga Yapon Muhbiri is an exciting and rich resource for scholars.

2008), 72.
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Sufism in Central Asia: New Perspectives on Sufi Traditions, 15th-21st Centuries. Devin DeWeese and
Jo-Ann Gross, eds. Leiden: Brill, 2018. 340 pp. (ISBN-13: 9789004367876)
Sufism in Central Asia is a collection of ten chapters which were presented at the conference
on “Sufism and Islam in Central Asia” held at Princeton University on October 21-22, 2011.
The chapters presented in this volume deal with various features of the history of Sufi groups
in Central Asia with a wide historical scope covering the late Timurid period through to the
modern era. According to the editors of this volume, Devin DeWeese and Jo-Ann Gross, the
umbrella question uniting all of the articles has to do with the relationship between Sufism
established in Central Asia before the Russian conquest and Sufi activities during the Tsarist,
Soviet and post-Soviet periods.
This volume offers new approaches to and perspectives on the study of Sufism in Central Asia. Its important purpose is to correct the flaws of the Bennigsen School on the study
of Sufism in Central Asia, which lacked historical comprehension of Sufi history in the region and ignored its complex nature. The importance of Sufi literature is two-fold: it is a window into social history, providing information overlooked in court histories and documents,
and it provides essential information related to the religious life of a certain community. The
editors maintain that only through thoroughly contextualized studies of Sufi sources can
scholars understand these complex dimensions of Sufi history in Central Asia. However, the
editors remind us to pay attention to the sources and structures of Sufi history in Central
Asia, which differ considerably depending on the period. DeWeese and Gross suggest using
an integrated approach in specialized studies of a particular Sufi figure and/or community as
well as avoiding the application of blanket assumptions based on other figures and periods.
The volume consists of ten contributions that are organized according to chronology.
The first, Devin DeWeese’s chapter, titled “Re-Envisioning the History of Sufi Communities
in Central Asia: Continuity and Adaptation in Sources and Social Frameworks,” examines the
flaws and consequences of the Bennigsen and Sovietological approach to the study of Sufism in Central Asia. DeWeese demonstrates the continuities between the Sufi communities
active during the pre-Russian occupation of Central Asia and the post-Tsarist and Soviet periods. Shahzad Bashir’s chapter, “Naqshband’s Lives: Sufi Hagiography between Manuscripts
and Genre,” offers theoretical and conceptual groundwork for the study of Sufi hagiography
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as a source for social and religious history based on a body of hagiographic literature focused
on Bahā’ al-Dīn Naqshband. Dividing the hagiographical sources into four categories (manuscripts, texts, narrative fund, and genre), Shahzad Bashir proposes interpretive possibilities
along with a systematic approach for the advancement of the study of Sufi hagiographies as
important sources to understand premodern Central Asia.
Maria Subtelny examines “The Works of Ḥusayn Vāʻiẓ Kāshifī as a Source for the Study
of Sufism in Late 15th and Early 16th Century Central Asia.” Focusing on the Sufi influenced
works of Ḥusayn Vāʻiẓ Kāshifī, one of the important intellectual figures in the late Timurid
period, Subtelny demonstrates how an in-depth study of an individual figure can help us understand the social history of Sufism. Waleed Ziad’s study, “Ḥażrat Jīo Ṣāḥib: How Durrānī
Peshawar Helped Revive Bukhara’s Sanctity,” demonstrates the extension and “revival” of Sufi
networks from Peshawar to Bukhara during the 18th-19th centuries. The case of Ḥażrat Jīo Ṣāḥib
shows the influence of Sufis on a wide range of groups in power, from tribal leaders to ruling
elites, extending from Hindustan, Khurasan and Mawarannahr. Kawahara Yayoi’s survey of the
social, political and military legacy of “Valī Khān Tūra: A Makhdūmzāda Leader in Marghīnān
during the Collapse of the Khanate of Khoqand” illustrates the activity of Valī Khān Tūra in
the Ferghana Valley uprising at the beginning of Russian rule in Central Asia.
Robert McChesney in his “Reliquary Sufism: Sacred Fiber in Afghanistan” offers a detailed
historical examination of the shrine of the Prophet’s Cloak (khirqa-yi sharīf) located in Qandahar with a special focus on the period from 1880-1930. In addition to its history, McChesney
explores the role of the shrine and its benefactors in the economic, social and religious aspects
of the Afghan community. Drawing parallels between shrine culture and reliquary Sufism, he
suggests that the shrine of the Prophet’s Cloak is based on a model of the shrines of Sufi
saints. Allen Frank’s “Sufism in the Face of Twentieth-Century Reformist Critique: Three Responses from Sufi Imāms in the Volga-Ural Region” recounts the responses of three Sufi writers
concerning the critique of certain Sufi practices. The writings of these Sufis illustrate how the
reformist movement affected Sufism in addition to describing the religious and social changes
that the Sufi communities went through in the early 20th century in the Volga-Ural region.
In his piece, Eren Tasar examines “Sufism on the Soviet Stage: Holy People and Places in Central Asia’s Socio-Political Landscape after World War II,” in which he provides a
solid critique of the Bennigsen school based on examples of the hereditary Sufi families at
the leadership of SADUM, the “Hairy Ishans,” and the hereditary khojas at the holy spring
Hazrat Ayub in the Ferghana Valley. Exploring the endurance and survival of the local Sufi
communities during the Soviet period, with a special interest in the 1940-1950s, Eren Tasar
challenges the old narratives about Sufism under Soviet rule. Ashirbek Muminov’s study on
“Sufi Groups in Contemporary Kazakhstan: Competition and Connections with Kazakh
Islamic Society” surveys the currently active Sufi communities in modern Kazakhstan. Based
on oral interviews, Muminov studies the established practices and ongoing activities of the
major representatives of the four Sufi groups including the Naqshbandiyya-MujaddidiyaḤusayniyya, the Qādirīyya, the Jahriyya, and the various Turkish Sufi communities. Muminov
observes the onset of the reformation of Sufi communities in today’s Kazakhstan, which, he
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anticipates, may facilitate further development of Sufi activity in the near future. The last of
the contributions to this volume is Jo-Ann Gross’ study on “The Biographical Tradition of
Muḥammad Bashārā: Sanctification and Legitimation in Tajikistan.” Exploring the correlation between Sufism and shrine culture, Gross examines two narrative traditions dedicated
to an Islamizing saint Muḥammad Bashārā along with his shrine complex located in modern
Tajikistan. The importance of the biographies of Muḥammad Bashārā, notes Gross, is that
they demonstrate the discursive nature of Islam in Central Asia in addition to illustrating the
ongoing process of Muslim identity formation.
The material presented in this volume offers a window into new perspectives on Sufi
traditions active between the 15th and 21st centuries in Central Asia. This volume is a long-a
waited contribution to the field of Sufi studies, which challenges the outdated, flawed assumptions and generalizations seeded by the Bennigsen School. Sufism in Central Asia surely
starts a new phase in the study of Sufism in Central Asia.
Bakhrom Abdukhalimov,
Al-Biruni Institute of Oriental Studies, Tashkent, Uzbekistan

The Thousand and One Nights and Twentieth-Century Fiction: Intertextual Readings. Richard Van
Leeuwen. Leiden: Brill, 2018. 842 pp. (ISBN-13: 9789004362697 [E-book] and 9789004362536
[Hardcover])
“People need stories more than bread itself. Stories tell us how to live and why.”
(Thousand and One Nights)

Molded after Persian and Indian examples and transferred through a Persian collection called
Hazār Afsāneh or Thousand Tales, Thousand and One Nights traveled along the Silk Road to
reach the West through the French translator and orientalist Antoine Galland in the 18th
century (1704-1717). Its circulation in the Ottoman Empire in the early 17th century and
its reproduction in Egypt had finalized the number of the nights to one thousand and one
by the end of the 18th century. The fame of the narrative in the Arab-Ottoman world and
its increasingly exotic allure made Arabian Nights a more popular alternative title instead of
Thousand and One Nights. The Ottoman imperial court provided a bridge between the eastern
Islamic world (India, Central Asia and the Middle East,) and western ones (Africa). Mostly
known as “orphan stories” and collected from unauthorized origins, Galland’s version of
Nights was translated into different European languages to build “a rather shaky foundation”
of the Nights together with the “eroticized and exoticized” French version of J. C. Mardrus
(1899–1904), Edward Lane’s “biblical” and censored British version (1838–40), the pompous
and animated version of Richard Burton (1885–88) and the first “modern translation” by
Enno Littmann (1921–28) in Germany (Van Leeuwen 3-8).
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Standing at the pinnacle of popular literature, Nights never adapted the austerity of
highbrow literature until the 20th century when modern Arabic culture tried to discover the
relationship between its magnificent past and the gloomy present. Thousand and One Nights
as a literary and cultural phenomenon had cemented its role in Western literature by the
end of the 19th century. Van Leeuwen delineates that its widespread effect in non-Western
literary culture is often conveyed through European literary influence. Gaining momentum
in the Western Enlightenment, Nights is interpreted as a critical look at European society and
culture from the outside world. In Nights, storytelling is a matter of life and death as well as
an act of fabulation and that is how existing literary categories are challenged and negotiated.
In the tradition of world literature, Thousand and One Nights means hybridity and adaptation
rather than referring to an original work whose language, be it Arabic or Persian, could not be
perceived by its readers. Van Leeuwen’s Thousand and One Nights and Twentieth-Century Fiction
is a smart collection of forty-six different authors of different nationalities from the 19th to
the 21st century whose works have one intertextual aspect in common with the Nights. They
are major contributors who have shaped the literary backdrop of the twentieth century. Van
Leeuwen has provided many direct quotations for the sake of clarity.
The laws that governed European literature from the Enlightenment era were challenged
by the first translation of Thousand and One Nights – a novel definition of narrative that revealed
how new experiments and exploration could bend literary boundaries and gave birth to
modernism. For many literary figures, Shahrazad is the source of inspiration and Nights is an
intertextual cradle for newly born narrative genres, literary techniques, and many segments of
world culture. The Thousand and One Nights and Twentieth-Century Fiction is a systematic scrutiny
of the influence and incorporation of Nights into textual and visual aesthetics; it focuses on
the procedures of transmission and adaptation of narrative material and narrative techniques
rather than highlighting the postcolonial forms of “Othering.” The translation of Nights is not
simply an exotic replication. Thus, its effects on modern culture are prevalent. Van Leeuwen
traces the gradual assimilation of Nights into world literature from the beginning of the 18th
century onwards. After a brief historical account in the introduction, the book is divided into
six parts: 1) “Enclosures, Journeys, and Texts,” 2) “Capturing the Volatility of Time,” 3) “The
Textual Universe,” 4) “Narrating History,” 5) “Identifications, Impersonations, Doubles: The
Discontents of (Post)Modernity,” and 6) “Aftermaths: The Delusions of Politics.” Each
section is meticulously organized with examples of different intertextual works, a separate
introduction and conclusion.
“Enclosures, Journeys, and Texts” revolves around the dynamics in Nights and its
successors regarding the way they defy narrative structure. This transformation in narrative
is akin to the fluid, fragmented and multilayered definition of reality in modernism traced
in the works of six authors. Van Leeuwen categorizes Hugo von Hofmannsthal (19th-20th
c.), an Austrian novelist, and André Gide (19th-20th c.), a French author, in terms of their
similar treatment of destiny in autobiography. For them, letters serve as the medium of
life’s alteration. Autobiography is a vehicle that crosses the boundaries and tensions between
vehemence and lethargy in life. As for Al-Tayyib Salih (20th-21st c.), a Sudanese author, and
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Ibrahim al-Faqih (20th-21st c.), a Libyan novelist, the desire for homecoming and creating
a sense of identity is evoked in different forms of narration. The force of time and the
author’s journey in shaping his portrait are analyzed in the works of Michel Butor, a French
writer (20th-21st c.), and Abilio Estévez, a Cuban novelist (20th-21st c.). Their new definition of
subjectivity and intertextuality is portrayed in their narrative universe.
“Capturing the Volatility of Time” focuses on the instability of the experience of time in
Nights and its modern literary followers in the works of eight different authors. Rooted in the
scientific advancements of the 20th century (i.e. relativity theory and quantum theory), time is
too fluid to be defined. Time cannot provide a coherent framework for traumatic experience.
Writers like Marcel Proust (19th-20th c.), a French novelist, and Ahmet Hamdi Tanpınar (20th
c.), a Turkish poet, tried to capture the transitory quality of time and its painful effects. For
Vladimir Nabokov (20th c.), a Russian author, and Margaret Atwood (20th-21st c.), a Canadian
writer, narration is a means of survival. They try to restructure their past by recreating their
memories. Shahrazad’s literary inheritance–unbound desire and sexual freedom–is echoed
in the works of the Marquis de Sade (18th-19th c.), a French revolutionary philosopher and
writer, and Angela Carter, a British novelist (20th c.). Thus, contrary to stereotypes, many
women modeled after Shahrazad’s narratives are strong and witty while the passive and antiheroic deeds of men throw obstacles in the way of love. That is how the process of reaching
love is privileged over the final unification of lovers. The themes of temporal dystopia,
reverberation of memories, war and the reinvention of time are portrayed by Botho Ostrich
(20th-21st c.), a German playwright, and Haruki Murakami (20th-21st c.), a Japanese writer.
“The Textual Universe” emphasizes the dialogic and self-reflexive quality of Nights’
narrative echoed in the works of nine modernist authors. For modernists, texts are a reality
where fiction is reshaped as fact. The textual autonomy of a literary work and its interlinkage
with the human experience is analyzed in the radical textuality of James Joyce (19th-21st c.), an
Irish novelist. His celebration of textuality and self-reflexivity in Ulysses and Finnegan’s Wake
paved the way for the textual worlds of Argentine (post-)modernists, namely Fernández, Arlt,
Borges, and Piglia. Like Shahrazad, Italo Calvino (20th c.) believed that stories never ended.
This Italian journalist defined his own version of narration in If on a Winter’s Night a Traveller
… . For Georges Perec (20th c.), a French novelist and filmmaker, narration is an integral
part of life to the extent that humans are addicted to stories and storytelling. For Abdelkébir
Khatibi (20th-21st c.), a Moroccan literary critic and writer, and Juan Goytisolo (20th-21st c.), a
Spanish author, hybridity is a form of celebration, a refuge and the new way of narrating the
physical body. Thus, the physical and metaphorical bodies are intertwined and inseparable.
Like Shahrazad, they jeopardize their own body and place it in a textual universe.
“Narrating History” demonstrates how the traumas of history connect reality to the
fictional text. History is (re)presented and reassembled in novels whose experimental nature is
inspired by the Nights. Shahrazad’s juxtaposition between narration and suffering is reflected
in historical fiction. William Faulkner (19th-20th c.), an American writer, Toni Morrison (20th21st c.), a black American author, and André Brink (20th-21st c.), a South African novelist, are
discussed as modernist examples. While these writers are haunted by the historical events
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of the past, Gabriel García Márquez (20th-21st), a Colombian novelist, and Salman Rushdie
(20th-21st c.), a British-Indian writer, celebrate the potentials of history since when history
goes awry, narration is the only remedy. Though we cannot alter the past, we can change
its significance and interpretation in the present by altering objective suffering to subjective
imagination. For Roberto Calasso (20th-21st c.), an Italian writer, words are written as a
trauma-defying act against death. David Grossman (20th-21st c.), an Israeli author, fights the
Nazi hegemony, and Elias Khoury, (20th-21st c.), a Lebanese writer and intellectual, breaks the
boundaries of narrativity. Benefitting from Shahrazad’s technique, these writers deconstruct
the rigidity of historical narratives by colliding storytelling with violence and imagination
with the rigid power of politics.
“Identifications, Impersonations, Doubles: The Discontents of (Post-)Modernity”
reveals how the Orient has represented the Other within the Self; needless to say, the “Other”
is defined as the contradictions, oddities and irrationalities within the Self that have been long
repressed. This part focuses on eight authors who use iconic motifs, characters and places
from the Nights as heart of their narrative. Henrik Pontoppidan (19th-20th c.), a Danish writer,
and Ernst Jünger (19th-20th c.), a German soldier and author, recreate Aladdin’s nightmare, the
City of Brass, and the curse of Aladdin as a metaphor for the complications of modernity.
Their example of orientalism demonstrates how the meaning of the “modern” Self, in periods
of great socio-economic turmoil, deals with the condition of modernity. Gyula Krúdy (19th20th c.), a Hungarian author, and John Barth (20th-21st c.), an American metafiction writer,
name this condition “the Sindbad Syndrome.” While Krúdy is the nostalgic nomad, Barth is
mostly the intrepid traveler. H. G. Wells (19th-20th c.) a British writer, Arthur Schnitzler (19th20th c.), an Austrian author and dramatist, and Orhan Pamuk (20th-21st c.), a Turkish novelist,
represent different versions of the “Mock Caliph” tale. Well’s The Research Magnificent and
Schnitzler’s Der Traumnovelle epitomize a modern Harun al-Rashid, and Pamuk’s The Black
Book reworks sham caliph and Jafar’s fictional sister as a new story where the writer, his
double and the missing wife are trapped in a postmodern setting. The multiple faces of
Shahrazad are rewritten by Leïla Sebbar (20th-21st c.), an Algerian- French author, and Waçiny
Laredj (20th-21st c.), an Algerian writer. Sebbar’s Shérézade trilogy and Laredj’s Les Ailes de la
Reine narrate multiculturalism, French youth subculture and Shahrazad’s journey.
“Aftermaths: The Delusions of Politics” discusses the disillusionment with ancient
heritage and the contradictory demands of modernity. Political and cultural critiques are
prevalent throughout modern Arabic literature like the works of Tawfiq al-Hakim (19th-20th
c.), an Egyptian writer, Taha Husayn (19th-20th c.), an Egyptian writer and intellectual, and
Najib Mahfuz (20th-21st c.), an Egyptian writer. Modern inconstancies are revealed through
the predicament Shahriyar faces. Both Hani al-Rahib (20th-21st c.), a Syrian novelist, and
Rachid Boudjedra (20th-21st c.), an Algerian writer, focus on the fabrications of power and
formation of a false utopia; for them, Shahrazad’s spell has haunted the modern Arabic
world. Mostafa Nissaboury (20th-21st c.), a Moroccan poet, and Bahram Beyzaï (20th-21st c.),
an Iranian filmmaker and playwright, utilize Shahrazad’s suffering to incorporate the themes
of stagnation, decay, history, and the passage of time. Closely linked to the concept of the
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Nights, the figure of Sinbad is the conveyor of the writers’ pessimistic message. What is
missing in this chapter is the Persian heritage of Beyzaï’s writing.
After discussing all the intertextual connections in six parts and twenty-one chapters,
in his concluding section, Van Leeuwen reveals how the influence of Nights has been tightly
woven into the structural, narrative and thematic fabric of novels. The works of Paul Auster
(20th-21st c.), an American writer and director, serve as a good example. Like the Nights, his
novels are a combination of spatiotemporal instability. For him, the condition of “solitude” is
the essence of writing. Memory is a medium through which the author shapes a relationship
with his present self and the social world; it is a means to shape identity and construct life.
In Auster’s novels, narration connects the omnipresent motifs of locked room and double
to each other and to intertextual references. In Nights, narration links the indistinguishable
and mysterious system of meaning. Thus, storytelling is not a pack of dialogues; rather, it is a
“ritualized form of communication” connecting experiences to metaphoric “representations,
meanings and insights” (Van Leeuwen 706).
After the concluding section, the rich transnational “bibliography” of twenty-three
pages is completed with an index of both historical and imaginary “people and places” in
eleven pages, and a comprehensive index of “subjects” in eighty-two pages that works as a
treasure map for researchers to find related topics. Van Leeuwen’s academic rigor and his
inclination toward proving the trans-cultural and intertextual quality of the narrative are seen
in his dedication to the original title, Thousand and One Nights, over the popular title, Arabian
Nights. “Arabian Nights” is referred to in the collection only in terms of direct quotations
or titles of books and articles that contained it. Despite the transcultural quality and the
handsome collection, Persian authors from Iran, Afghanistan, Tajikistan and Pakistan are
missing from the list except for Bahram Beyzaï, who is of Iranian origin. One can mention
Atiq Rahimi’s Patience Stone, Abbas Ma’roofi’s Symphony of the Dead, Sadegh Hedayat’s Blind
Owl and Simin Dāneshvar’s Savushun as relevant intertextual sources and literary inheritors
of Nights. Though the core of storytelling as a means to manipulate time and power and as
a strategy for survival is presented by Shahrazad, out of forty-six authors, only four women,
namely Margaret Atwood, Angela Carter, Toni Morrison and Leïla Sebbar, are analyzed
despite the existence of canonical female writers in modern literature.
Azra Ghandeharion
Ferdowsi University of Mashhad, Iran

With Alexander in India and Central Asia: Moving East and Back to West. Claudia Antonetti and
Paolo Biagi, eds. Oxford: Oxbow Books, 2017. 304 pp. (ISBN-13: 9781785705847)
The book is one of the most important recent works about Alexander’s visit to the east,
specifically on his visit to Central Asia and India (and back to the West). In fact, this edited
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volume by Claudia Antonetti and Paolo Biagi is a compilation of papers from the International
Conference Anabasi: Sulle orme di Alessadro dalla morte di Dario, which was organized
by Foscari University and held in Venice from October 16-17 and November 17-18, 2014.
Moreover, the attendance at this particular conference of many distinguished scholars such
as Prof. Marek J. Olbrycht from the University of Rzeszów in Poland is a firm manifestation
of the quality of the compiled articles of this edited book.
Maybe on a humble note, the central message of this edited volume would be enhanced
further by small modifications on the cover page design such as the inclusion of the image
of Seleucus I as a rising ruler in the new Mesopotamian geopolitical arena.
The articles of the compendium have been arranged mostly chronically and geographically.
The book moves from Mesopotamia to Iran, Central Asia and India. The papers start with
Hellenism in Babylonia and the role of the Seleucids in promoting Hellenic culture. In that
particular chapter, the author refers to Babylonian tablets and some Iranian inscriptions.
Following this, the papers cover Pazyryk art and parts of Eurasia as well as the administrative,
economic and political situation of the large area under Alexander and his expeditions.
Chapter two by V. Messina is not only a wonderful paper but also his methodology
about the data can be a model for upcoming works. “Alexander le Grand and Les Russes” (in
French, chapter five) is one of the interesting articles of the compendium, which is different
from all the others. On Iran and Hellenism, Prof. Olbrycht shows new aspects of the Iranized
policies of Alexander. In the case of India, the compendium is not rich (chapters 10-11),
but the article “Uneasy Riders: With Alexander and Nearchus from Pattala to Rhambakia”
focuses on it effectively.
However, there are some issues with the book. All the papers focus on Hellenic
sources, i.e. coins and written and oral sources. This is a similar factor among all the authors.
However, East and Central Asia and India were the main topics of the conference. There
are no Eastern sources in the papers, e.g. Persian texts. Obviously, Persian and Arabo-Persian
classical sources are later, but they have preserved important information about Alexander’s
emergence in the East, e.g. his visit to India and Central Asia (cf. Gardizi 2005; Ibn Nadim
2003; Maghdasi 2007; Shah-nama 2003; Tarikh-e Tbarai 1996). However, the authors do
not appear to have trusted these sources, while some of them have referred to Achaemenid
sources. Also, it is unclear what is meant by “Arab literature” (9). Most probably it means
the correct terms “Persian and Arabo-Persian texts.” In addition, in chapter one, the author
refers to W.K. Loftus for Babylonian tablets (5) as well as generally mentioned Achaemenid
sources (6). In fact, the author does not refer to the content of those sources to support
his claim or suggest a new analysis. Despite archaeological evidence or texts (Hellenic), the
authors refer to other sources very generally in the entire compendium.
Despite some flaws regarding the diversification of resources, this edited volume is a
valuable addition regarding Alexander’s Indian campaign and sheds further light on one of
the least known aspects of this campaign. Most certainly, the twelve chapters of this edited
volume would benefit academics as well as graduate students focusing on Alexander’s Central
Eurasian expedition.
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Humanitarian Invasion: Global Development in Cold War Afghanistan. Timothy Nunan. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press. 2016. 326 pp. (ISBN-13: 9781107112070)
Afghanistan occupies a vital geostrategic location bordering the former Soviet Central Asia,
Iran, Pakistan, and China through the Wakhan Corridor. Due to this geopolitical whereabouts
at the crossroads of civilizations, Afghanistan is also characterized as the “graveyard of
empires.” On the one hand, since the mid-19th century, this region at the center of Eurasia
has been a battleground for major global powers, respectively the United Kingdom, Russian/
Soviet Union, and the United States. Although the coining of the term “Great Game” to
describe the Anglo-Russian rivalry in Central Asia is credited to Captain Arthur Conolly in
the early 1840s, Rudyard Kipling’s novel Kim in 1901 made it prevalent around the world,
and then subsequent new versions were formulated to illustrate the strife for dominance
and power in Central Eurasia. On the other hand, another notable feature of the region is
related to the fact that it is an active playground for international humanitarian NGOs and aid
agencies of all sorts. This battleground and playground metaphoric correlation is reflected
through the title of the book under review and forms the genesis of the research.
Timothy Nunan’s Humanitarian Invasion: Global Development in Cold War Afghanistan is as
relevant a question as ever in 2018 following 17 years of U.S. occupation. Recent Westerncentric attempts to rebuild the country through the manufacture of Western-style democracy
are again good illustrations indicating a lack of ingenuity regarding development assistance
in general and Afghanistan in particular. However, contemporary history since the mid-19th
century unmistakably illustrates that no foreign power or alliances have been able to exercise
full control over Afghan territory or for that matter uphold durable cohesion in the country.
Following the decolonization(s) period, throughout the Cold War, Afghanistan became a
playground of contending ideological frameworks for various development models. Nunan
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draws irrefutable conclusions about the role played by American, Soviet and German advisers
during the 1960s vis-à-vis their envisaged humanitarian assistance or development schemes
without addressing local needs and the mentality of the population coherently. Moreover,
Afghanistan is also subject to the new Chinese-invigorated Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) since
any envisaged Eurasian connectivity cannot be realized without a stable and peaceful central
Eurasia. Consequently, this timely book sheds light on the recent history of Afghanistan
through an exploration of the global history of development and humanitarianism from
the early years of the Cold War until the collapse of the Soviet Union and the rise of the
Taliban to a position of preponderance in Afghanistan. His work is ingrained with extensive
archival research of primary sources in several diverse languages. The author delves into
Central Asian, Russian, and Indian archives as well as interviews with the local populace in
order to provide a much-needed refined pathway to the historiography of development and
humanitarian intervention in contemporary Afghanistan. Humanitarian Invasion produces an
unusual and sound depiction of the Soviet Union in Afghanistan.
The book is comprised of seven chapters. In the first chapter, the author details the
historiographical traditions and problems that tormented historical narratives of Afghanistan
and Central Asia throughout the Cold War. The second chapter examines Soviet, West
German, and American development schemes. Nunan, by displaying the differences between
these three undertakings, demonstrates the diversity and overabundance of ideas that
penetrated Afghanistan in the 1950s. Chapter 3 presents the struggle as an outcome of Soviet
attempts to reconstruct society through education and humanitarian efforts in the 1970s.
Chapter 4 features the role assumed by Soviet advisors in occupied Afghanistan and the
erratic closing of three decades of state-led developmental programs in the country. Chapter
5 provides an in-depth analysis of the discussion on women’s rights and feminism. The
remaining two chapters concentrate on the absence of borders or ever-changing borders.
Nunan’s query starts with the Soviet military within Afghanistan and the problems that faced
local Afghans, Soviet soldiers, humanitarian NGOs, and the mujahidin confronted with a
fluid border situation inside Afghanistan. Nunan extends his analysis to the 21st century by
extrapolating the inquiry through American involvement in Afghanistan after 9/11 and the
American idea of “failed states” as the greatest security threat to the free world.
The book shows the reader an unusually original perspective and will be acknowledged
as a significant addition to the history of geopolitically induced development agendas at the
core of Eurasia. However, this captivating and prodigiously researched work neglects to
some extent the importance of certain aspects such as the role performed by Islamic aid and
charitable organizations on the ground. Moreover, it would be valuable to have more local
Afghan oral histories or testimonies. In the absence of that sort of valuable input, the book
in question sounds like another Western-centric endeavor to question developmental studies.
Cagri Erdem
Keimyung University
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Identity and Memory in Post-Soviet Central Asia: Uzbekistan’s Soviet Past. Timur Dadabaev. New
York, NY: Routledge. 2016. 226 pp. (ISBN-13: 9781138831469)
Central Asia went through fundamental changes from its annexation by the Soviet Union in 1917
until its independence after the demise of the Soviet system in 1991. However, independence
was the beginning of further transformations through puzzling political, legal, economic,
societal and ethnic dilemmas. Indeed, the former Soviet Central Asia is going through some
structural alterations vis-à-vis a religious awakening, historical inspirations and cultural legacies
symbolizing the ever-changing social fabric of society. In that sense, the book under examination
offers a vital avenue to understand how to reconcile with the Soviet past in order to cope better
with the current transformative movements in post-Soviet Central Asia.
To this end, Timur Dadabaev in Identity and Memory in Post-Soviet Central Asia: Uzbekistan’s
Soviet Past provides a full account of the rapport between the governmentally-approved official
history during the Soviet period and people’s private lives and beliefs. Consequently, the author
tries to improve our understanding regarding how people remember their Soviet past and the
memories of experiences that they formed during that period of Uzbekistan. Dadabaev rightly
argues that it is imperative to compile and record memories from the older age group because
these citizens are the only ones who remember the social environment of Soviet times. Taking
into consideration the current level of life expectancy in Uzbekistan, the number of senior
citizens who observed the Soviet period is shrinking very rapidly. Accordingly, failing to do so
would mean the loss of valuable/unique data resulting in misinterpretations, false assumptions
and erroneous speculations without having the prospect of establishing archival authenticity.
Consequently, the author argues that recording, preserving and disseminating qualitative data
on people’s experiences in their lives and their relations to the ideology and political structure
of the Soviet government and the Communist party is an urgent task. The book relies on
critical discourse analysis to evaluate the views of people regarding their Soviet past and their
present situation. By analyzing these particular data, the author strives to decipher the present
day transformations in Central Asia and Uzbekistan in particular.
The volume consists of nine chapters. In the introductory chapter, the author provides
the methods of inquiry and the main aims of the book. Chapter 2 stresses the practice of
reconstructing and re-interpreting history by analyzing the relationship between ideology and
public practices in order to determine the people’s memories of their Soviet past and Soviet
life, which in turn accentuates the differences between the official interpretation of history and
public historical perceptions based on everyday needs, identifications and experiences. Chapter
3 delves into the Stalinist period of Uzbekistan to apprehend the impact of Stalinist policies
on people’s everyday lives in order to explain the formation of public memories concerning
the traumatic political practices, economic policies and social life of the period. Chapter 4
investigates the memories associated with World War II. It concludes that the people’s attitudes
towards World War II constitute the only example of positively describing the Soviet period
through official historiography in Uzbekistan in post-Soviet years. Chapter 5 explores the public
reactions of ordinary citizens to Stalin’s death, indicating a positive image with deep appreciation
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and respect for his strong will and leadership in the difficult years of World War II. Chapter 6
highlights the post-Stalin years of development in Uzbekistan in terms of recollections involving
peculiar nostalgic inclinations towards a feeling of security, social welfare, order, and hope for
the future and the Soviet modernization process. Chapter 7 examines Soviet ethnic policies and
shows the emergence of a new group of Russophile people from the indigenous population,
adapting themselves entirely to Soviet realities as a logical outcome of the Sovietization policies
put in practice by respective Soviet administrations. Chapter 8 reviews religious traditions and
rituals through memories of the anti-religious policies of Soviet times in order to understand
their impact on society and argues that these Soviet experiences also affect the current religious
situation in Uzbekistan. The final chapter looks at the changing nature of mahalla (an indigenous
institution deemed essential for social capital construction) identity in Uzbekistan by focusing
on ordinary citizens’ post-Soviet recollections of the Soviet-era mahalla community. Equally,
the chapter investigates how and to what extent the mahalla can be considered a governmentaffiliated unit or an indigenous non-governmental network since political authorities have often
tried to control and contain these institutions to reinforce the state’s legitimacy on the ground.
This sort of behavior has challenged the fundamental nature of residents’ connectivity to their
local communities.
Indubitably, this volume by Dadabaev on the everyday life experiences of people in
Soviet Central Asia significantly contributes to enhancing our comprehension of Soviet
policies in the Central Asian periphery. This timely book is a valuable addition to Soviet and
post-Soviet Central Asian studies. The valuable/unique dataset has immeasurable value to
shed light on the Soviet period in Central Asia/Uzbekistan. It will benefit specialists as well
as graduate students of international relations, area studies, and Silk Road studies.
Cagri Erdem
Keimyung University

Identity, History and Trans-Nationality in Central Asia: Mountain Communities of Pamir. Carole
Faucher and Dagikhudo Dagiev, eds. New York, NY: Routledge. 2018. 300 pp. (ISBN-13:
9780815357551)
The manuscript contains the first compilation of scholarly articles in the English language
centering on the Pamiri people. The Pamiris are a small Iranian ethnic group occupying the
mountainous region of Pamir-Hindi Kush. The Pamirs as a geographical entity are split among
four countries at the core of Central Asia, namely the Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Region
in the eastern part of Tajikistan, the Badakhshan Province of northeastern Afghanistan, the
Taxkorgan Tajik Autonomous County in the south-west corner of China’s Xinjiang province,
and the Chitral/Gilgit Baltistan regions of northern Pakistan. The editors of this volume
acknowledge that they have not attempted to embrace all possible communities found in
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the Pamir region but rather to concentrate on factions calling themselves loosely Pamiri
and that are associated with the Ismailism branch of Shi’a Islam. The Pamiris, located at the
geographical and political fringes of the above-mentioned four countries, speak a diverse
range of languages, all embodied in the eastern Iranian group of the Iranian branch of the
Indo-European ethnolinguistic group.
The Great Game between Russian and British colonial rule in Central Asia from the
mid-19th century to the mid-20th century generated some substantial consequences in terms
of cataclysmic territorial divisions of the Pamir. Against such a backdrop, Pamiris, although
trapped in a Kafkaesque situation, still formed communities amalgamated by a number of
common denominators such as culture, language, and religion across the porous borders
of the two politically volatile and erratic countries in the region, namely Afghanistan and
Tajikistan.
The contributors to this edited volume investigate Pamiri uniqueness from a wide range of
perspectives and disciplines in social sciences. Across all fifteen chapters, either religion and/or
language constitute the central debates and rationale of all the authors. It would be reasonable to
allege that the fundamental impulse behind this volume was to cultivate a renewed interest in and
awareness of the identities of the remote and isolated communities of Pamir. Efforts to revitalize
the ancient Silk Road at the core of Eurasia in the early decades of the 21st century explain the
logic behind why academics, as well as policymakers, require a better knowledgebase vis-à-vis the
region. The declared intent of the Chinese-masterminded Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) to create
more harmonious connectivity across Eurasia is a sign that this volume is very timely. It offers a
much-needed fresh look at the robust cultures, languages and perplexing geopolitical history of
the region. The book certainly provides a fertile intellectual environment in which to decipher the
complexities of the area and sheds light on the bewilderment of these mountainous communities,
which in turn are pivotal actors in terms of molding this strategic part of Eurasia. Moreover, all
the chapters feature narratives focusing on various historical, cultural and social, and political
aspects in order to point out the basis of the identity formation processes.
In Identity, History, and Trans-Nationality in Central Asia: Mountain Communities of Pamir,
Faucher and Dagiev, along with their colleagues, provide a full account of differing views on
a range of issues concerning the role of religion, cultural legacies, the ever-changing social
fabric of society, languages and political engineering in Central Eurasia. The 15 chapters of
the volume are compiled into three sections.
Part I, “Identity Formation, Borders and Political Transformations,” centers on the
evolution of political influences on Pamiri identity formation. Sunatollo Jonjoboev examines
the political, linguistic, cultural and religious identities of the Tajiks of the Pamirs within
the context of historical transformations and state policies. Dagikhudo Dagiev looks at the
formation and consolidation of Pamiri ethnic identity in Soviet and post-Soviet Tajikistan.
Sherali Gulomaliev shows how externally imposed borders in Central Asia by Russia and
Britain during the Great Game negatively affected Wakhi as a Pamiri language in the region.
Amier Saidula investigates the perplexities and puzzles surrounding the identity of Pamiri
people in the Tashkurgan Tajik Autonomous Province of China.
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Part II, “Archaeology, Myths, Intellectual and Cultural Heritage,” screens fresh approaches
from historians to the interplay taking place among religion, philosophy, and mythology in
the determination of Pamiri identity. The first chapter by Yusufsho Yaqubov and Dagikhudo
Dagiev reviews the striking recent archeological discovery of Karan City, the ancient center of
Darvaz, and possible links to the Aryan prophet Zoroaster. Abdulmamad Illoliev illustrates the
important implications of the historic trade route of the Wakhan in terms of trade and cultural
exchanges as part of the Silk Road connecting different civilizations. Ghulam Abbas Hunzai
investigates the worldview of the distinguished Persian poet, Muslim philosopher and Ismaili
da’i (missionary) Nasir-i Khusraw and examines his concept of lazzat (pleasure). Daniel Beben
explores the juxtaposition of Ismaili and Pamiri identities in the Shughnan region and examines
the evidence about the presence of Isma’ili da’wa in the Pamiri districts. The last chapter of this
second part by Muzaffar Zoolshoev strives to assemble the biographies of Sayyid Munir al-Din
Badakshani and Sayyid Haydar Shah Mubarakshahzada, two prominent religious and public
figures of Badakshan active in the early decades of the 20th century.
Part III, “Social Cohesion, Interactions, and Globalization,” brings the reader to the
present day and analyzes the patterns of continuity and change taking place among Pamiri
communities. Stephanie Kicherer emphasizes the prevailing concept of barakat (blessing) in
the Bartang Valley of Tajikistan by providing an insightful alternative narrative to outsider
perspectives and attempts to develop a terminological framework for dealing with spiritual
resources. In the following chapter, Mir Afzal Tajik and his colleagues look at the role played
by non-governmental organizations and grass root organizations for the development of
Pakistan’s isolated Chitral district, which is home to a significant number of Ismaili. The
remaining three chapters center on the evolution of Pamiri identity among the young
population of the region. To this end, Nazira Sodatsayrova scrutinizes the changing pattern
of family relationships through the vantage point of mothers in Gorno-Badakhshan
Autonomous Oblast since Tajikistan’s independence and the impact of technology in the
formation of those relationships. Aslisho Qurboniev explores developments in the formation
of a communal identity of the Pamiri people within the context of religion, globalization and
the Internet with the aim of revealing communal identity reconstruction and transformation.
Carole Faucher highlights the dynamic interaction between the self-identification process and
religious education throughout the period since the independence of Tajikistan.
This edited volume yields an exceptionally compelling account of Pamiri communities
and is a remarkable addition vis-à-vis the study of the Pamir in Central Asia. It provides
numerous insights into how history, geography and culture interact with the identity
formation process in those isolated communities of the Pamir. By doing so, the volume in
question deepens the reader’s understanding of the issues at stake at the core of Central Asia.
The volume has immeasurable value for Central Asian studies in general and Pamiri studies
in particular. It is a must-read for specialists as well as graduate students focusing on Central
Eurasia.
Cagri Erdem
Keimyung University
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